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We have achieved insight into the role of H in semiconductor crystal growth in processes such as organometallic
chemical vapor deposition, OMCVD. If allowed, H will compensate shallow dopants and suppress the formation of other
compensators when the Fermi level moves significantly from the intrinsic level at growth or processing temperatures.
T. This can be a great advantage because the H can be removed at low T with no rearrangement of other atoms. This
has led to the first attainment of good p-type GaN and to improvement of n-type GaN. It should work for any
semiconductor. We have improved the thermodynamic analysis of heterojunction band offsets as functions of T and
strain. We have done the first fundamental studies of the diffusion equation with boundary conditions appropriate for
crystal growth and diffusion and obtained major insights. We devised a simple new experiment to study interstitial
impurity diffusion in semiconductors with striking results. We demonstrated that host interstitials play no role in thermal
in Si or GaAs and similar low ionicity crystals and have explained the "U-shaped" profile of transition metal impurities..
We have verified that the DX center can be getter out of AIGaAs without reducing donor concentration and studied its
properties by various capacitance transient. We have characterized the aging and charge trapping properties of ZnS
ACTFEL display materials. We have calculated the entropy of atomic hopping.
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ABSTRACT

The goal of the research program described herein was to apply atomistic thermodynamic theory,
Monte Carlo simulation, and experimental analysis to elucidate the identity of point defects as well as to
understand their static and dynamic properties. Significant progress has been made in the following eight
areas:
I.

H as a Removable Compensator in GaN and Other Semiconductors

II.

Thermodynamic Analysis of Semiconductor Band Offsets

III.

Monte Carlo Simulations of Atomic Diffusion and Interactions

IV.

Controlled Experiments to Study Transition Metal Diffusion and to Map Vacancy
Concentrations at a Fixed Time

V.

Studies of Electroluminescent Flat-Panel Display Devices

VI.

Defect Characterization

VII. Atomistic Thermodynamic Theory and Applications
A summary of this work is as follows, while a detailed discussion is available in the publications enclosed
with this report.
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I.

H as a Removable Compensator in GaN and Other Semiconductors

1.

J.A. Van Vechten, "A Simple Man's View of the Passivation of Semiconductors," Solid State
Electronics 33, 39 (1990).
J.A. Van Vechten, J.D. Zook, R.D. Horning, and B. Goldenberg, "Defeating Compensation
in Wide Gap Semiconductors by Growing in H that is Removed by Low Temperature
De-lonizing Radiation, " Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. in press (1992).

2.

The perhaps most relevant insight from the investigations made under this grant occurred towards
its end. It was done in collaboration with Barbara Goldenberg, Robert D. Homing and J. David Zook
of Honeywell Sensors and Systems Development Center, Bloomington, Minnesota. It was presented at
the Wide Bandgap Nitrides Workshop held by the Office of Naval Research (Max Yoder) and the
University of Illinois (Hadis Morkoc) in St. Louis, Missouri, on 13 April 1992. A six page summary
of that presentation was distributed at that workshop. The workshop was attended by Prof. I. Akasaki
of Tskuba University (Japan) and Dr. S. Nakamura of Nichia Chemical Industries, Tokushima, Japan,
who had published the first reports of successful production of highly p-type GaN, which called our
attention to the question how it may be possible to defeat the tendency of widegap semiconductors to self
compensate. It is clear that the groups of Akasaki and of Nakamura have done a remarkable job of this
in the case of GaN, which has been attempted by many groups around the world for more than 25 years.
Neither Akasaki nor Nakamura have published an explanation why their method, which has not been fully
disclosed, should have succeeded where so many others have failed.

JAVV presented a general

prescription how the tendency of crystals to compensate dopants during processing could be defeated by
deliberately close compensating with H ions (H+ to make p-type or H- to make n-type) during growth
at low temperatures (e.g., by OMCVD), so that the system would not have the normal thermodynamic
driving force to compensate shallow acceptors or shallow donors with native defects or with unwanted
impurities, and then removing the H ions by low temperature, low energy processes when high
temperature processing has been completed. Thus, the shallow dopants are incorporated into unusually
high quality crystal (because many fewer antisite defects, interstitials and vacancies were grown in due
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to the removal of compensation as a motivation for their formation) and are uncompensated once the H
ions have been removed. This method also increases the solubility of the shallow dopants in the host
crystal. We asserted that this is a very generally method that can improve conductivity of either type in
any semiconductor and that Akasaki and Nakamura had produced their p + GaN by practicing our general
prescription for that specific case.
The St. Louis presentation provoked a strong response especially from Dr. Nakamura, who
disclosed that he has submitted more information and explanation for publication in the JapaneseJournal
of Applied Physics. It seems that this information is in complete accord with our theory and prescription
and tlat Dr. Nakamura had independently formed a similar theory, but had not realized how broad the
implications are. It was also evident that few of the other attendees of the workshop had considered the
role of the H which is generally present in state-of-the-art crystal growth processes. Our collaborators
at Honeywell SSDC grew two samples of GaN, one doped with donors and the other with acceptors, by
OMCVD using NH3, which cracks on the sample surface to supply atomic H. As grown, the samples
were weakly n-type and semi-insulating respectively. A simple heat treatment was then used to drive out
the incorporated H- or H+ ions. This converted the n-sample to n+ and the semi-insulating sample to
p-type, 3 x E17 with a mobility of 7, which is within an orde: of magnitude of the best material reported
by the Japanese.

We feel this recent result confirms our theory for the removable H compensator

method.
After considerable discussion of the issues of patents and trade secretes with the Honeywell group
and their management, we decided to take purely defensive but strong position. Thus, we presented this
insight at the St. Louis workshop and submitted the 6 page summary for publication as a "Short Note"
in the JapaneseJournalof Applied Physics, where Dr. Nakamura's manusc-pts, and perhaps others, are
being reviewed and prepared for publication. We feel that by acknowledging receipt of our manuscript
JJAP acknowledges that the broad concept is now published in Japan. From now on attempts to patent
processes such as Akasaki and Nakamura have developed can be attacked as obvious in view of our
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publication. Honeywell and other U.S. manufactures should have freedom of action to use the general
method without paying royalties.
At this writing, we are preparing to pursue the subject further at the Materials Research Society
Meeting in San Francisco (27 April 1992) where several Japanese repoits on the role of H in high
conductivity semiconductors are to be presented. We will also prepare a manuscript with a detailed and
quantitative discussion of the issue for publication in a U.S. journal. A copy of the St. Louis summary
is attached.

II.

Thermodynamic Analysis of Semiconductor Band Offsets

1.

J.A. Van Vechten and K. J. Malloy, "The Temperature Dependence of Band Offsets for
Semiconductor Heterojunctions in General and for the Particular Cases of AlAs-GaAs and
HgTe-CdTe," J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 2, 281 (1990).
J.A. Van Vechten, "Atomic Diffusion with Strain and Injection," Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc.
184, 165 (1990).
K.J. Malloy and J.A. Van Vechten, "Thermal Expansion Contributions to Band-Gap and
Band Offset Temperature Dependences," J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 9, 2212 (1991).

2.
3.

The dramatic advance in semiconductor heterojunction technology has created a motivation to
understand the magnitudes of the valence band offset and the conduction band offset at any particular
heterojunction and their variations with temperature and with strain. There have been several rather
involved electronic structure calculation treatments of these questions and these leave much controversy
in the interpretation of a very large body of experimental reports.

The controversy was particularly

severe for the cases of AIAs/GaAs and CdTe/HgTe.
We have applied a thermodynamic approach to the band offset problem which makes use of
rigorous thermodynamic definitions of the electron affinity, work function, and valence band ionization
potential. When discussed in terms of these thermodynamic potentials, it is clear that conduction band
minimum and the valence band maximum are bulk thermodynamic electro-chemical potentials. Thus,
the quantities defined in this way must be orientation dependent and transitive from one junction to
another. This permits a great simplification of the general problem and particularly of the questions of
4

temperature and pressure variation. However, care must be taken in the analysis of experimental data
because many works do not treat their data as thermodynamic data. The use of this approach is often
called the use of the "Anderson model"; it is controversial because not everyone agrees to use the
thermodynamic approach, nor understands how.
Kevin J. Malloy, now at U. New Mexico, and JAVV have shown how to use this approach to
resolve the experimental controversy re the band off-sets in AlAs/GaAs and in CdTe/HgTe in particular,
as well as to treat the general problem.

They have also treated the strain problem and the contributions

of thermal expansion to band-gap and band-off sets. The latter is relevant to the development of, e.g.,
the self-electrooptic-effect detector, SEED, for implementation of "neural network" devices, where
variations of optical emission and absorption peaks with unpredictable temperature fluctuation induced
the operation of the device is a major problem. One may hope to resolve this problem by engineering
a package with materials having different coefficients of thermal expansion so as to produce stresses that
buck-out the pure thermal variations. It is also relevant to the issue diffusion of charged species near a
heterojunction.

III. Monte Carlo Simulations of Atomic Diffusion and Interactions
Using the VIDSIM vacancy and interstitial diffusion simulator developed early in this grant, we
have done direct, atom level, Monte Carlo simulations of four diffusion problems with realistic boundary
conditions and various initial conditions. These are: i) the first and second neighbor hopping diffusion
of vacancies in GaAs and AlGaAs heterostructures and alloys; ii) the "kick-out" mechanism for a
interstitial impurity, especially a transition metal, diffusing into an originally perfect semiconductor (e.g.,
Si or GaAs); iii) the "Frank-Turnbull" mechanism for the same process as ii) above; and iv) diffusion
of a native defect, e.g., a vacancy, from a surface with an annihilating boundary condition, e.g., a free
surface, into an initially perfect crystal with a marker layer of either host or impurity atoms at various
depths. Several tens of billions of atomic events in crystals typically containing 6.4E8 lattice sites have
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now been simulated by running VIDSIM on up to 28 microcomputers when these machines would
otherwise be idle. (Thus, at no cost.)
i) found that the rate of Al diffusion across an AlAs/GaAs heterostructure into GaAs should depend
not only on doping level but also on the choice of dopant. This is because both Al and the dopant atoms
interact with the hopping vacancies so that the hops of these atoms are not uncorrelated events. When
the dopant atom is light, easy to move and easily placed on either sublattice, e.g., Si in GaAs, then it
tends to migrate with the Al and the two attract a cluster of vacancies. When the dopant is heavy, hard
to move and much more willing to sit on one sublattice than the other, e.g., Te in GaAs, Then the Al
tends to leave the Te behind and many fiwer vacancy clusters are formed. We deduced that Te doping
should produce an Al diffusivity proportional to n**1 exp( -2.9 eV/kT) while Si doping should produce
a diffusivity proportional to n**3 exp(-4 eV/kT), where n = ND - NA is the doping density, about the
same time that P. Mei et al. published the first experimental report of this effect (Appl. Phys. Lett. 53,
2650 (1988)).
ii) For the last dozen years or so, several groups around the world have sought to explain the
distribution profiles of substitutional transition and noble metal impurities obtained in semiconductors
by diffusion. These profiles differ from those obtained for shallow dopant impurities, which further to
the right in the Periodic Table. The transition and noble metals spread much deeper much more rapidly
and are often found to produce an almost symmetric, two sided profile, which is called "U shaped" or
"Bath Tub shaped", from a one sided source. The case that has been most discussed in the literature is
that of Au diffusing into Si, but Cu, Ni, Pt, and Pd diffusion into Si and all these diffusing into Ge and
GaAs have also been reported and remarked upon. In the case of GaAs, the two sided profile from a one
sided source feature has not been reported but the observed near side profile is more like that for Si or
Ge than is the profile for a shallow dopant impurity diffusing into GaAs.
The original interpretation of these profiles is that diffusion is occurring with the "Frank-Turnbull
mechanism", abbreviated FT. It was assumed that the transition or noble metal, M, diffuses as an
6

interstitial but occupies substitutional sites when it encounters a vacancy, V.

It was suggested that the

bath tub shaped profile resulted from a one-sided source because V's diffused slowly from both sides of
the sample, which originally was perfect, while M diffused so rapidly from one side a bulk equilibrium
value for the M interstitial, Mi , was soon established in the cases of Si and Ge.

For GaAs, it was

assumed that there were so many sinks for the Mi in the bulk of the sample (dislocations or perhaps V's)
that the Mi did not get to the far side.
The FT model was challenged by Dr. A. Seeger (MPI Stuttgart) and his students, particularly U.
Goesele, who claim it cannot account fit the time variation of the substitutional concentration, [M], in
the flat central region of the bath tub profile nor fit the details of the shoulders on the two sides. They
asserted that instead a "kick out mechanism", KO, must be dominant. They asserted that Mi's diffuse
rapidly into initially perfect crystal and, at least for the case of Si, soon establishes a uniform
concentration at the bulk equilibrium value. They postulated that the Mi's "kick" the host atoms out of
their substitutional sites to produce the substitutional M impurities and host interstitials. They neglected
any effect of vacancies and assumed that the host interstitials either annihilate at the free surface of the
sample or at dislocations if any are present or they recapture the lattice site from the M substitutionals.
Thus, they assert that the rise of [M] is governed by the out diffusion of the host interstitials rather than
by the in diffusion of vacancies, as assumed in the FT model; both groups assumed that the sample was
initially perfect, i.e., had no vacancies and no self interstitials.
Our direct Monte Carlo simulation of both the FT and the KO models, as originally proposed,
found that in fact neither of them resemble the reported data that they were supposed to fit. We have
been able to establish why the discrepancies exist.
In the case of the KO model, there is a fundamental inconsistency between the assumption that the
Mi concentration, [Mi], is uniform throughout the sample very shortly after the onset of the diffusion and
assumption that the Mi's can displace host atoms at a significant rate. We found, and in retrospect it
seems quite obvious, that if Mi can displace host atoms and if Mi's diffuse into a region where initially
7

[Ml = 0, then [Mi] will decay into that region. The exact behavior of [Mi] and [M] with time depend
upon the boundary condition assumed at the far side of the sample and on the ratio of the mean diffusion
path of the M i before it displaces a host atom. We tried the simulation with both the assumption that the
M i are annihilated at the far surface (as would occur if they evaporated from there) and the assumption
that they are reflected back into the sample from the far surface (as might occur if an alloy of M with
the host forms are the far side). We also tried a range of from 1.0
to 20 for the ratio of the sample thickness to the mean diffusion distance before a displacement.
In all cases for the one sided source, both [M] and [Mi] decreased monotonically from the source side
to the far side for the duration of net diffusion, i.e., until [M] saturated. Saturation occurred first at the
source side and spread monotonically across the sample. See Schmid et al. Mater. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc.
163, 609 (1990) and Van Vechten et al. J. Electron. Mater. 20, 431 (1991).
We also found that for two sided sources, the KO model with an initially perfect sample does not
give the [M] profile claimed by it advocates. Again the reason is that, contrary to their assumption the
[Mi] profile is not flat from very early times onward.
iii) We also did extensive simulation of the FT model under the assumptions that the sample is
initially perfect and that any vacancy or M i that crosses out of the sample through either free surface is
annihilated. The latter corresponds to the widely held opinion that the free surface is "an ideal source
and sink" for all native point defects. (We will return to this ill founded opinion later.) For the case of
a one side source, contrary to the assertions made by its advocates, our simulation shows that this model
does not produce a symmetric U shaped profile. It does produce a shoulder on the source side, a rather
flat minimum through the center, and a broad plateau on the far side, but with a dip toward the far
surface. Again, the reason for this result is obvious in retrospective. Although the
concentration of vacancies, [V], has a shoulder with a maximum at the far surface, similar to that
at the near surface, the M i live only a short time in the near surface region before they annihilate. Thus,
the Mi's have little chance to find a V near the far surface under the assumption that the source is one
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sided. Deeper into the far surface, [V] is lower but the Mi's live much longer so they are more likely
to form a substitutional. The balance between the decreasing [VI and increasing life expectancy for the
Mi with increasing depth from the far side produces a plateau between the central region, where [VI is
almost zero so there are very few M substitutionals, and the near-far-surface layer that has no M
substitutionals.
We also found that this FT model with the assumntion that the sample is initially perfect does not
produce the "square root of time" variation for [M] in the middle of the sample that several groups have
reported.
Thus, we demonstrated with our direct Monte Carlo simulation that neither of the two commonly
advocated mechanisms for transition metal diffusion into semiconductors (the KO and the FT with the
assumptions described above) can in fact account for the data commonly reported in the literature. As
described in the next section, we have established with experiments on Si that the resolution of the
question of the mechanism of transition metal diffusion into Si flows from the realization of the facts that:
1)

The surfaces of typical samples are not ideal sources and sinks for native point defects
when undisturbed;

2)

The actual rates of diffusion of these metals into the semiconductors is very sensitive
to the actual condition of the surfaces of the sample, i.e., to the density of kink sites
on the surfaces;

3)

The "U shaped" data typically reported in the prior literature is obtained only when
there is such a large excess of metal on the source side surface that an alloy layer
forms also on the far side surface;

4)

Even for Si, the samples are not initially perfect. Indeed, they contain the residue of
the vacancies that were grown into the boule that the 1685 K growth temperature
because miey have no chance to diffuse out of any but the near surface region during
wafer processing.

According to our best estimate, and also that of researchers at
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Philips and SEH, about 8E17 vacancies per cc are trapped into about 2E9 voids per
cc of typical diameter 200 nm, which are called D defects and are easily observed after
decoration with Cu, Li, Na, etc. by x-ray tomography, or without decoration but with
much difficulty by electron microscopy.
5)

The shape of the profile of substitutional M upon diffusion into Si or other semiconductors is qualitatively different if the M-host alloy melts on the source side
surface, and also where M has decorated the D defects, than if these alloys are solid.
The temperature at which these alloys melt varies with the choice of metal (and host).
What has been claimed to be a transition from diffusion dominated by the FT
mechanism at low T to diffusion dominated by the KO mechanism at high T is simply
the transition from having the alloy solid to having it molten.

6)

When account is taken of the effect of the voids initially present the sample, the FT
mechanism predicts the same "U shaped" profile as has been ascribed to the KO model
under the conditions that this profile is in fact obtained. See R.K. Graupner et al.
PCSI-19 and MRS Proc. 4/92 in press.

iv) When we assume that the free surface of the sample is an ideal source and sink for native
defects, i.e., that they are created there at random sites at random intervals with an average rate that
depends only upon temperature and that they are annihilated if they diffuse back out through the surface,
we find that, whatever other assumptions are made, our simulation gives us a dip to zero for the
concentrations of any of the native defects at any free surface. This should have been obvious as a
consequence of the facts that these concentrations must be zero one step beyond the surface and that the
diffusion equation implies continuity in the concentrations of the diffusing species.

However, the

literature of the field is full of paper that assert as an initial condition that the defect concentrations at
the free surfaces are equal to the bulk equilibrium value for the ambient temperature.

10
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The source of this misconception in the literature is the classic treatments of diffusion for the cases
of Brownian motion and of coagulation by Einstein and by Chandrasekhar.

They used conservative

boundary conditions, i.e., no diffusers were created and none were destroyed; if the diffuser stepped out
through the surface of the sample under consideration, it has a high probability to step back in the near
future. In the case of transition metals diffusing into a semiconductor, if the defect passes out the free
surface, then it is gone and another will be created only after the random creation interval and then it will
appear at a random site not likely to be close to where the previous defect was annihilated. Einstein and
Chandrasekhar derived the error function complement formulae that are quoted in many text books. It
is unfortunate that so many workers have assumed these formulae for semiconductor diffusion problems
without examining their applicability.

We all know that if you change the boundary conditions, you

change the solution to a differential equation.
We have determined that there is no closed form, analytic expression to describe the diffusion
profile of a point defect from a free surface with annihilating boundary conditions into an initially perfect
sample. Therefore, we have used our VIDSIM simulation program to generate directly the statistics that
describe such a profile and compare and contrast them to the Einstein-Chandrasekhar, EC, result for the
conservative boundary condition. We have generated about 15 billion events worth of statistics for this
fundamental study. We have found some results which we regard as striking. These include:

i) the

mean square penetration depth increases linearly with time, as in the EC case, but the EC value Dt
(where D is the diffusivity and t the time of diffusion) is multiplied by a constant factor that is close to
2/3; ii) far from the surface (where there is the dip mentioned above) the profile can be fitted very well
to the error function complement formula that EC obtained if Dt is again multiplied by a constant factor
that does not seem to vary with t. See Zhang et. al.
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IV. Controlled Experiments to Study Transition Metal Diffusion and to Map

Vacancy Concentrations at a Fixed Time
1.

LA. Van Vechten and U. Schmid, "Vacancy First and Second Neighbor Hopping at a Compound
Semiconductor Interface: Insights from Computer Simulation," J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 7, 827

(1989).
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

U. Schmid, J.A. Van Vechten, N.C. Myers, and U. Koch, "Failure of the "Kick-Out" Model for
the Diffusion of Au into Si when tested by Monte Carlo Simulation," Mater. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc.
163, 609 (1990).
J.A. Van Vechten, U. Schmid, and Zhang Q.-S., "Surface Treatment Effects on Atomic Diffusion
in Si Explained without Self-Interstitials," J. Electron. Mater. 20, 431 (1991).
R.K. Graupner, J.A. Van Vechten, and P. Harwood, "Characterization of Point Defect Generation
at Silicon Surfaces using Gold Diffusion," Proceedingsof PCSI-19 1/92 to be published in J. Vac
Sci. Technol. B July/August 1992.
R.K. Graupner, J.A. Van Vechten, P. Harwood, and T.K. Monson, "The Effect of Vacancies
Grown into Silicon on Gold Diffusion," Proceeding of the MaterialsResearch Society Symposium
4/92, to be published 1992.
Zhang Q.-S., Zhao P., and J.A. Van Vechten, "Consequences of an Annihilating Boundary
Condition on Point Defect Diffusion into an Initially Perfect Sample," APS March Meeting 92 and
to be published.

We determined that, in order to understand how the commonly reported "U shaped" or "bath tub"
profiles for transition metals diffusing from one side into semiconductors (particularly Si) could occur
when neither the KO nor the FT model for diffusion into a initially perfect sample from one side produces
this result, we needed to do some diffusion experiments of our own in collaboration with state-of-the-art
producer of the relevant materials.
Siltronic, both of Portland, Oregon.

(We formed a collaboration with Komatsu Si USA and Wacker
SEH America of Vancouver, Washington, has now joined this

collaboration.) At the same time we realized that the fact that the transition metals diffuse so rapidly and
that they primarily occupy substitutional lattice sites, could allow us to map out the vacancy
concentrations in the sample at an arbitrary fixed time in an annealing sequence.
The previous diffusion experiments reported irthe literature all involved depositing a layer of the
metal on the surface prior to the diffusion annealing. They also all performed the diffusion either in a
diffusion furnace with flowing gases or in a (partially) evacuated amphule; in either case there is at least
1 torr of oxygen, 0, present.
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We arranged to do the diffusion in an ultra-high vacuum chamber where we could either have hard
vacuum or controlled amounts of 0 or other gases present. We further provided that the metal to be
diffused would be deposited in precisely measure quantities onto the sample at any time before or after
it had reached diffusion temperature.

Because the Mi diffuse so rapidly, we found that 5 minutes is

sufficient time at 960 C to diffuse the Mi's completely through a 0.5 mm thick Si sample. It would take
more than 100 hours to equilibrate the vacancies at this temperature. Thus, if we anneal the sample any
way we choose, we can then deposit the metal and hold the temperature for 5 minutes, then cool the
sample to room temperature radiatively in another minute and know that a large fraction of the single
vacancies that were present when the M arrived are now occupied by M substitutional impurities. The
substitutional M profile is easily measured by the spreading resistance profiling, SRP, method.
As already noted above, some startling results came from these studies. These include:

i) the

profile is qualitatively affected by the state, molten or solid, of the alloy formed by the metal on the host;
ii) the far side profile is dramatically affected by the presence of as much as 0.1 torr of 0; iii) much of
the M that enters the sample does not appear as electrically active M substitutionals; instead, it decorates
the D defects, i.e., it forms (molten or solid) alloy specs at these voids; iv) One does not get the oft
reported bath tub shaped profile unless one deposits enough M on the source side that enough M, get to
the far side to form an equivalent alloy source there.

The reason that the profiles are so perfectly

symmetric is thus obvious; contrary to what was claimed, they in fact are produced from a two sided
diffusion. Furthermore, the alloy must be molten to get the "U shaped" or bath tub profile.

V. Studies of Electroluminescent Flat-Panel Display Devices
1.
2.
3.

I. Khormaei, "Improved Stability of ZnS:Mn ACTFEL Devices," M.S. Thesis, Oregon State
University (1989).
1. Khormaei, J.F. Wager, and C.N. King, "Improved Stability of ZnS:Mn ACTFEL Devices,"
SID 89 Digest, 65 (1989).
R.C. McArthur, J.D. Davidson, J.F. Wager, I. Khormaei, and C.N. King, "CapacitanceVoltage Characteristics of AC Thin Film Electroluminescent Devices," Appl. Phys. Lett. 56,
1889 (1990).
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

R.C. McArthur, J.D. Davidson, J.F. Wager, I. Khormaei, and C.N. King, "Characterization
of ZnS:Mn AC Thin-Film Electroluminescent Devices by Capacitance-Voltage Analysis," Acta
Polytechnica Scandinavia Ph 170, 181 (1990).
J.D. Davidson, J.F. Wager, I. Khormaei, and C.N. King, "Aging Instabilities of ZnS:Mn AC
Thin-Film Electroluminescent Devices," Acta Polytechnica Scandinavica Ph 170, 185 (1990).
J.D. Davidson, I. Khormaei, and J.F. Wager, "Electrical Characterization and SPICE
Modeling of ZnS:Mn ACTFEL Devices," SID91 Digest, 77 (1991).
I. Khormaei, C.N. King, R.E. Coovert, and J.F. Wager, "Stabilization of ZnS:Mn ACTFEL
Devices Through Processing Modifications," SID91 Digest, 74 (1991).
J.D. Davidson, "Capacitance-Voltage Analysis, SPICE Modeling, and Aging Studies of AC
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Alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices are emerging as a viable fiatpanel display technology with potential for applications such as high-definition television. Our ACTFEL
work has focussed on electrical characterization and modeling, strategies for improvement of the device
stability, and aging studies.
With respect to electrical characterization and modeling, we proposed and have developed and
refined the capacitance-voltage (C-V) technique for the electrical characterization of ACTFEL devices.
We find this technique to be complementary to the charge-voltage (Q-V) which is conventionally utilized
for ACTFEL characterization.

SPICE modeling of ACTFEL devices has also been employed in

conjunction with C-V and Q-V analysis.

We have found C-V and Q-V analysis in conjunction with

SPICE modeling to be a powerful approach for understanding the device physics and aging characteristics
of ACTFELs. Recently we have refined the SPICE model to account for parasitic resistances within the
ACTFEL device and to more closely account for details of the ACTFEL dynamic response. Additionally,
we have refined the Q-V technique by defining two new quantities, leakage charge, Qleak, and relaxation
charge, Qrla; these new quantities have enabled us to understand trends in the ACTFEL response as
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a function of changes in the excitation voltage and have allowed us to begin to attack the problem of
understanding the device physics underlying ACTFELs with asymmetrical interfaces.
We have investigated three successful approaches for improving the brightness-voltage (B-V)
stability of ACTFEL devices. One approach involves the addition of a CaS layer at one or both of the
phosphor/insulator interfaces. Another approach is to utilize oxygen exposure of ZnS prior to the second
insulator deposition. A third approach is to employ post-deposition sulfur anneals. We believe that B-V
instabilities are associated with sulfur vacancies.
Aging studies of evaporated ZnS:Mn devices were recently reported. Q-V and C-V analysis lead
to a picture for ACTFEL aging in which atomic arrangement at the insulator/phosphor interfaces, given
rise to the formation of deep level, fixed charge states. These fixed charge states capture conduction
electrons and perturb the internal electrostatics in such a manner to account for the observed aging
instabilities.

VI. Defect Characterization
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2.
3.
4.
5.

T.W. Dobson, "Transient Decay of Persistent Photoconductance in AIGaAs," M.S. Thesis,
Oregon State University (1989).
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S.B. Kim, "Electrical Characterization of n-type Aluminum Gallium Arsenide," Ph.D. Thesis,
Oregon State University (1991).
S.B. Kim and J.F. Wager, "Low-Temperature Hole Capture Cross Section of the DX Center
in AIGaAs," Semi. Sci. Technol. (submitted).
C. Huang, "A Study of Deep Levels in AIGaAs/GaAs Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors,"
M.S. Thesis, Oregon State University (summer 1992).
Two experimental investigations were undertaken with the goal of clarifying the atomic nature of

the DX center in AIGaAs. The first experiment is denoted transient decay of persistent photoconductivity
(TDPPC) and consists of monitoring the PPC transient as a function of temperature and simulating the
experimental data assuming thermally activated electron capture into DX with a concomitant modification
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of the ionized impurity density. Six models for DX were considered but the negative-U model for DX
of Chadi and Chang in conjunction with a shallow donor led to the most satisfying results.
A second investigation involved the minority carrier capture (MCC) technique to estimate the lowtemperature capture cross section of minority holes into the DX center. The measured magnitude of the
low-temperature capture cross section is interpreted to be consistent with the negative-U model for DX
of Chadi and Chang if the rate-limiting step for hole capture involves DX in a neutral charge state.
Additional work, currently in the final stages of completion, involves the electrical characterization
of AIGaAs/GaAs heterojunction bipolar transistors.

VII. Atomic Thermodynamic Theory and Applications
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

T.W. Dobson, J.F. Wager, and J.A. Van Vechten, "Entropy of Migration for Atomic
Hopping," Phys. Rev. B40, 2962 (1989).
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J.F. Wager, "A Statistical Thermodynamic Derivation of the Ballistic Model for Vacancy
Migration," Phil. Mag. A 63, 1315 (1991).
J.F. Wager, "Energetics of Self-Diffusion in GaAs," J.Appl. Phys. 69, 3022 (1991).
J.F. Wager, "Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Vacancy Self-Compensation in Wide Band Gap
Semiconductors," Phil. Mag. A (accepted).
Atomistic thermodynamics is the application of macroscopic thermodynamic principles to the study

of materials on the atomic scale. We have both refined and applied atomistic thermodynamic theory in
the work cited above.
Two main refinements of atomistic thermodynamic theory have been achieved. First, a formulation
of the entropy of migration of an atom undergoing a nearest-neighbor vacancy hop was presented and was
derived by statistical thermodynamics.

The second refinement was a reformulation of the enthalpy of

formation of neutral, isolated antisite defects and antistructure pairs in compound semiconductors.
Atomistic thermodynamic theory was applied to a number of semiconductor materials problems.
First, the entropy of migration formulation was employed in order to explain InP drain-current-drift
measurements, deep-level-defect-transformation kinetic studies of the metastable M center in InP, in Si
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and Ge self-diffusion experiments,and in elemental metal self-diffusion experiments.

Energetic and

entropy considerations were used to examine atomic mechanisms of self-diffusion in GaAs. Finally, an
atomistic thermodynamic formulation was employed in order to explain self-compensation trends in wide
band gap compound semiconductors.
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ABSTRACT
The author here attempts to present a fundamental and general discussion of
the problem of passivating an electronic device made of semiconducting
materials. He also points out what he believes to be a few misconceptions
in the current literature and makes a suggestion for further progress.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

We define the passivation of a semiconductor as the elimination, or at least
the severe reduction, of chemical and electrical reactivity either at a
particular interface, such as its surface, or through its bulk.
Manufacturers of electronic devices must achieve and maintain proper control
of passivation if they are to attain any significant yield, performance and
reliability for their products. This being the case, a great many workers
have explored many strategies in hopes of achieving this goal. A diverse
literature has arisen. The author will here try to provide a simple and
coherent general formulation of the problem and review the current state of
the subject.
It has long been widely agreed that the electrical passivation of common,
practical semiconductors (i.e., Si, GaAs, GaP, InAsP, etc.) is equivalent
to their chemical passivation. This implies that electrons and holes in
their band edge states do not self-trap via lattice distortions in these
materials, as they often do in alkali halide crystals, and do not themselves
cause chemical reactions, as they do in Ag halides to produce the photoOn the basis of certain calculations made with what is
graphic process.
known as the local density functional approximation, LDA, several theoretical physicists have recently challenged this premise (1,2). In particular,
they claim that the low temperature passivation of donor impurities in
.!CaAq alloys, which is known as the DX phenomena, is not a consequence of
a chemical reaction involving some lattice defect, X, but a pathological
property of all substitutional donors in these alloys. If this were true,
it would be a very discouraging result for the whole technology because it
would imply there is no hope of producing devices with n-type conductivity
in these alloys at moderately low temperatures, T. Many economic analyses
39
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conclude that AlGaAs devices can compete successfully against Si devices
with similar function only if they can be made to operate below T - 135 K,
where Si bipolar transistors cease to amplify. Thus, the conclusion implied
by the LDA theory calculations is that most research and development of the
AlGaAs alloys should be terminated.
LDA calculations ascribe the "EL2"
phenomenon in GaAs and a few other important passivation issues to a similar
pathological property of isolated atoms.
The author is convinced that in
this case the traditional premise is correct and the recent LDA theory
claims are quite wrong.
In the Section II he gives theoretical and
empirical arguments to support his conviction.
If the reader will accept the traditional premise that the passivation of
the practical semiconductors involves the properties of the "dangling" or
reactive bonds of these covalently bonded solids, which are present around
certain impurity atoms and lattice defects, rather than the inherent
properties of good bonds among host atoms and dopant atoms, then control of
passivation means control of dangling bonds.
In principle it seems there are two aspects of passivation - mechanical and
electronic.
However, in practice they seem to be linked; where a semiconductor is mechanically metastable, i.e., where atoms can move, there
generally are localized electronic levels in the gap; the converse is also
true-Let us enumerate possible strategies.
i) One can provide a barrier
layer, e.g. , SiO 2 , to passivate the semiconductor in the same way that A1203
passivates metallic Al.
In Section III we consider the requirements of a
good barrier layer and why SiO 2 is so satisfactory for Si and rather less
adequate for III-V semiconductors. ii) One can terminate the dangling bonds
with H. Many workers have reported interesting problems and possibilities
in this direction recently.
The subject is briefly commented upon in
Section IV. iii) One can getter objectionable dangling bonds out of regions
where they cause trouble to regions where they present less problem or may
even provide a benefit. Gettering generally implies use of strain fields.
We discuss gettering in Section V. iv) One can use elements other than H
to terminate dangling bonds, or otherwise depresses undesired reactions.
This possibility is discussed in Section VI and the use of noble gas atoms
for the purpose is suggested. Some concluding remarks are made in Section
VII.

II.

PASSIVATION AT DANGLING OR AT COMPLETED BONDS

The traditional premise that passivation is a process happening at dangling
bonds has been challenged by calculations (1,2) using the LDA approach and
the interpretation of some experiments (3,4).
Although the challenge is
more general, there has been a concentration on GaAs and AiGaAs alloys, and
in particular on the EL2 and DX phenomena in these two. These phenomena are
reactions between metastable states of these semiconductors of great
industrial importance because they switch the material between a highly
conducting state and an insulating state.
Also, both reactions can be
passivated (5,6) with H. (This passivation seems to be not practical for
DX and only marginally practical for ELU.)
They must be included in any
broad discussion semiconductor passivation. Thus, a challenge to one's view
of these reactions is a serious challenge to one's view of the entire
subject of passivation. The author's response to this challenge is divided
into three parts: principle, theory, and experiment.
As a matter of princple, the author opposes the suggestion that dangling
bonds are not crucial to passivation in semiconductors because it contradicts a central lesson of materials science taught by the experience of the
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from Cu oxides,

PbS,

trying to make

and the like,

progress was finally made when the pioneers gave up the notion that these
materials were easy to work with and to integrate with metal conductor
arrays and instead turned their attention first to Ge and then finally to
Si.
Why do Cu oxides fail so completely where Si succeeds so well? The directional, covalent bonds in the Cu oxides are too weak and atoms are too ionic
to prevent the lattice from responding to the electrostatic field produced
by conduction band electrons or valence band holes that are trying to pass
trough the sample.
Not only is the mobility poor due to this lattice
distortion, but the structure is too fragile to withstand the injection
currents and bias fields required to operate a practical transistor.
A
prime material requirement for a practical semiconductor is that it must
have strong, directional, covalent bonds so that the atoms will maintain
their bonding network when large bias fields are applied and when large
currents of electrons or holes are injected or accumulated. It also helps
if the bonding has a low ionicity so that the interaction of the atoms and
these fields and currents is relatively low.
Si is a much better choice
than PbS or Cu oxides because it has zero ionicity and assumes the very
stiff diamond lattice. Although partly ionic and not as stiff as Si or Ge,
GaAs is a much better choice for making a transistor than is ZnSe or CuBr.
Obviously, for a practical device structure, the dopant atoms, which
normally complete all four bonds to their nearest neighbors, must maintain
the lattice as do the host atoms.
Thus, the suggestion that an isolated
donor dopant atom in AlGaAs, in response to a high Fermi level at low T,
would distort from its normal lattice site to produce the "DX centers" which
compensate such samples, contradicts the basic lesson just noted and the
fact that AlGaAs makes good transistors at room temperature.
The theoretical objection to the use of LDA calculations to support this
suggestion is that the the LDA does not obtain reasonable and reliable
values for the local effective fields, LEF. (The LEF is the instantaneous
electric field acting on an ideal point charge; it varies widely from the
macroscopic average field both spatially on the scale of the unit cell and
temporally at frequencies corresponding to all the virtual transitions that
contribute to the dielectric constant of the sample (10,11).) This problem
with LDA calculations has been noted by others (12,13) previously. It is
closely related to the problem that, although they do well with ground state
properties such as crystal structure, lattice constant, phonons and bulk
modulus (14), LDA methods do not calculate the band gaps of semiconductors
correctly. (They calculate the band gap of Ge and GaAs to be zero (15).)
It is a standard practice, although not always noted any longer, to correct
the calculated band gaps to their empirical values when presenting the
result of LDA calculations. This is usually done by a simple translation
(called the "scissors operator"), although more elegant methods are also
available.
Unfortunately, the corrections required from the delocalized
band states that define the band gap of a semiconductor are not the same as
the LEF corrections appropriate for the tightly localized, deep level defect
states relevant to passivation.
A good test for the accuracy of the LDA methods to calculate the LEF in a
semiconductor is their estimate of the binding energy of a positron to a
vacancy.
The positron is among the best realizations of an ideal test
charge; in a typical experiment (16,17) there is only one positron in the
sample at a time so there is no orthogonalization problem.
The most
extensive LDA calculations (18) for positrons at vacancies in Si (and GaAs)
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seem to be those of Puska et al.
from the very reputable group in Stuttgart.
The value they calculate for the lifetime of a positron in a Si
vacancy is 254 to 261 ps (depending on charge state), which is not far from
the empirical values, about 270 ps. This implies that they have the ground
state properties of the vacancy - positron system reasonably accurately, as
is usual for IDA methods. However, they calculate the binding energy, i.e.,
the energy to remove the positron form the center of the vacancy to the
interstitial channel, which is the integral of the LEF along that path, to
be just 1 eV. This would imply that in high temperature experiments observing positron trapping at vacancies to estimate thermal concentrations and
properties of vacancies, there should be a substantial probability that the
positron would detrap from a vacancy after being captured there before it
annihilates. This would be detected in such experiments and has never been
detected. From this empirical fact, one can deduce that the binding energy
is actually 3 eV or greater (16,19).
Given that, for the rather ideal case of the binding energy of a positron
to a vacancy in Si, a good LDA calculation estimates the energy required to
move a unit charge from a vacant lattice site to an interstitial position
with an error of 3 eV, it is hardly likely that similar methods can be
relied upon to estimate the activation barriers for the reactions of the EL2
and DX phenomena, or other processes relevant to passivation, which are of
the order of 0.2 eV. Indeed, good LDA calculations (2) estimate as only 0.2
eV the energy barrier to displace a normal donor in AlGaAs from its lattice
site to an interstitial position, where it might become a multiple acceptor.
There is a similar estimate (1) to displace an isolated As antisite defect
in GaAs.However,in the author's opinion, these facts ought not to be
accepted as compelling evidence against the traditional view that the AlGaAs
lattice is quite stiff, so that compensation reactions and passivation
processes occur only at dangling bonds.
Turning to experiment we might first note that differential thermal analysis, DTA, of electron irradiated GaAs (20) shows the net energy release
when an As interstitial annihilates a vacancy to be 8.5 eV. The displacement activation energy must be greater than this. It is hard to believe the
corresponding values for isolated donor atoms or antisite defects could be
very much less. Thus, the GaAs lattice is indeed found to be stiff.
Positron annihilation experiments (17) also teach us that GaAs samples
always contain concentrations of vacancies and vacancy complexes in excess
"3
It must be remarked that these experiments only detect those
of 10I1 cm
Thus
positrons which are rapidly trapped into the vacarcy cavity.
positively charged vacancies and vacancies bound in positively charged
The total
complexes are generally not detected in these experiments.
vacancy concentration must be greater than that detected by the positrons.
Complexes of vacancies with antisite defects account for the deviation from
ideal stoichiometry of this and similar compounds (9,21), which often exceed
1 part per 1000 or several 1019 cm - 3 . For example, if a GaAs sample is rich
in As, complexes are formed such as VG.AsG.VG. (22,23), which has no net
charge and is strongly bonded because Vsa is a single acceptor and As.. is a
double donor. Other configurations, including the EL2 family of complexes
(24-26), also form. However, the facts that positron studies find so many
vacancies while DTA studies find the energy released when host interstitials
annihilate vacancies is so large convince this author that host interstitials are almost never found in these complexes.
Mossbauer experiments (27-30) also find that a large fraction of the 5n0 ,
donors in GaAs have As vacancies as nearest neighbors. Thus, the compound
semiconductors have large numbers of dangling bonds, in various configura-
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interested in

It must be noted that the experimental observaticn that the DX phenomenon
is observed in non-alloyed GaAs under pressure, and not observed in the same
sample without the pressure, has been argued (3) to be strong evidence that
the phenomenon is a pathological property of the isolated donors rather than
As has been noted before, this would only be
one of dangling bonds.
convincing evidence if it could also be shown that there where not enough
vacancies, or other point defects, in these samples to account for the

effect under pressure.
(One agrees that new defects are not added as the
In fact the positron and Mossbauer experiments
pressure is applied.)
indicate that this is not true; there are sufficient vacancies in the nonalloyed GaAs to account
D" + V

+- 3 e

-

for the DX phenomenon with the reaction (29-31)

D+ + (VNIA)

"

()

,

where e; denotes an electron in the conduction band distribution, M is a
group III metal atom (Al or Ga), and D+ is a donor atom which may or may not
be a near neighbor to the vacancy. The reaction here is simply nearest
neighbor hopping of an As

vacancy, VA.,

which is a deep donor and thus

is

offer

an

neutral in n-type material.
Mossbauer

and

perturbed

angular

correlation,

PAC,

experiments

strong test for the proposal that reaction (1) accounts for the DX phenom(1) implies that only one third as many VA. hop has e, are
enon (29,30).
removed.
Thus, at least 2/3 of the donors in the sample should be
unperturbed in their local environment by the DX compensation while 1/3 or
less should be strongly perturbed by the presence of a strongly localized
This charge will produce a large isomer shift a the
triple acceptor.
fraction of donors near the vacancy-antisite complex while the majority of
donors will have the isomer shift characteristic of an isolated site in the
Such Mossbauer experiments have now been reported, both
perfect lattice.
for the AlGaAs and for GaAs under pressure, and do show that a majority of
donors remain unperturbed by the DX compensation reaction and a fraction
about 1/3 move into the field of approximately three localized electrons

when the sample is compensated.
Another experimental fact that should be mentioned in this regard is that
it is possible to getter DX centers by causing a nearby dislocation to climb
(32). This was observed in studies of the growth of "dark line defects" in
AIGaAs double heterostructure lasers several years ago. As the active layer
remains n-type, the donors remain while the X's, evidently VAS's, are
gettered to the dislocation core.

III.

REQUIREMENTS OF A PASSIVATING BARRIER LAYER

To passivate a semiconductor both chemically and electrically, a barrier
layer must cover semiconductor conformally, completely, and stably. It must
be well bonded to the semiconductor and able to flex with it during
(These include oxidations,
processes which warp and flex the product.
vacuum chucking for lithography, metallization, packaging and thermal
It must also block
transients at various times during production and use.)
the diffusion of charge, atoms and ions.
To be stable chemically, a substance must have large activation barriers
It must have
against reactions that would transform it to anything else.
a large cohesive energy. As elemental solids with large cohesive energies
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also liberate
large energies
forming certain compounds, particularly
nitrides and oxides, one wants a compound with a large heat of formation.
In order to bond well to the semiconductor, the bond energy to those atoms

must also be large.
In order to cover the semiconductor conformally and to flex with it without
developing cracks or grain boundaries along crystalline planes, it is very
advantageous that the barrier be amorphous, rather than crystalline. Thus,
one wants an amorphous phase that is stable; it ought to have a sufficiently
high glass transition temperature. It should also have a slow variation of
viscosity with temperature around that point so that it can flow to conform
continuously to the semiconductor without cracking, crystallizing, or
imparting much strain to the semiconductor.
Directional covalent bonding is important to the stabilization of amorphous
phases formed from a few elements with atoms of similar size (33).
It
allows for the formation of stable but non-crystalline bonding networks.
Non-directional forces, i.e., ionic (e.g., NaCl), metallic (e.g., Cu) and
van der Walls (e.g., solid Ar) binding, imply easy crystallization unless
one has a mix of several different sized atoms. The only examples of stable
amorphous solids formed without directional covalent bonding (known to this
author) are metal alloys composed of several elements such that the atoms
have distinctly different size.
These atoms are very stable in their
amorphous phase because they fill space much more efficiently than can atoms
all of the same size (because metallic binding increases with electron
density) and they would crystallize to different crystal structures only if
they could diffuse enough to phase separate (34-37). Atomic diffusion is
very slow through such alloys because there is so little free volume. These
amorphous metals might be useful to stop atomic diffusion out of conductors,
particularly if a better conductor like Cu or Au which must be kept out of
the semiconductor were to be deposited on cop of them, but they would not
provide electrical isolation.
Thus, the requirement of chemical and phase stability together with a large
band gap direct us to compounds with moderate ionicity and large heats of
formation with strongly directional covalent bonds.
To avoid phase
separation, which would imply grain boundaries chat trap charge and promote
diffusion, there ought not to be more than one easily obtained phase. Thus
the fact that the native oxides of GaAs include Ga.O3 , GaAsO,, and AsZOS
implies that attempts to passivate GaAs wi'h its native oxide must face this
difficulty. Deposited layers, e.g., CVD a-SiO 2 layers, must face the problem
of forming stable bonds between the SiO 2 and the GaAs despite a smaller heat
of formation for such bonds. Also, when one deposits a layer rather than
oxidizing the semiconductor, one looses the cleansing effect of the
reaction; "dirt" tends to be burried rather than vaporized. Where one must
deposit the layer, annealing will help to passivate the trapped "dirt".
The fact that Ge "snow plows" ahead of the oxide interface when Si-Ge alloys
are oxidized so that the oxide is pure SiO 2 points up the importance of the
difference in their heats of formation. (The enthalpy of formation at T 25 C, AHO, for a-GeO2 is 5.57 eV compared with 9.36 eV for a-SiO 2 .) Because
a-S0 10 has been demonstrated to be such a good material from which to for a
passivating barrier layer, this snow plow effect lends much hope for Si-Ge
heterostructure technologies that may overcome the limitations imposed by
the failure of Si bipolar transistors to amplify below 135 K.
The Ge snow plow effect upon oxidation also shows that the dominant
direction of Si diffusion at the oxidizing interface is from the bulk to
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interface.
This
implies
oxidation
injects vacancies formed at tae
incoherent oxide interface into the bulk, not Si self-interstitials as some
have claimed (38).
Oxidation enhanced and retarded diffusion of dopants,
and other atoms, is a complex and still unresolved problem (39).
The
implications for passivation are not yet clear; the fact that vacancies are
quite mobile in Si and Ge at room temperature implies that they are likely
to be gettered and present less trouble than in III-V compounds, where they
are not so mobile on account of the formation of antisite defects for
nearest neighbor hopping.
At this point we can see that we are being driven to the conclusion that
thermal amorphous SiO 2 and Si3N 4 are likely to be optimal materials from
which to form passivating barrier layers. This should not be surprising in
light of the experience of industry.
However, there remain the problems of the dangling bonds implied by the
incoherent interface between a-SiO 2 and the semiconductor, as well as
dangling bonds at vacancies.
(One may define a vacancy in an amorphous
covalent network as a site where bonds are left dangling.)
As is well
known
the traditional remedy is to introduce H from H2 , H plasma, forming
gas, H 2 0 steam, etc. in order to terminate these dangling bonds as H bonds.
Because OH is an effective catalyst for the Si-O bond this also has the
benefit of promoting compete coverage of the semiconductor by very thin
layers and of reducing the strain between the layers due to differences ii.
coefficients of thermal expansion.
On the other hand we are now aware of the problems that arise when H
diffuses to dopants in the semiconductor and passivates them.
It may be
worthwhile to think of possible alternatives to H passivation of dangling
bonds.

IV.

Passivation with Hydrogen

H is extremely effective in passivating semiconductors. As it is light and
It will react with any
small, it will rapidly diffuse through most solids.
dangling covalent bond to produce a "hydrogen bond."
In most cases this
reaction removes a deep level defect state associated with the dangling bond
from the band gap of the semiconductor.
In addition to this electronic
effect, it also has the mechanical effect of filling up the free volume
associated with the vacancy or other defect responsible tor the dangling
bond. In structural metals this leads to "hydrogen embrittlement"; here the
important mechanical effect is to passivate atomic hopping processes, such
as vacancy nearest neighbor hopping. Of course, it may take more than one
H atom to passivate vacancy complexes and H 2 molecules may be present in the
larger ones.
We suppose this occurs for the EL2 defect, which we have good
evidence is a family of defects (40) headed by an Asra together with a
divacancy (24-26).
It has been noted that EL2 is passivated by H and once
passivated, more annealing at higher temperatures is required to reactivate
the EL2 phenomenon than is required for reactivation of the dopants and
several other deep level defects (5,6).
Unfortunately, we now know that H will also react with the acceptors and
donors (that we must have to make devices) to remove their levels from the
gap as well (41,42).
This might have been anticipated from the fact that
H reacts strongly with both electropositive elements (e.g., Li) and electronegative elements (F).
H can also nucleate microsplits, very small cracks,
in near surface regions by interposing two H atoms in each of the bonds
across a cleavage plane to produce two H terminated surfaces (43).
CS 31-F
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It should also be noted that H is ubiquitous in semiconductor processing and
is introduced, intentionally or not, from residual vacuum gasses, plasmas,
annealing ambients, steam oxidations, acid etches, etc. at almost every
step.
A few remarks about this vast subject seem to be called for partly because
44
some recent results re the H passivation of DX have been claimed k6,
) to
be supportive of the conclusion of the proposition that the corresponding
reactions occur without dangling bonds.
These claims seem in turn to stem
from confusion re the energy of hydrogen bonds to various elements.
In 1986 Pearton et al. published (45) a plot of their empirical reactivation
energies, ED, for recovery of donors in GaAs from H passivation versus H to
donor element bond energies.
This plot is remarkably linear and accurate.
This strict linearity is also remarkable because:
a) The scales are not the
same; the range of bond energies exceeds the range of E D by about a factor
10 but the absolute magnitudes are of order 3 to 2.' No explanation in terms
of screening would seem to suffice. b) The plot shows both H bond strength
and ED to be less for Si than for Ge.
Experience with chemical trends of
bond strengths, as well as the empirical literature, teach us that the H
bond strengths to Si are actually larger than the comparable bond to Ge.
c) The E, values were deduced under the assumption that the attempt frequency, f, to break the H - donor bond is the same for all donors.
The
formula used was
ED -

-

kT ln[(tf) ' ln(N 01 /N)]

.

(2)

In fact one might expect f to be greater for donors that bind the H more
strongly, as the observed local vibrational mode frequencies are higher, and
for lighter donors, which themselves vibrate at higher frequency in the
lattice.
Usually the lighter donor also binds H more strongly.
Any trend
of values for f in this direction will reduce the larger values of ED deduced
from (2) relative to the smaller ones.
As it is, the range of ED for f const.
(from 2.04 eV for Sn and Te to 2.16 eV for S) is barely larger than
the claimed experimental error of (±) 0.04 eV.
However, the conclusion of Pearton et al. that the H is bonded to the passivated donor atoms, is supported by the fact that electron mobility increases
upon passivation.
If H acceptor were simply compensating the donors and
distant from tnem, and if only ionized impurity scattering needs to be
considered, the mobility should drop when H is added.
Also, a rather
stronger variation of E0 with H bond energy for dopants in Si is found.
Pearton et al, got their H - donor bond energies from a table in the 1975
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics labeled "bond strengths of diatomic
molecules."
It suggests e.g.,that Ge-H bond energy (quoted as 76.5 Kcal/
mole) exceeds the Si-H bond energy (quoted as 74.6 Kcal/mole).
This and
similar tables are reproduced also in several other reference books; at
least in the CRC Handbook it contains the caveats that some values were
found for T - 0 K while others are for T - 25 C and that "The references
have been chosen primarily as a key to the literature."
Confusion also
arises many values are in fact not obtained frum diatomic molecules but from
"single bond energies" deduced from larger molecules. Consideration of well
established chemical trends, as well as some of the literature referenced
in this table, show that in fact the energy is generally less for any
particular Ge-H bond than for the corresponding Si-H bond.
The present
author relies on the tables published (46) by the U.S. National Bureau of
Standards. These show e.g. , for Si at T - 0 K the Si-H diatomic bond energy
is 73.5 Kcal/mole and single bond energy for SiH., i.e., 1/4 of the energy
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of the 4 tetrahedral bonds, which seems to be a more relevant quantity for
the present problem, is 76.0 Kcal/mole and the corresponding single tetrahedral bond energy for Ge-H is 69.2 Kcal/mole.
S.R. Gunn, one of the
authors referenced in the CRC table, in fact concludes (47) very similar
values for Si-H and Ge-H in the article published just before the particular
one cited by CRC and gives an enlightening discussion of the problems of
these determinations.
Table I gives some values for T - 0 K H bond energies that hopefully are
appropriate for the present discussion.
They are obtained from the NBS
compilation. The molecule from which they were obtained is indicated also.
Given that the empirical evidence does imply that H does bind directly to
donors (and to acceptors) in GaAs and that the choice of donor does affect
ED but to a degree much smaller than the range of molecular H-donor bond
energies, we must conclude that the passivation/depassivation reactions are
more complicated than simple making and breaking the donor-H bond.
This
might be anticipated from the fact that the positron annihilation experiment
teach us that virtually all samples of GaAs contain large concentrations of
vacancies, which is likely correlated to the fact that they are are also
generally off perfect stoichiometry by parts per thousand.
This, and the
tendency of vacancies in compounds to hop to nearest neighbor sites thereby
making antisite complexes, implies that virtually all deep levels will be
complexes of related families (48) and will be difficult to getter in
Ill-V's.
Note that positrons (16) do not find vacancies in normal Si at
room T; being an element, Si does not have a similar tendency to be nonstoichiometric. We noted that the variation of E D with impurity is larger
in Si than in GaAs.
It
is
evident that most of the non-stoichiometric defects in
GaAs are
present in neutral complexes.
If
the sample is grown Ga rich, then the
non-stoichiometric defects include VAs, which is a deep donor and GaAS, which
is a double acceptor so, among others, the complex VASGaA^VA, forms (22,23).
If the sample is grown As rich, then VG. which is a deep acceptor tends to
complex with As 0 5 , which is a double dcnor, to form VGSASGaVGa.
Note that the
Ga rich complexes present Ga dangling bonds to the H at both the VA. and the
Ga antisite, while the As rich samples present As dangling bonds at both
point defects. Given that almost all GaAs sold to industry in recent years
has been deliberately grown As rich to take advantage of the EL2 phenomenon
to produce a semi-insulating substrate, we may assume that the samples used
by Pearton et al. were also As rich so they present many As dangling bonds
to diffusing H.
Then the value of ED is determined mainly by the energy
difference between the As-H bond at the defect site in the sample, which is
probably not much different from the 3.02 eV of the the AsH 3 molecule, and
the energy of the H in its diffusion channel.
There is evidence that the
metastable channel site for the diffusing H in GaAs is a bond centered
interstitial site (49); the same may be true of Si and other covalent semiconductors (50).
Then we estimate the difference between the energy of the
H atom in vacuum and in this channel site, i.e., the H atom adsorption
energy for GaAs, is about 1.0 eV.
This picture may also explain why Pearton et al. estimate the activation
energy for H diffusion in GaAs to be 0.5 eV (but increasing with doping)
while Jalil et al. find (51) it to be 1.4 eV. We propose that the activation energy to hop from one interstitial site to another is of order 0.5 eV
while long range diffusion is strongly affected by trapping at dangling
bonds.
If the bond is to a Ga atom, we estimate (Table 1) the detrapping
energy to be 1.8 eV: if it is to an As atom we estimate 2.0 eV.
Thus, the
value found by Jalil et al. is assumed to be the thermal compromise between
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Table 1.
Bond

H Bond Energies at T - 0 K
AH (Kcal/mole)

AH (eV)

molecule

B-H

87.7

3.80

BH,

C-H
N-H

98.1
92.3

4.25
4.00

CH,
NH3

O-H
Al-H

101o4
67.1

4.39
2.91

OH
AIH

Si-H
P-H
S-H

76.0
75.6
86.8

3.30
3.28
3.76

SiH,
PH,
SH

Ga-H

64.6

2.80

GaH

Ge-H

69.2

3.00

GeH 4

As-H
Se-H
Sn-H

69.7
74.7
59.2

3.02
3.24
2.57

AsH 3
SeH 2
SnH4

Sb-H
Te-H

60.4
63.1

2.62
2.73

SbH3
TeH 2

these detrapping values
hopping value.

and

the

much

smaller

interstitial-interstitial

We conclude that the rate of de-passivation of the donors by H is dominated
by the large number of detrapping events of H from As dangling bonds that
are required to remove the H from the vicinity of the donors and is only
marginally affected by the single (or, at most, few) detrapping events of
the H from the donor itself. Thus, the difference between the reactivation
energy for these donors and for the DX center (which much evidence indicates
(29,30) is a complex of a donor with an X - VA that hops to nearest neighbor
sites via reaction (1)), is expected to be only slight.
The observation
that this is true (6) is not evidence against the proposition that there is
an X and indeed it is the VAS. Again, the fact that a much larger re-activation energy is found for EL2 is likely due to the fact that its divacancy
cavity takes up more than one H before it is passivated and these form more
stable molecular structures.
This is the sort of complicated defect interaction process that is best
handled by Monte Carlo simulation methods. We have devised an efficient and
inexpensive simulation program, VIDSIM, which can do (39,52,53) this and
similar problems on microcomputers. (We supply VIDSIM to any one requesting
it for the cost of the media.)
Preliminary results of the simulation of
vacancy hopping in III-V compounds indicates that real interactions are much
more complicated than one might at first expect. This is indicated also by
experiments on diffusion of Al in GaAs doped with different donors, which
give distinctly different kinetics (54). We have concluded that this is due
to the tendency of light atoms (e.g.,Al, Si and S) to engage in correlated
hopping with vacancies and to promote the formation of multivacancy
complexes.
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PASSIVATION BY GETTERING

Gettering is the deliberate trapping of impurity atoms, vacancies or host
interstitials at some site where they will do no harm.
One can accomplish gettering by binding the point defects via a chemical
reaction, an elastic force field, an electrostatic force field, or a
magnetic field. Chemical gettering is widely used in vacuum systems but has
not been much used in solid state devices. Magnetic getting is used for
some machines, but magnetic forces are usually too weak to be useful for
solid state devices. The recovery of CdS-Cu2 S solar cells by placing them
in the dark, so that the junction field will be maximal, is an example of
the successful use of electrostatic fields to getter point defect (Cu interstitials) that degrade the performance of a solid state device (55).
However, the most common and important examples of gettering in the
semiconductor industry use elastic fields to bind the point defects. The
single most important example is use of SiO2 precipitates in Czochralski Si
These precipitates punch out dissubstrates for "internal gettering".
locations and otherwise strain the lattice to trap harmful point defects
away from the device layers nearer the surface, which must be denuded of 0.
It is well known that dislocations from other sources, e.g., misfit stress
between layers of different doping or heterojunctions, will also getter
Dislocations will also
point defects in their elastic strain fields.
incorporate point defects into their core structure when they climb. It is
also well established that dislocations can me made to glide in most practical semiconductors by laser excitation above a critical intensity (56) and
that below this critical intensity they will climb by gettering point
defects from the surrounding material at a rate that is dramatically
enhanced by the electron-hole recombination enhanced diffusion of those
point defects. We have already noted that the X of the DX center is one of
the point defects that may be gettered in this way (32). This suggests the
use of ordinary device lithography to define regions in the product into
which one wants dislocations to glide under laser excitation so that they
will subsequently passivate nearby device regions by gettering out point
defects, for example by recombination enhanced diffusion under a lower level
of laser excitation. We are presently engaged in exploring the practical
applications of this "optical glide and climb" passivation to III-V heterostructure devices which contain many threading dislocations due to large
misfit stresses.
The author expects many advances in passivation technology through the use
of various forms of gettering in the future.

VI. PASSIVATION OF DANGLING BONDS WITHOUT H, e.g., WITH Ar
When we consider alternatives to H to passivate dangling bonds, it seems
worthwhile to consider elements at the opposite extreme of chemical reactivity from H. Whereas H is the most reactive element, the noble gases are the
least reactive. As does H, the noble gas atoms have the attractive feature
that they generally diffuse rapidly in most semiconductor lattices. They
also have the feature that they precipitate into vacancies, and other cavities, where they mechanically block further atomic migration and seem even
to bond chemically into the host lattice (57).
Noble gases can easily be ion implanted into semiconductor products, incorporated fror plasmas, or introduced from the amorphous metals (37) that were
suggested as diffusion stops against Cu and other optimal conductors. The
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use of noble gases for vacancy complex passivation may be particularly useful in avoiding problems of H passivation in an intense irradiation environment.

VII.

CONCLUSIONS

This author is convinced that the best help a theorist can give to the main
stream of semiconductor passivation technology is via Monte Carlo compute:
experiments, using e.g., VIDSIM (39,52,53). The problems of H passivation
of deep level defects of current practical interest are simply too complex
to be resolved by ab initio analytic techniques. As for new innovations.
it seems that dislocations ought to be considered an opportunity rather than
a lattice problem. They are almost inevitable in the strained layer super
lattice structures currently being explored; they can be made to glide or
to climb rapidly by laser irradiation that can be be defined lithographically. The gettering of very problematic point defects, like the X of the DX
center, by dislocation climb has been demonstrated. The use of amorphous
metals as a diffusion stop may find application, as may the use of noble gas
atoms to bind up dangling bonds in vacancy complexes.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a general method to obtain high conductivity of either type in wide gap semiconductors where
compensation by native point defects normally limits conductivity of one or both types. We suggest that the
successes of Amano et al. and of Nakamura et al. in obtaining more than 1018 cm 3 holes in GaN are particular
examples of the general process that we propose.

KEYWORDS: hydrogen, compensation, GaN, conductivity, wide gap semiconductors.
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Attempts to obtain practical levels of n-type or of p-type conductivity in wide band gap semiconductors are
usually frustrated by the tendency of the material to self-compensate the shallow donor or shallow acceptor dopant
impurities, that one deliberately introduced into the material. The spontaneously generated native point defects
that do the self-compensation might be vacancies, antisite defects, host interstitials or complexes among these.
The root cause of this tendency towards self compensation is the natural tendency to minimize free energy. 1)An
important fraction of the total free energy of the sample is minimized when the Fermi level, Ef, is at the intrinsic
level, E i,of a semiconductor or insulator. This is because occupancy of the bonding states of the valence band.
which are pushed down relative to the free electron gas levels of the jellium model by the crystal potential,
reduces the enthalpy by the same amount that occupancy of the corresponding anti-bonding states of the
conduction band would raise the enthalpy.

1-5)

Thus, if by doping one were to move Ef so close to one or the

other band edge that nature could reduce the free energy of the sample by generating some collection of native
defects with appropriate ionization levels in the band gap and letting the free carriers fall from the Fermi Sea into
these levels, then nature will do this at a rate limited by the activation barriers for the defect generation and
diffusion processes at the ambient temperature.

If this rate is rapid enough, one's attempt to obtain practical

conductivity will be frustrated.
Several methods to circumvent the tendency to self-compensation have been developed.

A well-known

example is the use of ion implantation to introduce the dopant impurities at concentrations far beyond equilibrium
thermodynamic limits. However, one usually has to anneal out the damage concomitant with ion implantation
and compensating defects are often introduced in that process. It has been found that laser annealing or rapid
thermal annealing processes. which cause a major splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels while the damage is being
removed, can produce higher levels of electrical activation (i.e., less self-compensation) than ordinary thermal
annealing. 6' 7 ) Rapid quenching and crystallization can also be used to obtain a crystal with active doping levels
far from thermal equilibrium, which one may be able to retain long enough for practical purposes by keeping the
sample cool after preparation.

Unfortunately, the processes required to metallize, mount and package

2
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semiconductor devices are often incompatible with a requirement that it be kept so cool that self-compensation
does not occur.
Other strategies for circumventing self-compensation involve nuclear transmutation.

One can arrange that

the shallow dopants be created by nuclear decay only after the device has been fabricated and packaged.
Alternatively, one can deliberately compensate the intended shallow dopant impurities with radioactive impurities
which decay to neutral host or impurity atoms with times long compared with the fabrication process. 81 In either
case Ef moves to the point that self-compensation would be energetically favorable only after high temperature
processing has been completed. Such methods are limited by the availability of useful isotopes. problems with
residual radioactivity, and with the fact that the recoil energy in a nuclear transformation reaction is often large
enough to displace the radioactive atom from the lattice site and create a vacancy interstitial pair. which may
compensate the sample.
We here note another alternative to circumvent self-compensation.

The strategy is to introduce H ions to

compensate the intended shallow dopant impurities during crystal growth and subsequently to remove them by
converting them to neutral H atoms and diffusing them out of the active region to a free surface or to an internal
void. On the free surface or the void surface, the neutral H atoms combine to form H, molecules and desorb
as the elemental gas.

We make use of the facts that atomic H generally produces both deep donor and deep

acceptor ionization levels 9 "11 ) in Si and in wider band gap semiconductors and that. while these H'

and H- ions

tend to cluster with the shallow acceptor impurities or shallow donor impurities respectively, the neutral H
diffuses easily in the host lattice and migrates large distance before re-ionizing. We also make use of the fact
that, when EF is kept near Ei, there is no thermodynamic driving force to generate more native defects; the native
defects are not needed to compensate the shallow dopants because that has already been accomplished with the
H ions. To neutralize the H ions, we introduce "de-ionizing" radiation, i.e., radiation that produces electron-hole
pairs in the desired region. This can be done with above band gap light or with electron beams or, perhaps,
directly by direct injection. The major considerations in designing the de-ionization process are that it should
neither heat nor damage the host lattice but should provide adequate currents for adequate times in the desired

3

region so that the H ions will be neutralized enough times to wander to the intended sinks. One must prevent
native defect reactions from occurring, because they would tend to reintroduce compensation. This precludes
electron beam energies larger than 100 keV and fluxes that would raise lattice temperatures to more than about
300 C. Note that the range of the effect is not the primary range of the incident beam of electrons or light but
the depth to which the electron-hole pairs that the beam produces diffuse.
A practical method to provide the H ions required to compensate the doping during crystal growth is to grow
in the presence of a H plasma.

Common methods of chemical vapor deposition, CVD, or organometallic

chemical vapor deposition, OMCVD, crystal growth can easily accommodate this requirement for "plasma
enhancement".

CVD and OMCVD can also supply H ions by cracking H bearing molecules on the crystal

surface. One can imagine methods to incorporate H ions in hydrothermal or flux growth systems and for liquid
phase growth.
We must now note that at least two reports' 2 " 3 ) have already been published which we believe demonstrate
the efficacy of the general method just described for the particular case of p-type GaN.

Amano et al. and

Nakamura et al. do not discuss how the process which they call "low energy electron beam irradiation" or LEEBI
may have succeeded in producing samples with hole concentrations, p >

1018 cm 3 in this wide gap

semiconductor. Previous reports had concluded that, due to self-compensation, GaN can be made only insulating
or n-type.

The native defects responsible for this are thought to be N vacancies or N on Ga site antisite

defects. 1,4,8,14)
The LEEBI process described by Amano et al. and by Nakamura et al. appears to be consistent with the
prescription given above for the general method. The samples of GaN were grown by OMCVD with H present.
As grown, they were semi-insulating or n-type. We posit that the as grown material is insulating because most
of the shallow acceptors, A-, are compensated by H

"

ions that reside at interstitial sites in the same unit cell as

the A substitutional site. Where there was n-type conductivity, we posit that it was the result of insufficient
stoichiometry control. We further posit that the samples have, given the large concentrations of shallow acceptor
impurities that were incorporated, relatively low concentrations of vacancies. antisite defects, and host interstitials

4

P

because the compensation was accomplished with the H'

interstitials.

The samples were irradiated with an

electron beam of 5 to 15 keV incident energy for several hours, which caused them to become p-type with good
conductivity. The 10 keV initial kinetic energy of incident electrons is not enough to displace atoms from bonded
sites in the host lattice, 1,

)

and the flux is low enough that there is no substantial heating so that no new

vacancies, interstitials or antisite defects can be introduced. However, the irradiation does produce electron-hole
pairs.

Both carriers and their excitons tend to collect at the H + - A- donor acceptor pairs. These electrons

neutralize the H + interstitials; the neutral H atoms diffuse rapidly as interstitials until they either re-ionize and
rebind to an A- or reach a surface and combine with another H atom to form the gas. Because the only effect
is that the H leaves, this leaves the sample with a large concentration of uncompensated substitutional shallow
acceptors trapped at low temperature in a GaN host lattice that is relatively free of native point defects and now
denuded of H. Even though this is not the state of lowest free energy, the configuration is metastable with large
activation barriers against re-establishing the favored insulating state. (Recall that diamond is not the stable phase
of C at normal temperature and pressure, but it lasts "forever".)
We conclude that the general process we have described for doping semiconductors to levels heretofore
unattainable by first growing the material heavily compensated by H ions and then removing the H ions with a
low energy, modest flux beam of de-ionizing radiation accounts for the case of p-type GaN, as has been
reported 12' 13) by Amano et al. and by Nakamura et al. Furthermore, we posit that similar processes will produce
p-type conductivity in other wide gap semiconductors, including BN, AIN, BeO, ZnO, ZnS, and CdS where
self-compensation of acceptor doping has been limiting. For the case of ZnSe, analysis of native defect equilibria
has long predictedl

)

that p-type doping can be obtained by near equilibrium processes.

Modest p-type

conductivity has been reported for many years with much better conductivity found recently with the advent of
N doping. Some of the recent success has been had with processes where there is no obvious source of H. We
suggest that, while ZnSe can be doped p-type without our proposed H process, one might improve the p-type
conductivity with the H process because it is expected to increase the solubility of acceptors and to decrease the
solubility of any donor impurities as well as the concentration of native donors. Furthermore, we propose that
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the analogous process with H- ions, that compensate shallow donors and can be neutralized by injecting holes,
can produce useful enhancement of n-type conductivity in cases where n-type conductivity is limited by
self-compensation.
To practice the method, one deliberately incorporates during crystal growth not only the desired shallow
acceptor or donor dopant impurities but also large quantities of H. The material thus grown is insulating due to
the compensation of the shallow dopant levels by the H deep donor or deep acceptor levels. As this compensation
is provided by the H, the sample does not respond to the doping by generating native defects. Once the sample
is cool and defect creation would necessarily be very slow, one can remove the H by first converting the + or
- ions to neutral H with radiation that produces electron-hole pairs. The neutral H will diffuse long distances and
will eventually reach the sample surface or internal voids. When pairs of neutral H atoms meet on a free surface.
they will desorb as the gas. The shallow dopants are left uncompensated in the wide gap host which can not
respond in practical times.
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Abstract. We devise a simple theory for the temperature dependence of the valence and
conduction band offsets in semiconductor heterojunctions using the thermodynamic point
of view. The temperature dependencies of the offsets originate from the separate contributions of holes in the valence bands and of electrons in the conduction bands of the two
semiconductors to the temperature dependence of their respective band gaps. We use the
earlier determination of these contributions by Heine and Henry from isotope shifts of
luminescent lines due to impurities. By considering this temperature dependence of the band
offset we suggest an explanation for the discrepancy between the determinations of AlAsGaAs valence band offset by Wolford etaland by Batey and Wright. Whereas for most pairs
of semiconductors the bands move in the same direction with varying temperature. for the
particular case of HgTe-CdTe they move in opposite directions. From this we predict a much
greater than usual temperature dependence for the band offsets for HgTe-CdTe junctions
and reconcile the major discrepancy between valence band offsets determined by Kowalczyk
et al and by Chow et al.

1. Introduction
With the dramatic advance of semiconductor heteroj unction technology [1-101 has come
a concomitant increase of interest in the origin [11-181 of the valence and conduction
band offsets, or discontinuities, AE, and AE, respectively. In spite of the implied
simiplicity in the concept of band offsets, no single theoretical description has been
acknowledged as correct. To add an additional factor to this uncertainty, we wish to
explore the temperature dependence of the band offsets, an issue ignored until raised
by recent experiments [19, 201.
Approaches to the problem of the band offsets divide into two categories: thermodynamic, and electronic structure calculations. In addition to differences in the method
of calculation between the two approaches, there is a difference in the way they view
the small, but detectable. effect of depolarising fields set up around the boundaries of
the samples as a result of dipole layers that are concomitant with those boundaries. The
distinction is particularly clear and acute for the case of the band offset to vacuum. i.e.
for the questions of the 'work functions' or 'ionisation potentials' of metals or of
0953-8984/90/020281 + 13 $03.50 @ 1990 [OP Publishing Ltd
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semiconductors. For the purposes of the present paper, which is concerned with the
temperature dependence of the band offsets, the point to keep in mind is that the
effect of depolarising fields on junctions between two semiconductors is small at all
temperatures and. owing to its origin, should be expected to have very little temperature
dependence in the range 0 < T < 310 K in which the data we discuss were taken.
However, there seems to be such a semantic disagreement, and some confusion, between
the two camps over this issue that some space must be taken to discuss it. ([11] and [13]
contain previous attempts to resolve these semantic arguments and confusion.)
Those who use thermodynamic approaches are usually concerned with differences
in free energy, chemical potential etc. between bulk phases. For such a consideration.
any junction between two phases is irrelevant; there need not be any junction so long as
they can somehow exchange the energy, particles etc. relevant to the problem. Thus.
with the thermodynamic approach to the band offset (and work function) problems (1113, 151, one ascribes absolute values (usually relative to an idealised 'vacuum level' [ 11])
to the enthalpies, entropies. and standard free energies of the valerce and conduction
band edge density of states distributions in the equipotential bulk regiLL1 each semiconductor [21, 22], when no bias field is applied externally. (Recall that the standard
free energies are the total free energies minus all explicitly concentration dependent
entropy terms; in particular, the entropy terms resulting from the statistical distribution
of the free carriers among the band states are absent from these standard free energies.
Thurmond has given a particularly clear and authoritative account [21] of this point.
Any good text book contains a general discussion, usually when treating the law of mass
action.) Those who use this thermodynamic approach then define the band offset as
simply the difference between these absolute standard free energies:
AE,(A/B) = E,(A) - E,(B)

(1)

A E,(A/B) = E,(A) - E,(B).

(2)

The result is, by this definition, independent of crystallographic orientation and transitive from one material to another, that is, for example,
NE, (AIAs/GaAs(110)) = AE(AIAs/GaAs(100))

(3)

AE,(AlAs/GaP) = AE,(AlAs/GaAs) + AE,(GaAs/GaP).

(4)

Furthermore, for any pair of semiconductors A and B,
AE,(A/B) - AE,(A/B) = AE 1,(B) - AE¢,(A)

(5)

AEc, = E, - E,

(6)

where
denotes the band gap, E, is the absolute standard free energy of the valence band edge
distribution, and E, is the absolute standard free energy of the conduction band edge
distribution.
The fact that, by the thermodynamic approach definition, band offsets must be
independent of orientation and transitive can readily be appreciated by considering, as
in figure 1. the addition of a third material, C, to form junctions to the first two. A and
B. The change in energy, enthalpy, total free energy or standard free energy upon
transferring one carrier from the bulk of A to the bulk of B must be independent of the
path utilised. Thus, the transit may be directly through the A/B junction or through the
A/C junction followed by a path through sample C and through the C/B junction.
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GaAs

Ge

vacuum
_________

GaAs

AlAs

GaAs
vacuum
Ge
GaAs
Figure 1.The change in energy etc when an electron goes from aparticular state at aparticular
point in the bulk of Ge to a particular state at a particular point in the bulk of GaAs cannot
depend upon the path taken. Thus. the bulk-to-bulk band offset, the definition used by those
who use the thermodynamic approach, cannot depend on the orientation of the junction and
must be a transitive property.

Because this is true regardless of the orientation of either junction or of the material C,
which might be vacuum, it is plain that these bulk-to-bulk band offsets must be transitive
and independent of orientation.
Now, it is well known [11] that when one measures the quantity generally known as
the 'work function' of a metallic or semiconducting crystal (e.g. by photoemission). the
result depends upon crystal orientation to a small degree: it depends very sensitively on
the presence of any foreign atoms, e.g. Cs or 0, on the surface. It is also well known
(111 that the reason for this is that such experiments do not measure the chemical
potential difference etc between the bulk of the crystal and the vacuum level, but instead
they measure an effective potential energy barrier between a region in the sample near
the surface and a region close above the sample, and because the termination of the
sample at surfaces of various orientation, chemistry and condition produces electrostatic
dipoles that depend upon that orientation, chemistry and condition. These dipoles
produce depolarising fields that extend around the exterior of the sample. and. to a
much smaller degree, extend also within the sample near the surfaces (or junctions).
These fields would be irrelevant to the experiment if the electron were making a transition
from the bulk to the idealised point at infinite separation from the sample and from all
other charges, but practical experiments do not work that way
Those who use the thermodynamic approach realise, and readily admit, that practical
experiments that measure the 'work function' do find a quantity that is neither transitive
nor orientation independent. They distinguish [11-131 the 'work function* from the
thermodynamic parameter that they would call the 'band offset between the sample
material and vacuum'. Some attempt [131 to avoid confusion on this point is made by
calling the thermodynamic 'band offset to vacuum' the 'ionisation potential'. It is quite
a tractable problem to extract [111 the 'ionisation potential' from an adequate set of data
on the 'work function'.
Unless the sample is heated so much that its surface chemistry changes or the surface
atoms diffuse enough to change their local surface array, the dipole layer fields that
produce this distinction between 'work function' and 'ionisation potential' will not
change. If the surface dipoles do not change with T. then the magnitude of the distinction
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will not change with T. Thus. the dipole fields will then make no contribution to any
measured dependence on Tof either the 'work function' or the 'ionisation potential'.
In general, practical junctions between crystalline samples also produce electrostatic
dipoles that also produce fringing, or depolarisation fields. For semiconducting samples
these fields are much weaker than those in vacuum because of the conductivity of the
two solids. However, they do have a finite effect upon the effective barrier a carrier
encounters transiting the junction in a practical experiment. Just as the chemistry of the
surface has much more effect on the 'work function' that does the crystal orientation.
the effective barrier at a semiconductor junction is expected to be much more sensitive
to the local chemistry of the interface than to its orientation. (Indeed. the FreeoufWoodall and Spicer defect models for Schottky barrier heights attribute a dramatic
effect to a local chemistry at the interface different from that of the bulk sample.) Again.
those with a thermodynamic point of view regard these junction field effects as a minor
nuisance that should be extracted from the raw data in order to determine the true, bulkto-bulk band offset, which must be transitive and orientation independent.
With the electronic structure approach [14, 16-18], one solves a Schr6dinger
equation for the particular chemistry and orientation of the junction as exactly and as
rigorously as possible. With such an approach one has to deal explicitly with the junction
dipole in detail. Those who use this approach regard these dipoles and their depolarisation fields with more respect than do those who use the thermodynamic approach.
They generally include their effect when they seek to relate the results of their Schrodinger equation calculations, which are eigenvalues and not free energies, on the two
sides to AE, and AE, (The problem of relating eigenvalues to the enthalpies and free
energies of the band density of states distributions is discussed on pages 8 to 18 of [22].)
Thus. with the electronic structure approach, one includes the small effect of the
depolarising field in one's definition of the 'band offset' which is then an effective barrier
height for transit of the carrier. Fortunately, the two approaches are now beginning to
concur [18] with one another in cases like AlAs/GaAs where the close matching of the
lattice constants makes for very simple junctions.
The effective barrier definition of the 'band offset' depends on the sample geometry
and the distance of the two reference points from the interface. In general. it can be nontransitive and orientation dependent. It may be claimed to be more directly related to
the result of practical experiments, but, in our view, it is not nearly so well nor clearly
defined a concept and it is not nearly so easily applied to the question of the temperature
dependence of the band offsets. Again, the reader should keep in mind that. because
these junction dipole fields should not depend on Tin the range of the relevant experiments, this distinction between the definitions of 'band offset' will have no significance
for any discussion of the temperaturedependence of the band offset.
The purpose of the present work is to address the problem of the temperature
dependence of the band offsets. Although it seems not to have been done before, we
will see that this is a very simple problem if one uses the thermodynamic approach. (It
would appear to be rather difficult from the electronic structure approach.) We see from
equations (1) to (6) that all that is required is a determination of the variation of E, and
E, with T for the two semiconductors that form the junction. Most of what is required
to establish E,(T) and E,(T) has already been developed and published with reference
to the closely related problem of AE,,(T), for which empirical values are established for
most semiconductors [211.
Also for the problem of dAE,/d Tthere is a simple thermodynamic approach [22. 23]
which avoids the difficulties of electronic structure calculations. One notes that the

10
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explicit effect of Ton the electronic eigenvalues is a very small part of the total dAE,/
d T (as can be determined from the coefficient of thermal expansion and the pressure
dependence of AE,) and the vast majority of the effect comes from the electron-phonon
interaction. The electron-phonon interaction can be evaluated by considering the small
perturbative effect upon the phonons of the thermally excited electrons, the e, and
holes, the hv, which are never more [211 than 1 part in 10 of the bonding electron density.
using a simple bond-charge theory [24, 25] of phonon energies. This approach has been
shown to give quantitative agreement with experiment for the phonon frequencies [261,
as well as for AE,(T), up to the melting points of Si and Ge. (Of course, there is
also an electronic structure approach [27] which considers the massive perturbation of
(vibronic) electronic levels by phonons, which are several times more numerous than
are host atoms. These two approaches now concur rather well.)
2. Temperature dependence of band offset
With the thermodynamic approach [21. 22] one readily sees that for most semiconductors
AE, decreases with increasing T because the thermal excitation of both the e, and
h, softens transverse acoustic phonon modes by (respectively) putting charge into
antibonding states in the conduction band and taking it away from bonding states in the
valence band. This results in a large positive (standard) entropy. AS,,. for the reaction
[21. 221 that thermally excites the e, and h ,
(7)
0 ,-o ec + h,
AEc,.
As AE, is the (standard) chemical potential for ec + h, pairs, it is equal to a free energy
and follows the universal relation [21] of Gibbs
AEcv(T) = AHc,,(T) - T ASC(T)

(8)

where AH, is the corresponding (standard) enthalpy of the reaction. AEc,(T), AHcv(T),
and AS,(T), as determined by Thurmond in [21] for the case of GaAs are plotted in
figure 2. Note that basic considerations of thermodynamics require that AS,(T = 0 K) =
0. and if AS, > 0 for T > 0. then d AE,(T)/d T < 0 and d AH,(T)/d T > 0.
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Figure 2. The empirical variation with temperature. as determined by Thurmond
[211. of the free energy, the enthalpy. and
the entropy of the band gap. i.e. of the

creation of a pair of free carriers, in GaAs.
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Where AS, denotes the combined effect of one ec and one h,, it is sometimes possible
to separate the two effects by observing the isotope shifts of zero-phonon optical
transitions due to impurities [28, 29]. One may deduce from the isotope shift the local
softening effect on the phonon modes about the impurity when one electron or one hole
localises into a state about the impurity. Heine and Henry studied this problem [281 for
several semiconductors, particularly GaP and ZnO. They concluded that, at least for
these cases, a hole is almost four times as effective in softening phonons as is an electron.
That is
(9)

Sh = (3.6 t I)Se

with
AS,

(10)

= S, + Sh.

As suggested by Heine and Henry, we assume that this distribution of the weight of the
two contributions is essentially the same for all tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors.
Let us now define the band offset problem in thermodynamic terms. (Care is required
not to make a sign error.) We have the two semiconductors, A and B. and consider the
reaction that transfers an e, from B to A at the cost of free energy AE,(A/B).
A:0, B:e C > A:e, ,B:0

AE(A/B) = E,(A) - E,(B).

(11)

We also have the reaction that transfers a h, from B to A at the cost of free energy
- AE,(A/B) (note the effect of the difference in the sign of the charge of the h, and the
e'),

A:0. B:hv # A:hv, B:0

-AE,(A/B)

- E,(A) - E,(B).

(12)

The vacuum level, or any other reference state. R. may be introduced by breaking these
reactions into two parts, i.e.
B:e.

R:0 => B:0, R:e

(13)

R:e.

A:O

R:0, A:e

(14)

followed by

and correspondingly for the hole reaction. Adding reactions (11) and (12), we have
A:O, B:e- + h + > A:eJ + h + . B:0

AE(A/B) - AE,(A/B)

(15)

which immediately implies
NE,(A) - AEv(B) = AEC(A/B) - AE,(A/B)

(16)

as claimed above at equation (5). When we differentiate equation (16) with respect to
T. we have
d AE, (A)/dT - d AEcv(B)/dT = d AEc(A/B)/dT - d AE,(A/B)/dT.

(17)

Now we recall the basic thermodynamic identity that the entropy is the negative of the
derivative of the corresponding free energy (or chemical potential) with respect to T. so
SJ(A) = -dE,(A)/dT

S,(A) = -dE,(A)/dT

and, of course. the same for B while for the band gaps themselves

(18)
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AS,,(A) = -dE,(A)/dT.

(19)

Finally, when we compare equation (10) with (18), we have the interesting result that
S, + Sh = Sc - S,

(20)

S, = ASc, + Sh.

(21)

or

This merely states the fact that. in order for the band gap to decrease with rising T. the
absolute free energy E, must fall faster than the absolute free energy E, by AS, This is
illustrated in figure 3 for the cases of GaAs and AlAs.
We now introduce the physical assumption of equation (9), that the fraction of ASc,
due to h, is a constant 77% (±5) for all tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors, and we
equate this with S,:
(22)

S, =S

so we have
d AE,(A/B)/dT= 0.77 (t 0.05)(d AEc,(A)/dT

-

d AEc,(B)/dT).

(23)

While equation (22) is attractive on intuitive physical grounds. it is not clear whether it
is rigorously exact. The biggest problem is that it assumes that the effect on the lattice
modes of a localised hole or electron, as observed in the isotope shift experiments [281,
is the same as that of a delocalised h, or e, in the band edge density of state distribution.
Van Vechten and Thurmond have argued that this should be so to a good approximation
[22, 291 and correlated it to the proposition that for any tetrahedral semiconductor the
temperature dependence of the various direct band gaps in the optical spectrum (the
fundamental gap and all higher gaps) should be the same. (This implies that a delocalised
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state at any point in the Brillouin zone has the same effect on the lattice, so the effect of
a localised state, having components from many points in the zone, would also be the
same.) What experiments have been done to test this hypothesis [30J'(on Si) support it.
Aside from this problem ot a possible distinction between localised and delocalised
carriers, one can question the consequences of the possible alternative assumptions that
S, < Shor S > Sh. IfS, < Sh, one would have to conclude that the addition ofantibonding
charge, i.e. the ec. someshow stiffens the lattice relative to the degree indicated by the
isotope shift experiments-so the entropy of the valence band edge distribution could
be reduced. This seems most unlikely. If S, > Sh, then there must be some contribution
to the entropy of both the valence and conduction band density of states beyond that
due to the lattice modes. (Recall the quantitative description of the variation of the mode
frequencies [26] to the melting points of Si and Ge.) No source of such a contribution is
apparent.
Let us now note the consequence of equations (21), (22) and (23) for AEc:
d AEc(A/B)/dT = 1.77 (_t0.05)(d AE,(A)/dT - d AE,,(B)/dT).

(24)

Furthermore. because AHv and AHc are connencted by thermodynamic identities [21]
to AS and AEc and AE,.
d AH,(A!B)/dT

0.77 (t 0.05)(d AH~,(A)/dT - d AHc,(B)/dT)

(25)

1.77 (: 0.05)(d AH,(A)/dT

(26)

and
d AH,(A/B)/dT

-

d AHc,(B)/d T).

To carry this discussion any further, we must consider specific cases. We find data
adquate for a discussion available for two cases-those of GaAs-AlAs junctions and of
HgTe-CdTe functions, and that these generally support the foregoing simple theory.

3. The case of AIAs-GaAs
In the AlAs-GaAs heterojunction. E, for GaAs is higher [31] than for AlAs at T = 0.
It was found in [32] that d AEcv/d T is a linear function of the mole fraction of Al in the
AIGa -,As alloy system for x < 0.50. We use their extrapolation to AlAs, which
concluded that d AE,/d T for AlAs is 1.6 :t 0.2 times that for GaAs. Consequently.
Ev(GaAs) will decrease with rising T more slowly than will E.(AlAs), and AE,(GaAs/
AlAs) will become larger. (See figure 3.) However, AH,(GaAs/AlAs). which equals
AEv(GaAs/AlAs) at T = 0 K. will decrease with rising Tbecause H,(GaAs) will increase
more slowly than H,(AlAs).
Consider now what empirical information relevant to the simple theory of equations
(23) and (24) is available. The theory implies that for most cases dEv(A/B)/dT and
dE,(A/B)/dTare both small because the dAE,(A)/dT= dAE ,(B)/dTfor most pairs
of semiconductors A and B. Furthermore, the total variation of AE(A) over the range
of accurate experiments. generally from T = 0 K to 300 K. is not much larger than the
experimental uncertainty in AE,(A/B) or AE,(A/B). (For GaAs. AE,,(T =
0 K) - AE,(T = 295 K) = 94 meV.
while
AH,,(T = 295 K) - AH,(T = 0 K) =
39 meV. )This is certainly consistent with the fact that the authors have not been able to
find any explicit discussion of the temperature dependence of band offsets in the previous
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literature. However, one can look at discrepancies in determinations made at different
values of T.
The case of AlAs-GaAs heterojunctions has probably been studied more carefully
and with better prepared samples than any other. For the cases AlGaI- As alloys on
GaAs. Wolford et al determined [31] that AEV(T = 8 K) = 110 = 8 meV for GaAsAlo 2Gao -As and AE,(T = 8 K) = 320 -t 10 meV for GaAs-Al0 70GaO.3oAs. They used
optical methods, it is shown in [22] that such optical experiments do in fact measure
chemical potentials and thus. as Wolford etal imply, do determine AEvs or AE~s rather
than AHvs or AHcvs. Another careful determination of similarly well prepared samples
was made [33] for higher T by Batey and Wright. They studied the thermionic emission
of hvs across the junction in p-type material as a function of alloy composition and of T
for the interval 79.6 K to 294.4K. They concluded that
AEv(GaAs/AlGa I.,As) = 0.55x eV (±t 20 - 40 meV)

(27)

where x is the mole fraction of Al in the alloy. This implies that AE, = 154 = 30 meV
for GaAs-Alo.2Gao.7As in contrast to Wolford and co-workers" 110 = 8 meV. and
385 ± 30 meV for GaAs-Alo y0GaO 3OAs in contrast to 320 - 10 meV.
Batey and Wright obtained equation (27) by fitting their data for the thermionic
emission current, J,, with a Richardson equation
J, = A*T

2

exp(-p/kT)

(28)

where A* is the Richardson constant and s the activation barrier for holes. The limit of
0 as bias voltage goes to zero can be simply related to AE,. if. as Batey and Wright did,
one takes account of the temperature variation of the Fermi level. However, in their
analysis of Arrhenius plots of 0 versus lIT. AE, was treated as if it were independent
of T. A reanalysis of the raw data including the expected variation of AE, (and thus of
p) with Tis required.
Although the issue may now be unresolvable, we can discuss the implications of the
temperature dependence of AE, regarding a reconciliation of these two experiments.
First let us note that, since 0 is a free energy barrier, as is AE,, Batey and Wright should
have measured a larger value than Wolford et al simply because, as noted above, the
facts that dAE,/d T is greater for AlAs than for GaAs and that E,(GaAs) > E(AIAs)
imply that AE,(GaAs/AlAs) increases with T. For the case of the 70% AlAs alloy, we
have
AE,(T = 0 K) - AE,(T = 295 K) = 94(1 + 0.7 (0.6 ± 0.2)) meV = 134 - 13 meV.
(29)
Thus. AE, decreases by 40 _t 13 meV more in the alloy than in pure GaAs and, by our
argument. 77 ± 5% of this difference occurs at the valence band edge. Thus. we predict
that AE, should be as much as 31 ± 10 meV greater at 295 K that at 0 K. Depending on
the detaiis of Batey and Wright s analysis of their data. then one sees that the expected
variation of AE, with T accounts for 31 = 10 meV of the 65 ± 40 meV discrepancy
between that determination and the optical experiment [31] at a constant T = 8 K.
A final resolution of this descrepancy will require a reanalysis of the raw data of the
thermionic emission study, which is not available to the present authors. However, it
would appear that the consequences of the variation of AE, with t have the approximate
magnitude and arguably the correct sign to reconcile these two fine experiments [31. 331.
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4. The case of HgTe-CdTe
Let us turn to a case where the effect of Tshould be expected to be larger and to be more
clearly recognised. Such a case, where the offsets have also received much experimental
attention, is the HgTe-CdTe heterojunction [19, 20, 34, 35]. There is a large literature
on this heterojunction due to the effort to develop infra-red devices based upon it.
The reader should note that, because HgTe is a semimetal, the antibonding-s F6 level
lies below the bonding-p F8 level. However, by convention, one continues to label F as
'EC' and r 8 as 'EV'.
Kowalczyk et at concluded from a room temperature optical experiment [34] that
AE,(HgTe/CdTe) = 0.35 ± 0.06 eV, i.e. that the HgTe valence band edge is higher
than that of CdTe by this amount. This conclusion has been controversial because
while others have repeated Kowalczyk and co-workers' experiment [36], several other
determinations of the band offset have implied values an order of magnitude lower (see
the discussion in [191).
First we note that the experiments giving the smaller values for AEv were all done at
low temperatures (around 4 K). Some of these estimated AE, from the optical properties
of superlattice structures. The methods used for those inferences are somewhat controversial. We choose to avoid that controversy by instead basing our discussion on
estimates of AE, derived entirely from electronic transport measurements [37]. Chow
etaldeduced [35] AE,(HgTe/CdTe) < 0.10 eV at T = 4 K using the same structure that
demonstrated [201 AE(HgTe/CdTe) = 0.35 ± 0.06 eV at T = 300 K, consistent with
[34]. In particular, they demonstrated negative differential resistance in Hgo 78Cd0 .,2Te/
CdTe junction device [35] at T = 4 K and argued forcefully that this observation requires
AE,(HgTe/CdTe) < 0.10 eV.
We now consider whether the discrepancy in AE,(HgTe/CdTe) can be ascribed to
the expected temperature variation of the two Evs. We first note that HgTe has the
property d AE,/d T > 0 in sharp contrast to the d AE,/d T < 0 behaviour of CdTe.
GaAs, AlAs. Si, and most other semiconductors. As shown by Heine and Van Vechten.
this is because [23] the top of the valence band in HgTe consists of states with antibondings character. rather than bonding-p character as with the other semiconductors- the states
at the bottom of the conduction band have bonding-p character. Thus, the effect of
thermally excited es and h~s is to stiffen, rather than to soften, the phonon modes as
AS, < 0. This means that for HgTe. and its alloys, E, rises with increasing T while for
CdTe, E, falls. (See figure 4.) It then follows from equation (23) that if
E,(HgTe) > E,(CdTe) at T = 0, then AE,(HgTe/CdTe) will increase rapidly with Tfor
T > 0. (If E,(HgTe) < E,(CdTe) at T = 0, then with increasing Tthey would cross and
E,(HgTe) will rapidly rise above E,(CdTe).) The variation is particularly rapid because
both terms in equation (23) are positive. there is no cancellation between them. Indeed.
we expect
AE,(HgTe/CdTe, T = 300 K) - AE,(HgTe/CdTe, T = 0 K)
=

0.77[(AE,(HgTe. T = 300 K)

-

AE,(HgTe. T = 0 K)) + (AE,(CdTe. T = OK)

-

AE,(CdTe. T = 300 K))].

(30)

To be quantitative. AE,(HgTe) increases [38] by about 0.160 eV between 0 and 300 K
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Figure 4. Variation with Tof the valence and conduction band edge free energies for HgTeCdTe. In this figure we have assumed AE,(HgTe/CdTe) = 50 meV at T = 0 K and the
variation with Tof AE, for both HgTe and CdTe to be as reported in (38]. The HgTe bands
are labelled according to the prevailing 'negative band gap* convention also used in [34-39].
Thus, the antibonding-s r, level, which corresponds to the bottom of the conduction band
in CdTe (and in GaAs). is labelled 'EC' even though it lies below the bonding-p I-, level.
which corresponds to the top of the valence band in CdTe (and in GaAs. AlAs etc). and
which is labelled 'E,'. The AE,values quoted are indeed the differences of the F, levels
across the junction.

while AE,(CdTe) decreases [381 about 0.161 eV. Thus, the expected variation of AE,
is
AE,(HgTe/CdTe, T= 300 K) - AEv(HgTe/CdTe, T= 0 K) = 0.247 eV.

(31)

To this can be added the effect of the alloy variation of E,; Chow et al set their lower
limit E, on the basis of a 78% Hg alloy rather than for pure HgTe. Approximating the
variation of the E, as linear, we estimate that if AE,(T = 0) = 0.10 eV for the 78% alloy,
as Chow etalalaow, then it is 0.13 eV for pure HgTe. (This should be a small overestimate
due to the alloy disorder induced bowing of the band edges [22. 381.) We would then
calculate
AE,(HgTe/CdTe. T= 300 K) = 0.13 + 0.25 = 0.38 eV

(32)

which is even larger than estimated by Kowalczyk et al but within their error limit.
AE,(HgTe/CdTe. T = 300 K) = 0.35 -0.06 eV. Obviously. the value calculated at
equation (32) can be reduced by allowing for the alloy bowing (an effect estimated to be
roughly 0.01 eV) and by assuming AE,(T = 0) to be less than the maximum allowed bv
Chow etal. In addition, the variation of AE,,(CdTe) may be less than reported in [381
and assumed here. Zanio reported [391 the variation to be only 0.10 eV from 0 to 300 K.
which would reduce the estimate of equation (32) to 0.33 eV.
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5. Summary
We conclude that this variation with T is the likely explanation for the discrepancy
between the experimental determinations of AE,(HgTe/CdTe) by Chow et al and by
Kowalczyk er al; both results can be quite correct. Furthermore, the very simple theory
proposed here is consistent with all data available to us.
We have presented the thermodynamic perspective on the temperature dependence
of the band offsets in heterojunctions. We have argued that the magnitude of the
variation is directly proportional to the difference in the band gap temperature variation.
The HgTe-CdTe and AlAs-GaAs systems were specifically discussed, but extensions
to other materials combinations and to the effect of pressure on the band offsets follow

in similar fashion.
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ABSTRACT

Using a thermodynamic approach, we examine the role thermal expansion
plays in determining the temperature dependence of band gaps and band offsets.
Because of the large variation in the standard volume of electrons (or,
equivalently, variation in conduction band deformation potential) with symmetry
of the conduction band, most of the band gap temperature variation can be
ascribed to the valence band for the X gap, while the variation is more equitably
divided between the conduction and valence band for the IF band gap. The
particulars of the AlAs/GaAs system are examined in detail, where we find
evidence that X electrons have a larger electron-phonon entropy than " electrons,
and that the lowest conduction band offset exhibits considerable temperature
variation.

Many device concepts make usE of transitions between energy levels in
semiconductor structures. Given that a real device will usually have to operate
over some temperature range, understanding of the temperature dependence of
the energy levels is key to furthering the technology of such a device. While the
temperature dependences of band gaps are well known, only recently have the
temperature dependences of the band offsets that play a crucial role in quantum
well and other heterostructure devices been investigated 1 ,2 . Here we elaborate on
our previous exposition by including a discussion of the role thermal expansion
effects play in the temperature dependences of band offsets.
Our approach has been to apply the insights derived from the bond charge
model of the solid 3 ,4 to a thermodynamic analysis of the problem. We begin by
introducing the thermodynamics of energy gaps as first discussed by Brooks (Ref.
5), Thurmond (Ref. 6) and others (Ref. 7). The band gap AE, is defined as the
standard free energy of formation for an electron-hole pair;
0 -* eeb + hvb;

(),

AEc

where ecb refers to an electron in the conduction band and hvb refers to a hole in
the valence band.
In the conventional, single electron band diagram picture, AEv is defined as
the difference between the conduction band edge Ec, and the valence band edge Ev.
This view is reconciled with Eq. (1) if we remember thermodynamic values are
defined for a statistical ensemble, while most one electron energy band
calculations are defined for T = OK (Ref. 7). Also, a profound difference exists
between terms such as the "total (free) energy" used in association with
numerical calculations of a system and the "standard free energy change" of a
reaction such as Eq. (1) above.
To investigate the temperature dependence of-the band edges (and ultimately
the band offset), we divide Eq. (1) into two parts:
hvac -4 hvb,

-Ev

(2), and

evac -4 ecb,

Ec

(3).

Now hvac and evac refer to holes and electrons in some reference state, typically as
we'll describe below, the vacuum level.
We further convert Eq. (2) into Eq. (2a), describing the hole transition from the
electron's perspective as
evb -> evac,

-Ev

(2a),

to help avoid making any sign errors or misinterpretations. Many such
opportunities arise when trying to interpret thermodynamic relationships in
terms of a one-electron energy level diagram or when trying to understand
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electron energy levels in a thermodynamic context. We also have left out the "A"
in front of the free energy changes for Eqs. (2-3) partially to avoid confusion with
band offsets and partially to anticipate a connection with the individual band
edges. Still, Ec and E, are not single electron energy states, but are instead the
free energy of reaction required to place an electron or hole in their standard
state, which as Ref. 6 describes, is the conduction band edge or valence band edge,
respectively.
Therefore, the reassuring sum of Eq. (2) and (3) is
AEcv = Ec - Ev,

(4),

To assign electron energy levels, some reference level must be postulated that can
interact with the semiconductor so as to leave the electron in the desired state.
Traditionally the vacuum level, defined as the energy of an electron an infinite
distance away from the sample, serves as this reference. Experimentally, the
vacuum reference level is hopelessly inaccessible; surface dipole layers
complicate the experimental measurement of this level and image and other
electrostatic forces associated with the rearrangement of charge also obscure
experiments 8 . Therefore, the vacuum reference serves as an ideal rather than a
real level with the concomitant implication that the band edges, band gaps and
band offsets are idealized, intrinsic bulk properties independent of surfaces and
interfaces. It should be noted that evidence is mounting about the strong role of
the surface and interface in such properties as band offsets. However, recent
studies 9 11 have also suggested that certain deep impurities in semiconductors
can serve suitably well as this reference level.
Figure 1 summarizes the ideas used in deriving Eqs. (1-4) for a conventional
semiconductor such as GaAs or AlAs. In Fig. 1, we qualitatively depict the
temperature dependence of the standard free energy of formation for the indicated
reactions based on the vacuum level as the reference level. We note that Eq. (2a)
is not a spontaneous reaction and therefore has a positive standard free energy,
while the reverse is true for Eq. (3). Thus, Ec and E, are negative quantities with
respect to the vacuum level. In addition, AEcv, Ev and Ec will all follow Gibb's
equation;
AEcv = AHcv- TAScv

(5).

Here, AHcv is the standard enthalpy and AScv the standard entropy of formation
for electron-hole pairs. Again, we need to make careful distinctions between
assessments of standard internal energy, free enthalpy, or free entropy and the
T=OK solutions to Schrodinger's equation when discussing these issues.
Standard Entropy and Standard Volume of Formation
Once the connection is made between the single electron eigenvalues and the
thermodynamic quantities actually measured by experiments, we can begin to
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understand their temperature and pressure dependences. The temperature
dependence of AEcv is defined by the relationship
dAEcv

= -ASC.

(6).

The corresponding relationship for the pressure dependence of AEcv is given
by
dAEcv
dP

(7)

.
T

A

where AVcv.is the standard volume change for creation of an electron-hole pair.
Before we begin our discussion of band offsets and the individual contributions of
electrons and holes, it is useful to further review the thermodynamics of band
gaps.
Separation of Electron-Phonon and Thermal Expansion Components
Under the constant pressure conditions of most experiments, the standard
entropy is given by
dAEcv
-

dT

P f

vr

____v

v-

aAEcv

r'"
where

= 3 ap,

pressure, and V

-

aV

__(8v

P

aV
TP
aP

(8),

a-vT

P

(aEcv
T

aP

T

(8a),

with ap the linear expansion coefficient at constant

PT =

WV I T

-ir, the negative of the isothermal bulk modulus or the

inverse negative of the isothermal compressibility (the ratio of the adiabatic bulk
modulus, Ps, to the isothermal bulk modulus, Ps/PT is given by Cp/Cv exactly or by
(l+Ty3ap) for an isotropic Debye solid, where y is the Gruineissen constant and Cp
and Cv are the heat capacities at constant pressure and volume, respectively.
Both factors both near 1 for semiconductors like GaAs). The two terms on the
right hand side of Eq. (8) are somewhat imprecisely referred to as the electronphonon entropy and the thermal expansion entropy respectively.
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Previously 1 ,2 , we investigated the first term on the right of Eq. (8), the electron
12
phonon contribution to the entropy. We pointed out that earlier analyses of
experiments done at liquid Helium temperatures, show that if we write

ASc(eec-phon)

-T

V = Se(elec'phon) + Sh(elec'phon)

(9),

where Se is the standard free entropy of an electron and Sh the standard free
entropy of a hole, then for GaP, the relationship
Sh(elec'phon) = 3.6(_1)Se(elec-phon)

(10)

holds. A larger hole than electron contribution to AScv(elec-p h on ) is not only
consistent with recent theoretical calculations on Si and Ge 13 but is understood in
terms of the bond charge model as arising from the sensitivity of TA phonons to
the charge present in the bond 14 and from the lack of coupling between TA
phonons and spherically symmetric electron states. Thus, removing an electron
from a bonding state softens the lattice much more than placing an electron in an
antibonding state.
Using Eq. (4), we have
d(Ec - Ev)
Se+Sh =dT

dEc dEv
-dT-dT

(11)

or, combining with Eq. (10),
Sh(elec-phon) = -0.77(±+0.05) aAECV
CT V
Se(elec'phon) = -0.23(+0.05)

aTr

V(12).

V

If we now consider what happens at band offsets, we can follow Ref. 2 and
write the reaction for the transfer of an e-h pair from semiconductor B to
semiconductor A as:
A:0, B:(ec'+hv + ) -4 A:(ec'+hv+), B:O

AEc(A/B) + AEv(A/B)

(13),

with the reaction described by Eq. (13) broken down into two half-reactions at the
band edges:
A:0, B:hvb -- A:hvb, B:0

AEv(A/B) = -(Ev(A) - Ev(B))

(14), and

A:O, B:ecb -4 A:ecb, B:0

AEc(A/B) = Ec(A) - Ec(B)

(15).

5

In order to extend our discussion to band offsets, we must separate out the
thermal expansion contribution of each band edge. When discussing the
variation of band edges with applied stress, it is common to use the deformation
potential concept16. That is equally applicable here since:
="

WP

T

= 3apPTAVcv = -3apacv

(20)

where acv is the band gap deformation potential. We list the following useful
relations to connect the more familiar deformation potential with our concept of
standard volume:
acv = ac - av
dAE

V
-

-ac

PT

av

= Ve

= Vh

= -PTAVcv = -PT(Ve+

=

Vh)

dEc dEv

AVcvVe+Vh dP

dP

(21),
(22), and

dEc
-dp,

dEv
-d

(23).

Our observation shall be that ac, the conduction band deformation potential,
varies strongly with the symmetry of the conduction band involved. Therefore, the
standard volume of creation of electrons also will depend on the conduction band
involved and the thermal expansion contribution to the entropy of conduction band
states also will vary accordingly.
First, let us make the point that these volumes are readily observable effects.
Several experimental results that involve placing free carriers in the
semiconductor show measurable volume changes to the crystal as a whole
consistent with the appropriate deformation potential/standard volume. For
instance, generation of electron-hole pairs through illumination 17 , 18 , doping of
semiconductors n- or p-type 19 ,2 0 and the transitions involving defects 2 1,2 2 all
result in measurable expansion or contraction of the lattice. Thus we may
(somewhat imprecisely) speak of AVcv as the volume of an electron-hole pair and
Ve and Vh as the volume of an electron and hole respectively.
To summarize by combining the results of this section with the results of the
previous section, for a given semiconductor, we may write:
AScv(tota l)
Se(tot a l )

=
-

AScv(elec-phon) + 3apOTAVCV,
Se(elec'phon) + 30PJTVe, and

7

(24)

Sh(total) = Sh(elec'phon) + 3apPTVh
for the band gap and
ASc(A/B) = SeA(elec-phon)-SeB(elec-phon) + 307pATAVeA - 3apBPTBVeB
ASv( A/ B) = ShA(elec-phon)-ShB(elec-phon) + 3c pA3TAVhA - 3CpBPTBVhB

(25)

for the band offsets.
According to the "Empirical Rule," 15 the following relationships for the
various conduction band gaps generally hold true for III-V (and other)
semiconductors:
AVev(r)

=

21-meV
12-15 e
meV

AVcv(X)

-1.5

AVcv(L)

5eV

= 19-24

- -2.4

=

A3

A3

= 8 A3.

The band gap deformation potentials then vary according to Eq. (21). Enough
data exists on the band edge deformation potentials to suggest acr is large and
negative, acX is small and acL is moderately negative. The data on av clearly
suggest it is small, but are mixed on the sign. We choose to believe av has a small
negative sign (and therefore Vh < 0) based on three different arguments: If PV
work was done on a semiconductor at OK, one would expect the valence electrons
to have some compressibility and to therefore store some energy. Therefore, a
transition involving a valence band would decrease in absolute free energy as
pressure is applied to the semiconductor. This is equivalent to saying dEv/dP > 0
or that a hole has negative volume. The second argument states that the zone
center valence band edge states are p-type bonding states. Upon removal of
charge from such a state, the atoms will move closer since the sp 3 states
comprising the rest of the lattice have a smaller bond length 23 . Finally, an
analysis of the data for p-type doping of GaAs:Ge (Ref. 24) and for Si:B (as
described in Ref. 25) and Si:Ga (Ref. 26) support the negative magnitude for those
two semiconductors. Accordingly, in our analysis, we favored the theoretical
determination of av by of Cardona and Christensen 26 over those of Van De
Walle 29 . In this work, ac was obtained by adding this av to the experimentally
determined ac, since excellent data based on diamond anvil cell experiments are
now becoming available 3 0 . But, it should be noted that the recent determinations

of ac by Cargill, et al (Ref 27) and of av by Nolte, et al.(Ref. 28), support a positive
sign for av in Si.
Band Gaps

8

We choose the AlxGa..xAs system for our study. That system has the best
characterized set of parameters. It is usual for the temperature dependence of
each band gap to be expressed using the Varshni 31 form as,
AEcvr(T) = AEcvr()

-

arT2
(D+T)'

where a i and P are the so-called Varshni coefficients for the it h band gap (D is
taken as independent of band gap). While 1 is associated with the Debye
temperature6 and does not vary in a given semiconductor with the symmetry of
the band gap, a does depend on the symmetrj of the band gap involved (see
discussion in Ref. 32). However, since we can write
dT

- ASCV

and since it is a reasonable first assumption'7 that AScv(elec-phon) is independent
of conduction band symmetry (since holes are much more effective at softening
the lattice than an electron), we can subtract out the electron-phonon contribution
from two different bands in the same semiconductor to obtain:
AScvx - AScv r = 3ap (acr -acx )
= (ar - ax1

((13+T)]

-

(28)

Above the Debye temperature, we see that
3ap(high T) (acr .acX) = (a r

-

aX)

(29),

which is a remarkable relationship connecting the difference in the Varshni a
coefficients to the difference in the conduction band deformation potentials.
Figure 3 investigates these and other considerations for the AlxGai.xAs system.
Here we plot the total entropy for the r and X band gaps in Al.Gai.xAs as a
function of Al composition, x. By subtracting off the thermal expansion
component, we are left with the electron-phonon contribution alone, that is then
fitted to a second order polynomial. Our assumption that AScv(elecp ho n ) is
independent of band gap is supported for AlAs and for Al compositions above the
r - X crossing, but some discrepancy arises for low Al compositions and GaAs. It
appears that AScv(elec-phOn) is larger for X band transitions than for F band
transitions in GaAs. In the bond charge model, since both transitions involve
removal of charge from the valence bond, this difference must be due to the
different nature of the conduction band antibonding states. Furthermore, TA
phonons are assumed to be the primarily responsible for the increase in entropy
with increasing temperature 14 . Since TA phonons do not couple to spherically
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symmetric electron states, this model would predict almost no Se(elec'phon) for 1'6

electrons. The experimental evidence at the GaAs end of the AlxGal.1 As system
supports this hypothesis; the r 6 electron states in GaAs are less effective than the
X6,7 states in softening the lattice. Thus we propose that while Eq. (10) holds for
X6,7 electrons (as one might expect since it was measured for GaP), the factor
appears even larger for F 6 electrons. Again, however, we must caution that in
AlAs, it appears that Eq. (10) holds for both conduction bands. Finally, there also
is some evidence supporting a bowing of AScv(elec-1-hon) in the alloy, but it might be
equally well attributed to bowing due to the various parameters contributing to
AScv(therm exp). Table I details the sources for the parameters used.
Also not often noted is that because of the different deformation potentials
associated with the different band gaps, Al.Ga.xAs will have a discontinuity in
the temperature dependence of the bandgap at the direct-indirect crossover. This
is in contrast to the linear interpolation typically applied to this system 33 .
Band Offets
The band offsets for the case of the pure binary compounds, AlAs/GaAs, were
also studied. We assumed Eq. (10) to hold for all temperatures in all positive gap
semiconductors, primarily because of the lack of other data. Here the effects of
the thermal expansion component alter our previous conclusions in two ways.
For any direct gap semiconductor, the large ac means thermal expansion effects
significantly contribute to the temperature dependence of the conduction band.
As Eq. (24) above shows, a large ac (or Ve) boosts the standard entropy of the
electron. In fact, as Fig. 4 shows, the ratio Se/Sh, or equivalently (Ec(0K)Ec(T))/(Ev(0K)-Ev(T)) approaches unity in a dire t gap semiconductor like GaAs.
However, for AIAs, the small deformation potentials associated with the band
edges places the ratios closer to the values described by Eq. (10) above, with the
valence band dominating the effects as shown in Fig. 5.
Figures 6 and 7 show the temperature dependence of the band offsets between
AlAs and GaAs. Now we see that while AEvAIAs/G a As shows very little
temperature variation, AEcA IAs/G a As varies by 30meV from OK to room
temperature.
Conclusions
We have extended our previous considerations of the temperature dependence
of band offsets by including thermal expansion effects. We found that whereas
holes and the valence band produced the largest electron-phonon contribution,
thermal expansion effects are primarily determined by the symmetry of the
conduction band. For a r conduction band, thermal expansion effects make the
overall electron entropy similar in size to holes in the valence band. For X
minima, the hole entropy again dominates, while L minima fall somewhere
between. While the magnitude of the effects predicted are relatively small for the
semiconductors considered here and may be ignored in most cases, they are
comparable to the overall band gap temperature dependences, and therefore, need
10

to be considered when designing any device operating at more than one fixed
temperature.
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cxr

Variable Name
Varshni Coeff

____________

GaAs Value
5.41 x10-4 eVK- I
32

____________Ref.

4.60x 10- 4

Varshni Coeff

ax
_____

__
__

___
___

__

___

__

ap(T)
_____
_____

PTIsothermal

Ref. 35

__

_

Bulk

_

408K

32

Ref. 35

Ref. 32

Ref. 25

____________Ref.

coefficient

eVK- I

204 K

Thermal Expan
____

fit to Ref. 34
6.OxlO- 4 eVK- 1

32

__Ref.

13Varshni Coeff
____________

AlAs Value
7.87x10- 4 eVK-1

_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

78.9 GPa

78.1 GPa

Ref. 32

Ref. 25

_

_

___________

Modulus

AVcv(r)

Standard

___________

Volume

Ref. 30

Ref. 33

AVcv(X)

Standard

-1 .34meVkbar- I

-1 .34meVkbar-1

____________

Volume

Ref. 30

Set equal to GaAs

-1.6 eV

-1.2 eV

Ref. 20

Ref. 20

acr=acvr + av

acr=acvr+av

10.74

avDeformation
Potential

___________

acr

Deformation

_____
_____

____

a
_____
_____

Potential

__

Deformation
____

Potential

_

_

meVkbar-I

_

_

_

_

__

10.2 meVkbar-I

_

acx=acvx + av
__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

acx=acvx + av
__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

TABLE I:
This Table indicates the value and sources of the parameters for the
calculations used in Figures 3-6.

_

_

FIGURE CAPTIONS:
Figure 1. A qualitative plot of the standard free energies of formation referred to
in Equations 1-4 for a conventional semiconductor such as GaAs or AlAs. The
vacuum level serves as the reference level here and we note that Eq. (2a) has a
positive standard free energy while Eq. (3) has a negative standard free energy.

Figure 2. A plot of the standard volume of formation for a F electron- hole pair as
a function of the bond length of the IlI-V compound semiconductor. The
dotted line is a fit to the data, which were obtained from Ref. 25.

Figure 3. The Standard Entropy of Formation for both r

6

and X electrons- with Fs

holes in the AlxGal.xAs system. Thermal expansion components are then
subtracted off to obtain a measure of AScv(electron-Pho n o n ), which are then fitted
by second-order polynomials. Data points were obtained from Ref. 32 for GaAs
X and r, Ref. 36 for Al0 .18Gao.s 2 As, Ref. 37 for AlxGai.As for x >0.4, and from
Refs. 34 and 35 for AlAs.

Figure 4. Using the procedure outlined in the text, the temperature variation of
the individual band edges of GaAs were obtained. Note that the conduction
band and valence band's change with temperature are nearly equivalent.

Figure 5. Same as Fig. 3 except for AlAs. Now the valence band shift is much
greater than the conduction band shift.

Figure 6. The valence band offset variation for GaAs/AlAs with temperature.

Figure 7. The conduction band offset variation for GaAs/AlAs with temperature.
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RESOLVING DEFECT MEGA-CONTROVERSY BY GIGA-EVENT MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF THE MACRO-CONSEQUENCES
OF ATOM-LEVEL ASSUMPTIONS ON MICROCOMPUTERS AT NANO-COST
J. A. Van Vechten, U. Schmidt and N.C. Myerst
Center for Advanced Materials Research, Electrical and Computer Engineering Department,
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331-3211 USA
After discussing reasons that controversy is so common in this field, we propose a mechanism for
resolving it at very low cost and in reasonable time. We present VIDSIM, a program that simulates
complex defect processes in background on PCs with user specified assumptions. Rates as great as
those for supercomputers are obtained by running several PCs. We illustrate its utility by showing that the consequences of the "kick-out" mechanism for Au diffusion into Si are not at all those
attributed to it in recent literature.

1. INTROOUCTION

replied "The Pope and I are two, tis true, but

1.1. Origins of controversy
As this Conference has made perfectly clear,

if two be one, then the Pope and I are one.")
Thus, the uncontrolled approximations that we

control of defects is critical to the progress
of modern electronics. Thus, many people of
diverse background, intuition and mode of work
try to contribute to this science and art.

are forced to make introduce an ever present
and unpredictable potential for massive error.
Second, the Incompleteness Theorem teaches us
that our science must contain many true state-

Most of us begin our attempts by studying
mathematics, physics, and other material sci-

ments which can never be proved in the rigorous, mathematical sense. Evidently, many valid

ences.

assumptions will never be verified.

We are convinced of the fundamental

truth of, e.g., the Schrodinger equation, but
we also learn that it has been solved exactly

Meanwhile, the semiconductor industry proceeds with a great many "cut and try" experi-

only for cases no more complex than the He
atom; we are told that the finite mass of the

ments and a vast literature of empirical observations is generated. In all practical circum-

universe and the Heisenberg Uncertainty Princi-

stances, the problem of the control of defects

ple imply that memory sufficient to solve the
U a~om wave function exactly can not exist.
Thus, we must make approximations and try out

ject and in many cases there are contradictory
reports. Major controversies rage re almost

in semiconductor devices is a very complex sub-

assumptions. However, mathematics teaches us
two discouraging theorems. First, the Incon-

every significant semiconductor processes and

sistency Theorem teaches us that, if any inconsistency is allowed into any logical system,
then any conclusion can be derived from any

and of self-interstitials in atomic diffusion

assumption. (When challenged by a student to
prove that, given I - 2, he was the Pope, the
great British mathematician Bertrand Russell

consequences for reliability and yield of large
misfit strains being designed into Si epi-CMOS,
Si-Ge, and Ill-V heterostructure devices are

product.

These include the roles of vacancies

in Si and the nature of the self-compensating
EL2 and DX centers in GaAs or AlGaAs.
The

"Supported in part by U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research under contract
AFOSR-89-0309.
t

Present Address:
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Max Planck Institut FUr Festkorperforschung, Stuttgart, FRG.
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not agreed upon. The subject is characterized
by various assertions of simplifying assumptions and appeals to intuition. However, different people have different intuitions as well

we mean the electrostatic field that would act
on an ideal, point test charge. The LEF varies
within the unit cell with spatial components of
all reciprocal lattice vectors and varies in

as differing opinions re the appropriate approximation. It is said that only two empirical laws are well established: a) All experi-

time with the spectrum of all virtual transitions allowed in the sample, as well as with
the space and time variation of any applied

ments measure something; and b) All theories
are wrong, it is just a matter of degree.
1.2. Ab Initio methods on supercomputers

field. 3-"
It is common practice to correct the band
gaps calculated with the LDA by simply displac-

Some people try to make progress with ab
Initlo methods on supercomputers. These are
very expensive machines and highly specialized

ing the band extrema as needed to agree with
experiment (i.e., to use the "scissors operator").
However, one should worry that the

skills are required to use them.
They are
often used to make "fundamental" studies of
defects in what is regarded to be a "state of
the art" approximation, such as the local
density functional approximation, LDA.'

correction required for the effect of the true
LEF on the band edge states, which are delocalized throughout the sample, might be entirely
different from those LEF corrections appropriate to the tightly localized electronic states

Despite the availability of about 100 supercomputers world-wide (e.g., the Cray XMP or the
IBM 3090 VAP), these efforts have not sufficed

associated with the defects of interest here.
This point has been made before.1" The worry
should be particularly great when one uses LDA

to resolve difficulties that cost large sums of
money. Let us consider why this might be so

methods to examine problems relevant to this
Conference, e.g., the hypotheses that the EL2

for the particular case of the LDA.
The LDA has demonstrated a good ability to

compensation mechanism in GaAs occurs because
of a displacement of an ionized and isolated As

predict bulk ground state properties, such as

on Ga antisite defect, As a, from the ideal

the lattice constant and
However, the LDA is not
ties, like the band gap,
electronic states; e.g.,
gap of Ge and GaAs to be

the bulk modulus .5s 6
accurate for quantiwhich involve excited
it predicts the band
zero.7

lattice Ga site 16 or that the DX self compensation mechanism in AlGaAs results from a displacement of isolated donors.'7
Positron annihilation studies, such as those
8 19
presented8'
by Dannefaer et al., serve to

It has also been established that when electron correlation and exchange are treated in an
even better approximation (time dependent

illustrate the problem of the LDA mistreatment
of the LEF. The most complete, first principle, LDA calculations of positron properties

screened Hartree-Fock) than the LDA, a reasonable band gap is obtained.8'9 However, these
better calculations are beyond the state of the
art even with the present generation of super-

in Si and GaAs are probably those of Puska et
al. 2° They calculate annihilation lifetimes for

computers for the treatment of interesting defects in imperfect hosts. Also, Hanke and coworkers have shown that the problem with the

calcuiate 254 to 261 ps depending on charge
state hile the empirical value 8 is about 270
ps and for neutral Ga and As vacancies in GaAs

positrons trapped in single vacancies in reasonable agreement with experiment; for Si they

LDA that leads it to calculate band gaps incor-

they calculate 267 and 279 ps compared with an

rectly is equivalent to an incorrect treatment
of the local electrostatic fields, LEF, within
each unit cell of the host crystal."- 2 By LEF

empirical value of about 260 ps that is about
the same for either. 19 This may be taken to
indicate that the LDA calculation obtained the

43
charge density in the unit cell and about the

relation between these two classes.

vacancies rather accurately.

However, as with

tion is that the latter should be understood in

the random phase approximation in general, the

terms of the former through the application of

LDA method does not get the LEF properly from

thermodynamic reasoning.

this charge distribution.13 - 15

Because positron

The task of making the

Our posi-

proper connection

experiments are done with only one positron in

between

the sample at a time, and because this positron

defects and the macro consequences relevant to

need not be orthogonalized to any of the elec-

practical devices is very complex.

tron wave functions of the sample, the positron

the case of Si and the established properties

is an ideal probe of the LEF around the vacancy

of vacancies therein, Vsi

cavity where it is trapped.

known21'22 to:

The energy re-

the

atom

level

properties

,

of known

If we take

we note that Vsi is

a) have five ionization states

quired to remove the positron from the center

within

of

interstitial

properties with respect to its positive (donor)

channel of the perfect host crystal is just the

ionization states; c) exhibit large, symmetry

integral

breaking, Jahn-Teller distortions which imply

the

vacancy

cavity

of the

LEF

to

over

the

this path

and

is

the

band gap;

b) exhibit

negative-U

called the positron binding energy, Eb" Calcu-

a complex elastic field; d) exhibit recombina-

lated values for Eb in Si range from 1.6 eV for

tion enhanced diffusion at low temperatures, T;

2-

°

V

2

to 1.0 eV for V to 0.5 eV for V ' while
experiment's indicates that all values exceed 3

e) form divacancies with a large binding energy
that has a long range component as well as a

eV.

nearest neighbor component.2 6 Although we, and

A similar discrepancy occurs for single

vacancies in GaAs.

a few others, have tried to deduce the net dif-

We conclude that the LDA methods are quite

fusivity via vacancy hopping processes for Si

incapable of determining either the ionization

and for impurities in Si from the established
Z6-3
1
atom-level properties of vacancies in Si,

levels for deep level defects
energy of

or the defect

formation as a function of

configuration for charged states.

atomic

These ener-

all

such work contains approximations, appeals

to intuition, imposed boundary conditions, pas-

gies and the activation energies of metastable

sages to limits, hypotheses, applications of a

configurations related to them have a scale of

selection of results that hold for equilibrium

r ? eV while the improper treatment of the LEF

to processes, such as diffusion, that are not

introduces errors of order 2 eV.

equilibrium, etc., etc.

Therefore, it seems that practical progress

exists

in this

The controversy that

literature

illustrates

the

will be made only with semi-empirical theories

Inconsistency Theorem.

and with experiment for the foreseeable future.

only "experimental theory", i.e., Monte Carlo

1.3

Atom-level versus macroscopic defect

simulations, can clarify these issues.

information
Information

re

We have concluded that

When considering atomic diffusion processes
defects

in semiconductors

via VSt,

several workers have sought to avoid

tends to divide into two classes: a) atom-level

the complication of the thermal distributionVsi

information

in their various ionization states with differ-

from
1

spectroscopy, 22
troscopy, 23
bauer, 24'25

optical

capacitance

positron
etc;

spectroscopy,

and

transient spec-

annihilation,1'8' 9
b) macro

spin

MCss-

information

re

ing activation energies for strictly thermal
hopping and for hopping enhanced by the recombination of the thermally generated electron-

diffusion and other defect profiles, free car-

hole pairs,2 9 with their

coulomb and elastic

rier distributions,

interactions

and

lifetime profiles,

etc.,

with

atoms

other

defects,

i.e., the parameters directly relevant to prac-

etc., etc., by assuming the totality of vacancy

tical devices.

mediated

We are here concerned with the

diffusion can

be described by one,

J
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Fermi level dependent diffusivity function. 31- 33
This function is parameterized with some se-

and only on account of a high entropy. While
37
this seems to be a still viable hypothesis,

lected macro data.

most experimental

The method amounts to try-

ing to force a Ficklan diffusion

formulation

ments

in

the

and

all theoretical

recent

literature

treat-

discuss

the

upon the problem despite the fact that it is

self-interstitial

well

interstitial, Sii, as produced by irradiation at

known that diffusion profiles in Si and

other semiconductors deviate markedly from the
simple forms predicted by Fick's Laws.

as

if

it were

the

simple

a cost of 12 eV displacement energy.

Recall

In our view this invocation of thermal dis-

that Fick's formulation of diffusion rests on

tributions of Sii with parameters adjusted to

three assumptions: a) the things that diffuse

empirical

do not change during the process; b) the hops

more than a demon thesis and ought not to be

are uncorrelated one to the next; and c) the

allowed until after a proper treatment of the

hopping probability is local, i.e., determined

consequences

by circumstances

vacancy complexes which are known to be present

in the first few shells of

macro data

of

in some way

the

various

vacancies

and

nearest neighbors about the thing that will hop

at processing temperatures.1

with no long range effects such as are produced

the growth of extrinsic dislocation loops

by

often claimed to be convincing evidence for Si i ,

long

range

coulomb

and

elastic

fields,

8

is nothing

Observations of

discredited3 8

is

While these assumptions may be reasonable for

but

the case of metals and plausible for the case

Effects of oxidation upon the rate of diffusion

of insulators, none of the three is applicable

of dopants has also recently been claimed to

for the semiconductors of interest.

demonstrate

Hence, it

that

claim was

that

oxidation

long

injects

ago.

Si i

but

should be no surprise that observed diffusion

studies of the oxidation of Si-Ge alloys show

profiles are not as predicted with a simple one

the Ge to be snow-plowed in front of the oxida-

component Fickian model.

tion frunt and not distributed either into the

Upon noting that their particular one compo-

oxide or into the substrate; this demonstrates

nent Fickian model for vacancy mediated atomic

that the dominant direction of Si diffusion is

diffusion fails to account for empirical data,

from the bulk to the

some workers propose that the reasonable conclusion is that another point defect, a self-

implies that oxidation injects vacancies
39
vacancy complexes - not interstitials.

interstitial, Si i , must also be present in con-

However,

oxidation front, which

we must admit

there are several

centrations sufficient to mediate a major part

groups following Si i approach.

of the total diffusivity that is observed.31

admit

-3

that the

proper

or

We must also

treatment

of vacancy

However, the information re Si i and other host

mediated diffusion, or of interstitial mediated

and impurity interstitials obtained from atom-

diffusion, will require a huge amount of com-

level

puting that until now has not been feasible.

experiments implies

too unstable, i.e.,
formation,

to

be

that they are much

have too high energies of
important

2 27 34,3
thermal diffusion. 21,
2 . 5

contributors

to

For this reason,

in the signal paper re this approach Seeger and
Chik

proposed 8

that

the

self-interstitial

It is to make this task feasible that we have
developed, and continue to enhance, a computer
program,

VIDSIM

-

vacancy
4 °42

diffusion simulator,
anyone interested

and

interstitial

which allows virtually

in the subject to test the

contributing to thermal diffusion at T >> 300

macro

K is nothing like that produced by irradiation

assumptions he wishes, in background mode, on

2 1 22
but instead
in many atom-level experiments,

one or more microcomputer at almost no cost.

is a sort of amorphous "extended interstitial"

We will provide VIDSIM to anyone requesting it

that

at the cost of the media plus postage.

is

supposed to be stable only at high T

consequences

of

whatever

atom-level

45

J.4 VIDSIM experimental theory
Our approach with VIDSIM to the problem of
establishing the relation between atom-level
assumptions and macro consequences is simple

simulation, VIDSIM will require 120 kb or more
of the 640 kb of main memory available on such
a machine running under DOS for a background
simulation using commercial multitasking soft-

brute force - a computer experiment on each
theory. One inputs a set of assumptions adequate for the microcomputer, PC, or other
computer, to determine the activation free

ware such as DoubleDos or DESQview.This leaves
adequate memory for most foreground programs.
We find that, e.g., the IBM S2/70 with 20 MHz
math coprocessor can run VIDSIM about 4% as

energy of any process that one wants to allow,
an initial configuration, T, and a seed for the
random number generator. The PC tabulates the

fast as it runs on a CRAY XMP. With the mix of
PCs we find idling around in our small university department, we have about 75% of a CRAY

mean time for anything that can happen at any
point in the present configuration where some-

XMP available all the time. This means we have
about 6570 XMP equivalent cpu hours per year

thing can happen (site of a mobile defect).
The sum of the inverse of these times is the
inverse of the net mean time for something to

available to run VIDSIM and we obtain this resource at no cost because the PCs were obtained
on other justifications. We simply fill up the

happen somewhere. Using the Mean Value Theorem, VIDSIM assumes each step occurs after the
net mean time calculated in this way. Possible

idle capacity of these machines. It would cost
us about $6.5xlO/year to do the equivalent
calculation on an XMP. Of course, with an XMP,

events are assigned a section of the 0 to I
probability line segment according to their

or any machine with a longer word length and
more available RAM, we could simulate larger

inverse mean times. The random number generator selects a number in the 0 to 1 interval and

samples, but we do not believe this to be necessary.

the particular event to occur after the net
mean time is selected thereby. Then, all possible events affected by this event are recon-

Controversy re analytic treatment of
atom assumptions
The alternative to this massive, but now

sidered and the event table is altered accordingly, the new net mean time is calculated and

practical, computing which almost everyone has
previously taken is to deduce analytic expres-

the process is repeated as many times as may be
necessary to generate reliable statistics re
the macroscopic process of interest,
It seems that this brute force strategy has

sions for the defect formation, migration and
reaction from the atom-level properties one
decides to ascribe to the defects one assumes
to be present. As noted above this is a very

never been seriously attempted before because
it requires so much computing. We demonstrate
herein that it is now quite practical and costs

complex problem for real defects in real semiconductors. As all such treatments have invoked approximations, assumptions and boundary

almost nothing because of the dissemination of
large numbers of PC's with very impressive

conditions, different authors obtain different
analytic expressions for ostensibly the same

computational power which is grossly underutilized worldwide. As of this writing we have

situation and there is much controversy.
A clear example of a controversy between

simulated several billion events on several IBM
PC/AT, IBM S2/70 and INTEL 302/25 PC's. With

authors attempting to deduce analytic expressions from the same atom-level assumptions,

such a machine VIDSIM can simulate a sample as
large as 1.4x0 14 lattice sites with as many as

which we have chosen to examine with VIDSIM, is
the diffusion of Au into Si according to the

8600 defects of which 400 may be mobile (va-

"Frank-Turnbull", FT, mechanism. 33 .43-47 The FT

cancies and interstitials).

Depending on the

1.5

mechanism is a highly simplified version of the

46

assumption that Au diffuses into Si only as an

physics of the problem is greatly simplified by

interstitial atom, Au1 , that it encounters VSi

neglecting any charge state effects of either

and annihilates them to form substitutional Au,

Sii or Au1 , any Fermi level or recombination en-

Ausi.

hancement effects, and any elastic effects.

No account is taken of the charge states

of VSi, Ausi, or of Au1 (which are unknown), of

We

have

thoroughly examined

the

pure KO

the recombination enhancement of Vsi diffusion

mechanism with VIDSIM and present our results

(which may be dramatically affected by the Ausi

below.

because

roscopic consequences of these atom-level as-

this

is such

an

effective

lifetime

We are forced to conclude that the mac-

killer), of the effect of variations of Fermi

sumptions

level due to surface band bending or Au pro-

ascribed to them by Seeger and in more recent

file, or of any elastic interactions.

With the

literature particularly re the three empirical

FT one assumes there are no Sii and that there

features of the diffusion of Au into Si noted

is no diffusion of Au via interchange between

above.

VSi and Ausi nearest neighbors.

Several authors have considered the combined
28effect of both vacancies and interstitials, 3

Willoughby and co-workers concluded

44-4

6

that

are entirely

different

from those

the FT was consistent with empirical obrerva-

usually a sum of the

tions that:

particularly for the diffusion of dopant ele-

a) the Ausi profile from a two-

sided diffusion is more

"U shaped" than the

efrc(x) predicted by the simple Fickian formu-

ments into Si.

FT and KO mechanisms

Here also controversy rages.

Starting from essentially

the same

data and

lation; b) that an asymmetric U shaped profile

atom-level model three groups come to entirely

is obtained from a one sided diffusion; and c)

different conclusions.

that the concentration of Ausi,

clude that vacancy and interstitial mechanisms

[AuSi](t), in-

creases with time, t, roughly as t112 . However,
Seeger and co-workers concluded
cannot

conform with

33 47

,

observation

make about equal contributions2 8 to dopant dif-

that the FT

fusion in Si,

a)

or,

Matiot and Pfister con-

while Yoshida concludes

°

that

in

interstitials make very little contribution and

particular, to c); they conclude that FT must

Fahey et al. conclude 3 1 interstitials make domi-

produce an (Ausi](t) that is linear in t.

nant contributions.

The

ensuing controversy has raged for many years.
Having concluded that the FT could not ac-

2. EXPERIMENTS ON THE KO THEORY

count for observations re the diffusion of Au

Space does not permit a thorough description

into Si, Seeger proposed 4 7 the "kick-out model",

of VIDSIM here.

KO, to account for the same observations and

this to Ref. 40 and 42 and to the program disk

The reader is directed for

deduced analytic expressions for diffusion of

itself, which we are happy to supply at the

various elements via this mechanism.

cost of the 1.2 Mb disk plus postage.

With the

pure KO one assumes there are no Vsi.

Au is

again assumed to diffuse into Si as Aui , but is

vide

source

codes

as

well

as

the

We procompiled

programs, documentation, and instructions.

assumed to displace host Si atoms to form Ausi,

The

disk

contains

the

general

program,

the only form of Au defect actually observed.

VIDSIM.EXE, and a few special cases including

The Si, then diffuses to a free surface or other

two versions of the KO theory, SIMKO.EXE and

sink for interstitials.

SIMKI.EXE.

It is argued that it

These differ on the assumption how

is the out-diffusion of Si i that limits the in-

new Aui are injected into the Si.

crease of [Ausi] and that it is the distinction

assumes a new Au i is injected when a Si i reaches

between this and the in-diffusion of VSi in the

the

FT that accounts for the asserted difference in

"stimulated' by the arrival of Sii; this keeps

the functional

the total number of interstitials in the sample

form of [Ausi](t).

Again the

surface, i.e.,

that

SIMKO.EXE

the Au injection

is

47

I.EXE assumes that instead the

SIt.

constant.

injection of Au i is 'spontaneous*, i.e., occur-

T - 1685 K.)

We set the bond enthalpy between

Si and Au to 0 meV.
40

For his thesis,

ring randomly (at a constant average rate) on

Schmid concluded from the

the surfaces; this allows the number of inter-

KO literature that the enthalpy of formation of

stitals present to vary and seems to us to be

Si i should be 4.4 eV and its enthalpy of migra-

the more reasonable assumption.

We have found

no discussion of this point in the KO literature and have

investigated both extreme as-

tion should be 0.4 eV.
review

48

Following the Data-

of Weber, we have taken the enthalpy

of formation of Au i to be 2.5 eV.

We took its

As we find no major qualitative

enthalpy of migration to be 2.2 eV rather than

difference between the two, we suppose the true

Weber's 0.39 eV; this is a concession to econo-

situation must lie between the two extremes and

my of simulation devised and examined in Ref

conclude that, in fact, it does not make much

40.

sumptions.

Unless otherwise noted, the re-

difference.

sults presented here are for the "spontaneous",
SIM KI simulation.

When one starts doing a KO simulation, one

notices that the Si i create a great many uninteresting exchange events,

We assumed both Sii and Au i

are bond-centered interstitials;

we find not

Si i + Si si .>

Sisi S

ii

(1)

empirical evidence nor any discussion in the KO
literature on this point and we are convinced

especially when random walking around in rela-

that it makes no qualitative difference to our

tively Au-free bulk regions. Also the kick-out

We account for the sample time,

results.

t,

exchange events,

simulated in units of the attempt period of the
lattice at T.

Although not firmly established

<=->

Au i + Sisi

Ausi + Si i

(2)

empirically, the attempt period is generally,
27

and we think safely, assumed
order of the

to be of the

are more interesting than the simple migration

an entropy

of either Si i or Au i from one interstitial site

Uncertainty

to another.

period times

Debye

factor, i.e., of order IxIO

-13

sec.

To enhance the ratio of interesta)

in this time unit has no qualitative effect on

ing to uninteresting events, we chose to:

our conclusions,
Of course, a critical issue is the sensi-

increase the migration enthalpy assumed for Au i
so as to increase the relative probability of

tivity of the KO result on the values of the

(2) instead of a simple migration; and b) make

We have

the simulated samples much thinner than VIDSIM

parameters assumed in the simulation.

With this change the probability that

investigated this in what we think is an ex-

allows.

haustive manner, which we now describe.

a Aui's next move is a simple interstitial -

(Any

user can change these parameters however he/she
The

wishes.)
1368.5 K -

temperature was

fixed

at

T -

1095 C, a value used in typical

experiments.

The single bond enthalpy between

interstitial hop is 3000 times the probability
that it kicks out a Si; this
4.6x10

6

is a factor of

reduction from the ratio if we had used

0.39 eV.

Due to the reduction of the random

two Si

atoms was taken from the erthalpy of

walk migration of the Au i, this change has the

melting2

7

effect of expanding the depth scale for compar-

to be 180 meV; that between two Au

atoms was taken from the enthalpy of melting of
Au to be 29 meV.
pure SI

(We have checked that the

crystal melting point comes out cor-

factor

of

2.1x10 ; the time scale of the simulation

is

ison

with

real

experiments

3

by

a

expanded similarly.

a free

Of course, we must verify that the simulated

surface above and below the true melting point,

sample is ade4,dtely thick to display all the
physical phenomena that the input assumptions

rectly

by

simulating

a sample

with
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imply. Thus, we have simulated both "thin"
samples which are 1000 lattice constants, a,
thick (i.e., 543 nm in the simulation but
corresponding to 1.16 mm of real Si on account
of the expansion factor) and "thick" samples
which are 2000 a thick. We denote the depth
direction as x. In the y and z directions we
use cyclic boundary conditions, i.e., an object
passing through the +y boundary reenters
through the -y boundary with the same x and z
coordinates and we allow defects near a boundary to sense defects on the other side. We set
the y and z bounds to be + and - 100 a, but
this has little significance. Thus, our thin
samples have 6.4x08 lattice sites and our thick
samples have 1.28x0 9 sites.
Thus, the "Q"for diffusion, the sum of the
enthalpies of formation and migration, were
taken to be 4.9 eV for Aui and 4.8 eV for Sii
for the simulation of Ref. 40. The result
turned out to be totally at odds with claims 47
of Seeger and others re: a) the Aui profile
which was not flat but exponentially decreasing
into the bulk at all t; b) because the Aui
decays exponentially into Au-free bulk Si, it
can not produce an asymmetric U shaped Ausi
profile with one-sided diffusion; c) the AuSi

profile was more exponential than the U shape
claimed; and d) deep in the sample (infact at
all depths) [Ausi] was linear int for all t and
never showed the t1/2 variation claimed,
We sought the advice of Prof. U. Gdsele how
the simulation parameters might be modified to
obtain the behavior claimed in the KO literature. He opined4 9 that we had assumed the Sii
to be too mobile and stated that it is necessary to achieve a large super saturation of Sii
inthe bulk of the sample, which would occur if
the Sii are less mobile, inorder to obtain the
features claimed in the KO literature. Furthermore, he stated there is a critical ratio,
R, of the diffusivities of Aui and Sii, D(Au i)
and D(Sii), and their -oncentrations,
R - O(Aui) [Au 1l / O{Sii) (Sii]

,

(3)

which must be larger than about 50 for the KO
features to appear and that empirically seems
to be in the range 100 < R < 200. The thesis
parameters given above imply R - 2.3.
Following Prof. Gdsele's advice 9we altered
the assumed enthalpy of migration of Sii to 0.94
eV, leaving the other parameters as above,
which implies R - 200, and repeated the simulations. We now present those results. We
first note that there is no qualitative difference between the present R - 200 results and
the R - 2.3 results of the thesis; all the
blatant discrepancies between the computer
experiments and the properties claimed for the
Moreover,
KO mechanism just cited remain.
using the simulation to observe the process in
detail, one finds it easy to understand where
and why these discrepancies arise. It seems to
us that they are quite inevitable.
As our samples have cyclic boundary conditions for y and z and ideal Aui and Sii source/
sinks on its x boundaries, it has no free surface where melting could nucleate. This means
that our simulation cannot melt even though
real Si in contact with a sufficient source of
Au will melt to the Au-Si eutectic at T - 1368
K where [Ausi ] reaches4 8 about lxlO 17 cm- 3. The
KO literature does not take account of the
melting of the Si during the diffusion experiment, which would introduce a moving boundary
condition and greatly complicate their analysis
and is assumed to be a small effect in the
typical experiment.4 9 Thus, we conclude it is
proper for us to simulate the KO as we have
done and allow [Ausi ] to become unphysically
large iear the surface. (Itwould be a simple
matter to change the sample specification
periodically to eliminate surface regions that
exceed the melting limit, but it is obvious
that the effect of this would be to increase
the discrepancy between the KO simulation and
what has been claimed for it.)
After checking that our two-sided diffusion
simulations are indeed symmetric to within the
expected statistical accuracy, we conclude that
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it is redundant to display both sides of the

order to check

distribution.

statistical

Instead we add the distributions

the result for the effect of

fluctuations,

the

simulation was

symmetrically about the center in the x direc-

repeated from the t - 1.15x013 configuration

tion (x - 0) when presenting our results,

on a different machine with different random

With this introduction in mind, we present

number seeds.

Those results are also platted

in Fig. 1 (Ausi](t) for depths of 50 and 150 a

in Fig. 2 and compare as expected.

for two-sided diffusion into the thin (1000 a)

that:

sample with R - 200 as suggested by Gbsele.

We

anything greater than linear and certainly not

note that: a) the variation is linear for all

t 112 , for all t; and b) the simulation continued

t; t extends to 2.4x,013 attempt periods or of

to the point that real Si would have melted to

order 2 sec.; and c) real Si would have melted

a depth of 400 a from both sides, i.e., 80% of

through these 200 a long before the simulation

the sample would have melted.

stopped.

that if we had moved the x boundary, which is

In Fig. 2 we show [Ausi](t) for the

same simulation at depths of 350 and 450 a.

In

the

We note

a) the variation with t is linear, or if

source

of

new

It is obvious

Au i , in accord

with

the

melting that is implied, the rate of increase
Concentration in 1E18/cm

Number (1E3)
7 -5faster

3

6

In Fig. 3 we show (Aui](x) for various t for

5-

."4

4

the thin sample diffusion.

.3

profile:

3

-2

2.........--0
25
20
15
10
5
Time in 1E12 Attempt Periods

0

KO [Au i](t) at

FIGURE I
depths of 50

and

150 a for

two-sied diffusion into "thin" sample with R
- 200 and spontaneous injection of Aui .
Concentration in 1E16/cm

140

r

e

8
-

t even up to the point

40"

.

only quantitative differences, we conclude this
feature is not a function of R.
It simply
results from the fact that if Au i can displace
Sisi and it diffuses into relatively Au free

Si
regions, then it will do so and an exponential
Number

Concentration in1E14/cm 3

60 _
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50.

6

-6

40

22

4

30

96

2

20

208

2

0

0

400

500

60

e.

d

for all

(approximately

b) does not change much with t. As the same
feature was observed in Ref. 40 (R = 2.3) with

70
6
8

80
S

exponential)

3

U10

bu 120
e 00b

We note that the

a) is steeply sloped

that the real sample would be 80% melted; and

-

N

of [AusiJ in the remaining Si would be much
than linear and not t12 .

rT
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2

.
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FIGURE 2
at depths is
ofrepeated
350 and to
450show
a asstatisin 1.
Par ~i](t)
'of simulation
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tical variation.
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Depth (a)
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FIGURE 3
[Aui](x) for various t (lEIl attempt periods).

improve statistics 7 evenly and adequately
spaced observations have been added.

50

decay profile will result.

Contrary to what is

asserted in the KO literature, the out diffusion of the Si i that results from this displacement and any supersaturation of the Si i has no
qualitative

on

effect

the

The

processes.

Concentration in 1E16/cm

3

140
M 120r

10

N

b

e

exchange between Si i and Au i that happens many

00

.

.....

80..

-6

0

times for each Ausi created deep in the sample

b
S

60

merely renormalizes the effective diffusion
coefficient of the Si.. We regard this point as

e

401-

V

20

the most important fallacy of Ref. 47 and the
literature derive therefrom. That literature

d

.
.4

010

15

20

25

Pi
2 Ae
Tm in
Time in 1E12 Attempt Periods

300

assumes a flat profile for [Aui] is established
almost

immediately and maintained throughout

the experiment.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we present the corresponding rAusi] profiles for two-sided diffusion into
a thin

sample

if we

use

SIM KO

FIGURE 5
KO [AusiI(t) at x = 350 and 450 a for stimulated
injection of new Au i . All else the same as 2.

instead of

SIMKI,

i.e., assume the injection of new Au i is
stimulated by the arrival of Si i at the gold

Number
1601

source rather than being a spontaneous random

140-'

event.

120
100

To save time and because the shorter

time simulation was
started from the t

=

compared
1.15x101

3

in Ref.

40, we

80.

configuration ob-

60-

tained from SIM KI, as was used for
Fig. 2.
-Here too we note that the variation of [Ausi) is
linear for all

depths and for all

t to the

point that the sample is 80% melted.
In Fig. 6a we compare the Au i profiles for
the thin and the thick sample for t

-

Ixl1

3

654
32I0
10

Concentration in 1E18/cm

-8
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.thick

3

4
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20,
0
0
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.
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-

100

.

Actually, in order to increase the number of

Number (1E3)
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40
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.
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Depth (a)
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0
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FIGURE 6a
[Aui](x) at t = IE13 attempt periods for thick
and thin samples.
To improve statistics 7
evenly and adequately spaced observations have
been added.
Au i counted so as to improve the statitistics,
have added the values observed for seven

.we
.3

observations spaced at t intervals of 5xi'0o
.2
.val
------

25
20
15
Time in1E12 Attempt Periods

0
30

FIGURE 4
KO [Ausi](t) at x - 50 and 150 a for stimulated
injection of new Au1 . All else the same as 1.

about this time. About 3x10 7 events, of which
95% are interstitial hops, occur in each interso the Au i distributions are thoroughly
mixed between

these intervals.

We see that

they are effectively the same and in fac' 4e
find that the total number of Au i in the two
samples is the same within statistical fluctuation.
Thus, doubling the thickness of the
sample has no effect on the number of Aui
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present under

the KO

assumptions.

because effectively no Aui's

This

is

ever manage to

3. CONCLUSIONS
Our computer experiments

show that

if we

penetrate more than 500 a, corresponding to I

make the KO assumption that Au i can displace

mm of real

host Si

Si,

from the eutectic interface,

and produce Sii , then when diffusing

Thus again, the KO can not produce a U shaped

into bulk Si it will do so.

profile from a one-sided diffusion.

exponential

Figure 6b

decay

of

This produces an

tAUi(X) that

is not

plots the same data with the depth scale ex-

affected by the thickness of the sample, by t,

tended

by choice of R, or by super-saturation of Sii

for

the thick sample to

restate the

point that no Au penetrates much beyond 500 a.

in the bulk of the sample.

Figure 7 plots [Ausi](x) for both thin and thick

KO theory boundary condition, that [Aui] should

samples

_

at t

IxiO1

3

.

Within

statistical

accuracy these are the same also.

This contradicts a

be flat and near equilibrium with the eutectic
for all t of interest.
We are forced to conclude that all results of the large KO literature based on Ref. 47 must be completely re-

160-Number

_________

Concentration in lE14/cm

3

vised.

In particular, the fact that one sided

140-

8diffusion

12010080t-

of Au into Si does produce an asymmetric U profile for Ausi, and the widely held

6

assumption that Au diffuses mainly as Aui , must
imply that Aui cannot produce Si i to any appre-

6040-

thin

ciable extent even when diffusing through thick
2

..

200
0

samples.
of the

0
1000

-

200

400
600
Depth (a)

800

The Au i must get through the center
find some type of VSi or

sample and

vacancy complex that diffuses

in from the Au

free

surface.
This supports the atom-level
information that Sii has such a large enthalpy

FIGURE 6b
Same as 6a but showing bulk of thick sample
where no Au penetrates for KO assumptions.

of formation that it plays no role in thermal
diffusion processes.
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ABSTRACT
We have performed large scale computer simulations on the controversial issue of Au
diffusion into Si at T = 1095" C. Using a Monte Carlo algorithm and a conveniently
parametrized set of parameters, our computer program is capable of working out the macroscopic consequences of a variety of models, i.e. atom level assumptions, in an unbiased way
and without the approximations introduced in analytic calculations.
When applied to the "kick-out" hypothesis, our results are dramatically at odds with
the properties claimed by its proponents. Neither the profile of the Au substitutionals. nor
the Au-interstitial profiles are in agreement with the analytically obtained results. The discrepancy becomes most pronounced when comparing the variationwith time of the Au concentration in the center of the sample, which we find to be linear at all times, in contrast to
the alleged t'2 behavior. Moreover, the Au profile of a one-sided diffusion never becomes
U-shapcd, as experimentally observed.
1. INTRODUCTION
The understanding and control of diffusion in semiconductors is crucial to the progress
o,semiconductor electronics, and yet this is one of the least understood subjects in modern
materials research. Major controversies rage about almost every aspect in this field, such as
the role of self-interstitials and vacancies in atomic diffusion. For one part, this sad situation
is due to the fact that atomic diffusion is a very complex subject, and thus the interpretation
of experimental data can lead to contradictory reports. On the other hand, it can be attributed
to the introduction of more and more models with an increasing number of parameters,
which added confusion rather than clarification to the subject. Even the simpler models suffer from one major deficiency: the relationship between the atom level assumptions and its
macroscopic consequences are extremely complex and not easy to establish. The connection
between these two classes should be made in terms of thermodynamic reasoning. This task
has been attempted in the case of vacancy hopping processes for Si and impurities by a few
authors [1-5], but still all such work relies on intuition, contains approximations and passages
to limits and is based on thermodynamic equilibrium assumptions for processes, which do

not take place in equilibrium.
For this reason we conclude that only a computer program that takes into account the
complex interaction of a diffusing particle with its vicinity can establish an exact and unbiased
relation between microscopic assumptions and macroscopic consequences. Therefore we
have developped the computer program VIDSIM (Vacancy and Interstitial Diffusion
Simulator) [6, 7], that models the evolution of an initial set of particles in space and time for
any of the chosen models the user wants to simulate. This is possible with the help of a "brute
force" Monte Carlo algorithm. which involes an enormous amount of computational effort.
if statistically significant results are to be obtained. Nonetheless, this effort can be achieved
in a rather inexpensive way with the use of several ordinary PCs. which can work simultanenously on the same problem in the background while they are used for other purposes.
Mat. Re. Soc Syrp. Proc. Vol. 163.
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such as word processing. Of course, VIDSIM can also run on other computers, such as UNIX
workstations and superminis.
We have designed VIDSIM in such a way, that virtually anyone who wants to test his
model and parameters, such as activation energies, can use it, even if he or she is no computer expert. Its documentation is published in Ref. [8], and it is available from the Computer Physics Communications Library, catalogue number ABRF, or, for the cost of the
medium, from the authors.
Monte Carlo simulations are not the only useful computational method for the investigation of diffusion processes in semiconductors. Some workers try to make progress with
ab initio methods on supercomputers, with the help of calculations which are based on the
local density approximation (LDA) [9]. While this method is well adapted to bulk ground
state properties, it gives band gaps that are much smaller than the experimental excitation
energies [ 10]. For this reason it is common practice to adjust the calculated band gaps to experiments by shifting the conductions bands with the so-called "scissors-operator", or by
other "ad hoc" corrections [11, 12). Whereas these corrections give extremely satisfactory
results for band-structure calculations, it has been argued that the corrections needed for
diffusion processes might be entirely different [13]. These calculations should be regarded
with some care, as their uncertainty is typically more than 1.0 eV. In addition, such calculations can only be carried out by specialists on state of the art supercomputers. which makes
them quite expensive and inaccessible to the experimentalist. This is especially true when
the LDA is combined with molecular dynamics [14], which restricts calculations to just a
couple of atoms during extremely short periods of time [15]. Some workers try to circumvent these restrictions by developping new theories and combine them with LDA calculations and available experimental data [161, or empirical tight-binding force models [15].
Such new techniques are very impressive and interesting and can be complementary
to Monte Carlo methods, but with the problems mentioned above and the computer resources available today they have to be regarded as beyond the state of art. Practical progress is
more likely to be made with semi-empirical theories.
2. VIDSIM ALGORITHM
VIDSIM performs a computer experiment on the theory which is to be tested. Our approach is simple brute force - the computer calculates the hopping probabilities for each
mobile defect, based on the total free energy for the relevant process, which again depends
on the assumptions and parameters the user inputs into the program. In addition to these
parameters, the user has to supply the diffusion temperature T and an initial defect configuration, which can consist of both native point defects (vacancies and three different types
of interstitials), and impurity related defects. The computer then adds up all partial probabilities of any process that can happen, and calculates the mean time for something to happen somewhere as the inverse of the total probability, in units of phonon cycles. According
to the Mean Value Theorem, VIDSIM assumes that one diffusion process ("event") occurs
after the calculated mean time, and chooses the event to occur with the help of a random
number in the 0 to I interval from the set of possible events, which are weighted according
to their normalized, individual hop probabilities. After the hop is completed, all possible
events which are effected by this hop are reconsidered and the mean time for the next hop
is re-evaluated. This process is repeated as many times as desired, or until a certain diffusion
:ime is exceeded.
We prefer to run the same kind of simulation onvarious PCs and minicomputers simultaneously in order to obtain reliable statistics. We have also shown [ 13], that with this method
even small university departments can obtain rates ot computation which are equivalent to
the speed of the order of one CRAY XMP or similar supercomputers all the time and as a
single user! In fact. we have peformed a "multi Giga-event" simulation (several 10 discrete
events) in a sample of 6.4 x 108 sites exclusively on PCs. This strking effect can be traced
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down to the scalar nature of Monte Carlo algorithms, which do not allow vectorization or
parallelization, and thus perform rather unfavorably on expensive vector-(super)computers.
An excellent example for the difficulties which arise when trying to deduce macroscopic properties from atom level assumptions is the diffusion of Au in Si.
3. THE DIFFUSION OF Au INTO Si CONTROVERSY
It has been known for a long time that, under thermal equilibrium conditions, Au is
dissolved both on substitutional (Ausi) and interstitial sites (Au,), and that during diffusion
processes there is an exchange between them [17]. With the help of VIDSIM we now want
to clarify the controversy about this mechanism. The first model, the "Frank-Turnbull
mechanism" (FT) [18] involves vacancies (V) and gold interstitials (Aui), which diffuse
separately in the bulk and finally annihilate to form a substitutional site (Ausi):
Aui + V

-

Ausi.

(1)

Willoughby and co-workers concluded [19], that the FT was consistent with empirical
observations that: a) the Ausi profile from a two-sided diffusion is more U-shaped than the
result predicted by simple Fickian assumptions; b) the concentration of Ausi in the middle
of this U-shaped profile. Cs m, increases with time t roughly as t 112 ; and c) that an asymmetric
U-shaped profile is obtained from one-sided diffusion.
The alternative model, the "kick-out mechanism" (KO), was proposed by Seeger and
co-workers [20. 21] after analytical calculations, which seemed to indicate that the FT behaves more or less like a Fickian diffusion process, which is not in accordance with a) to c).
The KO assumes that it is not the vacdncies, but self-interstitials (Sii), which determine the
diffusion process. The Sii is formed when an Aui displaces a host Si atom:
Aui + Sisi

-

Ausi + Sii,

(2)

and then migrates to the free surface, which is the only available sink in a highly perfect
wafer. It is argued that it is the out-diffusion of Sii that limits the increase of the central gold
concentration Csm, and thus yields a t01 behavior in agreement with b).
As the controversy about the two competing mechanisms has raged for many years.
with different authors deriving contradictory conclusions from basically the same data. we
decided to examine carefully the microscopic and macroscopic implications of the kick-out
model without the approximations introduced in the analytic calculations [21], i. e. with a
Monte Carlo computer experiment.
We also want to point out that neither the analytic calculations nor our computer
simulation take into account any charge state effects of Sii or Aui, any Fermi level or recombination enhancements effects, and any elastic effects, and therefore still represents a great
simplification of the real problem.
4. THE KICK-OUT SIMULATION
The simulation temperature was fixed at T = 1095" C, a value which is typically used
in experiments and for which some combined models (a sum of FT and KO models) claim
a predominant KO character of the diffusion process. For the injection conditions of the Au,.
we examined two extreme cases: a) the stimulated KO. in which an Aui is injected into the
surface at a random position every time an Ausi is formed in the bulk via reaction (2), this
keeps the total number of Aui in the sample constant: and b) the spontaneous case. in which
the rate of injection occurs randomly, at a constant average rate. We have found no major
qualitative difference between the two [6), and suppose that the true situation lies somewhere in the middle of these two. As it does not make much difference, we restrict ourselves to case b). We took the bond-centered interstitial for our simulation.
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The necessary parameters for our simulation, enthalpies of formation and migration,
were taken from the literature [22, 23], and we calculated the single bond enthalpy of Si and
Au from their enthapy of melting [2].
For practical reasons [6, 13], we increased the enthalpy of migration to 2.2 eV, compared to Weber's 0.39 eV. This is a concession to economy of simulation and examined in
Ref. [6]. For the same reason, we had to choose the size of the simulated crystal smaller than
what VIDSIM allows. We took the x-direction to be 1000 lattice constants, a, i. e. 543 rum, a
value, which is expanded to about 1.2 mm by the increase of the enthalpy of migration [13].
To check that our sample is adequately thick, we repeated the simulation in "thick" samples,
which are z = 2000 a. As we use cyclic boundary conditions for the other two directions, we
can keep the y and z dimensions rather small (200 a).
Having examined our early results, which turned out to be totally at odds with claims
by its proponents, we sought the advice of Prof. U. G6sele how he evaluates our choice of
parameters. He argued [24] that our simulation did not achieve the supersaturation of Sii
necessary to reproduce the claimed behavior, as the Sii is too mobile. He also stated that the
critical ratio of the product of the diffusivity and concentration of Au versus that of Si, R. is
much too low. Following his advice [24], we increased the enthalpy of migration of Sii from
0.39 eV to 0.94 eV. Thus, our simulation parameters are now in accordance with the recommendations of the KO advocates.
5. RESULTS
Our earlier results on that issue have been presented elsewhere [13]. They have clearly shown that:
" the profile of the Aui is steeply sloped (approximately exponential) for all t even up to the
point that the sample would be basically melted. This feature is not affected by t, nor by
choice of R, nor the thickness of the sample, and contradicts a KO boundary condition,
that [Aui] should be flat and near equilibrium with the eutectic layer for all 1.
" the variation with time of the Ausi concentration in the center of the sample, CSm, is linear
for all t, which extends the order of 2 sec., and never becomes t 2.
" the Ausi profile itself, which we find to be much more exponential and less U-shaped than
claimed.
These results have been obtained under the assumption that there is except for reaction (2) no annihilation process (sink) for the Aui, so that the concentration of Ausi grows
steadily on the surface. This results in the progressive melting of the crystal from the surface
on. We note that none of the above
results change qualitatively, if we
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as a sink for both the Sii and Aui.
Experiment shows, that a
one-sided diffusion of Au into Si
produces an asymmetric U-

shaped profile. The simulation of
the kick-out mechanism for a
source on one side only with annihilation of all interstitials leads
to the results and Figs. 1 - 3.
In Fig. I we present the time
evolution of the number of Aui for
4 different layerseach lO0a thick.
The layer which is closest to the
surface (0-!00 a) contains the
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highest concentration of Au, of course. We see from this plot that the number of interstitials per layer increases perceptively. Initially, the (Aui] is determined by the balance between injection of Aui from the source and their annihilation at the surfaces or displacement
of Si. As time increases. Aui are
Number
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Fig. 3: (Ausil from a one-sided diffusion for different times.

fusion started from the left side at
x = 0 a. Our simulation does not
reproduce the experimental Ushaped profile. Although further
investigation has to be done on
that issue (the simulation has to
run a little longer), we are convinced that the basic features of
this profile will not change, when
the simulation is based on the KO
assumptions, no matter how
parameters are varied. We think
the rise in (Ausil at the far side of
the sample can only occur if Aui
pass through the center of the
sample without creating Sii, to find
V coming from the far side. This
occurs only if .H f(Sii) is too high
for Sii to play a role.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a multi Giga-event simulation of the kick-out theory on PCs. Even
with the parameters as suggested by the proponents of that theory, we could not reproduce
any of the features claimed by them. We have shown that the exponential decay of the Au,
profile is neither affected by the thickness of the sample. nor by t, nor R. Based on our latest
results, we think the fact that the surface acts as a sink for the Aui has little effect on the
simulation. One major problem of the KO theory and the parameters we tested can be traced
down to the high probability with which an Aui can displace a Si. It's "scattering cross sectiun" is simply too high. Thus it can not penetrate deeply into the sample, and its profile
decays exponentially. Another major point we have eludicated is the one-sided diffusion
issue. It is impossible to obtain an asymmetric U-shaped profile with the KO hypothesis.
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Based on our results, we think ;tis appropriate to exclude the KO as one of the possible
mechanisms which mediate the Au in Si diffusion.
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Surface Treatment Effects on Atomic Diffusion in Si
Explained Without Self lnterstitials*
J. A. VAN VECHTEN, U. SCHMID** and ZHANG Q.-S.
Center for Advanced Materials Research
Electrical and Computer Engineering Dept.
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 97331
Many recent discussions of surface treatment effects on atomic diffusion in Si have explained these largely in terms of effects attributed to Si self interstitials. However, we
have shown by our straight forward Monte Carlo (VIDSIM) simulation of diffusion of
Au into Si according to the "kick-out" mechanism of Seeger that this mechanism is in
fact completely incapable of explaining the two-sided, "U shaped" profile of substitutional Au which results from a one sided in-diffusion of Au. We have shown that if Au
interstitials can displace Si at any appreciable rate, then the Au substitutional profile
must decrease monotonically from source side to far side. We noted that this is strong
evidence that Si self interstitials play no role in thermal processes in Si. Here we show
that the surface treatment effects often attributed to Si self interstitials can be naturally explained without them.
Key words:

I.

Si, atomic diffusion, surface treatment effects

INTRODUCTION, Au DIFFUSION
INTO Si

There has long been a controversy re the relative
importance of vacancies, V, or self interstitials, Si,,
to thermal process in Si.'-'4 Those who concentrate
on studies at the atomic level tend to believe that
Si, has too large a heat of formation, and thus too
small an equilibrium concentration, to play any
rl 3.4.-8.9
role.y
o s TenoethatVhabenuabgThey note that V has been unambiguously observed by magnetic resonance8 and by positron methods'5 after the creation at low temperatures of V + Si, pairs by electron irradiation, but
that the Si,, which must have been created at the
same time, has never been seen. Instead, resonance
methods' find impurity interstitials, e.g. B, or C,,

created in numbers
to that
creaed equal
eualto
n nmbes
tat for
or V.. They
Tey also
lso

:4factor be transferred from the
observe that:4 a) 12 eV must
bombarding electron to the Si atom on a lattice site
to create the pair 6 b) convincing theoretical argu-

ments,17 .18 which account for the variation of the rate

ofndsplacemet
wih oute anle biten
othe eame
of displacement
with the angle between the beam
and the crystal axes, show that the excess energy
of this irreversible process over the thermodynamic
heat of formation for the pair can not be more than
1 eV, leaving 11 eV for the sum of the heats of formation of V and Si,, iHf(V) +-lHf(Si,); and c)substantial concentrations (>1016 cm'b ) of V are seen
in thermal equilibrium in Si at temperatures well
below the melting point by both positron
and "Simmons-Balluf" thos021
annihilation
(comparison of thermal expansion of the lattice constant with thermal expansion of the sample volume
*Supported inpart by U.S. AFOSR-89-0309.
**Prsent address: Max Planck [nttut Mr Festkdrperforschung,
Stuttgart. Germany.

to determine if lattice sites are being added or subtracted).
A comment
should
made
re point cand
above.
While
there
is debate
over bethe
magnitude
temperature dependence of the trapping cross sections, 0 of
the (ionized) V's inSi,19 2 2 which dir
ffencts esthe
oze
timates
n wihd
of theV Vi concentration,
VI, there
ea
IIVJ,
iss es
no
question of calibration for the Simmons-Ballufi experiment; recent results 2° show [V] > 1016 cm 3 also[]>al
t;ectre
prm
ready at T = 1300 K. This contradicts the assumption made by Dannefaer et al. in analyzing positron
data' 9 that the Lax giant trapping cross section criterion, with .so-o T - 2 temperature variation, should
be applied to 0 (V) at these T's. Thus, Dannefaer et
al.'s estimated H(V) = 3.6 eV is too high by about
oby a
V istoo
al.'s estimated
fatrof
10 2 .as
EeifA
(Vwreamuhs4.
1.0 eV22 just
their estimated [V1I is too low by a
4.0
as much
if AHf (V)
o10.Even
9 22
eV, rather
than the current
bestwere
estimate
ofas
about
2.7 eV, we would still have AHf(Si,) = 11 - 4 eV =
7 eV, which would mean Si, would play no role in

7ewihwudma

i
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thermal processes. Recall that activation
energies
for self diffusion in Si range with T 23 from 4.1 to
5.2 eV. (The activation energy for Si, migration must
be finite and positive. The term which Si, contribh an ctii
he
S tota di
t t
ue
utes to the total Si self diffusion has an activation
energy that is the sum of this positive migration
energy plus the energy of formation. Even if one were
to suppose the migration energy for Si, were almost
zero so that Si, migrates out of the sample almost
instantly after creation with a formation energy of
7 eV, they could not produce a Si self diffusivity with
an activation energy of 5 eV, nor even contribute
significantly to the self diffusion.)
Such considerations lead to the suggestion that,
if any additional point defect beyond the V (with its
five ionization states and complicated behavior) is
required to understand thermal processes, in Si, then
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these may be "extended interstitials"' or "amorphous zones"' rather than the Si, which must exist
for an instant too short to be observed in irradiation
experiments. The entropy of Si self diffusion is observed to be 6 to 10 k at high temperatures. Such
large values have been interpreted as evidence either
for extended defects (amorphous zones)' or for an
entropy of ionization of
the V comparable to that
th e b a n d g a p . 9
of
On the other hand, many of those who concentrate on studies at the device scale have invoked an
unspecified type of "Si self interstitial," which might
or might not be an "extended" or "amorphous zone",
and ascribe adjustable parameters to it -in order to
describe data and phenomena of interest. " .112They
sometimes claim that the V can not play the majority role in many thermal processes in Si.
Much of the argument has revolved around the
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not been definitely observed or characterized, no one

debates its tole.) b) The dominant site for Au atoms
is substitutional, Aura, where it acts both as a deep
donor and as a deep acceptor. c) Even when Au is
diffused in strictly from one side only, the resulting
Aus, concentration profile, [Ausr] (x) is not at all
monotonic but essentially symmetric with a broad
flat minimum in the center of the sample. [AusJ (x)
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diffusion of Au into Si, which is widely studied2 4 - 26

because of the dramatic effect Aus, has on minority
carrier lifetimes. The following points re this subject are not controversial: a) Au diffuses very rapidly into Si, and into Ge and other tetrahedral semiconductors, as an interstitial, Au,. (Although Au, has
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T = 1243 K

(a)
Fig la - Au substitutional profile normalized to the saturation
value in Si reported by Coffa et al., Ref. 27, from an ion implantation experiment in which the possibility of surface diffusion
contributing to the peak near the far surface was carefully excluded. The profile is very similar to those obtained when a Au-

Si molten eutectic is formed on one side. This is remarkable be-

cause the ion implantation injects a fixed number of atoms while
variable fractions of the eutectic may be dissolved; also the
boundary condition would seem to be distinctly different. The
"calculation" plotted is that asserted by Gosele et al., Ref. 6, for
the boundary condition of constant infinite Au concentration on
both surfaces. The asserted formula can be expressed as erf ntIyn)
= bx, where erf is the error function. b is a constant and y is the
square root of C (Aus). See text.

is said to be "U shaped." See Fig. 1. Any remaining

doubt that this U shaped profile which results from
what was intended to be a one sided in diffusion
might be an artifact of undetected surface diffusion
has been erased by ion implantation experiments
(with capping layers and facing wafers) reported by
Coffa et al.. (Si 3N4 and Si0 2 capping layers prevented the ion implanted Au from getting to the near
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reached a polished bare wafer in intimate contact
with the near surface during the diffusion.) d) [Ausra
at the center of the sample increases roughly as the
square root of diffusion time, t, for values of t intermediate between that required for Aura first to
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appear and that required to reach half saturation.
e) The diffusion of Au into Ge from one side also

produces a two sided profile, [AucI (x), but the shape
is noticeably different from [Aus] (x). f) Several other
transition metals produce substitutional profiles
similar to [Ausr] upon diffusion into Si. Re point e)
it should be noted that diffusion processes in Ge have
been much more clearly established and are generally agreed to be consistent with a pure vacancy
model. This is largely because Ge isotopes make ra-

diotracer experiments much easier for Ge than for
Si.9 ' Also the vacancy in Ge does not exhibit the
negative-U behavior that Si vacancies do.8 Thus, one
can argue that the distinctions between the Au pro-

files into Si and into Ge result from difference in
the properties of the vacancies in the two host or
differences in the identity of the major defect.
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Fig. lb - More data from same experiment of Coffa et al., Ref
27 Note that here a log scale is used where la used a linear
scale.

The original interpretation 5 26 of these facts was
that the "Frank Turnbull Mechanism,"28 2 9
Au,

-+-V

':

Aus,,

1)

was the dominant mode of diffusion of Au into Si
as well as for Au, Cu, etc. diffusion into Ge, for which
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the mechanism was originally proposed and is generally accepted. Those who press this interpretation
explain the two sided nature of tAus,] x) from a
strictly one sided source by observing that V can be
created at either the source surface or the far side
surtace and that it is widely agreed that Aui diffuses very fast. Thus, the rate of production of Aus
is limited by the in diffusion of V. [Au,] is assumed
to be effectively uniform through the sample for all
but very short t. The differences between the details
of the shape of the profiles in Si versus those in Ce
are attributed to the differences in the detailed behavior of Vsi and Vc3. Vsi exhibits "negative U" behavior of its donor ionization states, five rather than
four ionization states, more complex multivacancy
behavior, and recombination enhanced diffusion."'
However, to our knowledge no one previously has
claimed to show how the difference in the detailed
behavior of the V's accurately account for the differences in the details of the profiles.
On the other side, W. Frank, G6sele, Seeger and
others have claimed 56 that (1) absolutely can not
account for the distinctions between the profiles in
Si and in Ge. They argue that instead a "kick out
mechanism,"

Au, + Sisi:* Ausi + Si,,

(2)

must dominate the production of Aus, and that the
rate of the net process is limited by the out diffusion
of Si,, rather than the in diffusion of Vsi. If this were
so, it would follow that the Si, would have to be important to other thermal processes as well and that
.lHf(Si,) < 7 eV.
Those who press (2) as the dominant process leading to Ausi production have claimed to account for
[Ausi] (x), and other phenomena, accurately in terms
of this process. However, when we directly simulated their model with a completely straight forward Monte Carlo simulation procedure, VIDSIM,3'
[311, we found that the true out come of the model
for a one sided diffusion is completely at odds with
the claims of its advocates, and with empirical [Ausi]
x). We tried several variants of assumptions of model
parameters and boundary conditions and found that
no such variation could change the conclusion just
stated. 13 *14 Instead, we have identified fundamental
inconsistencies in the arguments used to argue a
connection between the kick out model and equations that do in fact approximate the empirical profiles. See Fig. la.
We now will briefly describe and clarify the errors in that reasoning. We focus the discussion to
the case that the Au source is on one side of the
sample only because this gives the clearest and most
dramatic distinctions between the true result of the
kick out model and what has been claimed for it.
Since the ion implantation experiments of Coffa
et alY. have excluded all possibility of surface diffusion accounting for the appearance of Aus near
the far surface, Au must have diffused through the
bulk of the sample, presumably as Au,. First let us
suppose that the Au, got from the source side to the

far side without stopping to form Aus, on the way.
(This is the assumption of the Frank Turnbull alternative.) For some point in the center of the sample at a time early in the process, when very little
Aus, has been produced, consider the relative probability that a particular Au, will hop one step further as an interstitial rather than displace a host
atom near it, which are almost all Si. This probability must be very small or the Au, will not make
it to the far side of the sample before a displacement
event occurs and the Au atom ceases to be an interstitial. Furthermore, this probability is directly
linked to heats of formation of Si,, Au, and Ausi. Let
us denote the mean number of times Au, hops as
Au before it displaces a Si from the lattice as Nh.
To make a numerical estimate, let us suppose stable site for Au, is the bond centered interstitial site.
(This choice will have little quantitative effect on
the argument.) Then the distance of each Au,-Au,
hop is V a/4 or 0.192 nm for Si. These hops are
assumed to be a random walk. The samples used by
Coffa et al. were about 0.5 mm thick; others used
much thicker samples and got the same result, but
with perhaps less confidence that surface diffusion
had been excluded. A well known result for a random walk is
(z2
2 D t = 2/3/ 2 Nd,
(3)
where z is the displacement in one direction which
we here take to be 0.5 mm, D is the diffusivity, I is
the step length, which we here take to be 0.192 nm
and Nd is the number of steps, which must at least
equal the mean number of steps, before displacement, Nd -_ Nh. Thus we have
Nd =

1.5 (Z2 )/12

=

1.02

x

i0' 3

(4)

and In (Nd) = 30. The sum of the heat of formation
of Si, plus that of Ausi must exceed that of Au, by
30 kT for this assumption, that Au, diffuses through
the sample without displacing a Si from the host
lattice, to be true. Let us take the diffusion temperature T = 1368 K, a typical value. Then 30 kT
= 3.54 eV. The fact that [Ausi] is observed in the
mid 1017 cm - 3 range while Au, is not directly observed at all implies that AHf(Au,) - ,AHf(Aus ) must
be significant. The data analysis of Weber 2 estimates the value of this difference to be 2.5 eV. If
this is so, then we would have AHf Si,) > 3.5 + 2.5
= 6.0 eV, which is in accord with the argument of
those who advocate the Frank Turnbull mechanism
and so large that the Si, would play no role in therrnal process.
Indeed, those who advocate the kick out mechanism assume that, contrary to the assumption of the
last paragraph, the Au, displaces Si many times before it diffuses from one side of the sample to the
other. Thus, any Au, that appears near the far surface to produce Aus there must itself already have
been displaced from lattice sites in the bulk of the
sample several times. The kick out hypothesis is that
this occurs according to reaction (2) and via the action of the Si,'s.
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This brings us to the question why does [Aus,] x)
rise near the far surface? According to those who
advocate the kick out hypothesis, this is because [Si]
is equal to its equilibrium value near either surface
but is highly supersaturated in the middle of the
sample and, further, occurs because the Si, do not
diffuse away as fast as the Au,, which create them
by reaction.2 (The implication that the migration
enthalpy, AH.(Si,), for Si, must be significant reduces the maximal value for IHw(Si,) for which Si,
could play a role in thermal processes even further.
Thus, ifAH (Si,) > 1 eV, then AIHf (Sij) must be less
than 4 eV for Si, to contribute to Si self diffusion
with a component of activation enthalpy 5 eV.) It is
precisely this assertion by those who advocate the
kick out model that we have tested by Monte Carlo
simulation and have shown to be incorrect,
The central error introduced in the reasoning of
those who advocate the kick out model comes when
they try to apply conditions that would apply once
equilibrium has been reached to analysis of this
system that, like all systems where there is net diffusion, is far from equilibrium. This appears in two
related forms. One is in the assertion of what those
authors call "local equilibrium" and means that the
reverse rate of reaction (2), RR, i.e. of
Si, + Ausi # Au,
is essentially the same as the forward rate,
of
Au, + Sisi

>Ausi + Si,

i2r)
RF,

i.e.
(2f)

at all points and at all times afr. the very beginning of the process. That is they.
ime as a boundary condition for their analysis tnat

Rt4x,t) for all x and t.

RR(x,t) -

sequence of the assumption that Au, can displace
Si. If Au, can transform to Si, - Ausi, then it does.
We suggest that there is an analogy with the absorption of visible light; although the photons go as
fast as anything can, the fact that they have an absorption length that is small compared with the
width of the sample inevitably implies that they will
decay exponentially in the sample and that very few
will reach the far side.
The advocates of the kick out model opine that
the reverse reaction (2r) (the analog of radiative recombination for the case of light), will occur at essentially the same rate, assumption (5), and will keep
[Au,](x) flat and constant. We find that (5) is obeyed
only when and where [Ausi] has reached equilibrium with the source. This occurs arbitrarily early
in the process for points close enough to the source
side surface, but does not occur at greater depths
until [Ausi] has saturated. Again, we feel that this
empirical finding is obvious and inevitable.
In order to obtain their ASSUMPTION (5). the
advocates have to assume that [Si,] is very big where
[Aus,] is very small, i.e. in the center of the sample
for times short compared with that required to saturate the whole sample, which is very much longer
than that required to saturate the far side surface
region. We do not find any significant supersaturation of Si, in Ausi free regions for any plausible
choice of surface boundary conditions. We note that
when Si, is diffusing in pure and perfect Si, i.e. where
[Ausi] = 0 = [V], the diffusion must be conservative;
d=
[Si,](x

=

0.

It is well known that (7) admits only linear soiutions,

(5)
[Si,](x) = a - bx.

The second false assertion, which is really not independent of the false assertion of "local equilibrium," is that [Au,] (x) is essentially flat and near
its equilibrium value across the samj%¢, i.e.
[Au,](x)

-

[Au,]e for all x and t.

'7)

(6)

This too is assumed as an initial condition in their
analysis. It is easy to see that a consequence of (5)
and (6) is that, if [Ausj](x) is U shaped, then [Si,](x)
must be an inverted U of the same shape and magnitude.
When we do the straight forward Monte Carlo
simulation of the kick out model, the result depends
upon details of the surface boundary conditions, as
one should expect and as we shall discuss below,
However, for no set of surface boundary conditions
does the simulation find the ASSUMPTIONS (5) and
(6) invoked by the advocates of the model to hold.
Instead, we invariably find that when Au, diffuse
into a region that is relatively pure Si, then [Au,](x)
decays monotonically and approximately exponentially. We feel this result is quite obviously the con-

18)

Furthermore, the value of [Si,] at the far surface,
where [Aus] = 0 initially so that (7) will apply until
some Au, manages to arrive despite its exponential
decay, is most likely at its equilibrium value for all
t. The advocates assume this and also that it maintains the equilibrium value at the source surfavell. Thus, the inverted U profile for [Si,](x), wh
is required for the assumptions of the advocates, can
not occur.
To summarize what does in fact happen with the
kick out model when [V] = 0 -verywhere and the
source is on one side is the following. [Au,](x) at first
decays essentially exponentially into the Aus, free
bulk. The Si, produced by the displacement may
either diffuse deeper into the Au free bulk, in which
case their concentration is conserved and they simply diffuse until they are annihilated on the far side.
or they diffuse back toward the source side, in which
case they may either produce the reverse reaction
and promote further diffusion of the Au nr they annihilate at the source side surface. The resulting
[Aus,](x decreases monotonically from -he source to
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the far side for all times. Equilibrium between the
forward and reverse reaction occurs first at the source
side surface and is attained at monotonically increasing times for increasing depth. Equilibrium or
reaction (2) is last attained at the far side surface.
See Fig. 2.
In addition to its failure to produce a two sided
model,
profile from a one sided source, the kick out
when straight forwardly simulated by Monte Carlo
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Fig. 2c - Results as in Fig 2a for the first 200 a depth of sample
200, 400 and 1000 a thick. In the thicker samples the [Aus,] profiles simply continue to die off monotonically with depth. Note
the near source values of [Ausi](x) decrease with increasing sample thickness. This is because the closer the far side surface that
annihilates the Si,'s, the less likely is reaction (2r) to displace a
given Aug.
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means, also fails to get the shape of the profile near
the source side surface right. This can be illustrated
for either a one side or for a two sided source. See
Fig. 3. This finding is again contrary to the claims

Fig. 2a - Result of direct simulation of the kick-out process,
with no vacancies permitted, under the boundary conditions that
a Au source on one side (x = 0) injects Au, into the crystal ran-

of those who advocate the kick out model because
they errored when they assumed that local equilibrium, (5), would occur in the center of the sample
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domly and at a constant rate and that any interstitial passing

through either surface is annihilated. The reciprocal boundary
condition of the generic VIDSIM simulator has been turned off
so that Aus, formed on the x = 0 boundary are not transferred
to the far side surface. Here results are summed from three samples each 10 lattice constants, a, across in the y and z directions
and 200 a in the x direction. As this computer simulation does
not allow the crystal lattice to melt, the eutectic, that in fact
form as any constant Au source dissolves the surface of the Si,
appears as a layer on the source side with [Ausrl > 10% and a
rather abrupt edge. At this point in the diffusion process that
edge is at x = 2 a. As we let the process age beyond this point,
we observe the eutectic layer become thicker. The slope of the
profile in the region beyond the eutectic gradually decreases but
remains monotonic.
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surfaces, x = 1.0. The center of the sample is at x = 0. Results
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added for display.
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Because the use of a computer to simulate these
processes releases us from the constraints of physical reality, we can manage a (completely artificial)
situation in which the assumption (5) is reasonably
well satisfied near one surface and observe what does
happen. We did this by allowing a periodic boundary condition (a feature of the general VIDSIM
program 31 and of most computer programs for crystalline lattices) for Aus, to translate those Ausi that
form just at the source side surface to the far side
surface rather than keeping them on the proper
surface or annihilating them. We continued to annihilate all Si, that passed through either surface
in the diffusion direction, x. This provided a source
of Aus, without a source of Au, on the far side surface. As Sij's arrived at the far surface they have a
chance to displace the Aus, and produce thereby Au,.
These Au, could then either annihilate or diffuse into
the bulk from the far side. With a little adjustment
of Au, injection rate at the source side and waiting
for a proper concentration of Ausi to develop, we were
ablc to cause assumption (5) to become fulfilled. We
found that the [Aus,](x) profile thus produced near
the far side surface is indeed in accord with the theory of G6sele et al.' See Fig. 4. However, the profile
near the source side surface is, as in proper simulations, like that in Schmid's thesis33 and elsewhere, rather than as Gasele et al. predict. We
maintain that this affirms two facts: a) the problem
with the theory developed by G6sele and co-workers
erf [On C)-1/21

1.2
1

is in the initial assumptions and not in the deduction from those assumptions; and b) their is no fatal
flaw in our computer programs.
Thus we conclude that the observation of a svmmetric U shaped profile for Ausi resulting from a
Au source on one surface only compels the conclusion that the Au, diffused all the way through the
sample with negligible probability to displace a host
Si atom even once. As noted at the beginning of this
section, this requires that the energy of formation
of Si, must be too great for Si, to play any role in
thermal processes in Si.
We now pass on to consider the explanation of
various surface treatment effects, which many have
attributed to Sii, without them.
II. OXIDATION INDUCED STACKING
FAULTS AND DISLOCATION LOOPS BY
VACANCY CLIMB
It is well known that oxide precipitates in Czochralski Si are generally surrounded by extrinsic
stacking faults and dislocation loops.34 There are
often multiple planes of Si added to form these extrinsic faults. Careful study by electron microscopy
reveal that they are often smooth and regular. It is
also well established that there is local swelling of
the Si when 0 atoms, which were disssolved as interstitials during crystal growth, converge form these
oxide precipitates. The volume of the oxide exceeds
that of the Si crystal which is consumed in its formation. The volume of the swelling concomitant with
the dissolving of the 0 as interstitials is less than
this difference between the Si crystal and the resulting oxide and is spread through the sample rather
than localized.

The tendency of the Si0 2 precipitate to swell in
the crystal lattice as it grows produces both tensile
o.8.

*_

!

0

compressive stress in the Si. The stress is com-

0and

pressive in the direction radial from the center of
the precipitate and tensile in the direction tangento the precipitate. The growth of extrinsic
stacking faults with the concomitant dislocation loops
relieves the tensile stress by producing extra planes

.tial

Si around the precipitate. This might occur either

___of

0.4

jby

precipitating Si,'s (if there were any Si,'s), which
would have to be produced elsewhere, or by emitting V's from the core of the dislocation that sur-
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Result of direct simulation of kick-out mechanism roodis on one
ified from Fig. 3 in the following ways. a) The source
side only. b) The reflective boundary condition of the generic
VIDSIM simulator. Ref. 31, has been retained so that Aus,'s formed
at the source side surface are artificially translated to the far
side surface. This produces a source for Aus, on the far surface
with no corresponding source for Au,. c) The injection rate has
been adjusted and the time chosen so that the condition of "local
equlibrum." Eq. (5) obtains near the far surface. Far surface
data indicated by 0. The source side result is similar to Fig. 3.

rounds the plane of the stacking fault."5
Thus, one can easily and naturally explain the
formation of extrinsic stacking faults in Si by supposing the creation of vacancies along the core of
the dislocations produced by the swelling of the preThis
is the the
locus
of maximal
cipitate.
leads oneThis
to expect
stacking
faults stress.
to be more

or less regular, symmetric and smooth, as is generally observed. If they were formed by precipitation of Sii's, then one might expect them instead to
be irregular and dendritic. A similar formation of

extrinsic stacking faults is observed in metals where

I
there is no question that V's completely dominate
35 36
over self interstitials.
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One might confirm that oxide precipitation injects V's into the surrounding Si by positron annihilation techniques. Initial reports appear to do this.3'
Ill. Si ION IMPLANT EFFECT ON DEEP
B IMPLANTATION
Schreutlekamp et al. have reported that the tendency of ion implanted B to straggle into Si, so that
the doping profile is less abrupt than is desired, can
be suppressed by ion implanting Si into the sample
also. We recall that experiments that use electron
irradiation to produce V + Si,, Frenkel pairs, and
electron spin resonance techniques to monitor the
defect complexes that result have shown that Si,'s
disappear from the sample too quickly to be observed (even at T = 2 K).' They also show that Si,
can displace substitutional B, Bsi, to drive the reaction
Si, -4 Bsi = B,,
(9)
while V form complexes with other vacancies (i.e.
form divacancies and larger clusters) and with many
types of impurity. Finally, the B, is known to diffuse
very rapidly.
The natural explanation of this is that the source
of the problem is the tendency of B ion implantation
to produce B,'s which diffuse to produce a straggle
profile precisely because they cannot reverse Reof formation
action (9). This because the enthalpy
of Si, is larger of
than
that
B,.4 In
the asene
absence oof Si
Si
thn
i, stat
lrgeoff B."
n te
ion implantation, these B, must diffuse too far to
find a V which they can convert to the desired acceptor dopant via,
B, + V :> Bsi.

(10)

The Si ion implantation cure works because it
produces the V's required for (10) so that the B, can
be stopped. Note that if there were any significant
numbers of Si, remaining from the Si ion implantation, they would enhance the B, diffusion and make
the Bs,profile less, rather than more, abrupt.
IV. OXIDATION AND NITRIDIZATION
ENHANCED OR RETARDED DIFFUSION
OF DONORS OR ACCEPTORS
It is well established that oxidation of a Si surfaces enhances the diffusion B and P beneath them
while nitridization of these surfaces suppresses the
diffusion of B and P.ss- 42 On the other hand, Sb diffusion is affected to a lesser degree and in the opposite sense; i.e. Sb diffusion is suppressed by oxidation and enhanced by nitridization.
It is clear that oxidation of the surface produces
a tensile stress in the Si tangential to surface, just
as the formation of an oxide precipitate produces
tensile stress in the bulk. Plainly, we should expect
this tensile stress to be partly relieved by the injection of more vacancies from the incoherent in-

terface between crystal and oxide into the Si crystal. This will enhance [VI in the Si and thereby enhance the diffusion of species that diffuse primarily
via exchange with Vs,. It is well established that Vs,
pairs readily with both B and P.8 (Recall that PsVsi pairs, "E-centers" are observed in P doped Si that
has been rapidly quenched43 from temperatures near,
but below, the melting point. This is partly because
of a coulomb attraction between the amphoteric Vsi,
which assumes a V2, ionization state in p-type
material (i.e. Where the B is) but assumes a
Vi or V
ionization in n-type material (i.e. where
the P is). Thus, the oxidation enhancement of B and
P diffusion is easily understood in terms of the well
established properties and interactions of Vs,.
It is also clear that nitridization of the Si surface
stresses the crystal in the opposite sense, i.e. puts
it into compression. It is natural to suppose that this
compression inhibits the generation of V's which
implies that [VJ is suppressed. Thus, one should expect the vacancy mediated diffusion of P and B to
be suppressed, as is observed.
So far the discussion of this section has proceeded
as if the diffusivity of impurities were simply proportional to [V]. It should be evident that is almost
certainly an oversimplification. The coulomb interaction between ionized impurities and Vsi with its
five ionization states within the bandgap and the
observation of recombination enhanced diffusion for
Vs, B and several complexes imply a more complicated relation.30
Reports
Sb diffusion
is suppressed
by oxi4' 4 2
dation
and that
enhanced
by nitridization,
combined
daion and enha
tidationmust coed
with the arguments that oxidation must increase [VI
and that Si, cannot play a significant role, reenforce
the supposition that we really must consider the relation between [VI] and impurity, X, diffusivity, D(X),
more carefully.
We first note that the report of a depression of
D(Sb) with oxidation is based solely on determination of the depth of the p-n junction formed when
Sb is diffused into p-type Si. We know of no measurement of the effect of oxidation or nitridization
upon D(Sb) in homogeneous material. Recall that
we already know that, on account of the coulomb
interaction between ionized impurities and ionized
vacancies, the vacancy mediated diffusivity of donors is enhanced in n-type material and suppressed
because of the attracp-type material. This occurs
tion between D' and V 2 or V- in n-type material
2"
and because of the repulsion between D- and V
in p-type material. This coulomb enhancement
changes to coulomb repulsion at a point very close
to the nominal p-n junction. Now, because [VI is well
above loll cM - 3 at the temperatures in question even
without oxidation enhancement and because the
amphoteric V's always tend to compensate the doping of the sample, one additional consequence of increasing [VI by surface oxidation is to enhance this
compensation. This causes the point at which coulomb enhancement converts to suppression of D(Sb)
to move toward the surface. Assuming that the coulomb interaction between Sb" and Vs,plays a major
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role in determining D(Sb), we propose it is this displacement of the compensation point during diffusion toward the surface by oxidation that accounts
for the reduction of the depth of the resultant junction. We predict that D(Sb) within the n-type region
is in fact enhanced, as could be verified by radiotracer experiments,
Finally, one may wish to consider observations of
the growth and shrinkage of stacking faults on one
side of a sample due to the oxidation of the other
side. Such observations have been reported" by
Taniguchi et al. who used Si 3N4 and thick polycrystalline Si films to prevent oxidation and buffer the
one side of the sample from the stress of the Si 3N 4.
It is found that for samples of normal thickness (e.g.,
0.5 mm) stacking faults previously grown on the
masked side will shrink when the far side is oxidized. They report that the rate of this shrinkage
has an activation energy of 4.9 eV, which is roughly
consistent with that for Si self diffusion. However,
for thin samples (10 to 80 Mm) a few of the stacking
faults will start to grow longer (not deeper) after
some thickness dependent incubation time; the other
stacking faults shrink. They also report that the
stacking faults grow deeper at a rate dZ/dt = 5 exp
(-2.6 eV/kT) m/s when oxidation occurs.
Taniguchi et al. interpreted" their observations
under the assumptions that Si, processes completely
dominated, that the shrinkage of stacking faults occurs by emission of Sii's into the bulk, and that
elongation of the stacking faults occurs by absorption of Sii's that have been injected at above thermal equilibrium concentrations by the oxidation of
the far surface. They adjusted five parameters to fit
their observations of the length of the longest stacking faults under these assumptions. They concluded
thgfalts
he a
tiva
r
energy
eassumption frim s.
onci
0
that the activation energy for Si, migration is 4.0
eV and that the enthalpy of formation of Si, is only
0.7 eV while its entropy of formation is -7.6 k, i.e.

the far surface. When this happens, a large part of
the dislocation that bounds the stacking fault disappears into the interface on the far side. This produces a large reduction in the total energy of the
stacking fault and stabilizes it. However, this occurs only for the thin samples; oxidation of the far
side, with its concomitant tensile stress, injects V's
as described above, which annihilate extrinsic
stacking faults by causing their dislocations to climb
toward the near surface. Thus, the excess energy of
the stacking faults in thick samples, where the faults
do not reach the far side, is relieved by (vacancy
mediated) self diffusion. In the thin (10 to 80 Am)
samples, once some of the stacking faults have extended from one side of the sample to the other, they
can further reduce the energy of the sample by consuming those stacking faults that do not extend
across the sample. The sample energy can be reduced even further by combining stacking faults that
extend across the sample. Both annealing processes
can be accomplished by glide of the dislocations that
thread from one interface to the other and which
bound the stacking fault laterally, as well as by climb
mediated by vacancy emission and absorption at the
cores of the dislocations. As these stacking faults
cannot get any deeper than the width of the sample,
they must elongated in this annealing process. Given
that the density of stacking faults in the thin samples is of order 2 x 10 cm - 2, the spacing between
their centers is about 45 /.m. Their length is initially 10 um and grows to more than 60 Am. We
believe that annealing by dislocation glide is a natural explanation for this elongation.

negative implying decrease of disorder upon form-

3. J. C. Bourgoin and J. W. Corbett, Radiat. Eff. 36, 157 (1978).
4. J. A. Van Vechten, Handbook on Semiconductors, Vol. 3, ed.

ing the defect. These conclusions are in gross con-

tradiction of the parameterizations used to fit other
properties by those who assert the importance of Sii.
(See, eg. Ref. 12.) They imply that Si, should be easy
to retain from a variety of processes in concentra-

tions that would make it easy to observe, which has
never occurred. They imply that the equilibrium
concentration of Si, at 1300 K is 4.6 x 1016 cm - 3.
Recall that Okada finds 2° the concentration of vacancies to be 2 x 1016 cm - 3 greater than any concentration of Si1 .
We regard these contractions as further indictment of the assumption that Si, plays any major role

in thermal processes. (We hold that the clearest insided prodictment is the inability to explain a two sided
o
file of Aus
8 resulting from a source on one side only.)

We suggest that a better interpretation of observations such as those reported by Taniguchi et al.
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Abstract
We demonstrate the utility of observations of Au diffusion for
the characterization of point defect generation and annihilation
rates at surfaces and of vacancy distributions and diffusivity in
the substrate. We note particularly the effects of ambient gases
and surface finish on the diffusion process and on the resultant
distributions
commercial

of

electrically

float zone Si

active

Au.

We

deposited

in a vacuum system after

Au

the Si

on
had

reached the diffusion temperature (1233 K) and had been annealed in
various ways. Contrary to a previously published report, we find
the electrically active Au with a one-sided profile when the Au is
deposited and
reported
millitorr

annealed in

two-sided
levels

a vacuum. We

profiles

of 02

are

for

obtain

electrically

present

in

the

the

previously

active

ambient

Au

gas

when

during

diffusion or during a preanneal prior to Au deposition. We conclude
that the polished or etched silicon surfaces lack the imperfections
needed to make them effective sources or sinks for vacancies or
self-interstitials,

but

that

surface

roughening

caused

by

02

induced evaporation of SiO is sufficient to create very effective
sources or sinks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The diffusion of gold into silicon has been the subject of
extensive

experiment,

theory

and

controversy

[1,2,3,4,5,6].

Previously reported experiments show a distinctive U-shaped profile
for electrically active, substitutional gold, Ausi, which results
even when the source is on one side only and precautions are taken
to avoid surface diffusion. It is generally agreed that the Au
diffuses

rapidly

concentration

of

as

an

Au,

is

interstitial,
orders

of

Au,

and

magnitude

that

less

the

than

the

equilibrium concentration of Ausi. There is controversy concerning
how Aui

becomes AuSi

with a symmetric profile

from a one-sided

source. Initially a Frank-Turnbull (FT) or dissociative mechanism
(1) was

invoked

to

explain

this

profile.

In

this

mechanism

vacancies, V, generated at the surfaces diffuse into the bulk and
combine with Au

to form Ausi.
Au1 .V-Au.1

Others
mechanism

claim

that the

(1)

profile

results

from

a

"kick-out"

and is determined by the creation of silicon

interstitials,

Si i,

in

the

bulk

via

reaction

(2)

and

selftheir

subsequent out-diffusion and annihilation at the wafer surfaces.
Aui-Aui Si

(2)

In both of these models it was assumed that the sample surface
is an ideal source or sink for vacancies and interstitials, that
2

the interior of the sample is at thermodynamic equilibrium at the
onset of the diffusion (time t=O) and that point defect creation or
annihilation at the surfaces is the key factor which creates a twosided profile.
Van Vechten, Schmid, and Zhang have shown through direct Monte
Carlo simulation [5] that the kick-out hypothesis cannot produce
the reported two-sided and nearly symmetric profile from a strictly
one-sided source starting with a perfect sample. Simulations of the
FT mechanism for the corresponding assumptions, to be published
elsewhere, are two-sided but not symmetric and do not resemble the
reported profiles well either.
The initial motivation for this study of Au diffusion into Si
was to gain an understanding of how the previously reported Ushaped profile can result from a one-sided diffusion and to make
use of the rapidly diffusing Au interstitials to plot out the point
defect profiles and to determine their diffusion rates. We noted
that because the Au interstitials diffuse so fast, we can introduce
them at various times after the sample temperature, T, has been
raised to levels that self diffusion is significant

and use them

to decorate vacancies rendering these immobile in a short time. In
this way we sought to make "snapshots" of the vacancy distribution
during the high T processes by observing

the distribution of Ausi

by spreading resistance profiling, INAA, and TEM. We also noted
that

the

kick-out

model

and

the

FT

model

make

qualitatively

different predictions for the case of a sample preannealed prior to
the deposition of the Au. According to the FT model, the profile
:3

should be almost entirely determined by the time the vacancies have
to diffuse with or without the Au because the profile is determined
by the distribution of sites where the Aui's find vacancies

to

occupy. According to the kick-out model, the profile is determined
by the time the Au is present at high T because the profile results
from the interplay between the AuSi and the Si i that they produce.
We report here our conclusions on the effect of ambient gas on
surface perfection and the resulting effectiveness of the surface
as a source or sink for point defects.
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II. EXPERIMENT

Commercially available float-zoned 100mm diameter boron-doped
silicon wafers of <100> orientation, resistivity of 60-70 ohm-cm
were cleaved into strips 1 cm x 9 cm x .05 cm prior to processing.
This material has a low interstitial oxygen concentration and is
free of dislocations. Samples 1 - 12 were mirror polished on one
side and caustic etched on the other side. The caustic etching is
sufficient to remove all surface damage as revealed by dislocation
etches.

Samples

surface

preparation

13-17

were mirror polished
or

cleaning

was

on

both

performed.

sides. No

Recent

work

indicates that the presence of a native oxide layer is essential to
the diffusion results reported here.
Figure 1 shows the apparatus used for the sample annealing and
the gold deposition. An Ohmic contact was made to both the silicon
sample and heater strip at both ends with graphite electrodes. An
ac voltage controlled by an autotransformer was applied to both the
sample and heater strip to provide resistance heating. The sample
was radiatively heated by the heater strip, a 0.02 ohm-cm boron
doped silicon strip mounted 1 mm from the sample, until the sample
conductivity was sufficient to permit resistance heating. The side
of the heater strip facing the sample was coated with an SiO 2 layer
to prevent contamination of the sample with out-diffused boron. An
optical pyrometer mounted outside the vacuum chamber measures the
temperature

of

the

heavily

doped

strip

and

controls

the

autotransformer. The optical pyrometer is calibrated at the melting
5

point of silver (1233 K). The sample is mounted in a vacuum chamber
above a resistance heated molybdenum boat containing the gold to be
evaporated onto the sample. This equipment allows gold deposition
onto the heated sample at any time during the annealing while
maintaining the sample at processing temperature. During annealing,
a gold layer with a calculated thickness of 3 nm was deposited on
samples 1-11, and a 60 nm layer was deposited on samples 12-17. The
ambient gas was established by venting the chamber with argon, with
air and by operating in a vacuum of <4.0 E-6 Torr.
After processing, the samples were bevel polished and measured
by a spreading resistance probe (SRP).
values were

converted

calibration

samples

The spreading resistance

into resistivity by use
covering

the

range

of three p-type

22-118

ohm-cm.

The

resistivity change after gold diffusion is used to calculate the
concentration of electrically active substitutional gold using the
method discussed by Coffa et al [3]. We used a degeneracy factor of
28 [7] to facilitate comparison of the Au profiles presented here
with the profiles published by- Coffa et al

[3].

INAA applied to

sample 13 gave total Au concentrations which agreed well with the
total electrically active gold concentration measured with the SRP.
The

large

degeneracy

factor

may

mask

the

presence

of

non-

electrically active gold in the sample since the degeneracy factor
calculations [7,2]
into

the

sample

assume that virtually all of the Au diffused
occupies

electrically

active

Aus

sites.

Non-

electrically active gold could result from the precipitation of Au
into vacancy clusters in the interior of the sample.
6

EFFECT OF AMBIENT GAS ON GOLD DIFFUSION PROFILE
Figure 2 shows the measured profile for the sample 13 which
was annealed in an actively pumped vacuum

(<4.OE-6 Torr) for 30

minutes at 1233 K following the deposition of the gold. In all
figures the gold was deposited on the surface defined by depth=0.In
stark contrast to the two-sided profiles published by Coffa [3], or
Stolwijk et al [2], this profile is clearly one-sided. All samples
which were annealed in vacuum, including those with caustic etched
backsides, show a similar profile.
Figure 3 shows the measured profile for sample 9 which was
annealed at atmospheric pressure in argon at 1233 K. This sample
has a two-sided or U-shaped profile but is asymmetric. The lower
Ausi concentrations compared to sample 13 are probably due to the
smaller amount of gold which was deposited on the surface.
Figure 4 compares the effects of 5 min. Au diffusions at 1233
K in air at 0.5 Torr pressure with (sample 15) and without (sample
16) a 30 min. preanneal in the same ambient gas at 1233 K. After
preannealing sample 15, the chamber. was evacuated, Au deposited,
pressure returned

to

0.5 Torr

and the

sample

annealed

for an

additional 5 min. without any change in T. The Ausi profile is Ushaped but asymmetric and similar in appearance to the sample 9
shown in figure 3. This similarity occurs even though the Au was
diffused into sample 15 for only 5 min. as compared to 30 min.
Sample 16 which received the 5

diffusions for samples 9 and 13.
min.

Au

diffusion

without

a

preanneal,

concentration of Ausi.
7

shows

a

much

lower

DISCUSSION

For

either

the

FT

or

kick-out mechanisms,

the

two-sided

profile is caused by the wafer surfaces acting as sources or sinks
for the point defects which mediate the diffusion of the Ausi. The
one-sided profiles obtained when the diffusion occurs in a vacuum
indicate that undamaged polished or etched silicon surfaces consist
primarily of steps, lacking the energetically costly kink sites and
are

ineffective

Swartzentruber

et

as

sources

or

al

[8]

STM to determine

used

sinks

for

point

defects.

step

and kink

energies on (100) silicon surfaces and noted that their analysis
was "complicated by the fact that there are so few kinks.". The
deposition of gold and the subsequent formation of a gold eutectic
layer creates the required kink sites only on the side receiving
the

Au

deposition,

resulting

in

the

observed

one-sided

Ausi

profiles.
For the samples annealed in argon or reduced pressure air a
different mechanism is responsible for the formation of the kink
sites. Annealing silicon wafers in inert gases is known to cause
"thermal etching" of the surfaces due to 02 partial pressures below
the 10-6 atm. range in the annealing gas [9,10,11]. The 02 attacks
the silicon surface to form SiO which evaporates from the surface.
The resulting surface roughening and etch pit formation provide
ample kink sites to drive the point defect reactions (1) or (2).

At

higher oxygen partial pressures, a protective layer of SiO 2 forms
which protects the surface from damage. The occurrence of the two8

sided profile in both argon at atmospheric pressure and air at
reduced

pressure

demonstrates

that

thermal

nitridation

of

the

surface is not the primary reaction which creates the kink sites.
Preliminary evidence suggests that surfaces oxidized at 1233 K in
air at atmospheric pressure also lack the sites necessary to sink
or source point defects. We suggest that annealing samples in inert
gases with low partial pressures of 02 is an effective method for
injecting vacancies into the sample.
The anneals described in the literature occurred in nitrogen
[3], argon (1,2] or vacuum [1]. However, the vacuum anneals in [1]
occurred in evacuated quartz ampoules as opposed to actively pumped
vacuum systems. In all of these cases it is reasonable to assume
that oxygen contamination occurred at ppm level and resulted in
thermal etching which created the sinks or sources resulting in a
two-sided profile. Gas phase transfer of Au from the frontside to
the backside would be expected to occur in the ampoule annealed
samples since the vapor pressure of Au at 1233 K is I E-6 Torr.
Such transfer could account for the symmetric profiles reported by
Stolwijk et al (1,2].
The results from samples 15 and 16 suggest that the presence
of gold is not solely responsible for the development of two-sided
point defect profiles but also serves to decorate the point defect
concentration profiles present at the time it is difffused into the
wafer. The difference between the profiles of samples 15 and 16 is
predicted by the FT mechanism but is inconsistent with the solely
interstitial

based

kick-out

model
9

used

by

Coffa

et

al

[3].

According to such a model the Aus profiles of samples 15 and 16
would be predicted to be identical since there is no out-diffusion
of Si1 prior to the creation of high concentrations of these point
defects by the deposition and subsequent diffusion of the gold.
Given this assessment of the role of gold as a defect marker, the
techniques

described

in

this

paper

will

serve

as

a

useful

characterization tool for studying the generation of point defects
at surfaces and in the bulk.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used for gold deposition and
annealing.

2. Electrically active Ausi concentration for sample 13 with no
preanneal, annealed for 30 min. at 1233 K in vacuum after gold
deposition.

3. Electrically active Ausi concentration

for sample

9 with no

preanneal, annealed for 30 min. at 1233 K in 760 Torr argon after
gold deposition.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a generalized model for gold diffusion in silicon
based on the effect of the high concentrations of vacancies and

vacancy complexes in the as-grown silicon. The monovacancy
profiles calculated using this model are identical to the
substitutional gold profiles calculated using the kick-out model.
We deposited Au on commercial float zone Si in a vacuum system
after the Si had reached the diffusion temperature (1233 K) and
had been annealed in various ways. Contrary to previously
published reports, we find the electrically active Au with a
nearly one-sided profile when the Au is deposited on samples which
were preannealed in vacuum. We conclude that annealed silicon
surfaces lack the imperfections needed to make them effective
sources or sinks for vacancies or self-interstitials. We propose
that this can cause a high degree of supersaturation in the asgrown silicon crystal since the point defects cannot annihilate at
the surfaces to maintain equilibrium as the crystal is cooled.
INTRODUCTION
The diffusion of gold into silicon has been the subject of
extensive experiment, theory and controversy [1,2,3,4,5,6].
Previously reported experiments show a distinctive U-shaped
profile for electrically active, substitutional gold, Ausi, which
results even when the source is on one side only and precautions
are taken to avoid surface diffusion. It is generally agreed that
the Au diffuses rapidly as an interstitial, Aui, and that the
concentration of Au., is orders of magnitude less than the
equilibrium concentration of Ausf. There is controversy concerning
how Au, becomes Aus1 with a symmetric profile from a one-sided
source. Initially a Frank-Turnbull (FT) or dissociative mechanism
(1) was invoked to explain this profile. In this mechanism
vacancies, V, generated at the surfaces diffuse into the bulk and
combine with Au to form Aust.

Au+VAus,

(1)

The FT mechanism with the assumption that the vacancies are only
generated at the surfaces has not yet been shown to explain the
profiles observed in dislocation-free silicon.
Van Vechten, Schmid, and Zhang have shown through direct
Monte Carlo simulation that the FT mechanism cannot produce the
reported nearly symmetric profile from a strictly one-sided source
starting with a perfect sample. These simulations, to be published
differ
and
symmetric
not
but
two-sided
are
elsewhere,

significantly from the reported profiles.
Others claim that the profile results from a "kick-out" (KO)
and is determined by the creation of silicon selfmechanism
interstitials, Si1 , in the bulk via reaction (2) and their
subsequent out-diffusion and annihilation at the wafer surfaces.

(2)

Au,4Aus,+S,

Both of these models assume that the sample surface is an
ideal source or sink for vacancies and interstitials, that the
interior of the sample is at thermodynamic equilibrium at the
onset of the diffusion (time t=O) and that point defect creation
or annihilation at the surfaces is the key factor which creates a
two-sided profile. The KO model also assumes that a uniform
concentration of Au, is established at the start of the diffusion
process.
Van Vechten, Schmid, and Zhang have shown through direct
Monte Carlo simulation (5] that the kick-out hypothesis cannot
produce the reported two-sided and nearly symmetric profile from
a strictly one-sided source starting with a perfect sample. These
simulations demonstrate that the assumption of a uniform Au. is
incorrect. Nevertheless, the numerical solution of the partial
differential equation resulting from the KO mechanism provides a
remarkable fit to the experimental data. Accordingly, we sought
models for Au diffusion based on vacancy and vacancy complexes
which would produce the same differential equation as the KO
model, but did not require the existence of significant
concentrations of silicon self-interstitials.
A GENERALIZED MODEL FOR GOLD DIFFUSION
We propose that a generalized model for gold diffusion be
considered. The reaction

(3)

A - B+ C
is assumed
equation:

to

establish

a local

equilibrium

governed

by the

(4)

[B] [CI - K

[A]
A = A homogeneously distributed defect in the silicon at t=O
which is not decorated by gold. To a first approximation, [A] is
assumed constant in time.
B= A defect which is capable of being decorated by gold to
produce the observed substitutional gold profile.
C= A defect with diffusivity DC which obeys the diffusion
equation (5) and can be annihilated at the silicon surfaces.

aT

C

ax2

aT

_(5)

Solving equation (5) for [B] using equation (4) and assuming that
(A] is constant and that the equilibrium value of k(A] is
negligible compared to (B]2 yields the equation:

3(,[B

ax [Bj2 aX~

aT
Where Dc" = (C]l

(B]*

(6)
6

DC.

equation is the
Ausi , and C = Si 1 , this
the solution of
model,
KO
the
from
derived
equation
differential
However, any
data.
experimental
to
fit
excellent
an
which provides
other model with defects that satisfy the definitions of A, B, and
C would also produce a defect profile which matches the
experimental profiles for Au,,. In particular, we propose a
For A = Au

,

B -

"vacancy cluster" model with A = V4, B = V, and C = VN'1 where VN is

a ciuster or void containing N vacancies. These vacancy clusters
are formed from the high concentration of vacancies quenched into
the silicon during crystal growth. We will show experimental
results which suggest that the surface of the growing crystal is
a rather ineffective sink for the grown-in vacancies. For the case
N = 3 we have:

V3

aV

V2

This reaction with B = V creates a monovacancy distribution
which matches the experimentally obtained U-shaped profile for
Aus1 . As the sample is cooled to room temperature, the
supersaturated Au atoms would become Au.i via the FT mechanism,
thereby producing the observed profile.
We note that this model assumes that the Au i are not active
formation of the U-shaped vacancy profile. At high
the
in
temperatures the reverse reaction of (1) is dominant. Only near
room temperature, where all experimental measurements of the
profile are made, can the forward reaction proceed to completion.
We cannot distinguish between the KO model and the vacancy
cluster model by examination of the Ausi profile since both models
predict the same profile. However, these two models make different
predictions when we consider anneals which occur prior to the
deposition and diffusion of the Au. The KO model predicts that
preanneals occurring before Au diffusion should not have any
effect on the Aus1 profile. The profile predicted by the vacancy
cluster model should be affected by the duration of high
temperature anneals which occur before the diffusion of the Au
since diffusion of monovacancies occur even in the absence of Au.
It appears that the effects of preanneals on Au diffusion have not
been previously reported. The equipment and experiments designed
to test the effects of preanneals on Au diffusion are described
below.
EXPERIMENT

The equipment used in these investigations has been described
elsewhere [7], the following is a brief description included for

completeness. Double side polished float-zoned 100mm diameter
boron-doped silicon wafers of <100> orientation, resistivity 'of
60-70 ohm-cm, were cleaved into strips prior to processing. The
side to be coated with Au was vapor stripped with HF.
Figure 1 shows the apparatus used for the sample annealing
and the gold deposition. An ac voltage controlled by an
autotransformer was applied to both the sample and heater strip to
provide resistance heating. The sample was radiatively heated by
the heater strip, a 0.02 ohm-cm boron doped silicon strip mounted
1 mm from the sample, until the sample conductivity was sufficient
An optical pyrometer mounted
to permit resistance heating.
outside the vacuum chamber measures the temperature of the heavily
The sample is
doped strip and controls the autotransformer.
mounted in a vacuum chamber above a resistance heated molybdenum
boat containing the gold to be evaporated onto the sample. This
equipment allows gold deposition onto the heated sample at any
time during the annealing while maintaining the sample at
processing temperature.
After processing, the samples were beveled and measured by a
spreading resistance probe (SRP). We used a degeneracy factor of
28 (8] to facilitate comparison of the Au profiles presented here
with the profiles published by Coffa et al (3].
Figure 2 shows the Aus
1 profile obtained from a sample which
to 1233 K and immediately coated with
vacuum
in
heated
was rapidly
and then annealed for 5 minutes at
=
0,
Depth
at
side
the
Au on
1233 K to diffuse the Au. The profile for this sample is much more
Both
asymmetric than previously published profiles [1,2,3].
profiles in this figure were normalized with a Ausie value of
3.25El5/cm^3, a value selected to provide the best fit to the
calculated curve. This value is within the range of values for
given by Coffa [3]. The solid line on the graph is the
AusiV
numerical solution of equation (6) using the published value (3]
of D*=1.6E-8 cm-2/sec.
The second sample shown in figure 2 was preannealed in vacuum
at 1233 K for 90 minutes prior to the deposition of a Au layer and
then annealed at 1233 K for 5 minutes to diffuse the Au. In
contrast to the non-preannealed sample, the Au., profile is nearly
one-sided. Despite the longer total annealing time, this sample
has a much lower Au, concentration on the side which did not
receive the Au deposition. An additional sample (not shown) was
preannealed for 90 minutes at a pressure of 500 mTorr of air prior
to the Au deposition. This sample is very similar in appearance to
the vacuum annealed sample, but with a higher Ausi concentration
at depth = 500 microns.
We have noted (7] similar nearly one-sided profiles under a
range of conditions including cases where the sample was annealed
for 30 minutes following the Au deposition.
DISCUSSION
For either the FT, KO or vacancy cluster mechanisms, the twosided profile is caused by the wafer surfaces acting as sources or
sinks for the point defects which mediate the diffusion of the
Ausi. The one-sided profiles obtained when the diffusion occurs in
a vacuum indicate that undamaged silicon surfaces which have been
annealed at high temperature consist primarily of steps, lacking
energetically costly kink sites and are ineffective as sources or
sinks for point defects. The deposition of Au and the subsequent
formation of a Au eutectic layer creates the required kink sites

ai

only on the side receiving the Au deposition, resulting in the
observed one-sided Ausi profiles. In all the previously reported
work on Au diffusion the samples were coated with Au prior to any
high temperature processing. We propose that in such samples Au
can diffuse to the uncoated side of the sample and stabilize the
kink sites before they are annealed out. The sample which did not
receive a preanneal shows an asymmetric two-sided profile because
the kink sites did not have time to completely disappear prior to
arrival of AUsj. This theory is supported by the work of
Swartzentruber et al (9] who used an STM to determine step and
kink energies on <100> silicon surfaces and noted that their
analysis was "complicated by the fact that there are so few
kinks."
The inability of an annealed silicon surface to act as a
source or sink for point defects supports the proposal that
silicon is highly supersaturated with vacancies which originated
during crystal growth. These vacancies would be unable to
annihilate. on the solidified surfaces of the crystal and could
only establish equilibrium by diffusing to the solid/liquid
interface.
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Several approaches have beon employed to reduce
brigh ness-voltag
plays.

instabilities of ZnS:Mn ACTYL dis-

One approach involves the addition of a CaS__,

Layer at one or both of the phosphor/insulator
faces.

SiON

inter-

Another approach involves oxygen exposure of

ZnS prior to second insulator deposition. Kajor
improvements are observed, as determined by bright-

ness-voltage aging and latent image experiments.

__

_

•

ZnS:\

Introduction

One of the current challenges facing ZnS :.In
alternating current chin film electroluminescent
is fabrication of displays
(ACTFEL) device technology
s
with variable brightnes incensity. This goal, InGls

principle, can be accomplished by varying the driver
voltage amplitude; in practice, instabilities in the
brightness-voltage (BV) characteristics can lead to
Luminance shifts. It has been shown that symmetric
drive addressing circuitry stabilizes the threshold
and saturation luminance.' iowever, there is still
:he question of intermediate brightness Level instability. Our goal for the work described herein was to
improve the intermediate BV stability of ZnS:.MIn devices.
"Je have employed two approaches which resul: ift
improved ACTFEL device stability. The first technique
is to deposit an intermediate CaS layer between the
ZnS phosphor and the silicon oxynitride, SlON, insulator. We find, unlike the previous reportsZ this
approach leads to improved stability regardless of
whether the CaS is deposited at the top or bottom
interface or at both interfaces. A second process
modification which yields improved device stability is
to expose the ZnS;:.n surface to an oxidizing ambient
prior to deposition of the second insulator. We have
found chat improvement in

_

-

" °ff-r
'

SiON

Figure 1. The Electroluminescenc Device Structure.

of the ZnS layer (Figure 1). The CaS was deposited by
electron beam evaporation. In addition to the variacion in the location of the buffer layer, different
CaS deposition temperatures were also tested.
The second method involves a modification of tne
annealing treatment and subsequent oxygen exposure.
Rather than annealing in nitrogen after the second
insulator deposition, the device is annealed after InS
deposition but prior to deposition of the second
insulator. This anneal is accomplished in vacuum a:
460"C. After vacuum annealing, the ZnS surface was
exposed to oxygen by heating the sample in air or by
oxygen plasma exposure at room temperature. Our
experience indicates that the method of oxygen exposure is not significant. whereas a vacuum anneal prior
to oxygen exposure is required for improved stability.

the device stability is

rather insensitive to how the oxygen exposure is
accomplished.

Experimental Methods
Device Structures
The electroluminescence displays, for this experiment, are fabricated with a 4-inch by 8-inch active
area, 256x512 pixels. Each pixel for a standard panel
has a structure as shown in Figure I where evaporated
ZnS:.4n is the active phosphor Layer which is sandwiched between two sputtered SION insulator layers.
Aluminum and ITO electrodes are patterned using standard photolithography methods. Annealing is usually
performed in a nitrogen ambient after deposition of
the second insulator.
Two device structures are used for improved stabilily. The first method involves the addition of CaS
buffer Layers which were added to both or either side

Heasurement Technicues
Two types of measurements are used to assess the
ralative device stability. The first test is denoted
BVB for brightness voltage bands
A selected set of
columns in the panel are driven through an array of
resistors for different aging times. This experiment
uses drivers which output uniform, symmetric, 200 Hz
voltage wavoforms simultaneously to all "on" pixels.
This measurement technique allows operation of different adjacent columns for different aging times but
measurement of all columns at che same time; thus.
avoiding problems with drift of the measurement equipment.
The second test employed for assessment of relative device stabilir is the latent image test.
Portions of a full-sized panel are operated continuously for an extended period of time (700 hours for
the work reported herein) using commercial, symmecric.
60 Hz drivers while other portions of the panel are
left off. After 700 hours of operation, the entire

4

panel Is momentarily Curned on and the differential
brightness of the aged versus unaged portions of the
panel are measured. This differencial brightness is
then plotted as a function of the brightness of the
aged portion of the device, which varies as the peak
applied voltage,

Results
3V curves as a function of aging (from Che 3VB
cest) are shown in Figures 2 and 3 for, respectively,
a standard panel and for a panel with a 100 nm CaS
buffer layer inserted Lc the second ZnS/insulator
interface. The improved device stability is evident.
We find a similar improvement in the device stability
if CaS is present at the first ZnS/insulator interface
or if it is present at both interfaces. Thus, the
presence of a CaS buffer layer improves the ACTFEL
device stability. We find the location of the buffer
layer

co be unimportant

In

The sensitivicy of the device stability is a
function of the CaS deposition temperature. Three CaS
deposition cemperacures were investigated: 180, 230.
and 320"C (Figure 3 is for 230"C). A slight improvemane was observed as the deposition temperature
increased. Thus, a higher CaS deposition temperature
gives improved device stability.
The BV3 test was also applied to the structure
with ZnS exposed to oxygen. The BV curves of a panel
heated in air after the vacuum anneal is shown in
Figure 4. The improved stability compared to Che
control panel of Figuare 2 is clearly evident.
Several
ocher panels were prepared using other oxygen exposure
procedures; heat treatment in air for temperatures
between 150 and 260*C for various oxidation times and
oxygen plasma exposure at room temperature for 1-10
min. For all conditions investigated, the improved
stability is similar co that shown in Figure 4.

to that found by

contrast

22_

investigators ac Matsushita, who concluded chat improvement could only be obtained when CaS was placed
at both interfaces.
Thus, the instability mechanism
proposed by Hatsushica. ion migration from the insula-,1
tor, does not seem to be operative in our devices.
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one device with CaS at the second ZnS interface., and one device vacuum annealed and heated in air
are shown in Figure 5 for an aging time of 700 hours.
that an ideal plot would have zero differential

-device,

,,

as a

ize the device stability is the latent image test.
The latent image characteriscics for one control

-

_Notes
_

e

The second type of measurement used to character-
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-
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2

C

ness, the brightness level of oxygen-exposed panels is
lower than that of a standard panel.

-,

__..__,---

-

Certain trends in aging are evident from a comparison of Figures 2, 3, and 4. The threshold voltage
of the BVB curve increases fur the control samples
the residual threshold voltage shift in the 3VB plot
also increases for the case of oxygen exposed devices
whereas it decreases for the case of devices with a
CaS buffer layer. The maximum brightness levels are
between standard panels and the ones with a
CaS buffer layer. However, for the same layer thick-

Brightness-Voltage Characteristics as a
Function of Aging of a Standard Control
PanelL

.comparable
..

-

,,9

24

!9:

24

e

',

Brightness-Voltage Characteristics as a
Function of Aging of a Device with a CaS
Buffer Layer at the Second ZnS/Insulacor
Incerface.

nM

brightness for all brightnesses of the aged portion of
the device. The 4ifferencial brightness for this plot
is obtained where the brightness of the aged area Ls
below 4 FL.,where experience has shown the worst aging
effects. The result indicates that, in agreement with
BVB results, the two new process modifications actualy improve the performance of panels in standard
drivers. In general, the lacent image test snows :he
same trends in improved stabilitv as the BVB test
One exception is when the CaS is deposited at the
bottom interface; in which case no improvement in
stability is observed with the latent image test
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Latent Image Characteristics for a Control,
C&S Buffer Layer, and Oxygen Exposed
Panels.

compared to the control sample.
The latent image tast
is considered less conclusive than the BVB cest
because of uncertainties In the driver circuitry and
in the sample hiscory: this issue is presently under
further consideration.

Con&1zi±2n
Two different approaches have been demonstrated

to yield improved device stability as monitored by BVB
and Latent image tests.

One approach is

to insert a

thin buffer layer of CaS at one or both ZnS/insulacor
interfaces. The second approach involves oxygen
exposure of the ZnS surface prior to deposition of the
second insulator.
The second approach suffers from
the fact that the device brightness is significantly
reduced by oxygen exposure.
An acomistic explanation for the observed device
improvement is currently unclear. We postulate the
improvement is associated with a reduction in the
number or a reduced tendency of sulfur vacancies to
diffuse during device operation. We are currently
undertaking experiments to quantify and further test
this hypothesis.
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The capacitance-voltage (C- V) technique is proposed as a method for characterization of the
electrical properties of alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) display

devices. Analysis of the C-Vand aging characteristics of ZnS:Mn ACTFEL devices indicates
that the C- V technique is complementary to the charge-voltage technique in the extraction of
device physics information.
The standard technique used to characterize the electrical properties of alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) display devices is charge-voltage (QV) analysis.'- The purpose of this letter is to propose a
complementary approach for electrical characterization of
ACTFEL devices, the capacitance-voltage (C- V) technique. Since capacitance is simply the derivative of charge
with respect to voltage, the C- V technique can be viewed as
an extension of the Q- V technique.
The C- V measurement is accomplished using the circuit
shown in Fig. 1. An ac waveform generator with a small duty
cycle drives the ACTFEL device and a 0.5-5 kfl series resistor. For all of the data present herein, the waveform used is
generated with a Wavetek model 275 Arbitrary Waveform
Generator and is a I kHz symmetric waveform with 5 ls rise
and fall times and a 35 /s pulse width measured at 50% of
the maximum pulse amplitude. The C- Vcurve is obtained by
recognizing that
dq =dq/dt
= d/dt
....
.(
1)
dv 2/dt
dT2
dv2 /dt
The current may be obtained as the voltage difference across
d

the maximum capacitance is that due exclusively to the insulators as the phosphor is conducting during the charge transfer portion of the waveform."- Additionally, the threshold
voltage indicative of the onset of charge transfer Vdh and the
maximum applied voltage amplitude Vm are indicated in
Fig. 3.
In actual measurements, the C- V curve is normally acquired individually for each voltage polarity and only the
first half of the driver pulse waveform is acquired. Each voltage polarity waveform is acquired individually because of
the extremely small duty cycle of the driver waveform which
precludes high-resolution digital acquisition of two subsequent waveforms. Only the first half of the driver pulse
waveform is usually acquired since the information of most
relevance is contained in this regime. The second half of the
pulse is essentially due to the retrace which is manifest in
Fig. 3 as the portion of the C- V rectangle indicated by the
dashed lines. Thus, an ideal standard C- V curve would look
like the right half of the curve shown in Fig. 3 with the
dashed line traces absent.

A Q- V curve of a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device is shown in
Fig. 4. The charge Q for this curve is obtained from an inte-

a series resistor:

gration of the current found in Eq. (2). The slopes of the

(2)
to
respect
with
voltages
are
v
and
v,
In Eqs. (1) and (2),
2
sampling
by
obtained
are
and
I
Fig.
in
indicated
ground as
with a Tektronix model 7854 digitizing oscilloscope. The
mathematical operations defined by Eqs. (1) and (2) are
accomplished with the digitizing oscilloscope and the C- V
curve is obtained by ploting C vs v 2. The experiment is controlled with a personal computer which is also used for data
storage and further data processing, if required. The viability
of this method of measuring capacitance was tested by replacing the ACTEL device with a capacitor of known value, the known capacitance was accurately determined using

straight line fits to the Q-V characteristic yield the insulator
and total device capacitances, as in the ideal Q-V case. The
intersection of these two straight line fits defines the threshold voltage. However, note deviations from ideal linear behavior near Vh and V,.
To investigate these deviations from ideality in more

i = (v,

-

v2 )/R,.

To understand the nature of the C- V measurement, first
consider the ideal Q- V curve of an ACTFEL device, shown
in Fig. 2, operating in steady state in a light emission regime.
Differentiating Fig. 2 results in the ideal C- Vcurve illustrated in Fig. 3. The minimum capacitance is that due to the
total capacitance of the ACTFEL device (i.e., a series combination of the phosphor and insulator capacitances) while
1889
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FIG. 4. Q- Vcurve for a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.

detail, it is convenient to focus attention on the C- V curve of
Fig. 5 which is derived from the same data as Fig. 4. Before
Eq. () was used to calculate C, the numerically computed
voltage derivative was filtered via least-squares approximation using piecewise, quadratic polynomials with B-spline
basis functions. This operation suppresses the ianplified
noise due to differentiation. The horizontal portions of the
C- V curve are due to the constant capacitances associated
with the total and insulator capacitances. The transition region near Vh, corresponds to the initiation of transferred
charge from localized states near the interface across the
ZnS, thereby exciting Mn atoms into luminescently active
excited states and shunting the ZnS capacitance.
It is evident from Fig. 5 that the threshold voltage is not
as clearly defined as implied by the ideal curve of Fig. 3. In
fact, three different definitions of the threshold voltage from
Fig. 5 are possible corresponding to the onset of the transition, the midpoint of the transition, and the saturation of the
transition in which the capacitance is exclusively that of the
insulator capacitance, which we denote Vth,, Vlh2, and Vth3 ,
respectively. We have found that V,hl varies most readily
with changes in the pulse width or voltage amplitude of the
applied waveform while V,h3 is relatively insensitive to these
variations. We attribute Vh , to the onset of emission of electrons from shallow interface traps. Also, we believe that Vh 3
corresponds to the initiation of field clamping. We have also
found that V,h2 corresponds most closely to the threshold
voltage found from Q-V measurements.
Total and insulator capacitances calculated on the basis

of the thicknesses and dielectric constants of the insulator
and phosphor layers are found to be in good agreement with
values obtained from the C-V measurement. It is apparent
from this discussion that the C- Vimeasurement reveals more
device physics information regarding the transferred charge
threshold characteristics than the Q- V measurement.
The second deviation from ideality which occurs in Fig.
5 is an increase in the measured capacitance at voltages near
V.. This deviation is also apparent in the Q- V curve of Fig.
4. There are two possible explanations for this increase in
capacitance at large applied voltages. First, the insulator
leakage is large enough that the appropriate circuit model
for the insulator is a resistor in parallel with the insulator
capacitance such that the apparent rise in capacitance is due
to a RCeffect. Second, transferred charge is injected into the
insulator such that the effective thickness of the insulator is
reduced and the corresponding capacitance of the insulator
is increased. Further work is required in order to determine
which explanation is preferred.
The C- V technique is useful for aging analysis of ACTFEL devices. The aging characteristics of a ZnS:Mn device
are indicated in Fig. 6. The C- Vcharacteristics shift to higher voltages with respect to aging time. Note that this shift in
the C- V curves is an essentially rigid shift and is found to be

C-V CHARACTERISTIC OF ZnS: Mn DEVICE
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FIG. 3. Ideal C- V curve obtained from differentiation of Fig. 2.
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C-V CH4ARACTENSTICS AS A FUNCTION OF AGIN
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of exploring the electrical properties of ACTFEL display

I..
14

devices and we demonstrate the utility of the technique from

an analysis of the C- Vand aging characteristics of a ZnS:Mn
device. Although the C-V technique may be regarded as an
extension of the Q- V technique, we believe C- Vanalysis to be
more readily interpretable in terms of the physics of the
ACTFEL device.
This work was supported in part by the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research under contract No. AFOSR 89-0309.
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logarithmic with respect to aging time. Although not evident
from Fig. 6, it is found that the insulator and total capaci-
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tances are independent of aging time, except near V .
In summary, we propose the C- V technique as a means
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CHARACTERIZATION OF ZnS:Mn AC THIN-FILM ELECTROLUMINESCENT DEVICES BY CAPACITANCEVOLTAGE ANALYSIS
R.C. McArthur,* J.D. Davidson,* I. Khormaei.t J.F Wager,* and C.N. KIngt
*Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, Center for Advanceo ,,Iaterials Research, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, OR 97331-3211, USA.
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ABSTRACT
A new method for characterizing the electrical properties of alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent
(ACTFEL) devices, the capacitance-voltage (C-V) technique, is described. The C-V technique is complementary
to the charge-voltage (Q-V) technique which is conventionally employed for ACTFEL device analysis.
1.

THE CAPACITANCE-VOLTAGE (C-V) TECHNIQUE
The C-V measurement' is accomplished using an arbitrary waveform generator (Wavetek Model 275) with

a small duty cycle to drive the ACTFEL device and a 1.5 k 0 series resistor. The standard waveform used is
symmetric with a frequency of 1 kHz, rise and fall times of 5 ls, and a pulse width of 30 lis where the pulse width
is defined as the time over which the waveform is constant at its maximum voltage. The waveform voltage, v., and
the voltage across the ACTFEL device. v2, are monitored with a digitizing oscilloscope (Tektronix Model 7854) as
indicated in Fig. 1. The C-V curve can then be obtained by recognizing that

c=_5A=
dV2

dqldt

dvf/dt

dv2(dt

(1)

The current is obtained as the voltage difference across the series resistor:
i = (v, -v 2 /R , .

(2)

The mathematical operations defined by Eqs. (1) and (2) are accomplished with the digitizing oscilloscope and the
C-V characteristics are obtained by plotting C versus v 2. The experiment is controlled with a personal computer
which is also used for data storage and further data processing, if required.
2.

INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM C-V CURVES
A C-V curve for a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device is illustrated in Fig. 2. The minimum capacitance at low voltages

is due to the total capacitance of the ACTFEL device (i.e. a series combination of the phosphor and insulator
capacitances).

The constant capacitance at larger applied voltages, indicated by the upper dashed line,

corresponds to the insulator capacitance only, as the phosphor is conducting during portion this of the waveform.
effectively shunting the phosphor capacitance. The structure in the C-V curve near saturation (i.e. in the voltage
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V2

v1

Rs

Figure 1. The circuit used for C-V analysis.
range of 120-140 V) is not always observed; we have not yet been able to correlate such structure with the
materials physics of the device. We currently believe the capacitance rise near the maximum voltage to be an
artifact of the measurement.
Note from Fig. 2 that ow .teshold voltage is not uniquely defined. We define three threshold voltages
corresponding to the or
which we denote as

",,

t

=ne C-V transition, the midpoint of the transition, and saturation of the transition,

V,,2, and Vt,3, respectively. We attribute Vth1 to the onset of the emission of electrons

from shallow in 2nace traps and Vth 3 to the initiation of field clamping (i.e. the external voltage at which the
interface trar, density is of sufficient magnitude such that the ZnS field remains constant). Vth2 corresponds most
closely to the threshold voltage found from Q-V measurements. The slope of the C-V curve in the transition region
is related to the total density of interface states in the subthreshold region.

3.

2

C-V CURVES OF SYMMETRIC DRIVING WAVEFORMS
C-V analysis of ZnS:Mn ACTFEL devices as a function of maximum voltage amplitude, Vm, pulse width, PW,

and rise time, v, is accomplished using symmetric driving voltage waveforms.

The purpose of this set of

experiments is to establish the sensitivity of the threshold voltage as a function of the waveform parameters. Care
is taken to sufficiently pre-age the sample so that aging effects are minimal. A rigid shift in the C-V curve to smaller
thresholds is observed as Vm is increased.

The shift in Vth is linear with respect to Vm for voltages up to

approximately 200 V. above which Vt depends sublinearly on V. as if an onset of saturation is being approached.
The C-V curve also shifts rigidly as a function of PW. Vth decreases with increasing PW for times up to aoout 100
iss, above which an onset of saturation begins in which Vth depends only weakly on PW. The C-V curve, and
hence V%, is virtually independent of -.
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Figure 2. A C-V curve for a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device
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AGING INSTABIUTIES OF ZnS:Mn AC THIN-FILM ELECTROLUMINESCENT DEVICES
J.D. Davidson,* J.F. Wager,* I. Khormaei," and C.N. Kingt
*Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, Center for Advanced Materials Research, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, OR 97331-3211, USA.
tPlanar Systems, Inc., Beaverton, OR 97006, USA.

ABSTRACT
Aging characteristics of ZnS:Mn alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices are
monitored via the capacitance-voltage (C-V) technique. Arrhenius analysis of variable temperature aging data
indicates the existence of two aging mechanisms, both displaying logarithmic kinetics. The activation energies of
these two mechanisms are consistent with electron injection and trapping in the insulator near the interface for
room temperature and below and with atomic migration for above room temperature.

1.

ACTFEL AGING EXPERIMENTS
ACTFEL aging experiments are accomplished by measuring the threshold voltage, as monitored via the C-V

12
technique, , as a function of aging time at a constant temperature.

The C-V curve is observed to move

monotonically to larger voltages as a function of aging time. The slope of the C-V curve decreases slightly as a
function of aging which implies that the density of interface traps in the subthreshold region increases with aging
time. The threshold voltage shift is well described by logarithmic kinetics, Vth a In t. except during the initial aging
period. We attribute the deviation from logarithmic kinetics as due to the preaging warm-up procedure. The aging
kinetics as a function of temperature are shown in Fig. 1.
An Arrhenius analysis of the data shown in Fig. I is accomplished by ignoring the initial data point for each
data set (as this data point is attributed to the warm-up procedure), performing lin--ar regression on each dataset,
plotting AVm as a function of time from the linear regression curves, and undertaking an Arrhenius analysis of the
resulting &Vt versus In t curves. The resulting Arrhenius plot is indicated in Fig. 2.

2.

DISCUSSION OF ACTFEL AGING MECHANISMS
From an analysis of Fig. 1. it is evident that at zero aging, Vth is temperature-dependent and increases with

34
increasing temperature. This is in contrast to results of previous researchers . who report that Vth is essentially

temperature-independent. Also note from Fig. 1 that the slope of the kinetic curves decreases with increasing
temperature and shows evidence of the approach of saturation at high temperature.
Two distinct aging mechanisms are distinguished by their respective activation energies as shown in Fig.
2

We note that a weak temperature dependence (e.g. Ea = 0.067 eV) is expected for a mechanism based on

8
electron injection and trapping at the interface.5- In contrast, a mechanism involving atomic migration (e.g. sulfur-

vacancy migration9 ) would be a more likely identification of the high-temperature aging mechanism with an
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Figure 1. Threshold voltage versus aging time as a function of temperature.
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activation energy of 0.56 eV. 8 Since the active region of the ACTFEL display almost certainly operates at a
temperature in excess of 40°C, we conclude from Fig. 2 that the dominant aging instability mechanism in the
ZnS:Mn devices we have characterized can be ascribed to atomic migration near the ZnS/insulator interface. We
postulate this atomic migration to be due to the migration of sulfur vacancies.9
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6.5:

Electrical Characterization and SPICE Modeling of ZnS:Mn ACTFEL Devices
James D.Davidson, John F. Wager
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR
Ron Khormael
Planar Systems, Inc., Beaverton, OR

For the work described in this paper, only v2 (t) and
v3(t)are nomally measured.
Using the circuit shown in Fig. 1, the current is
obtained from the voltage across the sense resistor,

Introduction
Electrical characterization of alternating-current
thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices isusually
accomplished by charge-voltage (Q-V) [1] or currentvoltage (I-V) [2] analysis. We have recently described
the capacitance-voltage (C-V) technique (3] as an
alternative method for ACTFEL electrical characterization. Our goal for the work described herein isto show
that the C-V technique, in conjunction with SPICE
modeling using a simple equivalent circuit, provides a
powerful means of probing ACTFEL device physics.

vA

1(t)
-

"

(1

The capacitance is equal to the current divided by the
derivative of the voltage across the ACTFEL device [3],
(2)

CMIdv,(t) -(v2())/dt

The Capacitance-Voltage Techniaue
C-V analysis is accomplished using the circuit
shown in Fig. 1. An ac wavefom generator (Wavetek

and the C-V curve is then obtained by plotting C(t)

model 275) with a small duty cycle is used to drive a

versus [v2(t)

series resistor, R,, the ACTFEL device, and a current
sense resistor, R1 : R, is chosen to be large compared
to R, (typically R,- 1.5 kIland R, i1a0) so that the
voltage drop across Ri isnegligible. The three voltages indicated in Fig. 1, v,, v,, and v3, correspond to
the driver, the ACTFEL device, and the current sense
voltages, respectively.

-

v3 (t)].

The SPICE Eouivalent Circuit

The standard waveform employed in this work is
symmetric with bipolar pulses of trapezoidal iape with
5 As rise and fall times and a pulse widtt if 30 As
where the pulse width is defined as the duration in
which the pulse is at its maximum amplitude. The
frequency of the waveform is 1 kHz.
Voltages v,(t), v,(t), or v3 (t)are obtained by
sampling using a Teitronix model 7854 digitizing
oscilloscope. An oscilloscope time base of 2 /As/
division and 128 points per wavefom gave best results.

The equivalent circuit for SPICE simulation of the
ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 2. C,, and C,2 are the
Insulator capacitances whereas C, is the phosphor
capacitance. The phosphor capacitance isshunted by two
back-to-back Zener diodes which are used to account for
conduction and field clamping in the phosphor region.
These circuit components constitute what we term an
ideal circuit model for the ACTFEL device.
Five additional resistors are added to the ideal
equivalent circuit to obtain the SPICE equivalent
circuit of Fig. 2. Ril, R,2, and Rp represent the
parallel resistance of the respective insulator or
phosphor layers which would be associated with dc leak-

1

Rs
,'~~

~

I

DUTd

~~

~

I

Figure 1. Circuit used for ACTFEL electrical characterization.
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Figure 2. Equivalent circuit for SPICE simuJlation of
ACTFEL devices.
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age through these layers. R1, is a lumped resistance
accounting for the non-zero serles resistance of the 10C
electrode. Rd we denote as the diode resistance.
SPICE Simulation of C-V Curves,6
A comparison of a typical C-V curve with a SPICEsimulated C-V curve is shown in Fig. 3. The agreement
between the experimental and simulated curve is reasonably good except near the maximum applied voltage. This
region of the C-V curve is very noisy because the
capacitance arises from the ratio of the measured
current and the derivative of the voltage across the
ACTFEL device; these signals are both very small near
the maximum voltage which results In a small signal-tonoise ratio.
To explore trends in the the parasitic resistance,
C-V curves with parametric variations of R,2o, R1 1, R ,
and Rd around nominal parameter values are shown fn
Figs. 4-7. Nominal circuit component values used in the
SPICE modeling are collected in Table 1. Several trends
emerge from an analysis of these figures. First, it is
clear that the capacitance rise near zero voltage is

"I
@1

IJ

,
411.4

4.
0.41
VOLTAOE(VOLTS)
Figure

S. C-V curves for parametric variations of R

Ril - 100 k, 500 k, 1 H, and 100 x 109 '.
Arrows indicate an increasing value for R,,.
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Figure 3. Measured and SPICE-simulated C-V curves.

Figure 6. C-V curves for parametric variations of R
R -800k,
I M, 2M, 5M, and 10MN.
Arrow indicates an increasing value for RP.
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Figure 4. C-V curves for parametric variations of Rita*
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Figure 7. C-V curves for parametric variations of Rd.
Rd - 0, 30, 100, and 200 0. Arrows indicate
an increasing value for Rd.

Table 1. Nominal Component Values for
the ACTFEL SPICE Model
Component

Component
Parameter

Component
Value

C11

Capacitance

2.18 nF

C12

Capacitance

2.20 nF

CP

Capacitance

0.987 nF

01

Breakdown voltage

92 V

02

Breakdown voltage

92 V

Rita

ITO series
resistance

Rft,R12

insulator parallel
resistance

I

Phosphor parallel
rest stance
resistance

Rd

Diode resistance

20 0

abrupt transition.
Physically, R corresponds to a
resistance associated with hot electron injection from
interface traps. Thus, Rd is related to the characteristic time for electron emission from interface traps
such that we interpret a smearing out of the C-V
transition as arising from a higher density of interface
traps with characteristic emission times of comparable
magnitude to that of the driver waveform (i.e., microseconds). Although the abruptness of the C-V transition
is mainly established by the magnitude of R , the
abruptness is also affected, but to a much esser
extent, by Rita.
Increasing Rd also leads to a larger C, step in the
insulator capacitance regime of the C-V curve. Thus,
R,,, and Rd are the two most important parameters in
determining the C, step in the insulator capacitance
regime.

It should be noted that we often, but not

always, observe such a C, step in real C-V curves.
Although it is evident that the C, step depends mainly
on R,,.and Rd, it is not yet clear why changes in these

10l110parameters

result in such a step.
Conclusions

2 x 10' 0
In this paper, we have demonstrated the utility

of
SPICE modeling in conjunction with a simple equivalent

_

30 0

circuit model for the ACTFEL device for the interpretation of C-V curves.

We believe that such modeling

will provide new device physics insight into the nature
of ACTFEL operation.
associated with R,,o and that this rise is essentially
an RC effect. It is evident from Fig. 4 that R,,.
influences the abruptness of the C-V transition. R
is also the most important parameter in determining tbe
capacitance step in the C, regime of the C-V curve.
From an analysis of Figs. 5 and 6 we conclude that
an increase in the insulator or phosphor shunt resistances leads to a rigid shift in the C-V transition to
lower threshold voltages. A physical interpretation of
this trend is that a reduction in the resistance of the
phosphor or insulator layers causes leakage of the
polarization charge which gives rise to a concomitant
increase in the threshold voltage. Note also that the
capacitance rise near V3 is affected by a small insulator shunt resistance, as shown in Fig. S.
As indicated in Fig. 7, R affects the abruptness
of the C-V threshold with smaller Rd yielding a more
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6.4:

Stabilization of ZnS:Mn ACTFEL Devices Through Processing Modifications
Ron Khormael, Christopher N. King, Richard E Coovert
Planar Systems, Inc., Beaverton, OR
John F. Wager
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR
Abstract

Brightness-voltage instabilities of ZnS:Mn ACTFEL devices
are significantly reduced through thermal post-deposition
methods which increase the sulfur content of the ZnS layer.
These improvements support the assertion that the observed
instabilities are mainly due to sulfur vacancies. Worst case
differential aging after 1000 hours of operation are now well
within the requirements of 16-level gray scale monitors.
Introduction

conventional structure shows a threshold voltage (Vth) shift of
about 8 volts in the first 160 hours of aging. In the same aging
period, the sulfur-exposed samples display a minimal amount of
shift.

' s -

A common challenge for all the flat panel technologies is
the stability of display performance with usage. This problem
becomes more pronounced when trying to produce gray scale
by holding driving parameters at intermediate excitation
levels."l In AC Thin Film Electroluminescent (ACTFEL)
devices, it has been shown that symzm ,ic drive circuitry
stabilizes the threshold and saturation luminance.3 The gray
scale application has a more severe requirement allowing only
minimal changes throughout the intermediate brightness levels.
Our goal for this work was to stabilize the B-V curve to a point
of easily being acceptable for use in a gray scale monitor. The
approach chosen was to establish the mechanism responsible for
the improvements observed in previous experiments using CaS
buffer layers. "J and to find a more manufacturable method for
stabilizing the structure further.

,0
-

I-"
046,
left.

"0

a.

,7,

210

,UThI M

Figure 1. B-V curves for traditional structure - aging time
extrapolated to 60 Hz.
ie.

Experimental Procedure and Results

W

The electroluminescent devices employed in this set of
experiments were fabricated with co-evaporated ZnS:Mn
sandwiched between two sputtered insulator layers. Based ons"
previous experiments on similar structums, the source of
instability was postulated to be sulfur vacancies.sA In this
work, two post-deposition methods were used to increase the
sulfur content of the ZnS film, Le. reducing the concentration of
sulfur vacancies. Both approaches involve thermal treatment of
the deposited ZnS film before the second insulator deposition.
One method is to anneal the sample in an 12S atmosphere. The

70
-W,

.

30-

other apToach is to heat the sample in an enclosed volume

S,
210

with solid sulfur present. Both methods of sulfur exposure
show similar effects in terms of improved device performance.
Two methods are used for evaluating the device stability,
The first method is aging and brightness-voltage (B-V)
measurements on single test devices. The goal of this type of
experiment is to establish the capabilities of the intrinsic device
structure without possible complications from matrix
arrangements or the drive electronics. This test is performed
with high aging frequency of 1000 Hz for accelerated aging and
the B-V measurements are performed at 60 Hz after various
aging intervals. The resulting curves are plotted by
extrapolating the aging period from 1000Hz to 60 Hz (a
multiplier factor of 16).
The evaluation of test devices for a traditional structure is
shown in Figure I and the result after sulfur exposure is shown
in Figure 2. As can be seen from Figures I and 2. sulfur
exposure dramatically increases the stability of the device. The
74
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Figure 2. B-V curves for sulfur exposed sample - aging time
extrapolated to 60 Hz.
The second test involves matrix panels with standard
commercial monitors. This method of testing allows evaluation
of the structure in an actual commercial application. This
method of evaluation, by using actual monitors, can establish
the effectiveness of the processing changes when panels are
used in a typical application. In this test. portions of a fullsized panel are operated continuously for an extended period of
time (1000 hours for the work reported herein). After various
aging intervals, the panel is momentarily turned on and the
brightness of the aged and unaged portions of the panels are
measured. The differential brightness due to aging (Bh,B.B,,-l)
is calculated for intermediate brightnesses after multiple aging
intervals up to 1000 hours. For comparative purposes, the

ISSNOO97-9J6x91/O00074$1.00 + .00 . 1991 SID

brightness difference at the voltage with the worst differential
brightness (low brightness levels of about 20% of maximum
brightness) are plotted as a function of aging time. This type of
data reflects the performance of the display in a gray scale
application. Such plots for a traditional and a sulfur exposed

INS

Inv

INS

structure are shown in Figure 3.
a.'

40

Figure 4b. Energy band diagram for aged sample.

-

The space charge responsible for the observed ACTFEL
instability is attributed to the migration of sulfur vacancies in
the ZnS layer and accumulation at the ZnS / insulator interface.
Sulfur vacancies act as double donors. When ionized, the
vacancy is positively charged'. The sulfur vacancy mechanism
is consistent with the charge distribution illustrated in Figure

0-"

4b, if the sulfur vacancy concentration increases near the
interfaces with aging.
*

o

aNO

-

Ei

i

om

'

Figure 3. Differential brightness in monitors,

Instability Mechanism
The proposed electrostatic ACTFEL instability model
accounts for Vth increases with aging time and for the fact that
the B-V curve shifts in a non-rigid fashion (i.e., the brightness

at higher voltages stays about constant with aging while Vth
Simultaneous with these gray scale measurements, aging at
the full "on" and "off" points, which we denote as the latent
image, is measured for performance evaluation in "on"-"off"
applications. The traditional structme shows a maximum of 5%
aging at the "on* brightness level and below 0.1 fL at the "off"
level. These changes am at the threshold of our measurement
capability; therefore, improvements with the sulfur exposure
could not be accurately measured.

Discussion
Proposed AzinE Mechanism
The observed ACTFEL instabilities are most likely
associated with changes in the space charge distribution. The
external AC field perturbs the internal charge distribution, and
hence the internal field, as a function of aging time. We
propose an aging mechanism in which positive charges
accumulate at the interface. This positive charge is balanced by
an equal amount of negative charge which we presume resides
in the ZnS bulk. According to this explanation, the unaged
device is described by an equilibrium energy band diagram as
shown in Figure 4a, while the energy band diagram of the aged
device is modified as indicated in Figure 4b. If it is assumed
that all the energetic electrons for luminescence originate at the
ZnSinsulator interface, it is clear that the charge distribution
illustrated in Figure 4b results in an increase in the threshold
voltage as observed experimentally,
1s3
ins
ZaS
elode
Cima_

"3Avj
I

_

_

Figure 4a. Energy band diagram for unaged sample.

increases, as shown in Figure 1).
Vth increases with aging time because of an increased
tunneling barrier due to positive charge at the interface, as
shown in Figure 4b. Therefore, a higher external voltage is
required to reach the threshold field. It is possible to calculate
the amount of transferred interface charge required to obtain a
10 volt incrse in Vth.
It can be shown that this ten volt

shift can be caused by as little as 0.01% sulfur vacancies
distributed over a distance of IOOA near the ZnS interface'.
Such a low level of intrinsic defects precludes the use of
analytical measurements to corroborate our instability model.
Typical analytical methods such as Auger Electron
Spectroscopy (AES), Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and
secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) were employed in
our analysis but did not show any evidence for a change in the
stoichiometry which could prove or disprove our model. These
tests were performed on untreated as well as treated samples
before and after aging. It appears that electrical or optical
measurements ae best suited to the assessment of ACTFEL
instabilitie.
In a previous publications , improvements in the stability of
ZnS:Mn ACrFEL devices using CaS buffer layers were
reported. It was proposed that the improvement was due to the
ability of CaS to remove sulfur vacancies from the ZnS layer
rather than CaS acting as a buffer against ion movement from
the insulators. This postulate was supported by observations
that the location of CaS on only one side of the ZnS layer did
not change the stability compared with having CaS on both
sides of the ZnS layer.

In follow-up work reported here, we attempted to test this
postulate by excluding the buffer layer and increasing the sulfur
content of the ZnS film by heat treatment in sulfur or Hr S. As
shown in Figures 2 and 3, this sulfur treatment resulted in
significant improvements in the device stability. Furthermore,
these sulfur treatments showed effects very similar to the CaS
buffer layer in increasing the device Vth and increasing the
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brightness in addition to improving the stability. These sulfur
exposure results are further evidence that sulfur vacancies are
intimately related to the ACFEL device stability.
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Conclusion
Improved device stability is demonstrated through sulfur
exposure of test structures as well as commercial devices. An
elecuostatic and atomstic mechanism for the ACTFEL
instability in uaditional device structures is proposed. The
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Electrical Characterization and Modeling
of Alternating-Current Thin-Film
Electroluminescent Devices
James D. Davidson, Student Member. IEEE, John F. Wager, Member. IEEE, Ron 1.Khormaei.

Christopher N. King, and Richard Williams

Abstract-Electrical characterization of evaporated ZnS: Mn
alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL)
devices is accomplished by capacitance-voltage (C-V) analysis. Interpretation of these C-V characteristics is aided by
SPICE modeling and by electrical characterization of an ideal
ACTFEL device constructed from discrete components, based
on a simple equivalent circuit for the ACTFEL device. Various
features of the C-V curve are ascribed to equivalent circuit parameters and associated device physics parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION
LECTRICAL characterization of alternating-current
thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices is
usually accomplished via charge-voltage (Q-V) [11-[7]
or current-voltage (I-V) [1], [5], [81, [91 analysis. We
have recently described an alternative approach, the capacitance-voltage (C-V) technique [10] for analysis of
the electrical properties of ACTFEL devices. The primary purpose of this paper is to compare C-V characteristics of ZnS: Mn ACTFEL devices to those obtained
from SPICE simulation. The second purpose of this paper
is to compare experimental and SPICE-simulated C-V
characteristics to C-V curves obtained from an ideal
ACTFEL device which is constructed from discrete components based on a simple equivalent circuit model of the
ACTFEL device.
11. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
A. ACTFEL Device Structure

The ACTFEL devices have an evaporated ZnS: Mn active phosphor layer which is sandwiched between two
sputtered silicon oxynitride insulator layers. Aluminum
and indium-tin oxide (ITO) electrodes are employed as
contacts.
Manuscript received March 11.1991; revised October 7. 1991. This work
was supported in pan by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under
Contract AFOSR 89-0309 The review of this paper was arranged by Associate Editor W F Kosonocky
J.D. Davidson and 1 F Wager are with the Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineenng. Center for Advanced Materials Research. Oregon State University. Corvallis. OR 97331.
Planar Systems. Inc.. BeaserR. I Khormaei and C N King are .,ith
ton. OR 97006
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Fig. I. Circuit used for ACTFEL electrical characterization.

B. Electrical Characterization
Electrical analysis is accomplished using the circuit
shown in Fig. 1. Ao ac waveform generator (Wavetek
model 275) with a small duty cycle is used to drive a series resistor R, the ACTFEL device, and a current sense
resistor R. R,is chosen to be large compared to R,(typically R, - 1.5 kQ and R, = 10 Q))so that the voltage
drop across R, is negligible. The three voltages indicated
in Fig. 1; vl, v,. and t'3;
correspond to the driver, the
ACTFEL device, and the current sense voltages, respectively.
The standard waveform employed in this work is indicated in Fig. 2. The waveform is symmetric with bipolar
pulses of trapezoidal shape with 5-As rise and fall times
and a pulsewidth of 30 ,ts where the pulsewidth is defined
as the duration in which the pulse is at its maximum amplitude. The frequency of the waveform is I kHz.
Voltages vl(t), vI(), or v 3(t) are obtained by sampling
using a Tektronix model 7854 digitizing oscilloscope. An
I oscilloscope time base of 2 /As/division and 128 points'
waveform gave best results. For the work described in
this paper. only v,(t) and v'(t) are normally measured.
Using the circuit shown in Fig. 1. i(t). q(t). C.
1'3 ). Q-V, and C-V may be obtained as follows. The current is obtained from the voltage across the sense resistor
i

M-)

R(
The charge isevaluated as the integral of current
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Fig. 3. Simple equivalent circuit for ACTFEL device.
Fig. 2. Standard

driver

waveform used
characterization.

for

ACTFEL

electrical
TABLE I
COMPONENT VALUES FOR THE IDEAL ACTFEL MODEL BUILT FROM
DISCRETE COMPONENTS

The capacitance is equal to the current divided by the derivative of the voltage across the ACTFEL device [10]
,

-

v3)

=

Ht)
V3 (tdt

(3)

Note that the capacitance specified by (3) is the normal
differential capacitance used in conventional C-V analysis
[111, [12]. Q-V and C-V are then obtained by plotting
q(t) and C(v, - v 3) versus [v1 (t) - v3(t)].
Although complete electrical characterization of the
ACTFEL device may be accomplished using the SawyerTower [21 or series resistor [10] methods, as well as the
sense resistor method of Fig. 1, we prefer the sense resistor method for the following reasons. First, the sense
resistor method is not as sensitive to calibration variations
as is the series resistor method where the voltage amplitiers which measure v, and v2 must be very closely
matched. Second. the sense resistor method requires one
numerical differentiation step when the data are acquired
digitally whereas two numerical differentiations are required with the Sawyer-Tower method.
C. Equivalent Circuit Analysis
A simple equivalent circuit for the ACTFEL device [21
is shown in Fig. 3. C,1 and C,2 are the insulator capacitances whereas Cp is the phosphor capacitance. The phosphor capacitance is shunted by two back-to-back Zener
diodes which are used to account for conduction and field
clamping in the phosphor region.
The equivalent circuit presented in Fig. 3 is quite simpIe and we have found that it adequately describes the
main features of actual ACTEL operation. We have
reached this conclusion in two ways. First, we have built
an ideal ACTFEL model from the discrete components
indicated in Fig. 3 and have performed electrical characterization of it which is then compared to component values of the actual device. The actual component values
used in the ideal circuit made from discrete components
are listed in Table I. It should be noted that this ideal
ACTFEL circuit was used to calibrate our C-V measurement. This calibration procedure revealed the presence of
0.09-nF stray capacitance associated with the coaxial cable connecting the sense resistor to the ACTFEL device
which had to be accounted for prior to obtaining accurate
measurements of the threshold voltage, insulator, and to-

Component

Component Parameter

Component Vaiue

C,1
C,,

capacitance
capacitance

2. 18 nF
2.20 nF

D,

breakdown voltage

92 V

C;

capacitance

0.987 nF
92 V

breakdown voltage

D,

R

0,
o0

R,

Rd
C, 2

R2

Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit for SPICE simulation of ACTFEL device.

tal capacitances which then agreed with that of the known
values.
The second approach we have taken to assess the validity of the simple equivalent circuit is to perform SPICE
modeling of the ideal ACTFEL circuit subjected to various waveforms. Although SPICE simulation using the
simple equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3 reproduces the
general features of the C-V curve, we find the refined
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4 to be more accurate for
SPICE modeling and also more useful for establishing
parametric variation trends in C-V curves, as discussed in
Section 111-B 4). Five additional resistors are added to the
ideal equivalent circuit of Fig. 3 to obtain the SPICE
equivalent circuit of Fig. 4. Rit, R,., and R, represent the
parallel resistance of the respective insulator or phosphor
layers which would be associated with dc leakage through
these layers. Rq10 is a lumped resistance accounting for the
nonzero series resistance of the ITO electrode. Rd we denote as the diode resistance. As we shall see, Rd is more
important in establishing the width of the C-V transition
than any of the other parasitic resistors. We also denote
Rd as a "hot-electron resistor" since physically it is attributed to the resistance associated with hot-electron
emission from interface traps. A physical interpretation
of this hot-electron resistor can be obtained if it is recognized that accurate SPICE simulation of the C- V transition region requires [13] inclusion of a diode or hot-
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electron capacitor Cd into the diode branch of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4. RdCd is then recognized as
the time constant for hot-electron injection from interface
states which gives rise to the time delay responsible for
the widening of the C- V transition region. No further discussion of Cd is given herein since subtleties associated
with the hot electron capacitor are beyond the scope of
this paper.
III.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION
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Fig. 5. Q-V curve for ZnS; Mn ACTFEL device.

ACTFEL DEVICES
A. Q- V Analysis
A typical Q- V curve is indicated in Fig. 5. As shown
in this figure, a threshold voltage, which we denote as
V 2 , is distinguished as the intersection of the straightline portions of the Q-V curves and indicates the external
voltage at which conduction of electrons across the ZnS
layer occurs. Q' is the externally measured polarization
charge which corresponds to the charge left on the insulator after the applied waveform goes to zero and which
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larization field in the phosphor at the end of the applied
waveform duty cycle is given by [6]
= Qe
QP CC.,
(4)

2) Interface State Density: The slope of the C- V curve

where e, is the phosphor dielectric constant, A is the device area, and C, is the total insulator capacitance (i.e.,

is related to the density of interface traps
in the sub-fieldclamping regime as follows. Assume that the C- V curve
c

in which field
devices
ACTFEL
Forphohor,
combination).
series
sclamin
atccursinthe
T
dis
the totaichae
clamping occurs in the phosphor, Qcoi is the total charge

transported across the phosphor while it is conducting and
emission.
is the charge that gives rise to light

B. C- V Analysis
A typical C-V curve is indicated in Fig. 6. C, is the
total capacitance of the ACTFEL device (i.e., a series
combination of the phosphor and insulator capacitances).
Ci is the insulator capacitance which is measured at larger
applied voltages when the phosphor is conducting, effectively shunting the phosphor capacitance. In the following
subsections various features of the C-V curve; namely,
the threshold voltage, the interface trap density, the capacitance rise near the maximum applied voltage, and the
parasitic resistances; are discussed in detail.
1) Threshold Voltage: It is evident from Fig. 6 that
the threshold voltage is not uniquely defined. We define
three threshold voltages corresponding to the onset. midpoint, and saturation of the C-V transition which we denote Vthl, Vth2, and Vth 3 , respectively. Vth corresponds to
the onset of emission of electrons from the most shallow
filled interface traps. Vth 3 corresponds to the initiation of
field clamping; that is, the external voltage at which the
interface trap density is of sufficient magnitude that the
phosphor field remains constant. SPICE modeling confirms these identifications of VhI and Vth3 .- Vh2 corresponds most closely to the threshold voltage found from
Q-V measurements.

Fig. 6. C-V curve for ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.

is approximated in a piecewise-linear manner as shown in

Fig. 7. In particular, assume that the C-V transition is
linear and use the notation shown in Fig. 7. Since the
C-V transition is assumed to be linear, we can write

QV) = C, + C3

- CI (V - V)
(5)
V3 - V(
which is only valid in the transition region. Let Q, and Q3
denote the instantaneous charge measured by a sense capacitor in a Sawyer-Tower circuit at the beginning and
acin a Se-Twracirci
a
t h begnnd
ending of the C- V transition and which correspond to C,
V1 and C3, V3, respectively. Recognize that
dQ = QV) dV.
(6)

Substitute (5) into (6) and integrate from V, to V to obtain
=C

- C (
I
2 V3 - VI
(7)

The first term on the right side of (7) corresponds to the
instantaneous charge at the beginning of the C-V transition while the second term is just the normal displacement
charge of capacitance CI. The last term of (7) is the externally measured conduction charge. which is equal to
the interface state charge measured externally. If we evaluate (7) at V = V3 , we can identify the last term on the
right side of (7) as the externally measured interface state
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Fig. 8. Measured C-V curve of ideal ACTFEL device constructed from
discrete components.

maximum voltage to be a feature of the measurement

charge injection
C)
.CA
=C3 = V3 - - V1I,, and
leakage
nd where
than evidence
her (8)
(8 isthe
is rather
insulating
layers of
1131.
Such inanorincrease
C
Cwher
could be into
in1 , -A V = V
3 written in a form which expresses the interface state
iterpreted as arising from the injection of charge into the
charge in terms of the inverse of the slope of the gCiV
insulator such that the effective thickness of the insulator
trsine o.
Is 3 canleI e dentfied as C, and if the right is reduced and the correspcading capacitance of the inside of (8) is multiplied by (C, + C)/C, to account for sulator is increased. Alternatively, it could be argued that
the difference between externally measured and internal the measured capacitance rise is actually due to insulator
charge [6], [141, the interface state charge in the pre-field- leakage which is large enough that the approximate circuit
clamping regime Qlt is (after some algebra) given by
model for the insulator is a resistor in parallel with the

where AC =

Q.

Ct C FAC
[
S2 Cp LAV]'

(9)

Alternatively, the interface state density Q, expressed
in units of number of states per square centimeter, is as
follows:
C2
Q

L

(10)

The viability of (9) and (10) is tested via SPICE simulation using the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4. This is accomplished by integrating the conduction current through
Rd from the onset of conduction until field clamping,
which corresponds to Wth , and Vh3, respectively. This integrated conduction charge is found to agree to within
about 15% with Q'', which supports the essential validity
of (9) and (10). Q, for the ACTFEL device shown in Fig.
6 is 9 x lO il cm - 2 using A = 0.079 cm 2 .
Note that (10) specifies that the interface state density
is inversely proportional to the slope of the C-V transition
region. Thus an abrupt C-V transition implies a small
density of interface states. Initially this result may seem
counter-intuitive since a large interface state density is required for electron sourcing and proper ACTFEL device
operation. itis important to recognize, however, that Q,
corresponds to the density of interface states in the prefield-clamping regime. Therefore, an interface state density with a delta function distribution would have a very
abrupt C-V transition even if the strength of the delta
function, corresponding to the interface state density responsible for field clamping, is exceedingly large. In contrast. a linearly increasing interface state distribution
would exhibit a much more gradual C-V transition.
3) CapacitanceRise Near V,: For a variety of reasons
we believe the presence of a capacitance rise near the

insulator capacitance such that the apparent rise in capacitance is due to an RC effect. These two explanations can
be eliminated because the distance of charge injection into
the insulator and the extent of insulator leakage required
to explain the capacitance rise are unrealistically large.
These mechanisms can also be excluded on the basis of
SPICE simulation as shown in the next section. Finally,
note that the C-Vcurve shown in Fig. 8 which is obtained
from the ideal ACTFEL device constructed from discrete
components as listed in Table I also displays a rise in the
capacitance near V, further evidence that charge injection or insulator leakage is not the cause of this capacitance increase.
The nature of the capacitance rise can be understood by
reference to Fig. 9. Recall from (3) that the capacitance
is obtained from the measured current divided by the derivative of the voltage across the ACTFEL device. As indicated in Fig. 9, the capacitance rise occurs when the
measured current and the voltage derivative are very close
to zero. The rise occurs because the current waveform is
always observed to decay more slowly than the voltage
derivative.
In summary, the existence of the capacitance rise near
V,, is a measurement feature associated with the fact that
the measured current decays more slowly than the derivative of the voltage across the ACTFEL device.
4) ParasiticResistances: The equivalent circuit shown
in Fig. 4 and used for SPICE simulation employs five resistors in addition to the ideal equivalent circuit model of
Fig. 3. A comparison between the SPICE-simulated C- V
curves of an ideal device (i.e.. Rd = Rto = 0. R,1 =
R,2 = R , = 101 il) and a device with nominal values of
circuit parameters (see Tables I and II for nominal component values used in SPICE simulations) is given in Fig.
10. Note the abruptness of the C-V transition in the sim-
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ulated ideal device. Also note the existence of a capacitance rise near V., further evidence that this C-V strucure is a measurement feature and not evidence for leakage
or charge injection. In contrast. the simulated C-V curve

for the typical device displays a nonabrupt C-V transition.
a rise in capacitance near zero voltage, and a capacitance
step in the insulator capacitance regime.
To explore these parasitic resistance trends. C-V curves
with parametric variations of Ri,( R,), R , and Rd around
typical parameter values are shown in Figs. 11-14. Several trends emerge from an anaylsis of these figures. First.
it is clear that the capacitance rise near zero voltage is
associated with R,,o and that this rise is essentially an RC
effect. It is evident from Fig. II that R,, influences the
abruptness of the C- V transition. R, 0 is also the most important parameter in determining the capacitance step in
the C, regime of the C-V curve.

From an analysis of Figs. 12 and 13 we conclude that
a decrease in the insulator or phosphor shunt resistances
leads to a rigid shift in the C-V transition to higher thresh-
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Fig. 13. C-V curves for parametric variations of R,. R, = 800 kW. I MQ.
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old voltages. A physical interpretation of this trend is that
a reduction in the resistance of the phosphor or insulator
layers causes leakage of the polarization charge which
gives rise to a concomitant increase in the threshold voltage. We believe that the high quality of the insulators used
in the ACTFEL devices tested in the present work is such
that R,Iand Ri2 may, for all practical purposes, be considered to be infinite. In contrast, our nominal value of RP
2 MU is not infinite and corresponds to a ZnS resistivity
of - 1012 fl cm; thus the phosphor shunt resistance cannot be ignored since it contributes to the establishment of
the threshold voltage. Note also that the capacitance rise
near V,, is affected by a small insulator shunt resistance,
as shown in Fig. 12.
As indicated in Fig. 14, Rd affects the abruptness of the
C-V threshold with smaller Rd yielding a more abrupt
transition. Physically, Rd corresponds to a resistance associated with hot-electron injection from interface traps.
Thus Rd is related to the characteristic time for electron
emission from interface traps such that we interpret a
smearing out of the C-V transition as arising from a higher
density of interface traps with characteristic emission
times of comparable magnitude to that of the driver waveform (i.e., microseconds).
Although the abruptness of the C- V transition is mainly
established by the magnitude of Rd, the abruptness is also
affected, but to a much lesser extent, by R,,o . When the
abruptness of the C-V transition is determined by R, oex0
clusively, no information about the interface state density
in the sub-field-clamping regime can be obtained from the
slope of the C-V curve since the width of the C-V transition is then established by a parasitic-dominated RC time
constant of the ACTFEL device and not by the intrinsic,
interface-trap-related RC time constant. Since the relative
magnitude of Rio can be readily monitored by the capacitance rise in the C-V curve near zero voltage, improper
interpretation of the C- V transition can be easily avoided,
Increasing Rd also leads to a larger C, step in the insulator capacitance regime of the C-V curve. Thus R,,o and
Rd are the two most important parameters in determining
the C, step in the insulator capacitance regime. It should
be noted that we often, but not always, observe such a C,
step in real C-V curves. It is evident from Figs. 11 and
14 that the C, step depends mainly on Rito and Rd.
This C, step is the result of using an inadequate model

112'

resistance in the ACTFEL device under test. Care must
be taken, however, in evaluating C, from a C-V curve
which possesses a C, step. As shown in Figs. II and 14.
the actual insulator capacitance C, is intermediate of the
two constant values of capacitance in the insulator capacitance regime which define the inulator step.

IV. C(, ,_,tdoNs
In this paper, we have demonstrated the utiit or
the C-V technique for the electrical characterization of
ACTFEL devices. The threshbld voltage, insulator capacitance, total capa itnce, and the density of interface
traps in the sub-field-clamping regime may be extracted
from the measured C-V curve. The capacitance rise in the
C-V curve near the maximum applied voltage has been
shown to be a measurement feature not due to leakage or
charge injection into the insulator.
SPICE modeling in conjunction with a simple equivalent circuit model for the ACTFEL device has been employed in order to assist in the interpretation of C-V
curves. The following trends arise from SPICE modeling:
1) The capacitance rise near zero voltage is due to a
nonzero value of R, 0 , the parasitic series sheet resistance
of the ITO conducting layer. This is a simple RC effect.
2) The abruptness of the C-V transition is most sensitive to Rd but also depends on Rto . Physically. Rd is related to the characteristic time for the emission of hot
electrons from interface traps. A nonabrupt C-V transition caused by a nonzero value of Rd is related to the density of interface states in the sub-field-clamping regime.
In contrast, a nonzero value of Rto can also give rise to
some lack of abruptness in the C-V transition but this
is associated with the overall RC time constant of the
ACTFEL device and is not due to the interface traps.
3) The C-V transition shifts rigidly to larger threshold
voltage with smaller Rp, R,,, or Ri 2. This shift is due to
polarization charge leakage and a concomitant reduction
in the polarization field in the phosphor.
4) A second, small capacitance rise in the insulator capacitance regime of the C-V curve depends strongly on
Rit and Rd but weakly on Rp, Ril, and R,2 . This capacitance rise is a consequence of modeling the ACTFEL device as a simple parametric capacitor without adequately
accounting for the internal resistance of the device under
test.

for the ACTFEL device when Rito and Rd are nonzero.
This can be understood by referring to (3) and recognizing
that this defining equation of the C- V technique implicitly
assumes that the ACTFEL device is adequately modeled
as a two-terminal parametric capacitor. If R o and Rd are
nonzero, this implicit assumption is no longer correct. For
example. if Ri, is nonzero, a more accurate model for the
ACTFEL device would be a series circuit consisting of
R,,o and a parametric capacitor specified [131 by an equation analogous to (3).
In our view, the C-V technique is still of much diagnostic utility, even when the most appropriate parametric
device model is not employed, because the presence of a
di

C, step alerts one to the presence of a nonzero parasitic
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A study of the aging characteristics of evaporated ZnS:Mn alternating-current thin-film
electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devitces is undertaken by monitoring the capacitance-voltage
(C- V) characteristics at various temperatures as a function of aging time. Short-term
ACTFEL aging is characterized by a rigid shift in the C- V curve to higher turn-on voltage
with aging time. Additionally, the insulator and phosphor capacitances are found to
be independent of aging time, the internal phosphor threshold voltage increases slightly with
aging time, and the conduction and polarization charges are observed to decrease with
aging time. The activation energy for ACTFEL aging is estimated to be about 0.2 eV. These
experimental observations lead to a picture for ACTFEL aging in which atomic
rearrangement at insulator/phosphor interfaces gives rise to the formation of deep level, fixed
charge states. Transported electrons subsequently trapped in these deep levels reduce the
amount of charge available for conduction with a concomitant reduction in the polarization
charge. The reduction in the polarization charge is responsible for the observed increase
in the turn-on voltage with aging.

I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of the aging characteristics of alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices is underscored by the fact that device stability and
aging were major focal points in the paper by Inoguchi et
aL' which ushered in the modern age of ACTFEL technology. Much work has subsequently been reported 2- 15 regarding ACTFEL aging characteristics, mechanisms, and
process modifications to improve device stability. Most of
this work has involved characterization of the luminescent
properties of the ACTFEL devices as a function of aging
time.
The purpose of the work discussed herein is to report
an investigation of the aging properties of evaporated
ZnS:Mn ACTFEL devices which were fabricated by Planar Systems. This study is unique in that the aging characteristics are monitored, as a function of temperature and
(C- V)
aging time, using the capacitance-voltage
technique. 16'18 The C-V technique offers several advantages for ACTFEL aging studies. First, the technique can
be readily automated. Second, a wealth of device physics
data can be acquired which leads to a better understanding
of the internal electrostatic modifications associated with
aging and, hence, of the physical mechanisms of aging. The
obvious disadvantage of the C- V technique is that it exclusively monitors the electrical properties of the ACTFEL
whereas the device performance must ultimately be assessed optically,
Temperature-dependent C-V aging studies yield an aging activation energy of approximately 0.2 eV. ACTFEL
aging is also characterized by a turn-on voltage which in"Present address: Intel, Hillsboro. OR 97124.
"Permanent address: Tsukuba Research Laboratory, Nippon Sheet
Glass. Tsukuba. Japan.
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creases with aging time, a C- V transition which shifts rigdly withi aging time, phosphor and insulator capacitances
,:;hich are independent of aging time, a phosphor field
which increases slightly with aging time, and conduction
and polanzation charges which decrease with increasing
aging time. These experimental observations lead to a
model for ACTFEL aging in which hot-electron-mediated
atomic migration near the insulator/phosphor interfaces
gives rise to the creation of defect complexes which act as
deep level traps and increase the interface fixed charge
density. The atomic rearrangement is envisaged to occur
very close to the interface (within perhaps 100 k), to most
likely involve the presence of sulfur vacancies, and to probably occur by nearest-neighbor hopping.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The ACTFEL devices are fabricated at Planar Systems
and consist of an evaporated ZnS:Mn active phosphor
layer which is sandwiched between two sputtered silicon
oxynitride insulator layers. Aluminum and indium-tin oxide (ITO) electrodes are employed as contacts.
The C-V technique has been previously described in
detail.' 6- 8 Briefly, C-V analysis is accomplished using the
circuit shown in Fig. 1. An arbitrary waveform generator
(Wavetek model 275) in conjunction with a high-voltage
operational amplifier (Apex PA-85) generates the small
duty cycle bipolar pulse waveform which drives a series
resistor, R, the ACTFEL device, and a current sense resistor, R , as shown in Fig. 1. R, is chosen to be 1.25 kil
and R, is chosen to be 10 fl. v2 (t) and v3(t) are obtained
using a Tektronix model 7854 digitizing oscilloscope.
The standard waveform consists of symmetric, bipolar
pulses of trapezoidal shape with 5-pis rise and fall times and
a pulse width of 30 ps where rise and fall times are defined
as the time between 0% and 100% of the maximum am-
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Note that we now choose to refer to these C- , voltages
as "turn-on" voltages in contrast to our previous designa-
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FIG. I. Circuit used for ACTFEL electrical characterization.

plitude and the pulse width is defined as the duration during which the pulse is at its maximum amplitude. The
frequency of the waveform is I kHz.
Referring to Fig. 1, the current through the ACTFEL
device is obtained from the voltage across the sense resistor, R,
1(t)

= v 3(f)/R.

(1)

The capacitance is equal to the current divided by the dehe th ACFELdevceso hat
rivaiveof
oltge cros

-ivative of the voltage across the ACT7FEL device, so that
13) =

2-

d[v 2 (t)

-

(2)

v 3 (t) ]/dt

The C- V curve is obtained by plotting C(V 2
[V2 (t)

V3 ) Vs

-

V3 (t)]"

-

tude of 210 V. Temperature is controlled using a Blue-M

environmental furnace. Thermocouples located in the furnace near the sample record the temperature. Turn-on

i(t)
C(v

tion of "threshold" voltages. 6- 18 We employ turn-on as a
means of distinguishing these C-V voltages from the brightness-voltage (B- V) threshold voltage. B-V and C-V measurements are distinctly different as are the critical voltages
measured in each experiment. A B- V curve is measured by
ramping the maximum applied voltage, V, and monitoring the device brightness; the B- V threshold voltage corresponds to V,. at which a given level of brightness is obtamed. In contrast, C-V or charge-voltage (Q-V)
measurements are performed at constant Vm; the critical
voltages, which we now denote as turn-on voltages, correspond to voltages at which a transition occurs in the C- Vor
Q- V curve. The B- V threshold is unique whereas the C-V
or Q- V turn-ons depend on the magnitude of V,, because
V,, determines the magnitude of the polarization charge.
Finally, note that the B-V threshold also corresponds to
V, at which the Q- V curve is no longer a straight line but
begins to exhibit hysteresis.
The aging experiment consists of monitoring the C-V
turn-on voltage, Vto 2, with aging time and as a function of
temperature. The experiment is performed using a single
glass substrate with 10 aluminum dots. Aging occurs over
a temperature range of - 50 to 80 *C. The aging duration
is 45 h using the standard
waveform with a voltage amplirareicnrledsngaBeM
tueo21V.Tm

A typical C-V curve is shown in Fig. 2. C, refers to the
total capacitance prior to breakdown while C i is the insulator capacitance. Since the C-V transition is nonabrupt,
we denote three turn-on voltages, Vto i, Vto 2, Vto 3, which
refer to the onset of conduction, the midpoint of the C-V
transition, and the field-clamping voltage, respectively,
8
V. 2 is found'6- to correspond very well to the normal
Q- V threshold.

voltage sampling is performed automatically with a com-

puter-controlled system using the C-V analysis technique
and the aging is carried out under continuous applied field.
The turn-on voltage is obtained graphically from the C-V
curves generated.
All of the dots undergo a room-temperature warmup
to full operating voltage to ensure self-healing of defects
that would otherwise cause burnout. The warmup procedure consists of using the standard waveform at an initial
voltage amplitude of 10 V and increasing the amplitude to
210 V in 3-V steps over a period of approximately 35 min.
Each dot is then subsequently further aged, at 210 V, as
required, to obtain an initial turn-on of V,, 2 = 125 V, to
within 2%.
Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
ACTFEL aging experimental results
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50 *C, - 10 *C, 0 *C, 20 *C, 60 *C, and 80 *C. The fam-

ily of selected C-V curves shown in Fig. 3 are for the 60 *C
experiment. These C-V curves show characteristics typical
of all aging experiments at various temperatures. In gen-

Vt03

8

o--

The results of ACTFEL aging experiments are summarized in Figs. 3-5 for the following temperatures:

with operating time and that C, and C, remain constant, to
within experimental error, with aging time.
200

As can be observed from Figs. 4 and 5, the aging characteristics can be classified into four regimes: ( I ) incubation period, (2) logarithmic aging, (3) saturation, and (4)
long-term aging.
Davidson, Wager, and Kobayashi
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FIG. 5.Turn-on voltage, Vo z,as a function of the natural logarithm of
aging time at temperatures of - 50, - 10, 0,20. 60, 80 *C.

At lower temperatures there is an incubation period, in
which the turn-on voltage is essentially constant; this incubation period is most clearly evident in Fig. 5.This incubation period lasts I h at the lowest temperature
( - 50 °C) and eventually disappears at and above room
temperature (20 °C). The incubation period is followed by
a period in which the turn-on voltage increases logarithmically with aging time. Next, the turn-on voltage approaches a saturated value which is temperature-dependent. Finally, the last aging regime is denoted long-term
aging in which the turn-on voltage decreases slowly with
increasing aging time. The logarithmic and saturation aging regimes are taken to collectively comprise what we
denote the short-term aging characteristics, which is the
focus in the remainder of this paper. The incubation period
is tentatively attributed to the fact that the warm-up and
preaging occur at a higher temperature than that of the
aging. Long-term aging kinetics will be the subject of future study. Thus, our present study of the aging kinetics
will focus on short-term aging in which the kinetics are
found, or extrapolated, to be logarithmic or saturated.

+80C

I-

During the aging experiment it is observed that the
turn-on voltage is temperature-dependent. Figure 6 shows
the temperature dependence of a fully aged dot. The observed change in turn-on voltage is attributed completely
to temperature since the device had been well aged and the
experiment was conducted in a short period of time. Figure
6 clearly shows a linear dependence of the turn-on voltage
on temperature. The initial and final turn-on voltage for
eL n aging temperature, as shown in Fig. 7, also indicates
a inear dependence of the turn-on voltage with temperature.
The cause of the temperature dependence of the turnon voltage is uncertain. The temperature dependence of the
insulator capacitance was checked from 20 to 95 *C and
found to vary by only 4%. This small variation in the
dielectric constant is insufficient to explain the observed
turn-on voltage temperature-dependence.
B. Activation energy extraction from aging kinetics
If the incubation and long-term aging periods are temporarily ignored, ACTFEL aging experiments show an in-
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FIG. 6. Turn-on voltage, V,,2,as a function of the temperature for a fully
aged dot.
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crease in the turn-on voltage which depends logarithmically on the aging time with a subsequent turn-on voltage
saturation. Fur-ther, there is a temperature dependence of
the turn-on voltage that is relatively independent of aging.
The following equation is found to fit the ACTEEL aging
data in the logarithmic and saturation regions and to acof the turn-on voltcount for the temperature dependence
-05
age:
__

A V1o(t) =

V~orT)(l - exp( - at) ],(3

where A V( t) is the measured change in turn-on voltage
at a given temperature, A V?~"( T) is the difference between the saturation turn-on voltage and the initial turn-on
voltage at a given aging temperature. and a is the rate
constant characteristic of the ACTFEL aging process.
Equation (3) can be rearranged to yield
A V~(
1.t~t
•
'o(T)j

t)C-V

-A n1
--t I l

(4
4

Therefore, a plot of the right-hand side of (4) versus time
should result in a linear relationship in time, the slope of
which corresponds to the rate constant, az.If In a is extracted for each temperature and plotted versus the inverse
them

tha tur-ois

reaivl

voltag

ofm aging.mlmlmlm

indpenen

of the absolute temperature, the slope of such a plot yields
the activation energy for ACTFEL aging.
Each of the six sets of aging data is plotted in accordance with Eq. (4). Two of these normalized turn-on voltage difference curves are given in Figs. 8 and 9. A value for
A AT(T) is found for each temperature from the experimental data and the rate constant, a, is determined from
best fit of the linear region of these normalized plots. The
natural algorithm of the rate constant for each temperature
-5->
is then plotted as a function of inverse absolute temperature to obtain an Arrhenius plot as shown in Fig. 10. The
slope of this line, which corresponds to the turn-on voltage
activation energy for aging, has a value of approximately
0.2 eV.

IV. DISCUSSION
A.gigletoatc
curves for the short-term, logarithmic aging regime are characterized by: (1) Ce and C,do not vary appreciably with aging time, (2) the C- V transition region
shifts rigidly with aging time, and (3) the turn-on voltage
increases with aging time. Consideration ( I), that C, and
C, do not vary appreciably with aging time, implies that the
centroid of the space charge giving rise to the turn-on voltAOATmm
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age must be located near the SiON/ZnS interfaces. The
maximum distance from the interface that the centroid of
trapped charge is located is denoted as Ad and is given by:

Ad = eAAC/C 2 ,

(5)

where e is the dielectric constant for the insulator or phosphor, whichever is appropriate, AC is the capacitance measurement uncertainty, and C2 is the insulator or phosphor
capacitance, whichever is appropriate. Using AC, =-- 0.05
nF and AC,= k0.1 nFin Eq. (5) leads to Adz --680A
and Adj. = 200 A. In other words, the experimental fact
that C, and Ci are constant to within the specified measurement uncertainties implies that the centroid of the space
charge giving rise to the threshold voltage is located within
200 A of the interface in the insulator or within 680A of
the interface in the ZnS. Indeed, these distances are actually upper limits and it is likely that the trapped charge
resides much closer than this to the interface.
Consideration (2), that the C- V transition region shifts
rigidly with aging time, implies that the interface state density prior to field-clamping, N, does not change significantly with aging. This rigid C-V shift with aging implies,
in accord with metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) C-V
studies, 19 that the observed turn-on voltage shift is consistent with an increase in the fixed charge density but not
with an increase in the interface state density. Note that

150

v0 140
0

1

> 120
Z
2O 110,
K
100

Consideration (3), that the turn-on voltage increases
with aging time, can be attributed to an increase in the
internal, phosphor turn-on voltage, and/or to a reduction
in the polarization charge, and hence the polarization field.
To assess which of
observed increase in
turn-on voltage. V,
conduction charges,

these changes is responsible for the
the turn-on voltage, plots of (a) the
1, (b) the change in polarization and
AQQo and AQCOfld, with aging time

(note that in this paper A will denote a change with respect
to aging time),
to and (c) the internal phosphor electric field
at turn-on, 5,, as a function of aging time are shown in
Fig. 11.
is determined 20 from the turn-on voltage, Vio 1,
and Q.1o, as follows:
C,CV
1 1

)

(6)

The superscript e in Q'Pl is used t,; emphasize that this
quantity is an externally measured quantity; the corre4044
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tion current. Fixed charged gives rise to rigid shifts in the
C- V curve, whereas interface state charge leads to nonrigid
the C- V curve
C- V shifts; thus, a difference in the slope of
is a good indicator that the interface state charge has been
perturbed. Although evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL devices exhibit rigid C-V shifts with aging time, this is not
true of all ACTFELs. In particular, ZnS:Mn ACTFEL
devices grown by atomic layer epitaxy possess C-V characteristics in which the slope decreases, and hence N., increases, with aging time.
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fixed and interface state charge are both located at the
interface; fixed charge is distinguished by the fact that it is
unperturbed with respect to the applied bias whereas interface states may be charged or discharged by an applied
bias and interface state charge contributes to the conduc-
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FIG. II. Plots of (a) the turn-on voltage, ', ,

(b)the change in polar-

ization and conduction charges with aging, IQ'., and

"Q-1, and

(c) the

internal phosphor electric field at threshold. g', as a function of aging

time at a temperature of

-

10 C.

- "
sponding
polarization
charge
is denoted
Q. - and
related
as follows:
two internal
polarization
charges are
these

QP=

C,

(7)

e and Qcord are evaluated directly from the Q-V
curve as follows.2 t Q,, is taken to be one-half of the width
of the Q- V curve evaluated at an applied voltage of zero;
this corresponds to the externally measured charge which
Davidson. Wager. and Kobayashi
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is stored at the phosphor interface after the voltage pulse
goes to zero. Q o,.is the change in charge measured from

_

_- _

the turn-on voltage to the maximum applied voltage and
corresponds to the internal charge which is transferred
across the phosphor above turn-on.
It is evident from Fig. II that the experimentally ob-

-L

served increase in the turn-on voltage with aging time

.

arises, at least partially, from a decrease in QPojwith aging
time. Note that Qcond and Qpo, both decrease with aging
time in the same manner; this is not unexpected 2' since if
field-clamping is assumed to occur:
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Also note from Fig. I I(c) that
increases slightly with
respect to aging time [i.e., an increase in eto of 0.09 MV/cm
is evident from Fig. 11(c); the other aging temperatures
yield increases in eo over the duration of the aging from

FIG. 12. Idealized electron transport and trapping sequence for an ACT-

0.04 to 0. 11 MV/cm].

FEL device with symmetric interfaces. (a) Equilibrium; charge neutrality

We can estimate the contribution of the change in the

charge,
amaintain
polarization hand
the change in the phosphor
turn-on field, Ago, to the change in the turn-on voltage,
AVo , by evaluating Eq. (6) in terms of these quantities
and rearranging to yield
C,PdpAr ° -

positive bias; trap I electron. (d) negative bias; no trapping.
d')maintain negative bias, trap I electron. (e)positive bias; no further

trapping, (f) negative bias; no further trapping.

same source, namely, trapping of conduction charge into
deep level, fixed charge states.

+Cp
PC, (
AVtoI

eats. (b) negative bias; no trapping, (c) positive bias: no trapping, (c')

(9)

The fraction of conduction charge which is trapped

during

the

aging

experiment,

defined

as

Note from Fig. 11(b) that AQol is a negative quantity

[Qcond(t= 0) - Qcond (t=-45 h)]/Qcond(t = 0), is found

such that the last term of Eq. (9) is a positive quantity
which increases the turn-on voltage with aging time. The
fraction of AVio 1 arising from the AQePo, term of Eq. (9) is
0.43 :E0.04 for the various aging temperatures. Thus, about
40% of the change in the turn-on voltage arises directly
from the change in the polarization charge, and hence the
polarization field, whereas approximately 60% of the
change is due to the small increase in the internal, phosphor field at turn-on.
Physically, a change in the electric field, AC, can arise
from: ( I ) a perturbation in the tunneling barrier seen by
interface states due to trapped fixed charge, (2) a shift in
the density of filled interface states to deeper energies because of the trapped fixed charge (since the conduction
charge which is trapped arises from the more shallow interface states, an equivalent amount of conduction charge
after trapping must arise from deeper interface states), (3)
a change in the interface state density with aging.
Possibility (3) does not seem as physically viable as
(I ) and (2). Also, the rigid shift in the C- V curve implies
that at least the preclamping state density is unaffected by
aging. Thus, we conclude that the observed increase in
as calculated from Eq. (6) and plotted in Fig. 11(c)
arises from the trapped fixed charge due to a perturbation
of the tunnel barrier and/or a shift of the filled interface
states to deeper energies. Therefore, although Eq. (9) implies that A V, can be simply resolved into distinct contributions from AQP', and Ae', physical considerations
lead us to conclude that both contributions arise from the

to be between 10% and 14% for the aging temperatures
investigated. Thus, trapping of a relatively small fraction of
the initial conduction charge into deep level, fixed charge
states gives rise to the observed increase in the turn-on
voltage. Since this fraction of trapped charge is rather
small, our consideration (1) argument, that the trapped
charge is localized very close to the interface because the
shift in the charge centroid is rather small, is weakened. In
spite of the inconclusiveness of the consideration (1) argument, it is our contention that trapping of conduction
charge into deep level, fixed charge states occurs very near
the phosphor/insulator interface.
From the above considerations, the following picture
of the aging electrostatics emerges. Some of the conduction
charge originally available for transport is trapped as a
function of aging time at or very close to the interfaces,
giving rise to less conduction and polarization charge.
Since there is less polarization charge available, the turn-on
voltage increases. The electron charge is trapped at deep
traps located near the interface which are not dischargeable by the applied voltage; these electron-filled deep traps
contribute to fixed charge in contradistinction to interface
state charge.
The details of the aging electrostatics can be better
appreciated by referring to Fig. 12 which illustrates an
idealized electron transport and trapping sequence for a
device with symmetrical interfaces, which is consistent
with our experimentally observed aging trends. Sequence
(a) shows the equilibrium situation prior to the application
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of a bias in which charge neutrality exists at both interfaces. The two columns of horizontal lines represent interface states at the left and right interfaces and the filled
circles represent electrons occupying these interface states.
Sequences (b) and (c) indicate how the interface state
occupancy changes with respect to the application of positive and negative pulses if no deep trapping is presumed to
occur. The empty circles represent interface states initially
filled under equilibrium charge neutrality conditions but
which are now not filled with electrons. + and - indicate the charge state deviation from electrical neutra.ty.
The internal polarization charge, Q, is indicated at the
top of each sequence and the associated polarization field
lines are also shown. The conduction charge, " which
is transported between the present and previous sequence is
also indicated at the bottom of sequences in which charge
transport has occurred. Sequence (c') illustrates electron
trapping into a deep level giving rise to fixed charge; note
that the consequence of this trapping is a reduction of
Qmod, as shown between (c') and (d), and a reduction in
the polarization charge of the subsequent opposite polarity
pulse, as indicated in sequence (d). Electron trapping at
the other interface is illustrated in sequence (d'). As can be
seen by comparing sequences (b) and (c) to (e) and (f),
the net effect of trapping electrons in deep levels is to decrease " by an amount equal to the amount of charge
trapped and to decrease Qp by an amount equal to onehalf of the charge trapped. This reduction in Qi leads to
a reduction in the polarization field, which aids the subsequent voltage pulse, with a concomitant increase in the
turn-on voltage,
S. Physical meclaniams of aging
As found in the previous section, ACTFEL aging appears to be due to electron trapping at deep levels located
at or very near the interfaces. These deep levels are not
dischargeable by the electric field so they contribute to the
fixed charge in contradistinction to interface state charge.
What is the physical nature of these deep, fixed charge
traps and how do they arise?
With respect to the second part of the above question,
how do the deep, fixed charge traps responsible for ACTFEL aging arise, there seem to be two possible answers.
First, these deep traps may exist in the initially fabricated
ACTFEL device but the capture probability may be very
small and, thus, a long aging time may be required before
these traps are filled with electrons. The capture probability is particularly small if the electrons to be captured have
to surmount an energy barrier, E, or tunnel a distance, X,
into the interface to be captured. In such a case the capture
cross section, o,, is exponentially reduced in comparison to
the normal capture cross section, a, as follows:
((q )

a' .expl ~-

b

exp i,
(atom

(10)

where x, is a characteristic tunneling distance. This type of
aging instability, which is subsequently denoted as charge
injection and trapping, arises in a wide variety of metal4046
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insulator-semiconductor (MIS) systems including amorphous silicon,23 InP, 4 and CdSe.2 s Charge injection and
trapping instabilities are characterized by logarithmic aging kinetics and a very weak temperature dependence; 23 the
aging activation energy has been reported to be 0.04-0.05
capacitors 24 and 0.12 eV for CdSe thin-film
eV for InP MIS
transistors. 25
Although the logarithmic aging kinetics associated
with charge injection and trapping are consistent with the
experimental short-term aging data, the activation energy
is a bit too large to be consistent with this mechanism.
Furthermore, recent experiments provide additional evidence that ACTFEL aging does not occur by charge injection and trapping. In these experiments, attempts were
made to reset the turn-on voltage after aging by photodepopulation of deep traps. Three optical sources, a tungsten
lamp, a high-pressure mercury lamp, and a nitrogen laser,
were employed in the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet regions of the electromagnetic spectrum for photodepopulation. Optical irradiation of the ACTFEL device was accomplished under open- and short-circuit conditions for
various irradiation times. These experiments yielded no evidence for turn-on voltage resetting by photodepopulation.
Since the turn-on voltage could not be reset optically, it is
concluded that the aging is irreversible, which is inconsisin which the turntent with charge injection and trapping
24
on voltage can be reversibly reset.
The second possible way in which the deep traps responsible for aging instabilities arise is that they are generated by atomic rearrangement at the interface. This is the
mechanism we prefer to invoke to explain the experimentally observed ACTFEL aging trends. The aging is envisaged to occur as follows. Energetic hot electrons impinge
against the insulator conduction band discontinuity and
must dissipate a significant amount of energy, denoted
Edm, to thermalize to the bottom of the phosphor conduction band and are subsequently trapped at interface states.
If the aging mechanism involves atomic migration, it is
most likely that the hot electron thermalization energy,
Edi, is of primary importance in facilitating bond breakage and atomic rearrangement in the impact zone located
near the interface. The activated atomic species can then
migrate away from the impact zone into either the SiON or
the ZnS under the influence of electric field and temperature.
If such atomic migration is responsible for ACTFEL
aging the experimentally deduced aging activation energy
of 0.2 eV must be identified as the migration energy, AHm,
for atomic migration. AHm's for nearest- and second-nearest neighbor hopping into a vacancy are estimated using
Van Vechten's ballistic model for atomic migration2-6

(Il)
AH, = 2m(FdkBsd/h) 2 ,
where mis the mass of the atom which hops, F is a geometric constant equal to 0.9, d is the distance which the

hops, kB is Boltzmann's constant, 1d is the Debye
temperature, and h is Planck's constant. For the purpose of
these estimates, the hopping distances are assumed to be
the equilibrium nearest- and second-nearest neighbor
Davidson. Wager, and Kobayashi
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TABLE 1. Estimated migration energies for nearest- and second-nearest
neighbor hopping.
Hopping atom

Nearest-neighbor

Second-nearest neighbor

Zn
S
Si

0.81
0.40
0.35

2.16
1.05
0.53

0

0.20

0.94

N

0.17

0.47

a density of atomic defects of order 1019/cm 3.(TuIe device
area is 0.079 cm 2 .) Thus, a 0.1% concentration of sulfur
vacancies initially residing within 10 A of the interface is
sufficient to give rise to the aging instabilities observed
experimentally; this appears to be a viable possibility.

V. CONCLUSIONS
An ACTFEL aging study is presented in which the

atomic distances in ZnS(i.e., 2.35 and 3.38 A) and the
Debye temperature of ZnS (Od = 350 K) (Ref. 27) is assumed. The estimated values of AF-m are collected in Table
I. Note that these estimates are not expected to be precise
because of inherent limitations of the ballistic model and
also because of the questionable validity of assuming bulk
ZnS properties at the interface. With these limitations in
mind, an analysis of Table I suggests that the experimentally observed activation energy of 0.2 eV is most compatible with interdiffusion by nearest-neighbor hopping at the
interface, whereas second-nearest neighbor hopping would
seem to be precluded because of the large predicted AH,,'s.
It should be noted that vacancy self-diffusion in a compound semiconductor such as ZnS is a conceptually simple
process if it occurs by second-nearest neighbor hopping
since it occurs only on a single sublattice. In contrast, nearest-neighbor hopping in ZnS is a much more complicated
self-diffusion process in which hopping transforms a simple
vacancy into a more complicated vacancy-antisite defect.
Thus, nearest-neighbor hopping naturally gives rise to the
creation of defect complexes which could be responsible for
the fixed charge, deep levels responsible for aging instabilities. For example, suppose that sulfur vacancies, Vs's exist
at the SiON/ZnS interface, as has been previously suggested by various researchers.' 1"12,14 A possible atomic
mechanism for aging instabilities could involve 0 or N
diffusion by nearest-neighbor hopping into a sulfur vacancy which could be described by the following defect
reactions:
0o +

Vs

-.

Os + Vo,

C-V technique is used to characterize the electrical properties of evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL devices at various
temperatures as a function of aging time. The primary experimental findings of this study are the following: (1) The
insulator and phosphor capacitances are constant with respect to aging time; this suggests that the perturbation in
the electrostatic charge distribution which is responsible
for aging occurs near the SiON/ZnS interfaces. (2) The
C-V curve shifts rigidly with aging time; a rigid shift indicates that changes in the fixed charge density, not the interface charge density, give rise to aging. (3) The C-V
turn-on voltage increases while the polarization and conduction charges decrease as a function of aging time. Also,
the internal phosphor turn-on field increases slightly with
respect to aging time. These experimental observations imply that conduction charge originally available for transport is trapped in deep traps at the SiON/ZnS interface,
reducing the polarization charge and, thus, increasing the
turn-on voltage. (4) The activation energy for short-term
aging is found to be approximately 0.2 eV.
These experimental observations lead to the following
model for aging of evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL devices.
Atomic rearrangement at SiON/ZnS interfaces leads to the
formation of deep level, fixed charge states which trap
transported conduction electrons. Such electron trapping
leads to a reduction of the conduction and polarization
charges and an increase in the turn-on voltage. It is likely
that atomic migration is stimulated by the thermalization
energy dissipated by hot electrons after they impinge upon
the SiON conduction band discontinuity. Also, it is likely
that atomic migration at the interface is exacerbated by the

(12)

presence of sulfur vacancies in the ZnS near the interface.

(13)
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NN + V s - Ns + VN.

The defect complex specified by the right side of the above
defect reactions would presumably be the source of the
fixed charge, deep levels responsible for ACTFEL aging.
Such a process of electron trapping due to deep level formation by nearest-neighbor hopping has been previously
invoked 24 to explain threshold voltage instabilities in InP
MIS capacitors.
The proposed atomic scenario presumes that the required interdiffusion occurs within atomic distances of the
interface. The viability of this assertion can be tested by
noting that the maximum amount of trapped charge is
equal to (IQ,d) "', which from Fig. I I(b) is about 31
nC. If each atomic defect captures only one electron and
these defects exist within 10 A of the interface, this yields
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION AINI) MODELING OF ACTFEL DEVICES
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D.C. Morton, Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory, U.S. Army LABCOM, Ft. Monmouth, NJ
07733

ABSTRACT
A brief review is provided summarizing charge-voltage (Q-V) and capacitance-voltage (C-V)
characterization of alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices. A synopsis of SPICE
modeling of ACTFEL devices as related to electrical characterization is also included.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to review certain electrical methods used to characterize alternating-current
thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices. Primary emphasis is placed on the charge-voltage (Q-V) and
capacitance-voltage (C-V) techniques. Also, SPICE modeling as relevant to the electrical characterization of
ACTFEL devices is briefly discussed. Much of what is contained in this paper originates from previously
published work. I- 1
2.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A.

Measurement Set Up

The basic generic circuit used for the electrical characterization of ACTFEL devices is shown in Fig. I where *series'
and "sense' refer to locations where possible circuit elements or
probes are located and "D.U.T. stands for device under test.'vI(t), v2(t ) , and v3(t) refer to the three locations at which the
voltage can be monitored as a function of time.
Table I summarizes five circuit configurations which have
been used for the electrical characterization of ACTFEL devices.
Note that the purpose of these circuits is to assess the twoterminal ACTFEL characteristics by measuring v1(t), v2(t),
v3(t), or the total current, i(t). The fifth column of Table I

v1 (t)

v2 (t)

series

I

L

-

(Tv(t
./J

V3 (t)

sense

'

entitled "i(t) Expression" refers to the relationship used to

evaluate i(t) in terms of more fundamental, measurable quantities.
The main advantage of methods I and 2 is their very good
time resolution. In contrast, the RC time constant associated Figure 1. Basic generic circuit for
with methods 3-5 smears out the measured current or voltage ACTFEL characterization.
transient, thus, obscuring the dynamic response at short time.
However, methods 3-5 are advantageous for experiments such as
long-term aging studies1 7 in which the short-time response is of less significance than the lifetime of the device;
the series resistor acts as a current-limiter, protecting the ACTFEL from catastrophic breakdown.
B.

Assessment of Electrical Quantities

The two fundamental dynamic quantities of importance for ACTFEL electrical characterization are total
current, i(t), and the total voltage across the ACTFEL device, vei(t). i(t) is obtained as indicated in Table I
whereas '.'e(t) = v,(t) - v3(t). From these fundamental, measurable quantities several other electrical quantities
may be deduced as follows.

E L-c/

~r.sr,
PJ

Table 1. Circuit configurations used for ACTFEL electrical characterization.

References

Method

Series

Sense

Circuit

i(t)

Number

Device

Device

Designation

Expression

capacitor (Cd

dv3

Sawyer-Tower

2,9

Cs
2

current probe

-

current probe
method

3

resistor (R,)

--

series resistor
method

mtasured
directly

14
12

v2 (t)

-

R6
4

5

resistor (R)

resistor (R,)

current sonse
resistor method

resistor (Rc)

capacitor (Cd

15-17
v3(t)
RC

S

resistor/capacitor
v2(t)

method

-

V1 (t)

For methods 2-4 the instantaneous charge, q(t), is evaluated as the integral of the current,
q(t) = f0i(dr

.

(

Note that q(t) is given directly by q(t) = C. v3 (t) for methods 1 and 5 which employ sense capacitors. In these
cases i(t) can be calculated as,
i(t) = dq(t)
dt

(2)

or, alternatively, by the expressions shown in Table 1. A Q-V curve is obtained by plotting q(t) versus Ve(t).
It is important to note that q(t) evaluated using methods 2-4, which do not utilize a sense capacitor, is arbitrary
to within an integration constant so that the q(t) and Q-V offsets are unspecified. This Q-V offset problem can
be overcome by acquiring i(t) over a full period of the waveform. The following condition,
T q(t)dt = 0
f1-43

(3)

where T is the voltage waveform period, can then be imposed upon the q(t) curve calculated from i(t) to obtain
the proper offset. The condition specified by (3) arises from steady-state charge conservation. In contrast,
methods I and 5, which employ sense capacitors, give Q-V curves with appropriate offsets along the y-axis since
the sense capacitor accounts for the integration constant responsible for this offset.
The dynamic capacitance is equal to the first derivative of the charge with respect to the voltage across
the ACTFEL device,
(4)
C [vi(t)] - dq(t)
d\'cj(t)

or, equivalently, as the total current divided by the time derivative of the voltage across the ACTFEL device,
Crv~~1 =
i(t)
C[v
dvcg(t)
(5)
dt

The C-V curve is found by plotting Cjve(t)] versus v,.(t).
The electric field in the phosphor, tp(t), is given by, 1 1

I

(6)

'vt _ q(t)]

where dp is the thickness of the phosphor and C i is the total insulator capacitance of the ACTFEL device. The
validity of (6) depends upon the absence of bulk charge in the phosphor so that the field is constant across the
phosphor.
The conduction current, icofd(t) is usually found using a capacitive bridge techniquel .5 ,7. 10 , 13 .14 in which
the displacement current is nulled out below threshold.
Alternatively, if it is again assumed that there is no bulk space charge, icond(t) may be calculated as,
(7)

C P i(t) - Cpdv(t)
Ccond(t)
Ccnd
dt

Plotting icond(t) versus j (t) yields the current-field (I-t) curve. The advantage of I-t plots is that they
graphically display the nonlinear resistor characteristics which are important for establishing the device physics
of ACTFEL performance. The primary disadvantage of this technique is that its accuracy depends on the precise
13
establishment of C i.
3.

SPICE SIMULATION OF ACTFEL DEVICES

Perhaps the simplest equivalent circuit- for an ACTFEL device
is indicated in Fig. 2. Cil and Ci2 are insulator capacitances and CPil
is the phosphor capacitance. The phosphor capacitance is shunted by
D1
two back-to-back Zener diodes which account for conduction and field
Cp
L
D2
clamping in the phosphor. SPICE simulation using this simple
equivalent circuit describes the main features of ACTFEL operation
(i2
but does not account for the detailed electrical characteristics
measured experimentally.
An improved equivalent circuit15,16 which accounts for more
details in the two-terminal characteristics exhibited by ACTFEL Figure 2. Simple ACTFEL equivdevices is given in Fig. 3. R11 , Ri2, and RP represent shunt resis- alent circuit.
tances of the respective insulators or phosphor.
o accounts for the
non-zero series resistance of the conducting, transparent electrode. Rd
is deaoted the diode resistance.
Currently, our most complete ACTFEL model18 consists of inserting a parallel resistor-capacitor (RC)
combination between Rd and the lower node. This RC parallel network more precisely accounts for the dynamic
behavior observed in i(t) or Ep(t) characteristics.
_

4.

ACTFEL ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION METHODS

A.

Charge-Voltage (Q-V) Analysis

i.

Ideal Q-V Characteristics

A set of ideal Q-V curves is indicated in Fig. 4. Curve (a) corresponds to a situation in which the
maximum voltage across the ACTFEL device, Vm, is less than the threshold voltage, Vth. Vth corresponds to
the critical applied voltage across the ACTFEL device at which appreciable conduction current begins to flow.
Since V1, < Vth for curve (a), the Q-V curve is linear, as expected for a capacitor.
Curve (b) in Fig. 4 corresponds to V m > Vth such that an appreciable amount of conduction current
begins to flow with a concomitant initiation of hysteresis. It is important to note that Q-V curves are obtained
for a cozistant Vm and that V h corresponds to the critical Vm at which conduction and Q-V hysteresis are
initiated. Thus, Q-V curves obtained at constant Vm are distinctly different in how they are obtained compared
to brightness-voltage (B-Vm) curves which are generated by varying Vm. It should also be noted that the
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/
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Figure 4. Ideal Q-V curves.
Figure 3. Improved ACTFEL equivalent circuit
model for SPICE simulation.
ACTFEL threshold is not distinct (icond depends approximately exponentially on Ip) and, thus, Vth is not precisely defined. In this respect, ACTFEL threshold characteristics are analogous to subthreshold effects in short19
channel MOSFETs.
Returning to Fig. 4, curve (c) represents a more typical Q-V curve where Vn > Vth. The labels A, B,
D, E, G, and I are used to designate specific points on the Q-V curve and are used in the subsequent discussion.
Vth is the value of Vm at which conduction current begins to flow. When Vm exceeds Vth, conduction current
causes an accumulation of polarization charge at the phosphor/insulator interface which assists conduction on
the subsequent pulse. Thus, Vto, the turn-on voltage, is lowered below Vth and conduction in initiated when
VCi(t) = Vto.
Again returning to Fig. 4, curve (c), the total capacitance, C, of the ACTFEL is obtained from the slope
of the Q-V curve in the pre-turn-on regime. Similarly, the total insulator capacitance, C, is given by the slope
of the Q-V curve above turn-on. Hence, the phosphor capacitance, Cp, can be calculated from

I = 1 _ 1

ii.

(8)

Realistic Q-V Characteristics

A realistic Q-V curve (i.e., a piecewise-linear curve showing the important features present in a real Q-V
curve) is shown in Fig. 5 and differs from the ideal curve of Fig. 4 at V = Vm , V+ , and 0 V where the Q-V
curve becomes essentially a multivalued function of voltage. In order to scrutinize Fig. 5 more closely, we
supplement the labels of Fig. 4 with the additional labels, C, F, H, and J. Table 2 and Fig. 6 help clarify new
features in the actual Q-V curve which are not present in the ideal curves.
Q+nd indicated in Fig. 5 is the total conduction charge transported across the phosphor during the
positive voltage pulse. Note that for an asymmetrical ACTFEL device it is necessary to distinguish between
charges arising from each voltage polarity, which is readily accomplished with the superscripts + and -. Q'+l
denotes the external (thus, the superscript 'e") polarization charge stored at the phosphor insulator interface after
the positive voltage pulse goes to zero. (No "e" superscript is required for Qcond since when conduction charge
flows the phosphor capacitance is shunted and the measured conduction current or charge is identical to that
which flows internally in the ACTFEL.) Note that our definition of Qo differs from that of most authors who
define polarization charge as the total difference in charge obtained from the Q-V curve at zero voltage. We
prefer the present method since it enables us to handle asymmetrical devices in a more straightforward manner.
7 9 11
Finally, the internal polarization charge, Qpol, is related to Q1o1 as follows: ' '

C1

Qpl-Pot

*= Cp

QC

(9)

0

If field-clamping is assumed, it can be shown from a
geometrical analysis of Fig. 5 that
to

+ th
Qpo-V

V

AiT

T

/

(10)

where Q Iis a negative quantity.
+
Sections of the Q-V curve labeled EF and JA define
Bp,_
O
"
V,
associated
charge
leakage
external
the
,
Qlloak and Q'ewith the positive and negative applied voltage pulses,
G
Vo V; V
respectively.
Q1,ak arises from electron emission from T
A
e,
shallow interface states during the zero voltage portion of
the waveform, as clarified by Fig. 7. Notice that q.,k
reduces the polarization charge and therefore increases Vto
Ocona
as predicted by eqn. (10). Additionally, it is possible to
H
/
measure the interface state density from Q ,(t)
using a
0
field-control circuit to adjust tp between pulse.s.
ta I
_L . /
Sections CD and HI of Fig. 5 correspond to the
portion of the applied voltage waveform where the voltage Figure 5. Realistic Q-V curve.
is constant and at its maximum value, as seen in Fig. 6(a).
Point C is the time at which i(t) maximizes. Thus, CD
corresponds to a region of the Q-V curve in which the conduction current tail flows and the phosphor field
relaxes, thus defining the relaxation charge, Qrea.. For many applied voltage waveforms and measurement
configurations, (e.g., large Vm, large pulse width, and large RC time constant) the Q+reax portion of the Q-V
curve corresponds to a significant fraction of Q.o-d*

Table 2. Q-V curve classification for positive pulse portions of the curve.

Section
of
Q-V Curve
AB (FG)

Q-V Curve Classification

Comments

prebreakdown

slope = Ctot

V+

rum-on voltage

BC (GH)

postbreakdown, large amount of conduction current flows

slope = C i

BD (GI)

defines Qnnd

conduction charge

C (H)

i(t) maximizes

see Fig. 6

B (G)

CD (HI)
D(1)

postbreakdown, small amount of consee Fig. 6
duction current flows; defines +relaxation
charge
VMm

maximum applied voltage

DE (IJ)

external voltage returns to zero

see Fig. 6

EF (JA)

defines

external leakage charge

OF (OA)

defines

external polarization charge
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iii.

Q-V m Characteristics

The Q-V curves discussed in the previous section arise from
plotting the instantaneous functions q(t) versus vl(t) while Vm s
held constant during the measurement. An alternative approach to
Q-V analysis is to measure i(t) as a function of m and to process
i(t), as described in the following, in order to obtain a steady-state
Q-V curve. We denote the steady-state Q-V curve as Q-Vm to
distinguish it from the conventional instantaneous Q-V curve.
To obtain the Q-Vm curve first measure i(t) as a function of
Vm from below threshold to about 30 V above threshold in I V
steps. Then define tj and t, as shown in Fig. 8 with t 2 - t I =t 1 .
Next define:
i(r)d

Qon(Vm) =
and
Q t2

i(r)dr

(12)

Qofr corresponds to the displacement charge due to the falling portion of the applied voltage waveform while
Qon is the sum of the displacement and conduction charge of the previous portion of the waveform.
Plotting Q 0 ff and Qon versus Vm results in the Q-Vm curve is illustrated in Fig. 8(c). The primary
advantage of this technique is that the same threshold voltage, Vth, as found from a B-Vm measurement is deduced. Additionally, the slope of Qon and Qtff yield, respectively, C i and C,. However, C i measured using
the steady-state Q-Vm technique is a static capacitance which, in general, differs from C i found from the
dynamic Q-V method. The difference tn the static and dynamic values for C i arises from the relaxation charge.
Note that C i measured by the Q-Vm method corresponds to the capacitance to be charged by the voltage drivers
whereas C i measured by the Q-V technique is the dynamic capacitance relevant for assessment of the physical
capacitance of the dielectric layers.
Returning to Fig. 8c, observe that the luminance or brightness, B, is plotted as a function of Vm, Vth
19
effects mentioned
is evident from the discontinuity in the B-Vm slope. The subthreshold, short-channel-like
regime.
the
subthreshold
in
on
Vm
exponentially
as
B
depends
curve
this
in
previously are evident
B.

Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) Analysis

One way of viewing C-V analysis is that the dynamic capacitance, i.e., the instantaneous current divided
by the denvative of the voltage across the ACTFEL device with respect to time as indicated by eqn. (5), is

plotted as a function of the instantaneous voltage dropped
across the ACTFEL device. This is the perspective12 from
1 17
which we have viewed the C-V technique previously. . 5
An alt.rnative, and equivalent, viewpoint is that the C-V
characteristic is simply the derivative of the Q-V curve, as
implied by eqn. (4). Viewed from this perspective, it may be
difficult to discern any advantage of the C-V technique over
the Q-V method. There are several distinct advantages. It is
our opinion, however, that these techniques are complementary, rather than rivals.
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A typical C-V curve is shown in Fig. 9. C i and C, are

defined by the flat portions of the C-V curve above and below
the turn-on voltage, respectively. It is evident from Fig. 9 that
turn-on is non-abrupt so that we define three turn-on voltages,
Vto1, VtO2 , and V , 3 , which denote the onset, midpoint, and
saturation of the C-V transition. SPICE simulation confirms
that V corresponds to the onset of conduction and Vto 3 to
corresponds to
closely
V,, 2rising
of field-clamping.
the
Vt. initiation
assessed from
Q-V analysis. Trhe
portion of the C-V
curve beginning at approximately 190 V corresponds to therelaxation charge of the Q-V curve where (dVe,(t))/dt = 0
(i.e., CD and HI in Fig. 5); thus, the dynamic C-V technique
provides no information during the relaxation charge portion of
the waveform whereas the static C i evaluated from Q-Vm
technique includes relaxation charge contributions. Neither the
static nor the dynamic C-V techniques (i.e., a static C-V curve
may be obtained by differentiating Fig. 8c) provide any
information regarding the leakage charge.
T'he slope of the C-V curve is inversely proportional to
'he density of interface states in the preclamping regime. A
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density, whereas a non-abrupt C-V transition indicates a high
density. The preclamping interface st'te density, Qs, exrelated to the C-V slope as follows:

I

-Q off

Vthl I21

2.3

where A is the ACTFEL device area and the term in the
brackets is the slope of the C-V curve.

Figure 8. ve, i(t), and Q-Vm curves used

The existence of parasitic resistance in the ACTFEL can

for steady-state charge-voltage assessment.

Vm (VOLTS)

be inferred from the C-V curve, particularly in conjunction
with SPICE modeling. 15' 16 A SPICE simulated example of
C-V curves exhibiting various ITO resistances (i.e., RPo = 0, 30, and 100 0) is indicated in Fig. 10. Three
distinct trends, labeled (1), (2), and (3), are the signatures by which a large Rito parasitic resistance can be
diagnosed from a C-V curve.
Perhaps the most useful aspect of a C-V curve is its immediate visual impact and the concomitant inforrmation it conveys. C t and C ican be evaluated at a glance, as can the relative magnitude of Qs and the existence
of a large parasitic R410 .
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illustrating the effect of varying the large
parasitic resistance, Rt,. Rit o = 0, 30,
and 100 0. Arrows indicate an increasing
value of Rtm.

5.

EXAMPLES OF ACTFEL ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING

A.

ACTFEL Aging Studies

A study of the aging characteristics of evaporated ZnS:Mn devices as monitored by Q-V and C-V analysis
has been recently reported. 15. 17 Some of the primary experimental findings of this study are:
1.
2.
3.

C and Ci are constant with respect to aging time.
The C-V curve shifts rigidly with aging time.
The C-V turn-on voltage increases while the polarization and conduction charges both
decrease as a function of aging time.
4.
The internal phosphor field at the onset of conduction increases slightly with aging time.
Observation 1 implice that the electrostatic charge redistribution responsible for the aging occurs near the
phosphor/insulator interface. Observation 2 indicates that changes in the fixed charge density, not the interface
state density, give rise to aging. Observations 3 and 4 imply that some of the original interface state charge is
trapped in deep level, fixed charge states.
From these experimental observations an aging model was proposed as shown schematically in Fig. 11.
The dissipation energy, Edis, of hot electrons after they impinge upon the insulator conduction band discontinuity and thermalize to the phosphor conduction band minimum, initiates atomic rearrangement (indicated bv the
double arrows) at the phosphor/insulator interface. Atomic rearrangement leads to the creation of deep level,
fixed charge states which trap electrons that would otherwise occupy interface states. Since electron emission
cannot occur from these deep level, fixed charge states, the conduction and polarization charges are reduced as
a function of aging time while the turn-on voltage and phosphor field increases.
This aging model could be deduced only after the electrostatics of the aging process were established from
Q-V and C-V analysis. Furthermore, electrical characterization is readily computer automated which is a great
advantage for aging studies which must be performed over very long durations.
B.

Leakage Charge and SPICE Modeling

The phosphor resistance, R., illustrated in Fig. 3 is the parameter of prime importance in establishing
the magnitude of the leakage charge, Q1e.. in a SPICE simulation. Two Q-V simulations are given in Fig. 12
using Rp = 5 x 1l 5 and 5 x 106 0. Note that for the larger value of R. the Q-V curve exhibits Ql,,k of
virtually zero magnitude. The smaller value of RP yields a simulated Q-V curve which exhibits trends more
consistent with experiment.
From a SPICE point of view, Q 1.k corresponds to a situation in which charge stored on plates of CP
discharges through RP (the diode branch looks like an open circuit, refer to Fig. 4). Thus, Ql1,k is modeled
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Figure 13. SPICE-simulated Q-V curve for an
ACTFEL device with asymmetrical interfaces.

A SPICE Q-V simulation for an ACTFEL device with asymmetric interfaces is modeled by inequivalent
Zener diode breakdown voltages of 50 and 100 V. This interface asymmetry yields V+ o - 49 V and
V =o -85 V.
Also, Q-ond = 230 nC compared to
= 180 nC and Q'+ak = 29.6 nC versus
I k= 12.8 nC. Note that after steady-state is established in the ACTFEL, charge continuity requires that
(14

Qcond - Qleak = Qcond - Qleak(14)

where Q+eak and Qleak are the internal leakage charges given by
SC i

+Cp
(15)

and
Cp

Ci +
Qlca

Ci

leak'

This charge continuity condition may be established with the aid of Fig. 13.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Q-V and C-V techniques are powerful, complementary methods for characterizing the two-terminal
electrical properties of ACTFEL display devices. SPICE modeling can supplement these techniques so that the
internal device physics of ACTFELs can be further clarified.
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Transient decay of persistent photoconductivity (TDPPC) measurements were performed and
analyzed in terms of models in which the TDPPC is associated with thermally activated
electron capture into DX and a modification of the ionized impurity density, and hence the
mobility, concomitant with electron capture. Quantitative agreement between theory and
experiment was possible when Chadi and Chang's model for DX [ Phys. Rev. Lett. 61, 873
(1988); Phys. Rev. B 39, 10063 (1989) ] was employed in conjunction with a photo-induced
shallow donor.

The purpose of this work is to propose an alternative
technique, transient decay of persistent photoconductivity
(TDPPC), for determining the donor- or acceptor-like nature of DX. We will show that the TDPPC measurements
are qualitatively consistent with the negative-U, acceptor
0
nodel for DX proposed by Chadi and Chang.' " Quantitaive agreement between the experimental TDPPC data and
this model could only be obtained, however, by postulating
the existence of an a,!ditional,photo-induced shallow donor:
2
such a donor has recently been deduced by Jia et al.'

I. INTRODUCTION

Al. Ga, - As has attracted much attention due to properties which make it useful for many types of heterojunction
device structures such as lasers, bipolar transistors, and
field-effect transistors. An extremely unusual deep level in
to give rise to
"
AI.Ga, -,LAs, denoted DX, is
many metastable properties, the best known being persistent
photoconductivity (PPC). Many studies have been undertaken in order ro establish the basic physics of DX. These
studies have ye to identify the atomic nature of the defect,
let alone the fun damental physics. There is even a controverII.EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
sy as to wheth-:r the DX center is a donor-like or acceptorThe Al.Ga,,_As samples used in this work were
like defect.
grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on an undoped.
The deba,e over the donor- or acceptor-like nature of
semi-insulating GaAs substrate. All of the results reported
DX is due to ,,)nflicting photo-Hall measurements reported
in this paper refer to a 2-/im thick Al 3 Gao7 As n-type active
by various au, ors. Nelson' and Lang etal.2 observed a delayer doped with silicon (N., = I x 101 cm -' ). Care was
crease in the 1all mobility when the DX center was photaken to avoid the formation of a 2DEG using the following
toionized at low temperature, which they interpret to indisample structure: a 0.2-)um undoped GaAs buffer layer was
cate that DX is donor-like. On the other hand, Saxena,
grown on the semi-insulating substrate followed by a 500
Kunzel etal., ;.nd Chand etal.3" 6 8 have reported the mobilbuffer layer of undoped Al. Ga,
ity to increase upon photoionization. They interpret this as
cm of undoped
layer
ly graded from x = 0 to x = 0.3, a 2
evidence that ')X is acceptor-like.
layer.
active
2x
the
and
Alo Ga 7 As,
Part of ti e reason for the above discrepancy has been
4
Ohmic contacts were fabricated by evaporating
et
Nicholas
by
confirmed
et al. and
pointed out b Collins
faiaedb*evpain
onOhicottswr
7
measurements
photo-Hall
al.' Collins et al.
AuGeNi dots through a shadow mask in a vacuum evaporaal.performed
erfrme
Colinset !.phto-allmeaureent on
as.
ereannad a 0 in form
tr Te co ts
two types of. lGaAs epitaxial structures. It was found that
an
using
performed
were
TDPPC
Measurements of the
the increase o, lecrease of the Hall mobility upon photoioniautomated system based on Hewlett-Packard equipment
zation of DX was a strong function of the multilayered naconsisting of a model 9336 desktop computer in conjunction
ture of the AIGaAs sample. In particular, they asserted that
with a 4280A 1 MHz capacitance meter. The temperature
photoinduced charge separation at the Al. Ga, _,As/GaAs
was controlled using an Air Products closed-cycle helium
interface leads to artifacts in photo-Hall measurements. Nicryostat and a Scientific Instruments temperature concholas et al. confirmed this photoinduced charge separation
troller. The light source consisted of a tungsten lamp, Jarreland demonstrated that a two-dimensional electron gas
Ash monochrometer, and appropriate filters and lenses.
(2DEG) is formed at the AIGaAs/GaAs interface. Chand
The TDPPC measurement is performed as follows. The
et al.' were cognizant of the possibility of unintentionally
sample is initially cooled in the dark to the desired measureforming a 2DEG and employed compositional grading to
ment temperature of 80-100 K. The sample is then illumiprevent its formation.
4
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rated with sub-bandgap, monochromatic light until the photoconductance reaches steady state. The light source is
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turned off at i = 0 and the conductance transient is monitored with the capacitance meter.
The experimer,.i. results are then fit to theoretical
curves based on models discussed below. The quality of the
fit is used to judge the viability of the DX model.
An example of a TDPPC curve is shown in Fig. 1. A plot
of the normalized inverse conductance versus time proved to
be a better means of comparing the experimental results with
the theoretical fit. Thus, all TDPPC data is plotted in this
manner in the remainder of this paper.
M.L TDPPC THEORY
TDPPC in Al. Ga, - ,As with x > 0.2 can be explained
in terms of the nonequilibrium capture kinetics of electrons
from the conduction band into the DX center and the concomitant change in the mobility due to ionized impurity
scattering. The theoretical TDPPC equation is given by
(1)

G(t) = qn(t) M(t),

where G, n, and Mdenote the conductance, electron concentration in the conduction band, and the mobility, respectiven.
The differential equation for the decay of photoionized
by
electrons when the illumination is turned off is given

4

a is the high-temperature capture cross section, E ,P is the
capture barrier, E, is the Fermi level, and k, is Boltzmann's
constant. EF is obtained from a solution of
n =NcF,,2 (7),
(5)
where
77 = (EF - Ec)/k8 T,
(6)
and where F / 2 is the Fermi-Dirac integral of order 1/2 and
Nc is the conduction band density of states as given by Casey
and Panish.' It should be noted that the Fermi-level correction to the capture cross section in Eq. (4) is of great importance;' 4 we previously concluded 5 (erroneously) that DX is
donor-like because we neglected this correction.
At the temperatures used in this study (80-100 K) and
with the high concentration of impurities incorporated into
the sample (Ns, = I X 10"8cm - ), the mobility is dominated by ionized impurity scattering. 6 Since the capture of electrons into the DX center represents a change in the charge
state of the dominant level, the mobility can change dramatically during the TDPPC; this change is expected to be different depending on whether DX is donor- or acceptor-like. We
employ the Brooks-Herring equation for the mobility
due to
ionized impurity scattering, which is given by' 7

l282ie(k, T)/

dn
dt

q-M, N,, ln(b/n)
(2)

+ (e', +e')ND, (occupied)

where NDx (empty) and Nox (occupied) refer to whether
the DX center is filled with an electron. Also, c,, e, and e',
are the electron capture rate, electron optical emission rate,
and electron thermal emission rate, respectively. Since the
TDPPC transient occurs at low temperature and in the dark,
c, ) el,, e. The electron capture rate is given by
(3)
where V,h is the thermal velocity and a, is the electron capture cross section which in the case of DX is thermally activated
an = a_ exp[ - (E.p -E,)/kBT].
(4)
C, = v,h

n,

S00

1

_ 0C
a
U

100
2CO
0c9
.C

C,

e•

"000
40
4,
r1 0

soc:
6 cc3

secos

FIG I. TDPPC plot at 85 K after 1.37 eV photon illumination
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where
b = 96v'mE(k
q2h 2

(8)

7) 2

where m, is the electron conductivity effective mass and e is
the dielectric constant. Note that although we ignore scattering modes other than ionized impurity scattering, over the
temperature range of this study this assumption amounts
simply to the rescaling of the TDPPC curve whereas the
basic shape of the curve will not be affected.
The TDPPC theory presented to this point [i.e., Eqs.
D s
tely gene indep nt f h
)- Th
DX is
how
of
independent
general,
completely
is
(1)-(8)]
modeled. To accomplish a TDPPC s,mulation, Eqs. (M)(8) must be solved simultaneously. This can be achieved
only after two parameters, N,, (empty) and N,,, are specified in terms of a. But Nx (empty) and N,, depend on the
nature of DX and a model for DX must be postulated to
make further progress in the TDPPC simulation.
A summary of the DX models considered herein is given
in Table I. Note that Vx (empty) arises from charge balance in conjunction with the constraint that AIGaAs be ntype; these conditions cannot be achieved simultaneously for
the simple acceptor model. All of the models employ n (0),
the electron concentration in the conduction band at t = 0,
as a freely adjustable parameter in the TDPPC simulation.
In addition, a net concentration of shallow acceptors or donors (i.e.. NsA or VSD ) are used as adjustable parameters in
models 3, 4, and 6. A third adjustable parameter, corresponding to the equilibrium concentration of ionized DX
centers [ i.e., N , (eq) and N x (eq) for DX assumed to be
donor- or acceptor-like, respectively], is used in models 3
and 4. Note that n (0) is freely adjustable for every temperature of interest whereas the other parameters are assumed to
Dobson. Scalvi, and Wager
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TABLE I. A summary of the parameters used in the TDPPC simulation for each of the DX models considered. Notation: n, n (0) = electron concentration in
the conduction band at an arbitrary time and at t = 0. NsA, Nso, Ns, = total concentration of net shallow acceptors, net shallow donors, and incorporated Si
atoms. Nx (eq), N 0 x (eq) = concentration of ionized DX in equilibrium assuming DX is donor- or acceptor-like.

Model

NDX (empty)

N.

Adjustable
parameters

Quality of the
TDPPC Fit

n

n

n(0)

No fit

n - Nx + NsA

n + 2NA

n(0)NSA, N x (eq)

No fit

n - NDX - NsD

2NsD - n

n(0), Nso, N

n/2

Ns

(I) Simple donor
(2) Simple acceptor (impossible; cannot achieve charge balance)
(3) Simple donor compensated by a net
concentration of shallow acceptors

..........

(4) Simple acceptor which compensates

a net concentration of shallow donors
(5) Negative-U acceptor with intrinsic
self-compensation (Refs. 10-11)

6X

Poor fit

(eq)

Good fit at short times

n(O)

(6) Negative-U acceptor with intrinsic
self-compensation (Refs. 10-11) plus a

shallow donor

NS. +

(n - Nso)/2

be temperature-independent over the temperature range of
interest,
IV. TDPPC SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
For a quantitative simulation of the TDPPC data, Eqs.
(1)-(8) must be solved simultaneously using the relations
for NDx (empty) and N and the adjustable parameters given in Table I. Additionally, values for or and E,,, must be
2.
specified. From Ref. 18, o, = 5 X 10 - cm Ecap is experimentally deduced from an Arrhenius plot of the slope of the
linear portion of the TDPPC curve as shown in Fig. 2 where
0 is given by

In Eq. (9), "slope" is the slope of the linear portion of the
TDPPC curve and Tin the logarithmic term arises from the
temperature dependence of the thermal velocity and of the
Brooks-Herring equation [Eq. (7) From the slope of this

DX- +d

- 2d

+

(10)

+ 2e

hv

50

0-

40
30

E,0
o

+

where d + denotes a normal, ionized shallow donor and
DX - represents the negatively charged DX state. TDPPC,
according to this model, would involve the reverse of the
reaction specified in Eq. (10). From Eq. (10) it is clear that
two electrons are emitted to the conduction band for every

a
>

Excellent fit

NsD

curve the capture barrier, E ,p = 0.24 eV, is found to be in
9
good agreement with other workers. ...
Returning to Table I, it is evident that simple donor or
icceptor models for DX with or without compensation do
ot result in TDPPC simulations compatible with the experimental data, even when the model is formulated with
three adjustable parameters.
0
In contrast, the model of Chadi and Chang' " yields a
reasonablefit to the experimental data, at least over a range
of time, as shown in Fig. 3. According to this model, '.
persistent photoconductivity (PPC) arises according to the
reaction

(9)

0= k a In((T)(slope)].

n(0).

NsD

080

00

-

,', 10

>

0 5
94

10.0

10.6

!O00/T (1

11 2

11'.8

K)

FIG 2.Arrhenius plot of the slope of the inverse ofthe TDPPC which gives
E = 24 eV Theta is related to the slope of the linear portion of the
TDPPC curve
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FIG. 3. A comparison of the simulation of Chadi and Chang's model (Refs.
10 and I1) (continuous line) to the experimental TDPPC data (asterisks)
at a temperature of 85 K.
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DX - annihilated. Thus, one "empty" DX center exists for
every two electrons such that VD, (empty) = n/2, as indicated in Table I. It is also evident from Eq. (10) that the
ionized impurity concentration is constant, independent of
n,and equal to the total number of incorporated Si atoms,
Ns,, as also indicated in Table I.
Although the fit shown in Fig. 3 based on Chadi and
Chang's model is reasonable for short times, it is clear that it
diverges significantly at longer times. Our computer simulation indicates that this divergence is due to more rapid electron recombination in the TDPPC simulation than that
found experimentally. In order to obtain better agreement
between the simulation and the experimental data, we postulate the presence of a shallow donor which remains ionized
during the duration of the experiment. As shown in Fig. 4,
such a postulate leads to excellent agreement between the
simulation and the experimental data. The parameters used
in the simulations shown in Fig. 4 are collected in Table II.
Note that NsD is equal to 1.3 X 10 6 /cm 3 for all temperatures
except for 100 K where the best fit occurs when
.Vs, = 1.8 x 10h/cm 3 . Further TDPPC experiments over a
wider range of temperature are required to establish why
.V,, increases at 100 K, we suspect this may be associated
with the neglect of the e'term in Eq. (2).
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V. EXISTENCE OF A SHALLOW DONOR
In order to obtain quantitative agreement over the full
range of time between the TDPPC simulation and experimental data, we found it necessary to postulate the presence
of a shallow donor. The purpose of this shallow trap is to
account for the fact that the electron concentration, n,exhibits a greater degree of persistence than accounted for in the
TDPPC simulation. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the
simulated n(t) curve is compared for Chadi and Chang's
model with and without a shallow donor. It is obvious from
Fig. 5 that the improvement in the TDPPC simulation
through the inclusion of a shallow donor arises from the
increased persistence of n(t)at longer times This increased
persistence of n(t)is also reflected in the increased mobility,
u(t), as shown in Fig. 6.
It should be recognized that our postulated shallow donor is photo-induced since this enhanced conductivity is
only observed after photoexcitation (i.e., when the sample is
cooled in the dark, the conductivity is unmeasurable). This
inference of a photo-induced shallow donor is consistent
with the photo-induced shallow electron trap deduced by Jia
et al. ' from transient capacitance measurements under
strong illumination.
Several of the conclusions reached by Jia et al. are at
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+
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0 32
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FIG. 4. A comparison of the simulation based on the model of Chadi and
Chang (Refs. 10 and 11) plus a shallow donor (continuous line) to the
experimental TDPPC data (asterisks) at temperatures of (I) 80 K. (2) 85
K, (3) 90 K,(4) 95 K. and (5) 100 K.

odds, however, with our results. First, we deduce a photo-

TABLE II. Parameters for TDPPC simulations based on the model of

induced shallow donor concentration at approximately 1%
of the doping level whereas Jia et al. concluded this concentration to be about 50%. Second. Jia et al. interpret data
similar to Fig. 5 as arising from two simple exponentials
whereas our formulation attributes the general shape of n ( t)
to the nonlinear differential equation specified by Eqs. (2)(4) and Table 1.Third. Jia et al. assert that the long-time
portion of the response is due to DX capture while the shorttime response is associated with activated capture by the

Chadi and Chang plus a shallow donor level
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vide further support for the essential validity of the DX model of Chadi and Chang and that DX is acceptor-like, albeit a
negative-U acceptor with intrinsic self-compensation. The
existence
of a photo-induced
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been
viously reported
by Jia et al. shallow
The physical
nature
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density concomitant with electron capture. Six models
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are performed for each model. Although qualitative agreeis obtained with Chadi and Chang's r,cidel, 0"i quantitative agreement is only achieved by postulating the pres-

photo-induced shallow donor remains obscure at the present
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ABSTRACT
The minority carrier capture (MCC) technique is employed in order to ep#:mate the low-temperature
cross section of minority carrier holes into the DX center in Te- and Si-doped AIo. 3Gao.7As. The measured
hole capture cross sections are approximately 2 x 10"19 cm 2 and 1.5 x 10"17 cm 2 for Te- and SI-doped
AJo.3Gao.7^ respectively, and are independent of temperature below approximately 70 K The discrepancy
In the magnitudes of these cross sections is explained in terms of multiphonon emission theory. The
magnitude and temperature-dependence of these capture cross sections indicates that the rate-limiting step
for hole capture Involves DX in a neutral charge state.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
For over a decade the physical nature of the DX center in AIGaAs has been a subject of great interest

and controversy [1-7]. The DX center has attracted considerable attention because of its peculiar properties
such as persistent photoconductivity (PPC) and a large Franck-Condon shift.
The purpose of this paper is to describe an experimental study in which the low-temperature hole
capture cross section of the DX center is measured for Te- and Si-doped AI0 .3 Gao.TAs. The low-temperature
hole capture cross section is evaluated using the minority carrier capture (MCC) technique [8].

The

motivation for measuring the low-temperature capture cross section is to identify the charge state of the DX
center which should aid in assessing its physical identity.
The DX hole capture cross section has been measured at intermediate temperatures (205-225 K) by
Watanabe et al. [9] using deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
Al0 .3 Gao. 7As samples. In this range of temperature, the hole capture cross section was found to depend
exponentially with temperature, consistent with capture by multiphonon emission (MPE) and to have an
activ.on energy of 0.14 eV.
We have measured the low-temperature hole capture cross sections of the DX center for Te- and SIdoped Alo.3 Gao.As to be approximately 2x10 "19 cm 2 and 1.5x1 0 "17 cm 2 , respectively. These capture cross
sections are also found to be temperature-independent for less than about 70 K. According to the MPE
theory of Ridley and Amato [101 and the experimental trends established by Henry and Lang [11] and by
Hamilton et al. [8], low-temperature capture cross sections with magnitudes such as we measure and which
are independent of temperature are consistent with capture by a neutral level. Thus, the primary conclusion
of this study is that hole capture into the DX center occurs with DX in a neutral charge state.
Recently, the negative-U model for the DX center as proposed by Chadi and Chang [12,13] has
gained wide acceptance as an explanation of DX behavior. Our conclusion that hole capture into the DX
center Involves DX in a neutral charge state can be reconciled with the model of Chadi and Chang if it is
assumed that the MCC process is a two-step process in which the rate-limitirg step is the capture of the
second hole into a neutral state.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In the MCC process, photogenerated minority holes diffuse into the space-charge region of a Schottky

barrier diode sample and are then captured by DX centers. Two types of starting material are used for the
MCC experiments: (1) a 3 gm-thick, Te-doped, n-type (2.5x10 17 cm'3), Alo.3 Gao.7As epitaxial layer is grown
at Boeing by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on an n'-GaAs substrate with a (100)
orientation; and (2) a2 gm-thick, SI-doped n-type (2x1017 cm "3) is grown at Oregon State University by MBE
using an n+-GaAs substrate with a (100) orientation.
Au Schottky barrier contacts are evaporated onto the sample surface and are defined by either a
shadow mask or by a lift-off process. Ohmic contact to the n + back side is accomplished using evaporated
NI/Au-Ge/Au metal layers and annealing 5 minutes at 4200C in forming gas.

Processed wafers with

Schottky barrier diodes are scribed into small pieces and mounted in a dual-in-line package.
The MCC experimental procedure essentially consists of measuring the capacitive rise times due to
photexcitation with above- and below-bandgap light and also measuring the short-circuit current. The
Schottky barrier sample is illuminated using a tungsten light source with a Jarrell-Ash monochrometer. The
capacitance transient Is monitored with a Hewlett-Packard 4280A fast capacitance meter and the short-cirruit
current Is measured using a Hewlett-Packard 4140B picoammeter. Temperature control is achieved using
an Air Products DF202 helium closed-cycle cryostat and a Scientific Instruments 5500 temperature controller.
Equipment control and data acquisition is accomplished with a Hewlett-Packard 9326 desktop computer.
The experimental steps comprising the MCC experiment are as follows:
a)

Cool the sample in the dark to a given temperature while applying a small forward bias
to the sample.

b)

Measure the capacitance trans t.t under sub-bandgap illumination using a known photon
flux.

c)

Heat the sample to room temperature to reset it and then cool it to the same temperature
as in a).

d)

Measure the capacitance transient subject to bandedge illumination using the same
photon flux as in b).

2

4

e)

Measure the short-circuit current using bandedge light.

This procedure is then repeated for different temperatures.

3.

MINORITY CARRIER CAPTURE: THEORY
The MCC expression for the hole capture cross section, ap, as derived by Hamilton et al. [8] is not

relevant to the problem of minority hole capture by DX. Thus, a derivation of ap is provided using the same
basic approach as employed by Hamilton et al.
The basic principle of the MCC technique is illustrated in Fig. 1. When a zero- or reverse-biased
Schottky barrier is uniformly illuminated with bandedge light, a short-circuit photocurrent, composed of
recombination and diffusion currents, is produced. Recombination current is generated when incident, bandedge photons create electron-hole pairs in the space-charge region which are subsequently separated by
the internal space-charge field. Electron-hole pairs created within a diffusion length of the space-charge
region edge can also contribute to the photocurrent if the photo-induced minority carriers diffuse into the
space-charge region and then drift across the space-charge region to contribute to a diffusion current. In
n-type semiconductors only holes (i.e., minority carriers) diffuse into the space-charge region whereas
electrons are repelled by the potential barrier. Accordingly, the short circuit photocurrent is dominated by
the diffusion current component as long as the minority carrier diffusion length is much larger than the width
of the space-charge region, L~p : W.
As shown in Fig. 1, the charge state of the deep levels, which are initially occupied by electrons in
the space-charge region, is changed by the capture of injected holes. The hole-capture is monitored by
measuring the capacitance transient with a high-frequency capacitance meter since positive charge builds
up in the space-charge region. Thus, the depletion region shrinks and the capacitance increases.
Excitation of the Schottky diode with weakly absorbing bandedge light can result in several excitation
processes. These interactions are shown in Fig. 2, with corresponding transition rate parameters listed in
Table 1. In Fig. 2, thermal and optical processes are indicated by straight and waved lines, respectively.
The processes are described as follows:

3

Process 1: Optical absorption within a diffusion length of the space charge region creating an
excess hole population inside the space charge region.
Process 2: Optical absorption in the space charge region creating electron-hole pairs
separated by the field.
Process 3: Holes created by process 1 are captured by the electron-filled state (i.e., the most
desirable outcome in MCC experimentation).
Process 4: Electrons created by process 2 are captured by empty (hole-filled) states.
Process 5: Direct electron photoionization.
Process 6: Direct hole photoionization.
Process 7: Thermal ionization of electrons.
Process 8: Thermal ionization of holes.
Note that processes 4, 6, and 8 tend to cause negative charge build-up in the depletion layer. Accordingly,
the depletion width expands and the capacitance decreases. Conversely, processes 3, 5, and 7 tend to
cause positive charge build-up in the depletion !ayer. Thus, the depletion width shrinks and the capacitance
increases. In Table 1, standard notation is used, where 41and a denote, respectively, the photon flux and
the absorption coefficient, cn and cp are, respectively, the electron and hole capture rates, e n and ep denote
the corresponding emission rates, and the superscripts t and o denote thermal and optical processes,
respectively.

The incremental values An and Ap denote excess carrier densities produced by the

photocurrent.
If the total concentration of the deep level is NT, then NT = nT + pT, where nT and PT are,
respectively, the Instantaneous concentration of trapped electrons and holes. If the illumination activates

all the processes listed in Table 1, then the rate of change of the trapped electron density,

dt

,

will be

dnT
(processes involving an increase in the trapped e' concentration) - (processes

-

involving a decrease In the trapped e' concentration),

dnT
=

dt

(processes 8, 6, and 4) - (processes 7,
5, and 3)

and
-dnT(e=

d T(eI

e°.on
+

. T

e~0 +C An) PT

-

en

e

cp)n

(e'

e

cPA p) -n(1

(1)
t

t

At temperatures below 80 K, the thermal ionization processes are negligible and et = et = 0. Note
that in contrast to silicon and other binary compound semiconductors, process 6, hole photoionization, does
not occur for AlGaAs even after DX is ionized because of large lattice relaxation. That is, the PPC effect
cannot be optically quenched, as observed by Nelson [1]. Accordingly, process 6 can be ignored and
eop a 0. If the hole diffusion length, L.p, is much larger than the space-charge width, W, then the diffusion
component of the photocurrent dominates and Ap . An. It is generally accepted that the electron capture
cross section (on) of DX centers at low temperature is extremely small (hence, PPC occurs). Thus, the hole
capture rate (process 3) dominates over the electron capture rate (process 4) and cpAp

> CnAn.

Given the above conditions, rate equation (1) can be rewritten as

dnT
d

0
= -

(en + cPAp) nT

(2)

which can be solved to obtain

In nT

-

+

-

c

(3)

where
1
en+ CPAP

The boundary c,..Jition of relevance is nT = N T at t = 0; that is, the DX centers are filled with electrons.
This condition can be achieved by application of a forward bias to the sample as it is cooled. Thus,
c = InNT, and taking the exponential of each side of (3) gives
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(4)

nT = NT e - '
also, nT = NT

-

PT so that

p7(t) = N T (

-

(5)

e-T,.

The charge exchange kinetics are reflected directly in the high frequency capacitance per unit area
of the barrier

1Ep',Q(V'±V/2
B (p (t)) t2 = Bq ' 2 [N,

(VE()j=

C(t) =

(6)

+ PT(t)r 2

(6)

and

B : (2 (V ±V))

and p*(t)

=

q[N*

+

PT(t)]

where p+ is the net positive space charge density in the space charge region,

Vbi ± V

is the total potential

drop across the barrier, and Nnet is the net positive charge concentration in equilibrium. When t = 0, that
is, before turning on the light, C(t) Is

C(o)
since nT

=

N Tr at t = 0, and PT
C 2(t)

-

=

=

(7)

B qI2(N

0. Next, (6) and (7) may be manipulated [14] to yield

C2(0) =

AC 2(t)

2C(0)(t)

C2(0)

- 2C 2 (0) = P(t)

(8)

Nn

C2(0)

which leads to two limiting cases. First, if the capacitance change is much less than the initial capacitance,
i.e., AC(t) < C(0), then the expression can be simplified as

C 2(t)

-

C2 (0) = 2

C 2 (0)

AC(t)
C(0)

6

= P(t)
N*

(9)

Therefore, the capacitance change as a function of time is expressed as

ACM

=

1

(0) P-t__

2

(10)

N*

Second, i the capacitance change is greater than the initial capacitance, AC(t) > C(0), then the expression
is
C 2 (t) - C2(0)

= &C 2 (t)+

2

C (0)

2 AC(t)C(0) = P-(t)
C2(0)

(11)

N*

and the capacitance change as a function of time is expressed as

AC 2 (t) + 2 AC(t)C(O) = C2(0) PT

.

(12)

For the current investigation, the capacitance change is larger than the initial capacitance. Thus, from
(5) and (12),

AC 2 (t) + 2 AC(t)C(0) =

where crl

=

NT

C2(0) (1

-

e-v' )

(13)

(e' + cpAp) "1 n capacitance rise-time measured under bandedge illumination (i.e., illumination

at a photon energy slightly above bandgap where the absorption depth is large, ensuring that carrier

generation occurs Inthe semiconductor bulk). The hole capture rate, cp can be expressed as,
¢p = uth(h I up

(14)

so that using the definition of vrl and (14) and solving for the hole capture cross section gives,
-1

O,(T)=

-1

',1 - 'r2
v(h "*)Ap

(15)

where rr2 is defined as e n. vr2 is the measured capacitance rise-time under sub-bandgap illumination. In
(15), Trl and vr2 are experimentally measurable values, while uth(h +) isthe hole thermal velocity expressed
by
7

uh(h)

(16)

3 k 8T

=

where ks = Boltzmann's constant and m* = the effective mass of the hole.
It is then necessary to determine the injected hole conc3ntration, Ap. If the hole diffusion length, LP,
is much larger than the depletion width, then the short-circuit current, Jsc, is considered to be composed
of just diffusion current. Therefore,

q p dx .-0 where p = Ape
JwJ==
=qD

'

(17)

and where x = 0 denotes the edge of the space charge region. Also,

e -4L.(1=
I x=O
LP

p
1-RI-0LP

(18)

Substituting (18) into (17), expressing LP in terms of Dp and the hole lifetime, Tp, and solving for Ap gives

J
P/.P) a
q (D=

(19)

Finally, the hole capture cross section is obtained by combining (15) and (19), and is expressed as

op(T) = q (

-

)r

rD/?)"

)th(h *) J,0
where
=

capacitance rise time under bandedge illumination,

'Cr2

= capacitance rise time under sub-bandgap illumination,

1C

=

ut(h )

= thermal velocity of holes,

Dp

= hole diffusivity, and

.13C

= short-circuit current density.

minority carrier lifetime,

8

(20)

Equation (20) is the expression used to evaluate the low temperature hole capture cross section in the MCC
experiment

4.

MINORITY CARRIER CAPTURE:

A.

Evaluation of the Low-Temperature Capture Cross Section

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate the low-temperature hole capture cross section using (20), the parameters -.rl,
uth(h+), Dp. and J.

must be determined.

Tr,,

rrl, Tr2, and Jsc are obtained from experiment, while the

remaining parameters are obtained as follows.

The hole thermal velocity is given by (16) using

m; (x - 0.3) , 0.666 m. and the relevant temperature as summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The hole diffusivity
is estimated using the Einstein relation,
D

=

p k3 T/q

(21)

,

and the hole mobility is assumed to be dominated by ionized impurity scattering so that Lp is estimated
using the Brooks-Herring equation [15],
=
S

3 1 fIn -961r m; k, T 2 e
64v'c e2 (2kT)

lip

3

I

2 h2 N
qn
1

J

(22)

where e, h, and q are the dielectric constant, Planck's constant, and the electronic charge, respectively, and
N, is the total concentration of ionized impurities. Finally, -r = 10 nsec as reported by Ahrenkiel et a. [16].
The capacitance rise times, crl and vr2, measured under bandedge and sub-bandgap illumination
are obtained from capacitance transient measurements as shown in Fig. 3 for a Te-doped sample. The rise
time is estimated from values of 10% to 90% of the capacitance transient.
All of the relevant parameters of (20), as well as the calculated capture cross sections for a variety
of temperatures, are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 for Te- and Si-doped samples, respectively. As may be
seen from these tables, the hole capture cross sections evaluated for the Te- and Si-doped samples are
approximately 2.0x10

1

cm2 and 1.5x10

17

cm2 , respectively, and are independent of temperature below

- 70 K Thus, while it can be concluded that both Te and Si DX centers have a small cross section for
minority carier hole capture, there is a discrepancy in the magnitudes of these capture cross sections.
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B.

MPE Theory Explanation of the Discrepancy of Measured Capture Cross
Sections
This discrepancy in the magnitudes of the low-temperature capture cross sections for Te- and Si-

doped samples can be explained in terms of nonradiative recombination by multiphonon emission (MPE)
[171. In general, the MPE capture cross section, a, is expressed by [171
a = Af(O)

(23)

,

where
A

=

a term Involving only the electronic matrix elements of the transition, and

f(hv) = the optical lineshape for phonon-assisted absorption or emission transitions.
For MPE capture, the temperature-dependence of f(O) is given by [17]

f(0)

(24)

=

V4i ERk3T'
where ER = relaxation energy, Ee.

= capture barrier, and T* = effective temperature. The effective

temperature, T', is defined as [17]
k=T

h'w coth

r

(25)

hke]

At low temperature, the effective temperature, kT', is simplified as
kBT

= h_
471

,(26)

since
h

1

with

[4n k9TJ

h
4% k9T

10

1

(27)

Therefore, the MPE low-temperature capture cross section can be expressed as

Ae -4 W/h,
T

(28)

AeL

where hw is an average phonon energy and the parameter, A, is an adjustable parameter which can vary
2
up to one order of magnitude from the value of Henry and Lang [11] of 1.5x1 0-14 cm -eV which will be

assumed in the subsequent analysis. To evaluate the theoretical low temperature capture cross section, the
parameters E., hw, and ER must be known; these values are not known, however, for nonradiative hole
capture by MPE.
As can be seen from an analysis of (28), aLT depends only weakly on ER. Additionally, the average
phonon energy, hw, should not depend strongly on the dopant. Thus, according to MPE theory, differences
in

OLT

are most likely associated with small differences in E..

As an illustrative example, if we employ

ER = 0.75 eV, as used by Lang [17] in his MPE analysis of the DX center in Te-doped AIGaAs,
hw/2s = 40 meV, an average optical phonon energy for Alo. 3 Gao.TAs [18], and Eca p = 0.14 eV, as
measured by Watanabe et al. [91 for SI-doped Al0.3 Gao.TAs, we obtain a.

= 3x10 "17 cm 2 , consistent with

what we measure for Si-doped Alo.3 Gao.7As. If all of the parameters are held constant except for the capture
barrier which is changed to Eca p = 0.25 eV, we obtain aYLT = 1X10

"19

cm 2 , consistent with our measured

value for Te-doped Alo.3 Gao.7,As. Thus, a two order of magnitude change in aLT can be accounted for by
110 meV change in Eta.

Therefore, we conclude that the differing experimental values of the low-

temperature capture cross sections for Te- and Si-doped samples are consistent with MPE theory.

In

particular, these differences are likely due to small differences in the capture barrier, Eca p , with Te-derived
DX exhibiting a larger barrier to hole capture.

C.

The Charge State of the DX Center
Low-temperature hole capture cross sections measured by the MCC technique for Te- and Si-doped

samples are shown in Fig. 4 and are compared to intermediate-temperature hole capture cross sections
measured by DLTS [9]. It should be noted that the data of Watanabe et al. shown in Fig. 4 imply a smaller
low-temperature hole capture cross section for Si-doped Alo.3 Gao..As than what we deduce from our MCC
11

As
experiment. In contrast, Brunthaler et al. [19] estimate aLT (30K) a 2x10i "' cm 2 for Si-doped Alo.34Gao.
0
from time-resolved photoluminescence studies. We attribute this lack of agreement in the estimation of aLT
between various researchers to differences in samples and in the experimental techniques employed. We
also note that the temperature-independence of aLT is more important for the assessment of the nature of
DX center than these relatively minor differences in the estimated magnitude of

aLT.

For comparative purposes, trends in the capture rate as a function of temperature according to the
MPE theory as proposed by Ridley and Amato [10] are shown in Fig. 5. According to this theory, at low
temperature the capture cross section Is determined solely by the charge of the deep level if capture occurs
by MPE.

The capture cross section increases as temperature decreases for Coulombically attractive

capture.

In contrast, neutral capture is temperature-independent whereas repulsive capture yields a

decreasing cross section with decreasing temperature.

In order to facilitate a comparison of our

experimental data to trends predicted by Ridley and Amato, we include the hole capture rate, cp [i.e.
cp = ut(h+)ap], in Tables 2 and 3. Note from Tables 2 and 3 that, to within experimental accuracy, the
hole capture rate is temperature-independent from 30-70K for both Te- and Si-doped AIo. 3Gao. 7As; this is
consistent with neutral capture, according to the MPE theory of Ridley and Amato.
Additionally, Henry and Lang [11] and Hamilton et al. [81 show experimentally for 15 defects ;n GaAs
and GaP that the low temperature capture cross section for Coulombically attractive centers is large
(_ 10-13

-

10-15 cm 2 ) and increases with decreasing temperature while it is small (- 10- 18

-

10"21 cm 2 ) for

neutral capture and is temperature-independent at low temperature as shown in Table 4.
In summar, MCC experiments indicate the low temperature minority capture cross section to be
approximately 2.Ox1O "19 and 1.5x10 "17 cm2 for Te- and Si-doped samples, respectively, and to be
temperature-independent. The MPE theory of Ridley and Amato [10] and the experimental trends of Henry
and Lang [111 and of Hamilton et al. [81 indicate that because the MCC capture cross sections are of the
magnitude measured and temperature-independent, DX capture must involve a neutral charge state.
This conclusion, that DX hole capture involves a neutral charge state, appears to be in conflict with
the DX model of Chadi and Chang [12,13]. According to the model of Chadi and Chang, the MCC process
can be described by:

12

2 h*

+

(29)

DX- = d

This is the reverse of the DX formation process which is described by:

d

(30)

+ 2 e- = DX-.

Thus the MCC process would appear to involve Coulombically attractive capture in terms of the model of
Chadi and Chang. However, the MCC experimental results can be reconciled with the model of Chadi and
Chang if it is postulated that the MCC process can be described by a two-step process:

step 1 : h* + DX

=

step 2 : h * DX

0=

DX 0

(31)

d (rate-limiting)

where DX0 denotes an intermediate, unstable state of the DX center which exists for only a brief duration
during the transition from DX" to d+.

Step 2 is assumed to be the slower or rate-limiting process which

dominates the overall MCC process. Thus, the results of the current investigation are compatible with the
model of Chadi and Chang [12,131 for DX if the rate-limiting step for hole capture is identified as due to
capture into the neutral DX 0 state.

5.

CONCLUSIONS
An experimental study is presented in which the low-temperature capture cross sections for Te- and

Si-doped AJo.3 Gao.As are estimated by the MCC technique to be approximately 2x1 0-

cm2 and 1.5xl 0-17,

respectively, and to-be independent of temperature below about 70 K In light of the MPE theory of Ridley
and Amato [10] and the experimental trends established by Henry and Lang [11] and Hamilton et al. [8],
we conclude from the magnitude and temperature-dependence of the measured low-temperature capture
cross section that hole capture involves the DX center in a neutral charge state.

This conclusion is

compatible with the DX model of Chadl and Chang [12,131 if it can be assumed that hole capture occurs
by a two-step sequential process in which the second step involves the neutral DX0 state and that this is
the rate-limiting step of the hole capture process.

13
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Table 1. Notation for transition probabilities corresponding to the optical interactions
shown in Fig 2; after Hamilton et al. (1979)
Transition

Optical absorption
Hole capture

Process

Transition Probability
per unit Time
Proportional to 4)

1&2
3

Cp . ap Vth(h*)Ap
Electron capture

4

Electron photoionization

5

Cn o

n

Hole photoionizatlon

6

Electron thermal ionization

7

n

ep o = (0 apo

t
en a
Hole thermal ionization

Vth(e )An

n

Vth Nc exp

-(Ec - ET)

k6 T

8
t

ep

16

OP Vth N v exp

- E,)
kB T

-(ET

Table 2. MCC experimental results for Te-doped Alo. 3 Gao.7As
Parameters

Temperature
30 K

50 K

60 K

70 K

'r1 (sec)

95.7

99

105.6

108.9

'Tr2 (sec)

124.3

125.4

128.7

132
6

1.3x1 0

6

J= (A/cm2)

6

1.3xl 0-

1.3x106

1.3x1 0

uth(h+) (cm/sec)

4.5x10 6

5.8x10 6

6.4x10 s

6.9xl 0 6

D0 (V2 /cm-sec)

0.102

0.34

0.52

0.75

(V/cm-sec)

39.5

78.51

(cm 2)
M(T)

2.lOx10

c(T) (cm 3 /sac)

9.5x10

19

"13

2.63x10

100.5
19

2.36x10

1.5x10 " 2

1
1.5xl O

123.9
1"9

2.48x10

19

1.7x10 " 2

2

Table 3. MCC experimental results for Si-doped Al o0 3 Gao.7As
Parameters

Temperature
40K

50K

60K

70K

80K

Tor (sec)

20.0

22.7

23.6

20.8

19.0

Tr2 (sec)

> 150

> 150

> 150

> 150

> 150

Js (A/cm2)

0.35

0.27

0.37

0.45

0.33

6.9x106

7.4x106

0.4012

0.5797

0.7976

77.5

96.0

115.6

8

u (h + ) (cm/sec)

5.2x10 6

5.8xI0

Do (V2/cm-sec)

0.1526

0.2596

I 0 (V/cm-sec)

44.2

60.2
17

aM(T) (cm 2 )

1.3x10

cD(T) (cm3 /sec)

6.8x10' 11

1.66x10

6.4x10

17

9.6x10-11

17

s

17

8.3x10' 11

1.3x10-

1.4x10

17

24x10

17

9.7x10

11

1.8x10

10

co

w

be

C

Cu

~

a

S3

a

cm

cm

_

0C0D

x

0

cm

Cm

x

x

CC.

c.

c

0

CL

w.cc

0h
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1.

Basic principle of minority carrier capture; after Hamilton et al. (1979).

Figure 2.

Optical Interactions resulting from near bandgap illumination; after Hamilton et al. (1979).

Figure 3.

Capacitance rise time measured at 50 K for a Te-doped sample: (a) under near-bandgap
ilumination, hv - 1.97 eV, and (b) sub-bandgap illumination, hv = 1.38 eV. The energy
bandgap of the n-Al 0.3Gao.7As at 50 K is 1.94 eV.

Figure 4.

Low-temperature hole capture cross sections obtained from MCC experiments for Te- and Sidoped samples. The data designated by +'s is from Watanabe et al. (1986). in which DLTS
was employed to measure the intermediate-temperature hole capture cross section.

Figure 5.

Capture rate as a function of the charge state of the deep level over awide temperature range;
after Ridley and Amato (1981).
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Entropy of migration for atomic hopping
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Corvallis, Oregon 97331-3202
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The entropy of migration of an atom undergoing an atomic hop into a nearest-neighbor vacancy
is calculated under the assumption that the entropy is translational at the saddle-point configuration
and vibrational at the initial, equilibrium state prior to the hop. These contributions to the entropy
of migration are calculated using standard statistical thermodynamic expressions, assuming that the
translational entropy is given by the particle-in-a-box approximation and the vibrational entropy is
that of a simple harmonic oscillator vibrating at the Debye frequency. This formulation of the entropy of migration is then quantitatively applied to explain the abnormal prefactors experimentally
deduced in InP drain-current-drift measurements, in deep-level-defect-transformation kinetic
studies of the metastable M center in InP, and in Si and Ge self-diffusion experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION
The kinetics of solid-state processes such as diffusion
and defect-transformation reactions are often found to
exhibit the Arrhenius form,
k = A exp( - E. / kB T),
(1)
where k is the rate constant, A is the prefactor, E is the
activation energy, and kg is Boltzmann's constant.
Adopting the thermodynamic formulation of rates, ' it is
possible to make the following identifications:
A = A 0exp(AS/k
Ea =AHa ,

8

)

,

(2)
(3)

where A 0 can loosely be interpreted as an attempt frequency and AS, and AH. are, respectively, the entropy
and enthalpy of activation. These activation quantities
represent the difference of the reactant at its saddle-point
configuration with respect to its initial configuration.
The prefactor A has often been observed experimentally to be abnormally large, or alternatively, abnormally
small, in a variety of solid-state processes such as selfdiffusion 2 - 7 and deep-level-defect transformations. 8- 14
The unusual magnitude of the prefactor is attributed to
the correspondingly abnormal magnitude of the entropy
of activation. The physical reason for the unusual magnitudes of these empirically determined activation entropies (i.e., AS AkB > 5 or AS. k < - 5) is generally controversial or unexplained in the prior literature and the
subject of this work.
Three contributions to the entropy of activation have
been discussed in the literature: (1) A vibrational contribution due to a modification of the vibrational frequencies of the lattice when the reactant achieves its saddlepoint configuration, 11.16 (2) a configurational entropy due
to the different multiplicity of bonding configurations
(e.g., Jahn-Teller distortion) at the saddle point compared
to the initial state, 17 and (3) the entropy of ionization due
40

to the softening of the lattice when an electron or hole is
emitted from a defect state compared to when it is localized at that state. 16,18
Note that ionization must occur concomitant with the
process of interest for mechanism 3 to appear in the corresponding activation barrier. In the prior literature, the
first two mechanisms are generally regarded as producing
a AS. k < 5 and the third mechanism is usually either
neglected or argued not to contribute on the ground that
ionization is not correlated with the process. It has often
been said a value of AS. 1k > 5 for a simple point-defect
migration process is "unphysical;" see, for example, Refs.
4 and 5.
The purpose of the work discussed herein is to propose
a physical mechanism associated with atomic migration
which is capable to explaining the very large magnitudes
of the activation entropies AS. k B >> 5. The proposal is
motivated by our own observation of ASAkB-15 for
certain defect-transformation processes in InP.
Our explanation is based upon the ballistic-model
(BM )16. '1920 hypothesis that atomic migration into a vacancy on a nearest-neighbor site may be calculated by assuming that the migration energy is kinetic in origin.
Within the context of this model, the migrating atom
must attain a sufficient kinetic energy to successfully
transverse the saddle-point configuration. In the spirit of
the BM, we propose that the activation entropy of a process involving atomic migration (e.g., diffusion, metastable defect transformations) will be determined (at least to
a large extent) by the difference of the translational entropy of the hopping atom in its saddle-point configuration
and the vibrational entropy of the hopping atom in its
equilibrium position prior to the hop. These two contributions to the activation entropy are calculated using
standard statistical thermodynamic expressions.
Using this formulation for the entropy of activation of
atomic migration, we provide quantitative justifications
for experimentally obtained prefactors for the activation
entropy for phosphorus-vacancy nearest-neighbor hopping contributiotis to drain-current drift in InP metal2962
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insulator-semiconductor (MIS) capacitors and field-effect
3

transistors, '" for the prefactors found in defect8- 2
transformation experiments involving the M center 1 in
InP, and for the self-diffusion4-7of Si and Ge.
II. ENTROPY OF MIGRATION FOR NEARESTNEIGHBOR HOPPING
The physical picture adopted in the BM is as follows,
At temperatures above the Debye temperature OD , the
thermal vibrations of the atoms surrounding a vacancy
fluctuate with a characteristic frequency given approximately by the Debye frequency vD = k D /h, where h is
Planck's constant. Periodically these thermal fluctuations conspire to provide a path for an atom to hop into
the vacancy at a cost of very little potential energy. The
venue for this path is limited by the thermal motion of
the surrounding atom to a period of order the zoneboundary phonon period of the host lattice, which is proportional to the Debye period v3 1.For an atom to successfully migrate it must make the hop in a time less than
the lifetime of the favorable venue. This requires a
minimum velocity of the hopping atom to be

ka

2963

2remk, T) 3 11

S,
-

4

=In j

h3

V

(8)

where e =2.718 and V is the volume of the box which we
take to be the volume occupied by two nearest-neighbor
atoms. In the present work we estimate the volume of
the box as the atomic volume of two atoms as defined by
the Van Vechten- Phillips tetrahedral radii. 22 There are
other equally reasonable ways of approximating the box
volume, such as a narrow channel geometry in which the
hopping atom is restricted in directions perpendicular to
the migration path. We note that either method of calculation yields approximately the same estimate of the box
volume. Furthermore, it is clear from Eq. (8) that the entropy depends weakly (i.e., logarithmically) on the box
volume.
The entropy of migration of an atom hopping into a
vacancy is thus given by,
AS. = ,

where m is the mass of the hopping atom. Thus, since

Therefore, our formulation for the entropy of atomic migration is given by Eqs. (7)-(9). We will now employ
these equations to explain the abnormal activation entropies found experimentally in defect-transformation reactions and self-diffusion.
We note that our formalism is implicitly based on a
constant volume ensemble, whereas the experimental
data we wish to consider are obtained under constant
to distinguish
necessarypressure
Thus, it
pressure.
constant volume
andis constant
entropies.between
23 We

the potential energy that the atom must overcome isassumed to be quite small during this favorable venue, the
enthalpy of migration is given by

do not correct for this difference since these corrections
are rather small, less than k,, for the semiconductors of
interest in this work.

where d is the distance between lattice sites. This velocity corresponds to a kinetic energy
Eki. =mv

2

(5)

,

+mrn2 = +m

H,

(FdvD )2

(6)

where F is a geometric constant erual to 0.9 in the case of
a diamond or zinc-blende lattice.=I
In order to calculate the entropy of migration, we extend the BM treatment. At temperatures above the
Debye temperature an atom on a normal lattice site can
be modeled as a simple harmonic oscillator vibrating at
the Debye frequency. The entropy associated with this
vibrating atom can be calculated from statistical thermodynamics and is given by21
ka

=3

hvo/k

8

T

exp(hvDA/kT)-I
1

(

_I-hvD

-

1etional

where the factor 3 is due to the three degrees of freedom
of the oscillating atom.
According to the BM, during the limited venue that
the atomic migration actually occurs, i.e., when an atom

We also note that our formulation for the migrational
23
entropy differs from that normally employed, 15,
ASm
k

In.I'

(10)

where (aoand c' are the normal-mode frequencies on the
initial and saddle-point configurations, respectively.
Equation (10) is valid only in the context of the harmonic
or quasiharmonic approximation and is deduced assuming that the migrational barrier is best calculated assuming it is potential energy in origin. Thus, the essential
difference between our approach and the conventional
approach is whether the migrational barrier is more
readily calculated as a potential or kinetic energy barrier.
It is difficult to believe that modifications of the vibrafrequencies of atoms surrounding a vacancy during
atomic hopping could be of a sufficient magnitude to account for migrational entropies as large as 15k 8 .
II1. ENTROPY OF MIGRATION EXAMPLES

moves through the saddle-point configuration, the hop-

A. Phosphorus-vacancy nearest-neighbor hopping

ping atom is essentially a free particle moving ballistically. Thus, for this brief period of time the vibrational
modes are replaced by a translational mode. We can calculate the translational entropy using the particle-in-abox approximation, 21

nearest-neighbor
hopping
Phosphorus-vacancy
(PVNNH) has been linked 13 . 14 to drain current drift
(DCD) in InP metal-insulator-semiconductor field-effect
transistors (MISFET's). Consider an InP MISFET or

eI
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MIS capacitor which has P vacancies in the channel region under its gate. Nearest-neighbor hopping of an In
atom into the P vacancy can be described by the following defect reaction:

40

(11)

ters used in this calculation are summarized in Table I).
In the calculation 325 K was used because it is the average temperature at which the activation energy was extracted in the computer simulation. We regard the close
agreement between experiment (15.3) and theory (15.0) as
strong support fc: the importance of the translational

Application of the law of mass action to this defect reaction results in

and ionization entropies in determining the total activation entropy.

[V- Inp"2 ] ae -.
(12)
[VP I[In1 nI
application of a p
gate bias to an InP MiS
Theapito
o
a positive an asmton of Mlc
capacitor or MISFET induces an accumulation of electrons in the channel and hence an increase in [e
which
shifts the equilibrium to the right-hand side of the defect
reaction. Four of the accumulated channel electrons are
captured for every P vacancy annihilated. DCD in
MISFET's or flatband voltage shift in MIS capacitors is
attributed to the loss of these electrons from the channel.
From the BM an activation enthalpy of AH,(Vp)
3
- 1.2 eV was predicted' which was found to be in good
agreement with experimental values 14 deduced from
variable-temperature bias-stress measurements of InP
MIS capacitors. Additionally, a computer simulation of
the effect of the PVNNH mechanism on fHatband voltage
14
shift versus bias stress measurements was performed.
In the kinetic analysis it was found that the rate-limiting
step in the total reaction given by Eq. (11) was

B. The metastable M center

In1 + V " +4e-

Vpe + e

-

VinIn

-2

(13)

( VnInp)

and an entropy of activation AS. was used as an adjustable parameter (the only adjustable parameter) in the
computer simulation to fit the experimental data. A
value ASlP 't/k = 15.3 was deduced from the computer
3
simulation 14 compared to that originally estimated' by
Van Vechten and Wager from
ISa /

k

g = ln( 8D 0 a 2VD),

(14)

where D o is the prefactor of the diffusion constant for in
self-diffusion in InP. Using an experimental value of
Do---I X 105 cm/s as reported3 by Goldstein gives
AS A/kB -- 17.5.
To calculate the entropy of activation we recognize
that the rate-limiting reaction given by Eq. (13) involves
both In hopping and ionization so that the activation entropy is given by

(S.
where AS i is the entropy of ionization. We calculate As
using 16.18,23
a - T)
AS, ( T

28)

(T +p2 )

(16)

where &SCv is the entropy of the band gap (i.e., the entropy of formation of free-electron-hole pairs) and for InP
(Ref. 24) a-=6.63X 10-4 eV/K and = 162 K. AS, is
calculated using Eqs. (7)-(9) which results in an activation entropy AShr/k = 8.2+6.8=15.0 (the parame-

The metastable M center -1 2 is an electronirradiation-induced defect complex in InP which exhibits
two distinct configurations denoted A and B. There is a
rev'!rsible transform. :ion between the configurations
which exhibits the following kinetics8 ' 9 as deduced from
Arrhenius plots:
A ---,.B stage 1:
k = 1018 exp[ -(0.40

eV)/kB T], T = 110 K

(17)

k=l0l0exp[-(0.42eV)/kBTI, T=160K

(18)

A -- B stage 2:

B-

A: k = 107exp[-

(0. 24 eV)/k

B

T], T = 140 K
(19)

We have proposed 12 an atomic model for the M center.
In terms of this atomic model, the reversible transformation A =B may be written as follows:
(VnP)+3e

e- = pP+n
P hop

+ VP

+

+Pin
+P ,(20)

where the parentheses around the first term denotes a
Coulombic attractive interaction between the initial point
defects and P hop identifies P atomic migration to a
nearest-neighbor vacancy as the transformation mechanism. We have discussed 2 the atomic model in some detail; it is our present objective to offer a quantitative explanation for the three widely divergent prefactors found
in the kinetic equations.
First note that the reversible transformation between
configurations as specified by Eq. (20) involves the capture or emission of three electrons as well as a P hop. We
propose that the wide range of empirically deduced prefactors results from differences in the rate-limiting step in
the defect complex transformation. We now individually
treat each of the kinetic equations.
A-.B stage)

=S+1.

T
The process occurs at a temperature of 110 K with a
prefactor A xPt(l 10 K)= 1018. We assume that the ratelimiting step is a process involving a P hop and emission
of a single electron,
(Vl-Pjn)
--* P++ Vp+P0 +e
(21)
P hop

For this rate-limiting defect reaction the prefactor can be
written as
A0 =vDexp((41S,

+AS,)/k8]

(22)
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The parameters used to calculate A 0 are summarized in
Table I. The calculated prefactor A(l10 K)= 1.2X 101
is an excellent agreement with that found experimentally.
Note the very large value of the activation entropy,
AS a/ k , = 12.2 and that the translational entropy
S, 1kB = 8.0 is a dominant contribution.

states. Assuming v =10 - 15 cm 2 , which is a typical capture cross section, we obtain A her(160, K)=9.6X 10"
s-1 (see Table I) again in good agreement with experiment.
3. B -- A
At a temperature of 140 K the prefactor of the B - A

2. Ai--a.B stage 2

transformation is found to be A "Pt(l40 K)= 107 s - . In

This process occurs at 160 K with a prefactor
AexPt(160 K)=10" s- 1. We assume that the ratelimiting step is due to the emission of a single electron,
(23)

•

V.P)°---(
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accordance 9 with Levinson et al. we assume that the reverse reaction occurs in one stage with the capture of
three electrons as well as a P hop,
Pjn+V" +Pjn+3e

(V+Pj) .

-

(25)

P hop

The prefactor of the rate-limiting step corresponds to
electron emission and car, be written,
A0

r

(24)

1kB)

where vth is thermal velocity, a is the capture cross section, and N, is the conduction-band effective density of

The prefactor of this process can be written as,
A 0 =vDexp[(ASm -3AS

)/kB]

where the negative sign before the ionization entropy
arises because of electron capture and a concomitant hardening of the lattice. As summarized in Table I, this re-

TABLE I. InP parameters used in the phosphorus vacancy nearest-neighbor hopping and metastable
M center calculations.
Lattice constant a (A)
Debye temperature OD (K)
Debye frequency VD (s- ')
Mass m (kg)
Tetrahedral radius r (A)

5.868 75
292
6.1X l012
In=1.91X10 - 2,

P=5.14X10 - ' 6

In=1.405,

P=1.128

Volume V (m -3 )
1.76X 10 29
Phosphorus vacancy nearest-neighbor hopping

Temperature T (K)

325

Vibrational entropy S/,
ka

Translational entropy S,/k

3.4
3

Migrational entropy AS,. kB
Ionization entropy AS 1/k B
Activation entropy AS1k,
Metastable M center
A-B stage 1
Temperature T (K)

Vibrational entropy S,/kB
Translational entropy SIkB
Migrational entropy AS,1k3
Ionization entropy AS1k
Activation energy AS,/k,
A -B

Prefactor A 0 (s- 1)
stage 2
Temperature T (K)
Thermal velocity vh (cm/s)
2
Capture cross section a (cm )

(26)

11.6

8.2
6.8
15.0
110

0.8
8.0
7.2
5.0
12.2
1.2X 1018
160
3. X '0
10- 15

Density of states N, (cm- ')
Ionization entropy AS,/k,
PrefacLor A0 (s- ')

1.04X 10'"
5.7
9.6X 10''

Temperature T (K)
Vibrational entropy S,IkB
Translational entropy S, 1k,

140
1.3

B-A

Migrational entropy AS,, k,
Ionization entropy AS, 1k,

8.4
7.1
-5.5

Activation entropy AS, /k s
Prefactor A 0 (s-')

-9.4
5.0Y '01
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suits in a prefactor A hr(140 K)=4.0X 108 s - 1 in
reasonable agreement with that found experimentally.
Note that in this case, the large entropy of three captured
electrons dominates, yielding a negative activation entropy.
C. Self-diffusion in Si and Ge
Let us now test our proposal for the entropy of atomic
hopping by applying it to the experimentally deduced
prefactors for self-diffusion in Ge and Si. The prefactor
for self-diffusion D o for Ge over a temperature range of
766-928 °C was found to be2
D"xp t(Ge)=7.8 cm 2 /s .
(27)
The prefactor for Si self-diffusion when the self-diffusion
data has been fit to a simple Arrhenius plot, has been reported 6 over a very wide range ( 1-9000 cm 2 s). Demond
et al. have shown, however, that the rate of self-diffusion
in Si does not obey 6 a simple Arrhenius law. They have
interpreted this as due to the superposition of two activated
processes.
For
the
temperature
range
830-1200°C the dominant process has a prefactor that
falls within the range,
D xP(Si,low T)=0.2-20 cm 2 /s .
(28)

AS. is temperature dependent so that the average ternperature over the experimental range is used to calculate
ASm. The parameters used to calculate AS,, for Si and
Ge are summarized in Table I. The entropies of formation were taken 26' 27 to be ASJ(Si)/kB = 3.0, ASf(Ge)/
k = 2.6. Using Eq. (30), we find
D wr(Ge)=I cm 2 /s ,
(31)
2
(32)
Dohe'r(Si,low T)=24 cm /s
which are in reasonable agreement with that found experimentally, particularly when it is realized that precise
values for ASf are not well established and there is a
large spread in the experimental data in the case of Si
self-diffusion. Note that the total activation entropy of
the prefactor (i.e., AS. = AS,,, + ASf) is quite large for
both Ge and Si, AS1heor(Ge)/kB = 8.9 and AS,,h r(Si)
=9.2.
An alternative mode of vacancy migration that yields
the same theoretical prefactor for low-temperature Si
self-diffusion is that singly ionized vacancies, rather than
neutral vacancies, are the mediators of self-diffusion and
that they are deionized through capture of free carriers
concomitant with the hopping event, i.e.,

V 1 +e-

k

si

For temperatures greater than 1200"C the dominant process has a prefactor of order
(29)
D"xP'(Si,high T)c-2000 cm 2 /s .
0

Do =.La2fvDexp[(AS, + Asf )/kB

(30)

where a is the lattice constant, f is the correlation factor
(equal to I for self-diffusion by vacancy migration in diamond lattices 25 ), and ASf is the entropy of formation of a
vacancy. AS,, is calculated using Eqs. (7)-(9). Note that

V~i

hop

(33)

S

or
V- +h +
si

We assume that self-diffusion in Ge and lowtemperature self-diffusion in Si proceeds via neutral
monovacancy
25 diffusion. The prefactor for self-diffusion is
given by 4 ,5,

40

V

hop

(34)

.
S

The activation entropy for both of these self-diffusion
mechanisms is the same as in Eq. (30), namely
(AS
contribuotiu
nrp
8 , since the ionization entropy
Af1,,sneteinzto
(S, +ASy)/k
tion from the singly ionized vacancy is canceled by the
ionization entropy associated with the free-carrier capture. Note that Eqs. (33) and (34) for Si are similar to
Eqs. (13), (21), and (25) for InP in that our prefactor
analysis suggests that carrier capture or emission often
occurs concomitant with atomic hopping.
The prefactor for high-temperature self-diffusion in Si

TABLE II. Parameters used to calculate the entropy of migration for Si and Ge self-diffusion. The
values in parentheses refer to high-temperature self-diffusion in Si.
Parameter
Lattice constant a (1)
Debye temperature OD (K)
Debye frequency VD (s-1)
Mass m (kg)
Tetrahedral radius r (A)
Volume V (m - )
Temperature T (K)
Vibrational entropy S,/ kg
Translational entropy S,/kg
Migrational entropy AS, k
Formation entropy ASl/k
Ionization entropy ASi/ks
Activation entropy AS1ks
Prefactor D o (cm 2/s)

Silicon

Germanium

5.43072
648
1.35 X 10"
4.66X 10- 26
1.173
1.35X 10- 29
1288 (1573)
5.1 (5.7)
11.3 (11.6)
6.2 (5.9)
3.0
(5.0)
9.2 (13.9)
24 (2708)

5.65754
374
7.79X 1012
1.21 X 10- 2
1.225
1.54X 10- 29
1120
6.3
12.6
6.3
2.6
8.9
I1
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can be justified in accordance with our activation entropy
formulation if the total activation entropy used in Eq.
(30) is given by
AS.

ASm +ASf + AS,

.

(35)

Using an average temperature of 1573 K and Eq. (16) to
1
6
evaluate ASwith
a=4. 73 X l0 eV/K and(see 636 K
yields A 1s
5. 0. This leads to (see Table II)
sfdks = 13.9 and a prefactor for high-temperature Si
self-diffusion
D0h

(Si, high T)=2708 cm 2 /s

(36)

which is in reasonable agreement with that deduced by
Demond et al. There are various mechanisms for selfdiffusion which would result in this prefactor: neutral va-

cancies which ionize concomitant with the hop to become
singly ionized, singly ionized vacancies which hop
without changing their ionization state, or doubly ionized
vacancies which undergo free-carrier capture during the
hop to become singly ionized. The situation becomes further complicated if the negative U character28 of Vsi is
brought in to consideration.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
We propose the entropy of atomic migration may be
calculated from a difference of the translational and vibrational entropy as calculated using Eqs. (7)-(9). It is
found that in a kinetic process involving atomic hopping
is often dominated by the effects of the migrational and
ionization entropies. We have been able to quantitatively
account for the prefactors, or equivalently, the activation
entropies, of PVNNH in InP MIS devices, transformations in the metastable M center in InP, and self-diffusion
in Si and Ge. Prefactors with magnitudes as large as
those exhibited in the processes discussed were previously
considered to be anomalous. We believe that analysis of
the magnitudes of prefactors, along the lines of that discussed herein, may be a powerful approach for the microscopic identification of defects and defect-related process-

es.
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Enthalpy of formation of antisite defects and antistructure pairs in IIl-V
compound semiconductors
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(Received 30 March 1989; accepted for publication 11 May 1989)
A formulation for estimating the enthalpy of formation of neutral, isolated antisite defects in
III-V compound semiconductors is presented, in which it is assumed that the formation
enthalpy is comprised of disorder and electronic contributions. The disorder contribution was
previously calculated by Van Vechten [J. Electrochem. Soc. 122, 423 (1975); Handbook on
Semiconductors, edited by S. P. Keller (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1989), Vol. 3, Chap. 1].
The electronic contribution is equal to the difference of the donor (acceptor) levels with the
valence-band maximum (conduction-band minimum). The enthalpy of formation of neutral,
singly, and doubly ionized, isolated antisites is estimated for GaAs and InP. The enthalpy of
formation of neutral antistructure pairs in wide band-gap III-V semiconductors is calculated
assuming that the binding energy is given by the electrostatic energy of a doubly ionized
nearest-neighbor pair of antisites separated by a normal lattice site. The enthalpy of formation
of neutral antistructure pairs in the narrow band-gap III-V semiconductors InAs and InSb is
estimated assuming the binding energy is twice the band-gap energy.

INTRODUCTION
The enthalpy of formation of a neutral antistructure
pair AHf (B 4 A ' ) is defined by the reaction
AA B

=

BAA s,

Af (BA A

),

(1)

formation of the neutral antistructure pair. Note that this
approach differs" '2 from that originally taken by Van Vechbegan by considering the antistructure pair formaten,
tion who
enthalpy and then inferred the formation enthalpy of
the individual antisites. Thus, the second goal of this paper is

corresponding to the interchange of two atoms in a unit cell
of the crystal. Van Vechten has calculated" 2 the enthalpies
of formation of neutral antistructure pairs using the dielectric two-band model while treating the defect complex as a
pair of impurities B, and AB. Within the context of this
model, the enthalpy of formation of an antistructure pair is
the sum of two terms,

to re-estimate the enthalpy of formation of antistructure
pairs in III-V compound semiconductors.

AH (BAA,) = AHo(BAAB) + AH, (BAAB).
(2)
2
The first term AH o is the contribution actually calculated"
is
a
by Van Vechten using the dielectric two-band model, and
disorder term associated with the reduction in the optical
band gap resulting from the disorder concomitant with the
formation of antisite defects. The second term is an electronic contribution due to the ionization charge state of the
defect complex. Van Vechten has argued' .2that since an antistructure pair is neutral within the unit cell, the electronic
contribution will be zero, and the enthalpy of formation of
an antistructure pair is entirely due to the first term,

exists as a double acceptor3 with a possible charge state of 0,
- 1, or - 2, while a BA antisite is a double donor with a
charge state of 0, + 1, or + 2. The actual charge state in
which an antisite exists depends on the location in energy of

AHJf(B 4 A

H)
Ho(B 4A
V

s,).

f

(3)

Values for af 0 (BI4 A B) and thus for AJJ(B4 A e) as calculated" - by Van Vechten are given in Table I.
The first goal of the work discussed in this paper is to
estimate the enthalpy of formation of isolated antisite defects
in III-V compound semiconductors. To accomplish this, we
first estimate the enthalpy of formation of isolated, neutral
antisite defects, and from these values infer the enthalpy of
1997
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ENTHALPY OF FORMATION OF ANTISITE DEFECTS
Isolated antisites are not necessarily electrically neutral.
An A, antisite defect in a III-V compound semiconductor

TABLE I. Disorder contribution to the enthalpy of formation of antisite
defects and antistructure pairs in II1-V compound semiconductors. Enthalpy is expressed in units of eV.

Semiconductor

AHO(BA

s)

AHO(A 8)

AHO(B

AlP

1.10

0.60

0.50

AlAs

AISb

0.75
0.38

0.30
0.02

0.45
0.36

GaP
GaAs

1.06
0.70

0.68
0.35

0.38

GaSb
InP

0.40
1.11

InAs
lnSb

0.90

0.08
0.89
0.57
0.27

0.32
0.42
0.33
0.27

0021-8979/89/171997-05$02.40

0.54

c 1989 American Institute of Physics

)

0.35

1997

&

cAH(B

D

0

6

where EDI and ED2 are the first- and second-donor ionization energies, respectively. Similarly, the electronic contribution to the enthalpy of formation of a neutral cation antisite is given by

A

+

D2

+'

-

A2

')=(Ec-EA,)+(Ec-EA 2),

_AHe(A

A

Ev
FIG. 1.An energy-band diagram which illustrates that the electronic contribution to the enthalpy of formation of a neutral anion antisite defect is
equal to the difference inthe donor levels with respect to the valence-band
maximum, and isequal to the difference inthe acceptor levels with respect
to the conduction-band minimum for a neutral cation antisite.
the ionization levels and on the position of the Fermi level. In
general, the enthalpy of formation of an antisite defect will
have both disorder and electronic contributions,
AHf (B '

= AHo(A x ) + AHe (A
&Ho(B

(7)

where Ec denotes the bottom of the conduction band, and
I and EA 2 are the first and second ionization energies,
respectively.
It is now possible to calculate the enthalpy of formation

SEA

AH(A -)

(6)

)=(ED, - EV) + (ED2 -Ev),

(4)
(5)

),

) + AH,(B;),

where z = 0, 1, or 2 is the charge state of the antisite defect.
Van Vechten has previously calculated" 2 the disorder
contribution to the formation enthalpy for isolated, neutral
antisite defects. These values are presented in Table I for IIIV compound semiconductors. To determine the total enthalpy of formation, it is necessary to calculate the electronic
contribution AHo.
The electronic contribution AH,for an isolated anion
antisite is calculated as follows. Consider a neutral anion
atom sitting on its normal lattice site B '. For the purpose of
calculating AH, (B x ), we envisage B i as a neutral donor
with ionization levels that lie at the valence-band maximum
E,. The neutral anion antisite B ,which is the analog of B x,
possesses two ionization levels ED, and ED2 , which are
within the energy band gap, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, replacement of B ' by B ' requires an electronic energy equal
to the difference of the donor levels with respect to the valence-band maximum. The electronic contribution to the
enthalphy of formation of a neutral anion antisite is simply

of neutral, isolated antisite defects from Eqs. (4) and (5)

with the help of Eqs. (6) and (7) for evaluation of the electronic contribution and, with the aid of Table I, for evaluation of the disorder contribution. It is possible, however, that
the antisite defect is singly or doubly ionized instead of neutral; the Fermi-level position and ionization energies of the
antisite will determine the actual charge state. If the antisite
is ionized and if the ionization energies of the antisite are
known for the semiconductor of interest, the enthalpy of
formation of the antisite in other charge states may be calculated using the Law of Mass Action to give [see the Appendix for a derivation of Eq. (8)]
AHF(BA) = AI'/(BA ) + (ED2 -EF),
AHf( B -) = A
xf(.B
) + (EF - ED I ),
AHf(A a )= AHf(A a 2)+ (E, - EA,

(8)
(9)
(10)

AHf(A B ) = AHf(A i) + (E,, - EF),
(11)
where EF is the Fermi level.
The enthalpies of formation of isolated antisite defects
of various charge states are given in Table II for GaAs and
InP. These values are calculated using the ionization energies given in Table III and assuming a Fermi-level position at
the band edges E, or E,,or at midgap E,. Note that we have
employed ionization energies which are estimated for T = 0
K in this work; we ignore the temperature dependence of
these ionization energies.
It is apparent from Tables I and II that the electronic
term AH,is a major component of the total enthalpy of
formation of individual antisite defects for III-V compound
semiconductors. It is also important to note that the Fermi-

TABLE II.Enthalpies of formation of isolated antisite defects of various charge states for (a) GaAs and (b) InP. These values were calculated for three
Fermi-level positions and by assuming that the antisite ionization energies are those given in Table III. Enthalpy isexpressed in units of eV
(a) GaAs
EF position

E,

E,
E,

AI(

,

H,(B, )

aH (B

)

1H,
A(A~a

1H,(A

1 HI,(.4
s:

1.62
1.62
1.62

2.39
1.63
0.87

339
1.87
0.35

3.11
3.11
3.11

1.67
2.43
3.19

0.35
1.87
3.39

2.38
2.38
2.38

2.39
1.68
0.97

3.26
1.84
0.42

3.57
3.57
3.57

2.28
2.99
3,70

0.89
2.31
3.73

(b) lnP
Ec
E,

E,
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TABLE I1. Estimated ionization energies at T= 0 K of isolated antisite
defects in GaAs (Ref. 4) and InP (Ref. 5). Energies are with respect to the
conduction band minimum for donors and the valence band maximum for

AHb (BA ) is defined as the energy required to separate it
into two isolated antisite defects,
BAA

ccp

B

2

+Aj

2

;

A.Hb(BAA A).

(13)

Ionization Energy (eV)
Defe__t__onizationleve
A,

B.

We assume that this binding energy is approximated by
some fraction a of the electrostatic energy of the doubly ion-

___hrgestateG__sIn_

AI
A2

-/0

0.078

/

DI
D2

0/+
+/+ +

0.20
0.77
1.00

0.03
0.13
0.87

The neutral antistructure pair BA A ' may be envisaged
+
as a nearest-neighbor pair comprised of A - and B A
Z
where z is the charge state of the individual antisites. We
argue that z = 2 for both components of the antistructure
pair, independent of the ionization energy locations of the
individual antisite defects as long as the Fermi level is within
approximately the middle half of the band gap. This follows
from the effect of associates of oppositely charged defects on
the position of the ionization level.' If a positively charged
defect combines with negatively charged defect to form a
pair, the ionization energies of this defect complex differ
from that of the individual isolated defects; the donor levels
move toward the conduction band and the acceptor levels
toward the valence band. The total change in the ionization
level positions due to association can be approximated 3 as
the electrostatic energy due to two nearest-neighbor point
charges,
(12)

where ZA and Z, are the charges of the two antisite defects
comprising the antistructure pair, r is the equilibrium nearest-neighbor separation distance, and Lis the dielectric constant. For III-V compound semiconductors, ZA = Z& = 2,
e = 12, and r=2.5 A which gives AE= 1.8 eV. This is approximately equal to, and in some cases much greater than,
the band gap of the IlI-V semiconductor under consideration. Thus, the effect of association is to force the ionization
levels close to or resonant with the conduction or valence
bands so that the individual antisites attain their full ionization state of 2, and the antistructure pair is net neutral
A i =B A.
The binding energy of the neutral antistructure pair
J. AppI. Phys.. Vol. 66, No. 5, 1 September 1989

AHtb(BAAf) = 4q 2a/41rer.

(14)

Some discussion of Eq. (14) is required. Within the
framework cf our assertions, the binding energy of a neutral
antistructure p tir is identified as the Coulomb interaction
energy of the uoubly ionized, nearest-neighbor antisite defect pair as estimated in the fully screened, point charge approximation. Additionally, this interaction energy is identifled as the energy of association which forces the ionization
fidathenryoascainwihfresheoizin
levels near to or resonant with the respective band edges. We

assert that the fully screened, point charge approximation is
a reasonable estimate of the antistructure pair binding energy as long as the antistructure pair ionization energies are
present within the band gap and are, thus, localized electronic states. When the ionization levels become resonant
with the band edge, however, the fully screened, point
-harge approximation is of questionable validity since these
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tions,

0.01

level position and the ionization energy positions have a profound effect on the energy of formation of antisite defects,
particularly in the case of wide band-gap semiconductors
such as GaAs and InP. Even when the electronic contribution is properly taken into account, thermodynamic energy
that antisites
the conclusion
to
accounting leadsaccontig
o te
lads
cnclsiontha
anisits and
ad antiatiformation
of
energy
smaller
a
structure pairs typically have
than vacancies and divacancies. Thus, antisites should be
tanicipaie ascomon d fcats.in Ts, a n
shon b
ductors
c

AE = ZA Zaq 2 /41rr,

ized antisite defects occupying unperturbed lattice site posi-

Ptates are now resonant and, hence, nonlocal in nature.
Without becoming entrenched in these subtleties, we
postulate that only a fraction a of the Coulombic energy
contributes to the antistructure pair binding energy; this
fraction corresponds to the amount of association energy it
takes to push the antistructure ionization levels out of the
band gap. In order to evaluate a, we must know the ionization energies of the isolated antisite defects as well as the
fraction of energy which goes into modifying each ionization
level. It is clear that a will be greater for wide band-gap
semiconductors compared to narrow band-gap semiconductors like InAs and InSb, since a small fraction of the association energy is sufficient to push the ionization levels resonant with the band edges for semiconductors with small
band gaps.
In order to estimate the enthalpy of formation of an
antistructure pair in a III-V semiconductor without knowing a, we adopt the following approach. We assume the antistructure binding energy to be the smaller of: (a) that calculated from Eq. (14) with a = I or (b) twice the band-gap
energy 2Ec, which is the association energy required to
push four ionization levels from midgap to the band edges.
Thus,
(15)
whichever is smaller. As noted in Eq. (15), this estimate
corresponds to a maximum value of the binding energy
which would, thus, correspond to a minimum value of the
enthalpy of formation of an antistructure pair.
With these issues resolved, we can return to the problem
of estimating the enthalpy of formation of a neutral antistructure pair, where we will now employ Eq. (15) as an
estimate of the binding energy,
AH mbax(BAA

B)

= 4q2/(41rEr) or 2Ecv,
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) = AHfI(A 8-') + AH(B

AHH'(BAA

- A fb (BAA
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APPENDIX

From Eqs. (4), (7), (10), and ( 11 ),
A&/H-(A

2

Ho(A x) +2(Ec -E,)

)

and from Eqs. (5), (6), (8), and (9),
AHf(B -A) = AHo(B -) + 2(EF - EV).
Combining Eqs. (16), (17), and (18) leads to
HIf (BA

x)

=

A derivation of the relation between the enthalpy of for-

A.Ho (BAA x ) + 2Ec, - AHb (BAA x ),

(19)
where Ec, is the band gap. The enthalpy of formation of a
neutral antistructure pair may be estimated using Eqs. (15)
and (19) without any knowledge of the ionization energies
of the defect complex. These values are compiled in Table IV
for III-V semiconductors. Our values for 1.95 and 1.79 eV
for the antistructure pair enthalpy of formation and binding
energy, respectively, are in rough agreement with that calculated6 by Baraff and Schluter ( - 1.7 and - 2.5 eV). "
It can be seen from Table IV that the enthalpy of formation of an antistructure pair is greater 1.2 than that originally
estimated by Van Vechten for all of the III-V semiconductors considered, except for InAs and InSb, which are identical to his original estimates. In his original formulation, Van
Vechten considered only the disorder contribution to the
enthalpy of formation of an antistructure pair, whereas in
this work we also include electronic and binding contributions. Our formulation of the antistructure pair enthalpy of
formation as given by Eq. (19) reduces to that of Van Vechten when it is assumed that the electronic and binding contri-

butions are of equal magnitude. Note from Table IV that this
assumption is employed only for the small band-gap semiconductors InAs and InSb, in which case the Coulombic
energy is greater than twice the band gap. For all of the other
Ill-V semiconductors considered, the Coulombic energy is
less than twice the band gap, so that the binding energy is
estimated by the fully screened, point charge approximation.
Note once again that the antistructure pair enthalpies of formation listed in Table IV represent lower limit estimates
since Eq. (15) is used to estimate the binding energy.

mation of a fully and partially ionized antisite is given for the
case of a doubly ionized anion antisite which becomes singly
ionized,
BA 2 + e = B.
Application of the Law of Mass Action leads to
K = [B,- ]I[B A'] [e-]

[e- I = N, exp [ (EF - E)/k T ],
(A3)
where N, is the conduction-band effective density of states,
E. is the energy of the bottom of the conduction band, and k
is Boltzmann's constant. Also, from basic semiconductor
statistics,7
[B ]/[B Z] = gz exp[(EF - ED' )/kT], (A4)
where gD2 and ED2 are the degeneracy and energy, respectively, of the second ionization level. Substitution of Eqs.
(A3) and (A4) into (A2) leads to
K = gD 2 /N exp [ (E c - ED 2 )/k T.
(A5)
The Gibbs free energy AGR of the defect reaction specified in
Eq. (Al) is given by
6Gt = AGf(B ) - iGz(B
N
2 ) _AGI (e),
(A6)
where AGf denotes the Gibbs free energy of formation. The
Gibbs free energy of reaction is related to the equilibrium
constant via
AGR = - kTln K.
(A7)
Substitution of Eqs. (AS) and (A6) into (A7) gives
-(BA+AG (B4 2 ) - AGf(e- )

kTin go 2 /N, - (E c -

TABLE IV. Enthalpies of formation of antistructure pairs in Ill-V

Semiconductor

AlP
AlAs
A;Sb

E,

A,

1.10
0.75
0.38

2.52
2.25
1.68

2.49
2.15
1.50

AH,(B

2
4

GaP

1.06

2.34

2.20

GaAs
GaSb
InP

0.70
0.40
1.11

1.52
0.81
1.42

1.79
1.39
1.83

3.65
3.10
2.24
3-54
1.95
0.63
2.12

InAs

0.90

0.42

0.84

0.90

inSb

2000

AH(BA)

0.54
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0.23

0.46

0.54
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A

)

(A2)

where K is the equilibrium constant and the square brackets
denote the concentration of the enclosed species. From semi7
conductor statistics considerations,

AG
cornpound semiconductors. AA,tB, A,) is the disorder contribution, Ecv is
the low-temperature band gap, and AH. isthe enthalpy of binding of the
antistructure pair as estimated from Eq. ( 15). All quantities are expressed
in units of eV.

(Al)

E 2

).

(A8)

The Gibbs free energy of the free electron is given by
AGf(e-) =

Ec

(A9)

- EF,

which when substituted in to Eq. (A8) leads to
AGf ( B ; )

AGr(B

4

+ (E12 - E,) - kTln g,/N,
(
E)
'

(B

(A 10)

The last term in Eq. (A 10) is an entropy term. Also recall

that
AG/= AHn - TAS,

(All)

which leads to the desired result when the enthalpy and entropy terms substituted into Eq. (A 10) are equated.
T. W.

Dobson and J. F

Wager
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8Jff(B-)

+ (ED 2

-

EF)

(A12)

Equation (A12) is equivalent
to Eq. (8). Equations
( ) may be derived in a
(9)-

similar manner.
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Now consider the entropies of activation ASS0 /kB

= 6.2, - 3.4 as determined 4'6-8 by Kendall and Palfrey et
al., respectively. As mentioned above, Sao/kB = 6 for

mechanism 1, Ga diffusion by 2nnh which is in good agreement with that reported 4 by Kendall but is significantly
larger than that deduced' " by Palfrey et al. The essential
point, however, is that the activation entropy for 2nnh is
expected to be much less than that for nnh.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Vacancy-mediated self-diffusion
The energetics of self-diffusion in GaAs has been discussed in terms of atomistic thermodynamic modeling of
vacancy modes of self-diffusion. The activation enthalpy
analysis led to the conclusion that, if vacancies are available in thermodynamic equilibrium concentrations, self-

that interdiffusion is strongly depth dependent due to the
lack of native point defects in the bulk required to mediate
self-diffusion.
With this in mind we propose42 that in self-diffusion or
interdiffusion situations in which diffusion occurs in a bulk
region remote from surfaces and dislocations, a new vacancy can be created only as a Frenkel pair, i.e., a selfinterstitial-vacancy pair. Self-diffusion by Frenkel pair formation (i.e., an enhanced solubility of the cation selfinterstitial) has previously been invoked 9 43 by Deppe et al.
to account for QWH interdiffusion trends in which intermixing occurs under p-type, As-rich conditions. Employing Van Vechten's method 2 for estimating the formation
enthalpy of such a neutral Frenkel pair,

AB 1 (A' or B,) =E,(AB)Z(Ai or B,)/2,

(21)

diffusion should occur by 2nnh. Our assessment of the energetics of 2nnh is consistent with reported activation
energies of - 3-4 eV and is compatible with As-rich,
n-type QWH annealing trends in which intermixing is attributed to cation vacancy 2nnh. Our analysis predicts Aspoor, p-type QWH intermixing to be due to As 2nnh; this
is clearly not the case because intermixing is found to occur
on the cation sublattice.
Additionally, an activation entropy analysis has been

where A, and B, refer to a cation or anion self-interstitial,
respectively, E, refers to the dielectrically averaged band
gap, and Z is the valence of the element which becomes the
self-interstitial. This leads to AH(Gaf) = 7.8 eV and
&f (As:) = 13.0 eV. Note that Eq. (21) is not expected
to hold better than -20%.20 Thus, according to this esti-

performed. The primary conclusion of this analysis is that
"normal" activation entropies (i.e., entropies associated
with prefactors of order 10-'-10 - cm 2 s-' and with

mate it is feasible that self-diffusion or interdiffusion experiments with measured activation energies of - 6 eV are
dominated by cation Frenkel pair formation. In other

activation energies - 3-4 eV) are compatible with 2nnh
whereas "abnormally large" activation entropies (i.e., entropies associated with prefactors of order 107--10
cm 2 s- I and with activation energies -6 eV) are more
compatible with nnh.
When the conclusions obtained from the activation enthalpy and entropy analyses are considered together with
experimentally established self-diffusion and QWH annealing trends, it is tempting to identify large prefactors
(- _107_1o- s - 1) and large activation energies (-6
eV) as arising from nnh whereas small prefactors
(- 10- -l0- Icm2 s - 1) and small activation energies
( - 3-4 eV) as due to 2nnh. There is a problem, however,
with this identification. From Table V it is difficult to understand why diffusion should ever occur by rnh around a
sixfold ring because of the unfavorable energetics. The primary point of Table V is that if vacancies are available in
equilibrium concentrations the energetic assessment favors
vacancy 2nnh as the dominant mode of self-diffusion,

B. Intestial-nmdisted self-diffusion

words, deep in the bulk Ga vacancies are created by Frenkel pair generation. The generated VG, would then be
available to mediate self-diffusion, presumably by Ga 2nnh.
The large energy associated with the formation of the selfinterstitial would preclude a Gai from existing in an equilibriumlike manner so that it would be expected to be
highly mobile and, thus, it could travel large distances before it is annihilated at a vacancy. Large diffusion distances
would also be expected because of the small trapping cross
section of an interstitial by a vacancy due to the large
amount of energy that needs to be dissipated in the
interstitial-vacancy annihilation.
Note that the energy of formation of an anion Frenkel
pair is exceedingly large, according to the theory 20 of Van
Vechten.
Before it can be confidently concluded that Frenkel
pair formation is indeed the mechanism responsible for
self-diffusion and interdiffusion processes with activation
energies of -6 eV, it is necessary to justify that Frenkel
pair mediated self-diffusion can account for the associated
abnormally large prefactor of - l0 CM2 s - 1. Although

The key issue implicitly assumed in the previous analysis is that vacancies are available in equilibrium concentrations. Another assumption implicit in the vacancy formation energetic assessment is that vacancies are created at
nearby surfaces or dislocations and exist in a state of local
equilibrium. Recent work40 4 1 by Guido et al. and Ourmazo et al., for example, indicate that this surface-vacancy
creatictu, local equilibrium assumption is often invalid and

this issue remains to be resolved in detail we note that
Fujita has developed" a statistical mechanical theory of
fast interstitial diffusion in metals and he discusses prefactors of abnormally large magnitude. Specifically, he attributes Do= 106 cm2 s - ' for Kr diffusion in KCI to interstitial diffusion of neutral Kr. In analogy to his
identification, interstitial diffusion of neutral selfinterstitials could give rise to prefactors of abnormally
large magnitude.
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AS 0 /kg = 6.2 whereas Do = 4.6 x

10 - cm- s - ; as
meatured 64 by Palfrey et aL. yields &S /kB
- 3.4.
0
Assessment of AS. is accomplished using the
formulation 3 "34 of Dobson et aL and Wager. In general,
the activation entropy can be envisaged as a sum of three
contributions,
AS--AS,, + AS + AS 1 ,

(11)

where AS, AS,, and AS 1 are, respectively, the entropy of
migration, ionization, and formation. The entropy of migration is given by 33 '34
AS.=Ss - S,
(12)
where S, is the saddle-point entropy of the atom undergoing hopping and is given by
[ln1kT
I

1

A discussion of some of the issues involved in estimating
ASf may be found in Refs. 37-39.
With these estimates of AS., ASi, and AS, we attempt to rationalize AS,/k B = 26 as deducedO by Tan and
G6sele. Consider the six self-diffusion mechanisms listed in
Tables V and VI. Note that mechanisms 1, 2, and 5 do not
involve ionization of the diffusing specie. Thus, AS, for
these mechanisms is just the sum of AS. and AS which
1
gives AS/kB ---6 for mechanisms I and 2 whereas
AS/kB = 9 for mechanism 5.Thus, mechanisms 1, 2, and
5 are not compatible with the activation entropy deduced' 0
by Tan and Gisele.
In contrast, mechanisms 3, 4, and 6 involving nnh explicitly depend upon carrier ionization and capture and
thus possess an ASi contribution. The saddle-point configuration for mechanism 3 can be described by the following
defect reaction in its most common charge
state:

k-' /4

V&+2h

VA+As'.
3 2

where e = 2.718, m is the mass of the hopping atom, V is
the hopping volume which, for nnh, we take to be the
volume occupied by two nearest neighbors, and KE,, is the
minimum kinetic energy required for hopping according to
the ballistic model. 34 The vibrational entropy is given by 33

S, _=
hvD/kT
ka ep(hv,,/kT)

-

- In [I - exp( - hv,,'kBT)

-

-

VZ +4e,

(20)

Ga hop,

(14)

.

Evaluating Eqs. (12)-(14) at a temperature of 900*C,
which is near the middle of the temperature range considered ° by Tan and Gosele, the entropy of migration is
found to be
AS,,/kB= 3.
(15)
We will use this as an estimate of the migration entropy for
nnh or 2nnh of Ga or As. The masses of Ga and As are
very similar so there is very little difference in AS,, regardless of which atom hops. Likewise, AS,, for nnh and 2nnh
are very similar according to the above theory since the
difference in AS, is reflected in the hopping volume and
the minimum kinetic energy for hopping which are weakly
(logarithmically) related to AS,,.
We assume3 3.Js that the ionization entropy for each
ionization process is given by the full entropy of the band
gap,
ASA(T)&S,(T)faT(T+20)/(T+0)

2

,

(16)

where a = 5.405 x 10-4 eV/K and 0= 204 K. 36 Using
these values for a and 0 at a temperature of 900 "C gives
6.
(17)
As a crude approximation,3 3 we assume the entropy of
formation of Ga or As vacancies in GaAs to be
AS0k=.
3.
3029

To first order, the ionization entropy
for this defect reaction is AS/kB = AS,.IkB = 6 (i.e., one band-gap entropy).
This estimate is in accordance with the assertion 20 of Van
Vechten that, for example, ASi( VZ) = ASi(h ) and
ASi( V&) = ASi(e - ).Likewise, mechanisms 4 and 6 may
be likewise described by

V& +Ga'

1

(19)

As hop

(13)

S((21remk9T) '/ V
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(18)

so that AS/k, = 6.
Thus, the saddle-point ionization entropy for mechanisms 3, 4, and 6 is AS/kB = 6. In order to estimate
the
total activation entropy for these mechanisms, we must
account for two more contributions to the activation entropy. In the remainder of this discussion, we consider only
single-vacancy nnh. The first additional contribution to the
activation entropy is the configurational entropy associated
with the multiplicity of ways of realizing the saddle-point
configuration. The configurational entropy for singlevacancy nnh is ASr/k
B = In(2) (12) = 3.2, where 12
arises from the number of possible sixfold rings accessible
to an incident, isolated vacancy, and 2 accounts for the fact
that hopping around the sixfold ring can occur in either of
two directions. The second additional contribution to the
activation entropy is due to the formation entropy associated with the antistructure disorder that occurs along the
sixfold ring at the saddle-point configuration. It is difficult
to estimate the entropy of this defect complex. This entropy will be mainly due to ionization with a small amount
associated with atomic positional disorder. As a very crude
estimate, assume each of the five antisites contributes I
k, to the activation entropy.
Summing up all of these contributions to the activation
entropy results in AS/kB = 20 for single-vacancy nnh,
mechanisms 3 and 4. Although this value is not in accurate
quantitative agreement with AS/k, as deduced' 0 by Tan
and Gosele, it is an admittedly crude estimate which does
illustrate that a large activation entropy is expected for
nnh.
J. F. Wager
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no intermixing occurs when the doping is )i type. Under
p-type conditions VA, formation is favored according to Table IV and As 2nnh should predominate according to Table V. As 2nnh is not a viable mechanism for
accounting for QWH intermixing under As-poor, p-type
conditions, however, since such intermixing is monitored
by cation diffusion 9 whereas As 2nnh occurs exclusively on
the anion sublattice.
While the atomistic thermodynamic estimates of
activation enthalpies provide some insight
into the nature of QWH intermixing, a detailed under-

"G VABAs-poor,

To
ab
a b

0

(a)
o b
Vb

aosaddle-point

bt

a

FIG. 3. Divacancy diffusion by second-

VA

b

a

nearest-neighbor hopping and initiated by an

b

(b)

standing of these phenomena requires a consideration of
the migration of the dopant species also. For example, Mei
et al. quote" values of the activation energy for Al interdiffusion in AlAs/GaAs superlattices of 4, 2.9, and 1 eV
for Si-, Te-, and Zn-doped materials, respectively. The activation energies for Si and Te, both n-type dopants, are
comparable with that given in Table V for Ga diffusion by
2nnh and it is possible that differences in the activation
energy are at least partially attributable to differences in
the Fermi-level position as implied by Table V. However,
the 1-eV activation energy for Zn diffusion is definitely
incompatible with values given in Table V. For Zn diffusion it appears that the migration of Zn itself by an
interstitial-substitutional mechanism, as reviewed in Ref. 9,
is the rate-limiting process which determines the impurityinduced intermixing. Note that the BM value for the enthalpy of migration of a Zn atom in GaAs is 0.77 eV for
hopping into a hexagonal interstitial site and 1.13 eV for
Zn hopping into a body-centered interstitial site.

As hop.
o b

b
o b

a

b
VVA,

a b

o

(c)

are compatible with the conclusion that 2nnh predominates. Note that the activation enthalpy for 2nnh is -3-4
eV, in agreement with that reported by many researchers,
as shown in Table I. As reviewed 9 by Deppe and Holonyak, annealing experiments of QWHs indicate that under
As-rich conditions intermixing occurs for n-type materials
whereas p-type QWHs remain stable and exhibit no intermixing. This trend is compatible with the energetic assessment as follows. From stoichiometric considerations and
from Table IV it is evident that V 0 , formation is favored
under n-type, As-rich conditions; it is also clear from Table
V that Ga 2nnh predominates under these conditions.
Certain other self-diffusion trends are incompatible,
however, with the conclusion
that 2nnh predominates. For
example, as reviewed 9 by Deppe and Holonyak, QWHs

B. Activation entropy analysis
The self-diffusion energetic analysis up to this point
has indicated that 2nnh is the most probable mode of selfdiffusion in GaAs. This conclusion is at odds, however,
with certain self-diffusion trends and with the self-diffusion
analysis'0 of Tan and G6sele who deduce an activation

exhibit intermixing under As-poor, p-type conditions while

b
a b
,.VrVV.
b
0
a b
b
a b

a b
As4V.
V4,
a
a b
b
o b
(b)

b V

b

b

(a)

b

Vb

, V

V
k-o b
a b

b

energy of 6 eV for
value of 3.97 eV for
tion energy does not
in Table V, although

b

a b

divacancy diffusion by 2nnh.

To further investigate the mechanism of self-diffusion
in intrinsic GaAs we adopt a different strategy and undertake a thermodynamic analysis of the prefactor D o. The
FIG. 4. Divacancy diffu-

G AO, a
VGb
a b
b

sionby nearest-neighbor
hopping. Step (d)corre-

(d)

and step (b) corresponds

(c)

to saddle-point B.

ab
a
a4

V
Vu b
b

a b
(e)
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prefactor may be alternatively expressed 33 in terms of an
entropy of activation AS, which is given as
AS"In 8D(10)

-

sponds to saddle-point A

a b

b

intrinsic material in contrast to our
Ga 2nnh. Note that this 6-eV activacorrespond to any of the AHA's listed
it is reasonably close to mechanism 5,
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-

,-

a is the lattice parameter (5.6533 A), f is the correlation factor (1/2), and vD is the Debye frequency
(7.17X 1012 s- ') which we use to approximate the attempt frequency. Employing these values and using Do
= 2.9 x l0 cm 2 s - 1 as deduced10 by Tan and G6sele in
Eq. (10) leads to AS,,/ko = 26, an extraordinarily large
value of the entropy of activation. Alternatively, adopting
Do = 7 x 10- ' cm2 s- 1 as reported 4 by Kendall gives

"where

J. F. Wager
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TABLE Vl. Summary of thermodynamic expressions used in the self-diffusion energetics analysis. The asterisks denote saddle point charge states which
ate influenced by association.
Saddle-point
constituents and
charge state

Fermilevel
position

Diffusion
mechanism
I. Ga migration
by 2nnh

2. As migration
by 2nnh

,

Ec
E,
Ev

Expression used to calculate
self-diffusion activation energy, H,

V(.
V&4
V&

AH (Va.) + AH.,"f(Ga)
AH,(V&) + AMH" (Ga)
&H(Vij.) + 6,s(Ga)

Ev

V4+
V,.

AH( V)
+ AM" (As)
AHf(V,,) + &JY"n(As)
Allf(v ) + &HL""(As)

Ec

VA, + 3As . + 2GaiJ

&tHf(
1 I,)

E,

V*,+3As*

++2Gas-*

EV

V;,+3As,

+2Ga; *

Ec

V&

E,

V&j + 3Ga2- + 2As61" *

Ev

V&. + 3GaA

Ec
E,
Ev

V

migration by
2nnh
6. Divacancy
migration by
nnh

Ec
E,
Ev

2VA, + As& (B)
2V. + Ga2; (A)
2VP. + Gak,(A)

3. Cation vacancy migration
by nnh

4. Anion vacancy
migration by nnh

5. Divacancy

Ec
E,

M

+ 3&Hf(As .) + 2,H/(Gai- ) + 4E;",
+ &Hn,"(As)
AHf((V;)
+ 3AIHI(As ) + 2AHf(Ga.)12E"%,
+ 8EZ - 6E, + MR (As)
&H1 (VA,)
+
3A.Hf(As ) + 2AH/(Ga-i)12Er,
+ 8E " - 6E 1 , + LTin (As)
AHI ( V j.)
+
3A&H(Ga2- )
+
2AH(As,)
+ l2E.n, + 2E." + &A"(As)
AH,(V&.)
+ 3AHf(Ga2;)
+ 2AH/(As; )+8E 1 -- 6E.n, + A'
(As)
AHf( V&) + 3A&H(Ga2)
+ 2AH (As , ) +E-6E. 1 +
(As)

+ 3Ga&; + 2As.

+

+ 2As ; *

4E,
12E"',
l2r_"E,

ABA( V&) + AHRIn (Ga)
4Hf(V&j) - Eo -- %Hn(Ga)
AlH,(VZ,) + AHf( V6.) - E.. + AH2""(Ga)

V6.

V, + V6
VA + V6.

AHf( ;-)

+

AHf(VA,)

+

2

A,",/( V) + AHf(As&) + a"n (As)
2AHf( V&,) +-4AH/ (Ga2; ) + 4E.., -,- E_
2A.Hf( Vro.) + &Hf(Ga'A,) + A.(Ga)

AH,. (Ga)

most probable diffusion mechanism in terms of an enthalpy
of activation analysis may be undertaken. It is evident from
Table V that the energetics of self-diffusion strongly depend on the Fermi-level position and thus on the charge
state of the defect complexes participating in self-diffusion,
In terms of the considerations of the previous section, this
is further evidence of the importance of the electronic contribution to the enthalpy of formation of defects.
According to the estimates given in Table V, the most
probable self-diffusion mechanism (i.e., the mechanism
with the minimum AHA) is seen to always involve 2nnh;
Ga diffusion predominates when the Fermi level is near
E, whereas As diffusion predominates when the Fermi

level is near E,. When the Fermi level is near the middle of
the band gap, Ga diffusion by 2 nnh is most energetically
favorable but As diffusion by 2 nnh has a AH 4 of nearly the
same magnitude and, therefore, cannot be ruled out as a
possible self-diffusion mechanism. The clear trend evident
from Table V is that self-diffusion in n-type GaAs is predicted to proceed by Ga 2nnh whereas p-type self-diffusion
occurs by As 2nnh. An energetic assessment, as given in
Table V, indicates that nnh, involving either single vacancies or divacancies, is not an energetically favorable selfdiffusion mechanism.
Certain self-diffusion trends observed experimentally

(a) Cation Migration
b
a b
a b

(a)

b

Cation Vacancy Migration
b
/As

"- VGb

V

a b
b

b

As

As GQAo
a b

(b) Anion Migration
b
a b
a b-..
b
aVG
a b
b
ab
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a
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FIG I. Vacancy migration by (a) cation
(b) Anion Vacancy Migration
and (b)anion second-nearest-neighbor hopand b) nio secnd-earst-nighor
op-ion
ping.
a
b a
GaAsG
V
Gasa
GoaAs G
a
b a
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FIG. 2 Saddle-point configuration for (a) cation and (b) anvacancy migration by
nearest-neighbor hopping.
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Other asstimptions implicit in our atomistic thermodynamic formulation are with regard to the ionization state
and energy of isolated and complexed point defects. With
regard to the ionization state, we make the simplest possible assumption, 28 motivated by simple chemical intuition,

that column-IIl cation and column-V anion vacancies behave as single acceptors and donors, respectively; likewise,

TABLE V. Summary of self-diffusion energetics.

Diffusion mechanism
1. Ga diffusion by 2nnh
2. As diffusion by 2nnh
3. Cation migration by nnh
4. Anion migration by nnh

Er= Ec

IHA (eV)

EF=E E £=
, E

3.21

3.97

4.72

4.90
10.40

4.29
8.36

3.53
6.08

5.52

5.44

5.44

7.21(B)

8.19(A)

8.64(A)

12.94

8.16

10.44

cation-on-anion site and anion-on-cation site antisites are
presumed to be double acceptors and donors, respectively.
Clearly, considerations such as negative U imply that such

5.Divacancy migration by 2nnh
6. Divacancy migration by nnh'

assumptions must be made with caution; indeed, other

aA or B denotes the rate-determining saddle point, as shown in Fig. 4.

workers have concluded 29 that there are a multiplicity of
charge states associated with isolated and complexed point
defects in GaAs. Our view is that the chemical intuition
assumptions should be employed until experimental analysis forces one to abandon them. The experimental situation regarding the ionization state of isolated point defects
in GaAs in.29--32
favors
the simple
intuition
Gdiffusionchemical
assumptions'
'
The isolated point-defect ionization energies for GaAs
as listed in Table II are subject to some uncertainty. It will
be shown, however, that the main conclusions regarding
self-diffusion trends do not sensitively depend on the precise position in energy of these ionization levels.
A related concept that we frequently employ in this
analysis in a qualitative manner is the idea of the association of charged defects as formulated 2s by Kr6ger. If two
defects are oppositely charged and occupy nearby lattice
sites, the enthalpy of formation of the two-defect complex
is reduced in comparison with the sum of the enthalpy of
formation of the two isolated defects by a binding energy
which is approximately that estimated by the fully
screened point-charge Coulombic interaction energy. Additionally, the ionization energies of these two defects are
pushed towards their respective band edges by an amount
equal to this Coulombic interaction energy. Thus, association of oppositely charged defects results in a perturbation
of the ionization energies of the isolated defects which we
can estimate semiquantitatively. For example, the saddlepoint-charge states denoted by asterisks in Table VI are
those expected when the association of oppositely charged
defects is considered. If nearby ionized defects possess similar charge states, we can estimate the last-to-ionize defect
ionization energy as increased by the extra Coulombic interaction energy due to the neighboring ionized defect.
The final assumption made in this analysis is that the
position of the Fermi level is known. The Fermi-level position determines the charge state of the intrinsic point
defects present and is itself established from the condition
of charge balance at a given temperature. Thus, the only
temperature dependence in this formulation is the implicit
dependence associated with the Fermi-level position.

III. SELF-DIFFUSION ENERGETICS
A. Activation onthalpy analysis
A summary of the self-diffusion energetics is presented
in Table V in which the enthalpy of activation AHA for the
saddle-point configuration is estimated for the diffusion
3026
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mechanism of interest. The enthalpy of activation is as-

the tsaddle-point-defect
o cont of asm complex
of
plus
the
nthaapt
the relevantma
migration enthalpy as estimated from the ballistic model. A summary of the thermodynamic expressions used in the selfanalysis is given in Table VI. Notice that we
consider only vacancy migration modes in our analysis.
Although our list of migration modes is not exhaustive,
most of the commonly proposed III-V vacancy selfdiffusion mechanisms have been considered. Before discussing the conclusions evident from an analysis of Table
V, a short description of these self-diffusion mechanisms
and their energetics is given.
Diffusion mechanisms denoted 1 and 2 in Table V are
conceptually the simplest modes of vacancy self-diffusion
possible in a compound semiconductor since atoms remain
on their own sublattice when they undergo second-nearestneighbor hopping (2nnh) as shown in Fig. 1. The energetics of 2nnh are quite simple, as evident from Table VI, and
consist of the sum of the enthalpy of formation of the

vacancy in a charge state determined by the Fermi-level
position, and the migration enthalpy required for an atom
vacancy.
2
vacancy.
Van Vechten and involve the creation and annihilation of

antisite defects around a sixfold ring in order to accomplish
vacancy migration without propagating a path of antisite
disorder. The saddle-point configurations for cation and
anion vacancy nearest-neighbor hopping (nnh) around a
sixfold ring are shown in Fig. 2. The energetics are quite
complicated and strongly Fermi-level dependent, as evident from Tables V and VI. Note that nnh involves the
movement of atoms of both sublattices as the antisite disorder is created and annihilated in the 11-stage process.
We consider two modes of divacancy diffusion which
are denoted 5 and 6 in Table V. These diffusion modes are
illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. Note that mechanism 5 is
illustrated with the divacancy diffusion initiated by As
2nnh; this type of divacancy diffusion could also be initiated by Ga 2nnh, but the saddle-point configuration is energeticaly less favorable. Also note that two saddle points,
labeled A and B in Fig. 4, are present in mechanism 6,
which is due to the fact that both types of atoms hop
during this migration mode.
Now that the diffusion mechanisms and their energetics have been briefly summarized, an assessment of the
J. F. Wager
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IAiJLE I, Entnaipie oI zlrmatLion O i.soiateu antisite anu %acanc deiec[N o aiariu. cniarve ates or uaAs. I nRee .lueh were .x'ic ,1ECO 'r
Fermi-levqj positions and by assuming that the antisite ionization energies are those given in Table 1. Enthalpy is expressed in units of eV
%H.( V.,,)

AHf( V;,)

E,

2.31

2.46

2.31

E,

2.31

1.70

2.31

1.56

Ev

2.31

0.94

2.31

2.32

EF position

EF position

AHr(As ,)

A.H,(As&)

A1H(

AH,(AsG)')

A ( V6

rG)

AH/(Ga,,)

,)

0.80

.!H(Ga,)

AH,(Ga,)

EC

1.62

2.39

3.39

3.11

1.67

0.35

E,
E,

1.62
1.62

1.63
0.87

1.87
0.35

3.11
3.11

2.43
3.19

1.87
3.39

(3) The disorder contribution to the enthalpy of formation of an isolated, neutral antisite defect [i.e.,
A.Ho(A'B) and AHo(B
B')] is that calculated 2' 2 "24 from the
Phillips-Van Vechten two-band dielectric model. These
values are equal to the enthalpy of formation of the neutral
antisite defect and are listed in Table IV.
(4) The enthalpy of formation of an isolated, ionized
antisite defect [i.e., AHf(A), AHf(A' - ), &Hf(B"'),
and AHf(BB )I is estimated 22 as the sum of the disorder
and electronic contributions. The electronic contribution is
related to the ionization energies of the isolated antisite
defect which are listed in Table II. The explicit atomistic
thermodynamic equations used to find the total enthalpy of
formation for an isolated antisite defect are collected in
Table III. Note that only the Fermi-level position is required to find the electronic contribution of the enthalpy of
formation of the full ionized antisite defect, whereas the
antisite ionization energies are required to determine the
electronic contribution for the neutral or partially ionized
antisite defect.
(5) The binding energy of an ionized, intrinsic defect
is found 25 using the fully screened point charge Coulombic
energy as an estimate of the electronic contribution to the
binding energy,
ZZq7
4hrEr1 2

w here Z , and Z 2 are the char ges of the respective point
defects being considered, r1 2 is the equilibrium separation
of the two point defects assuming they occupy ideal lattice
sites, and e is the dielectric constant. Assuming E = 13.1
for0.5
a~seVE'2~
E~1 1 =039 VE 1
.23eV,
foGan E
= 0.9
eV, fo first thog fourhn ear0.2est
-

neighbor defect separation, respectively,
(6) The binding enthalpy of a neutral divacancy
20 25
A/Hb( VG
0 V ,), is 0.98 eV, as estimated ' from the MCM
model. We assume the divacancy to have a neutral charge
state, VA VJ,, for all Fermi-level positions considered; this
assumption is motivated by the association of charged species, as discussed below. The enthalpy of formation of the
neutral divacancy is found to be 1.83 eV and is calculated
according to the following expression:

Allf( V;, V)

= &-f( VA) + A.Hf( Vj)
-
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(8)

20 26
(7) The enthalpy of migration, AH,,, is estimated .
via the ballistic model (BM) of atomic migration. The
migration enthalpies for GaAs from the BM are as follows:
A/-"(Ga) = 0.91
eV,
AH"nn(Ga) = 2.41
eV,
A/H "(As) = 0.97 eV, and AH2n(As) = 2.59 eV, where
the superscript indicates nearest- or second-nearestneighbor hopping and the parentheses indicate which atom
hops.
It is appropriate to make several comments regarding
the assumptions of the present analysis. Perhaps the most
difficult aspect of defect energetics calculations is to accurately account for the binding enthalpy of a defect cornplex. Binding enthalpy is the difference in enthalpy between the isolated point defects which comprise a defect
complex and the enthalpy of the defect complex itself. For
a stable defect complex, the enthalpy cost of the defect
complex should be less than that of the isolated defect
complex constituents. In general, the binding enthalpy can
be expressed as a sum of various contributions,

&Hb

"Aelectronic
+r/

disorder +'/elastic,

(9)

where the subscripts describe the nature of the binding
energy contribution. The electronic contribution to the
binding energy may be estimated from total energy calculations in which exchange and correlation are included.27
local
fluctuations
The
ba ddisorder
g p ue term
t
naccounts
i t is for
r r;2
.
24 w
n d f ctin the
om
2 2 24
band gap due to antisite disorder; m' when defect corplexes involving antisite defects form, the disorder contribution should differ front that of isolated antisites. The
elastic contribution arises from mechanical, strain energy
due to the formation of a defect complex. Since Ga and As
atoms are almost identical in size, the elastic contribution
in GaAs should be relatively small. All three of these conthbutions will lead to a certain amount of relaxation or
reconstruction in which the defect complex constituents, as
well as the neighboring atoms surrounding the complex,
occupy positions different from their ideal lattice sites.
Having discussed the subtleties of properly accounting
for the binding enthalpy, we reiterate that our treatment of
the binding enthalpy involves accounting for the Coulombic contribution to the electronic binding energy using the
fully screened, unrelaxed, point-charge approximation and
the MCM treatment to account for the divacancy binding
energy.
J. F Wager
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also that a large activation energy is concomitant with an
exceedingly large prefactor.

The purpose of the work discussed herein is to estimate

the energetics of GaAs self-diffusion in order to elucidate
possible self-diffusion mechanisms. Self-diffusion modes involving vacancies are of primary consideration, although
interstitials in the form of Frenkel pairs are invoked in the
discussion section. First, the activation enthalpies for various modes of self-diffusion are estimated. The minimum
saddle-point activation enthalpy for vacancy self-diffusion
mechanisms occurs for 2nnh with a value of -3-4 eV,

depending upon the location of the Fermi level. Second,
the entropy of activation for several modes of self-diffusion
is estimated. It is concluded that the magnitude of the
entropy of activation for 2nnh is consistent with normal
self-diffusion
prefactors
of
magnitude
Do
= 1010- cm2 s - '. It is also shown that self-diffusion
mechanisms involving nearest-neighbor hopping (nnh)
possess very large activation entropies and energies. Although the energetic analysis indicates nnh to be characterized by abnormally large activation entropies and enthalpies, the deduced values are not in quantitative
agreement with the self-diffusion parameters reported l° by
Tan and Gosele. Furthermore, it is difficult to understand
why, if vacancies are available, self-diffusion should occur
by nnh instead of 2nnh since 2nnh is much more energetically favorable. Therefore, according to our self-diffusion
energetic estimates we conclude that if vacancies are available in equilibrium concentrations, self-diffusion should
proceed by 2nnh with self-diffusion characterized by Do
10- -10 - 1cm' s -' and E, _ 3-4 eV. On the other
hand, if surface-vacancy generation is precluded by the fact
that diffusion occurs in the bulk, remote from surfaces and
dislocations, we suggest that the rate-limiting step of selfdiffusion is Frenkel pair generation which is characterized
by Do - 10'-10 cm2 s- and E - 6 eV for cation selfdiffusion.

TABLE 11.Estimated ionization energies at T = 0 K of isolated antisite
and vacancy defects in GaAs.' Energies are with respect to the

conduction-band minimum for donors and the valence-band maximum
for acceptors.
Defect

Ionization level
Al
A2
DI

GaA,
AsG,

vo.

D2
A

VA,

D

Ionization energy
(eV)

Charge state
-/0
-

/ 0/+

0.078
0.20
0.77

-

+ / + +

1.00
0.01

-/0
0/+

0.15

'See Ref. 21,

(I) The enthalpy of formation of isolated, neutral vacancies in GaAs (i.e., AHf(Fa) = 2.31 eV and
AH( VJ/A)= 2.31 eV] 2are
° 22 estimated from the microscopic
cavity model (MCM).
(2) The enthalpy of formation of an isolated, ionized
vacancy in GaAs [i.e, AHf(V~a) and A-11 (VZ)] is estimated 20 as the sum of the enthalpy of formation of a neutral vacancy and the electronic contribution; the electronic
contribution is related to the ionization energy of the vacancy. The assumed ionization energies for isolated vacancy and antisite defects are listed in Table II. The explicit atomistic thermodynamic equations used to calculate
the total enthalpy of formation of an isolated, ionized vacancy are listed in Table III. Note that the position of the
Fermi level, as well as the ionization energy of the defect,
must be known in order to establish the electronic contribution to the enthalpy of formation. The enthalpies of formation of neutral or ionized, isolated vacancies in GaAs
are listed in Table IV for three Fermi-level positions, Ec,
E,, E, corresponding to the conduction-band minimum,
the intrinsic level, and the valence-band maximum, respectively.

II. INMrINSIC POINT-DEFECT ENERGETICS
TABLE III. Summary of the thermodynamic expressions used to calculate the enthalpies of formation of isolated antisite and vacancy defects in

roscopic thermodynamic principles to the study of materials on the atomic scale. The approach adopted in this paper
relies heavily on the work of Van Vechten, as reviewed in
Ref. 20. The underlying premise of the present work is that
microscopic identification of the point-defect complex or
defect mechanism can be accomplished by calculating the
enthalpy of formation AHf of various possible defects or

GaAs.ab A5-io denotes the disorder contribution to the enthalpy of forma-

tion.
Defect

Charge state
0

GaA,

mechanisms, the one with the smallest AHf being the most

likely to occur. Although at constant temperature and
pressure the thermodynamic potential of relevance is the
Gibbs free energy AGf, it is common practice, and usually
sufficiently accurate, to neglect the entropy contribution to
AGf and to thus approximate AG1 by AHf. We will implicitly assume this to be the case in the following treatment.
The following assumptions are made in order to make
the atomistic thermodynamic analysis tractable to the
problem at hand:
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As.

-

- 0
+
+ +
0

vGo

-

VA,

0

+

Expression used to calculate AHf
+ (E, - EA) + (E, -

AHo(Ga',)

EA
2)

H0 (GaA,) + (E, - EF) + (E, - EA2 )
AH0 (Ga,) + 2(E, - EF)

AHo(As&) + (ED, - E,,)
(Eo,
AH
+(4 ,,) + (A' 2
0 (As;,)
AH(As&) + 2(4 - ,)

AlHl( Vi.)
AHf(VG.) + (E, -

-

E,.)
E)

EF)

4H,( V,)
ANf( VA,) + (Er - ED)

'See Ref. 20.
bSee Ref. 23
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TALE I. Summary of GaAs self-diffusion and superlattice interdiffusion data.
Gallium

Db

Arsenic

Do

EA

(cm 2/s)
101

2.1 X 10 7 X 10-1
4.6 x 10 - '
( 16 x 10 - )
2.9X 10'

E,

(eV)

(cm2/s)

(eV)

Comments

5.6
3

4X 1021

10.2

2.1

7x 10'

4

5.5 x 10 (
2.4 x 10-4)

3*10.04

Self-diffusion
Lattice-constant measurements
after annealing
Electrical properties measured
after annealing
Self-diffusion
Self-diffusion

3.2
2.6*0.5
6

Reference

Self-diffusion/interdiffusion
under intrinsic conditions
Si-induced superlattice
interdiffusion
Te-induced superlattice
interdiffusion
Strain-free superlattice
interdiffusion

4
2.9
4.7

As reviewed by Deppe and Holonyak, these considerations
have led certain researchers to conclude that intermixing
under As-rich conditions is mediated by column-III vacancies while As-poor intermixing trends are attributed to column III self-interstitials.

I
2
3
4
6-8
10-15

15
16
18

The IILD trends as a function of As overpressure and
doping discussed previously should also apply to GaAs
self-diffusion. The close interrelationship between GaAs

activation energy of 2.9 eV and that the diffusion coefficient scales linearly with the Te carrier concentration instead of to the third power, as found for Si intermixing.
Tan and G6sele have reinterpreted 7 the Te-induced intermixing data of Mei et al. assuming that not all of the Te
incorporated into the superlattice is electrically active, and
have argued that this data may be interpreted to have a
cubic dependence on the carrier concentration. Regardless

self-diffusion and IILD is perhaps best demonstrated by
the work l° of Tan and Gdsele, who found that all of the
available Ga self-diffusion in GaAs data as well as A-Ga
interdiffusion data under intrinsic carrier conditions could
be accurately fit to

of which interpretation is correct, Mei et al.'s data is convincing evidence that superlattice interdiffusion depends on
the nature of the dopant employed.
Guido et aL have demonstrated 8 the importance of
encapsulation during IILD of AIGaAs-GaAs superlattices.

DG.(n

= 2.9X 108 exp( - 6 eV/kT)cm

2

S- 1.

Note that this relation includes the self-diffusion data' 7 of
both Goldstein and Palfrey et al. Since the Al-Ga interdiffusion of various investigators" - 15 correlates well with Ga
self-diffusion in GaAs, it would appear that Al-Ga interdiffusion is rate limited by the diffusion of Ga. Furthermore, Tan and Gosele conclude that Ga self-diffusion is
controlled by the position of the Fermi level and is governed by a triply negatively charged point-defect specie,
which they attribute to a triply negatively charged Ga vacancy. Their contention that Ga self-diffusion involves a
triply negatively charged defect is based on an assessment
of the experimental data' 5 of Mei et al. in which they find
that for Si doping, the ratio of the extrinsic to intrinsic
diffusivity scales as the cube of the ratio of the carrier
concentration to the intrinsic concentration, i.e.,

They found that the interdiffusion coefficient was approximately one order of magnitude smaller for a Si 3N 4 encapsulant compared to a SiO 2 encapsulant or an As overpressure. This trend is attributed to the fact that Si 3N 4 seals the
surface with respect to Ga outdiffusion and is, therefore,
not a source of vacancies. In contrast, SiO 2 is porous to Ga
outdiffusion and is thus an effective source of vacancies.
Likewise, an As overpressure will increase the tendency to
form column-III vacancies. Thus, this work provides evidence that Al-Ga interdiffusion is a vacancy-mediated process. Guido et al. also report activation energies of - 3.42
and - 3.61 eV for Si 3 N 4 and SiO 2, respectively, and -4.75
eV for an As overpressure. Ralston et al, have reported' 9
an activation energy of 3.82 eV for Si0 2 encapsulated interdiffusion. Guido et al. attribute the smaller activation
energy for SiO 2 or Si 3N 4 to strain induced by the encapsulant. Thus, they conclude that the activation energy for

~n)/os~i)
) 3.
(6)
j3.
(f
DO. (n)/DG. (fj)Dc,==(n/
This cubic power dependence implies a triply negatively

tions.
Al-Ga interdiffusion is -4.7 eV under strain-free condiA summary of GaAs diffusion and superlattice inter-

ionized defect.
Mei et al. report' 5 a single activation energy of -4 eV
for silicon-induced intermixing of AlAs-GaAs superlattices. In further work, Mei et al. found' 6 that Te-induced
AlAs-GaAs superlattice intermixing is characterized by an

diffusion data is given in Table I. Note the lack of agreement between various researchers. Although it is difficult
to draw any firm conclusions from the existent data, it
would appear that researchers deduce an activation energy
of either - 3-4 eV or of about 6 eV for Ga diffusion. Note
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Energetics of self-diffusion in GaAs
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Atomistic thermodynamic calculations are performed in order to examine the energetics of
self-diffusion in GaAs. An energetic assessment of the activation enthalpy of the
saddle-point configuration of various modes of vacancy self-diffusion indicates
second-nearest-neighbor hopping to be the energetically most favorable mechanism if
vacancies are available in equilibrium concentrations. An assessment of the activation entropy
indicates that normal diffusion prefactors of magnitude Do= 10 - 5_10 - I s, cm 2 s - 1are
consistent with vacancy self-diffusion by second-nearest-neighbor hopping. It is proposed that
self-diffusion experiments characterized by prefactors and activation energies of large
magnitude, e.g., Do= 10'-108 cm 2 s -' and E. = 6 eV, involve processes in which surface
vacancy generation is inhibited and self-diffusion is mediated by Frenkel pair generation.

:"0.04 eV/KBT)cm 2 s-

I. INTRODUCTION
The first study' of GaAs self-diffusion was performed
by Goldstein, using radioactive tracer analysis, who reported the diffusivity of Ga and As to be
IX
0 eXp(
~cm 2 S - 1,
(1)
D
1
X
- 5.6 eVkT)
(1)
-5.6

1021

exp( - 10.2

S-1.

(2)

1

(4)

For Ga self-diffusion, Palfrey et al. conclude6 that there is
a single mechanism operative rather than a complex one

but that the diffusion mechanism cannot be concluded definitively from their data. They note that the very slow rate
of self-diffusion and high activation energy is inconsistent
with a simple interstitial mechanism and that the observed

Goldstein comments that these activation energies and
prefactors are among the largest in the existent literature.
Potts and Pearson 2 estimated an activation enthalpy of 3
eV for As vacancy migration in GaAs from lattice constant
annealing experiments and note that their estimate is at
odds with Goldstein's reported value of 10.2 eV. In later
work, Chiang and Pearson reported 3 activation energies of
2.1 and 4.0 eV for gallium and arsenic vacancy migration,
respectively.
Kendall questions4 the accuracy of Goldstein's selfdiffusion coefficients, pointing out that self-diffusion in
GaAs proceeds at an exceedingly slow rate and that there
are formidable experimental difficulties which preclude accurate assessment of these quantities. He also asserts that
Goldstein's estimates are too low because of problems associated with the incongruent evaporation of As from the
GaAs surface. From a limited number of isolated data
points obtained from radioactive isotope measurements,
Kendall estimates an As self-diffusion activation energy of
3.2 eV.
The most recent experimental work on GaAs selfdiffusion was reported 6' 7 by Palfrey et al. and reviewed8 by
Willoughby. Radioactive tracer experiments were performed at a constant As pressure [P(As2 ) = 0.75 atm] over
a temperature range of 1025-1100 "C for Ga self-diffusion
and 1000-1075 "C for As self-diffusion with the resulting

magnitudes of these quantities can be interpreted as evidence for some type of vacancy mechanism. For As selfdiffusion, Palfrey et al. note that an increase in the As
overpressure to P(As 2 ) = 3.0 atm results in a decrease in
the As diffusivity at a constant temperature. They note that
this decrease in the diffusivity with increasing As pressure
is inconsistent with interstitial diffusion, As migration via
ASG, antisite defects moving exclusively on the Ga sublattice, and with diffusion via As0 8 -Vm pairs. In contrast,
such an As pressure dependence is consistent with As
second-nearest-neighbor hopping (2nnh).
New insights into the nature of GaAs self-diffusion
have been obtained recently from impurity-induced layer
disordering (II1D) studies of AIGaAs/GaAs quantumwell heterostructures (QWHs) and superlattices (SLs), as
reviewed 9 by Deppe and Holonyak. For example, annealing experiments of QWHs indicate that under As-rich conditions intermixing occurs, as monitored by cation migration, for n-type materials whereas p-type QWHs remain
stable and exhibit no intermixing. In contrast, under Aspoor conditions, p-type QWHs undergo intermixing but no
intermixing occurs when the doping is n type. Cation migration, and hence intermixing, of QWHs depends upon
the As vapor pressure because diffusion is mediated by
native defects whose concentration is a function of the As
pressure. As-rich conditions favor the formation of As an-

diffusion coefficients as follows:

tisites, column-I vacancies, or As interstitials whereas
As-poor conditions favor the formation of column-Ill antisites, As vacancies, or column-III interstitials. Addition-

D,=(4x 10-5* 16x 10X5)exp( - 2.6
:"0.5 eV/kBT)cm 2 sDA= (5.5
3022

10'

2.4X

(3)

,

0-)exp( - 3.0

J. A0PI. Phys. 69 (5), 1 March 1991

ally, as discussed further later in this paper, n-type doping
favors the formation of acceptor defects whereas p-type
doping makes donor defects energetically more favorable.
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Taking the partial derivative of eqn. (B 2) with respect to T at constant V and
multiplying by k8T' gives
k8T 2 [0(lnZJ/0Tlv=1kT+KEm.

(B 3)

Taking the partial derivative of eqn. (B 2) with respect to V at constant T and
multiplying by k5,TV gives
kB T Va(ln ZJaIT

= kT

(B 4)

Substitution of eqns. (B 3) and (B 4) into eqn. (B 1) yields

(135)

H, =11kB T +K E..

Now evaluate Hi by finding the natural logarithm of Zi as given by eqn. (26):
In Z1 = - 3{hv~lik.T+lIn CI - exp (- hVD/kB T)]l.

(B 6)

Taking the partial derivative of eqn. (B 6) with respect to T at constant V and
multiplying by k,8 T' gives

kT 2 [a(ln Z1)0T]

= 3hv 0 j2+

1/[exp(hVD/ksT)- Ill.

(B3 7)

The partial derivative of Z, with respect to V is zero so that
Hi =3hvD{ I + 1/j[exp(h'.D/kT)- I]j.

(138)

From eqns. (B 5) and (B 8) we obtain the desired result:
AHmn=Hs-Hi=KEf+a21kT-3hVD(-2+ l/[exp(hv,/IkT)- 1] .

(B 9)

APPENDIX C
EVALUATION OF A~S,

The standard statstical thermodynamic expression relating the partition function
to the entropy is given by
(Cl1)

S=ksfJnZ+T[t1(lnZ)Ii0flv}.

Multiplying eqn. (B 2) by k,,, dividing eqn. (B 3) by T, and adding these together give
)312 V/h 3 ] }.
(C2
S, = Iks + kB In {[ I/451 4(27r)1/ 2 ]( /EJ 1 [2re
Note that e =2-718 and this term enters into the second set of square brackets from an
additional j ks, term that was partitioned from the Z ks term in eqn. IB 3) and rewritten as
k,= k8 In (e31 1). Multiplying eqn. (B 6) by k,,, dividing eqn. (B 7) by T, and adding these
together yields
Si = 3k 9 {(hv 0 /'k9 T)/[exp (hVD/kftT)- 1]- in [I

-

exp (- hD/kB )] .

(C 3)

We obtain AS,. from eqns. (C 2) and (C 3):

1 "'(27r)'"'](kB T/KE.)"14 [(imk T) 12 Vh]
AS, = S,- Si = Ik, + k, In I/4
-

3kB{(hv 01i'k,,T)/[exp (hVD/knT)-

I]-In [I

-exp

(-

hv,/jk9 T)] '.

(C 4)
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Employ a change in variable,
a2 =p./2mk5

T

(A2)

which leads to
exp

(

=(2mkBT)112
exp(Break
U
PMtCiterl.
2mkBT] xat
-(maT"
Break up flir integral on the right-hand side into two integrals:
{

.-

'dp

T

exp(-i2)da-

exp(-az2)da=

2

(A 3)

)da.

exp (-x 2)d.

(A4)

Note that
erf(x)=-

Iexp(-x 2 )dx

(AS)

and
ef(c)=1

(A 6)

so that eqn. (A 4) can be simplified to

fSexp(
x

(-

a') da
2

/c-

n r ai)

A7
(A7)

Note that the error function can be expanded (Lee et al. 1973) as
23
2 2
2
2
erf(x)= I - {[exp(-x)]/(irx)I }[1 - 1/2x + I x 3/(2x ) - I x 3 x 5/(2x ) +...].
(A 8)
Keeping only the first two terms in the expansion (note that this approximation is valid
as long as KE>> kgT) and substituting back into eqn. (A 7) give

exp(-)d

ex(21.

Substituting eqn (A 9) into eqn. (A 3) using eqn (A 2), and recognizing that KE
finally yields the desired result
2
f= (
p2 \.
(kT)3,,,,
/
E
J
exp
-2.r)dPx_K T )
exp ---- ).

=

p2/2m

_m

(A 10)

APPENDIX B
EVALUATION OF AH

We begin with the standard statistical thermodynamic relationship
H = kT 2 [a(lnZ)/OT]v + kTV[0(ln Z)/V]T.

(B 1)

First evaluate H, by finding the natural logarithm of Z, as given by eqn. (25):
In Z, = In [1/4'(2x)1 :] + 4 In (kq T/KEm) +1 In (21tmkBT) + ln( Vlh 3)- KEr,, k5 T
(B 2)
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interpreted as evidence for divacancy migration in addition to that of single vacancies
(for example Bocquet et al. (1983)). The present theory predicts a temperature
dependence of opposite sense to that required to account for Arrhenius plots that curve
upwards. It should be recognized, however, that the temperature dependences of the
pre-factor and activation enthalpy are given by a superposition of the formation as well
as the migration terms. Thus it is possible that an increasing formation contribution
could overcompensate for the decreasing migration component. It is more likely,
however, that the decreases in AH, and AS. with increasing temperature are a
consequence of employing a rather crude mode! !o estimate the vibrational entropy in
the initial configuration prior to the hop (i.e. tht .ntropy of the initial configuration is
estimated as that of an atom with four nearest neighbours within an Einstein solid
which is vibrating at the Debye frequency). Note from table 2 that S,. the translational
contribution to AS,. evaluated at the sad
point, increases with increasing
temperature as does Si, the vibrational contrii- .ion to AS. evaluated at the initial
configuration. AS,. decreases with increasing temperature only because Si increases
with temperature faster than does S,. A more realistic treatment of S, might result in a
temperature dependence more compatible with the hypothesis that curved Arrhenius
plots arise from the temperature dependence of the prefactor and activation enthalpy.

§4. CONCLUSH; S
A statistical thermodynamic derivation of u;, enthalpy AH,. of migration and
entropy AS, of migration by nearest-neighbour hopping and in accordance with the
BM of vacancy migration is presented. Although the general forms of AHm and ASn are
similar to those given previously (Van Vechten 1975, Dobson et al. 1989), there are
correction terms to both of these quantities which arise from the statistical thermodynamic derivation. Except at very high temperatures or for a material with an
exceedingly large Debye temperature, the corrections to AHm are of negligible
importance. In contrast, the corrections to AS. are significant; agreement between
experimental and calculated values of AS,, for various elemental metals which are
known to diffuse via nearest-neighbour vacancy migration can only be obtained when
these corrections to AS., are employed. The present theory predicts AHm and AS,, to
decrease with increasing temperature; this trend is attributed to the rather crude model
employed to estimate the vibrational entropy of the initial configuration.
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APPENDIX A
EVALUATION OF THE p, INTEGRAL

It is desired to evaluate the following integral:
,exp

) dp_.

(A 1)
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using experimental values of these quantities as compiled by Varotsos and Alexopoulos
(see Varotsos and Alexopoulos (1986) for a detailed review of the experimental data).
The rather wide range of experimental values for ASm/k3 is a consequence of differences
in sample preparation, experimental technique, and method of data analysis. It is clear
from an analysis of table I that, with the exception of Pb, the present method of
calculating AS. via eqn. (28) gives much better agreement with experiment, and also
with the cBfl theory of Varotsos and Alexopoulos, than does the previous method
given by eqns. (4-{6). It should be noted that the large values of AS=,kB for Pb arise
because there is only one report for the entropy of formation and this value seems
anomalously low and has a large degree of uncertainty (i.e. ASf/k s = 0-7 + 2-0). Thus it is
evident from table 1 that ASm is overestimated when computed via eqns. (4H6).
According to the present theory, AH, and in particular ASm are temperaturedependent quantities as evident from eqns. (27) and (28). The temperature dependence
of these quantities is indicated in table 2 for three temperatures: T*, 0-75T and
0-57T., where T= is the melting temperature. The translational entropy S, of the saddlepoint configuration and the vibrational entropy Si of the initial state are also included
in table 2. Note from table 2 that, for the metals considered, the temperature
dependence of AH,, is indeed very small such that eqn. (29) is well justified.
It has often been asserted that curved Arrhenius plots arise from the temperature
dependence of the enthalpies and entropies of formation and migration (for example
Varotsos and Alexopoulos 1986). (Alternatively, curved Arrhenius plots have also been

Table 2. Entropies of translation, ionization and migration and enthalpy of migration for
various elements evaluated at T., 0-75T,, and 0-5T., where T. is the melting temperature.
Element

Temperature
(K)

Sdks

Slk.

AS,,,/k

AHm
(eV)

Al
Al
Al

933
700
467

7-27
6-76
6-05

5-36
4-52
3"37

1-91
2-24
2-68

0-716
0-719
&-722

Cu
Cu
Cu
Ag
Ag
Ag
Pb
Pb
Pb
Na
Na
Na
Li
Li
Li
K
K
K
W
W
W

1110
833
555
1234
926
617
601
450
300
371
278
158
454
340
227
1204
903
602
3683
2762
1842

8-62
8-12
7'41
10-01
9.51
8-80
10-28
9-7
9-05
6-57
6-07
5-08
4-39
3-89
3-18
10-23
9.72
9-02
12-30
11-80
11-09

6-54
5-68
4"49
8-12
7-25
6-04
8-23
7-38
6-16
5-58
4.73
3-56
3-90
3-09
2,02
10-75
9.89
8.67
9.66
8-80
7.59

2-08
2-44
2-92
1-89
2-26
2-76
2-05
2-39
2-89
0.99
1-34
1-52
0-49
0-80
1-16
-0-52
-0-17
0-35
2.64
3-00
3-50

0-864
0.869
0-873
0-803
0-809
0-815
0.497
0-500
0-503
0-101
0-102
0-103
0-095
0.095
0.094
0-074
0-080
0.087
3-010
3-119
3"138
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temperature derivatives of the normal translational partition function enclosed within
the curly brackets in eqn. (25), a IkRT contribution from the temperature derivative of
the (ksT!KE,,J / ' term in eqn. (25) and a kHT contribution from the volume derivative
of the normal translational partition function enclosed within the curly brackets in
eqn. (25). The second correction term is recognized as the vibrational energy of an
Einstein solid evaluated at the Debye frequency; this term arises from the temperature
derivative of the vibrational partition function Z,. Except at a high temperature or
when the Debye temperature is very large, the correction terms will be quite small and.
to first order,
AHm : KE=.

(29)

The migrational entropy AS. is also the same as that proposed previously (eqns. (4)-(6))
but with a correction term of kB and an additional logarithmic correction. In order to
assess the importance of these correction terms to AS. which arise from the statistical
thermodynamic derivation, a comparison between AS. values for elemental metals
calculated via the previous method (Dobson et al. 1989) and by the present method is
indicated in table 1. Also included in table 1 are AS, values calculated according to the
cBf model (Varotsos and Alexopoulos 1986); these values are in good agreement with
values deduced experimentally although it should be emphasized that there is often a
wide range of variation in values of AS. deduced experimentally. The elemental metals
listed in table I were chosen because of the availability of experimental data for ASm
and since it is well established for these metals that. at temperatures well below the
melting temperature, self-diffusion occurs by nearest-neighbour hopping of single
vacancies (Bocquet, Brebec and Limoge 1983).
The importance of the correction terms which arise from the statistical thermodynamic derivation is clearly established in table I in which the present theory is
compared with the previous theory of Dobson et al.. to the cBfl theory of Varotsos and
Alexopoulos, and to experimental values of ASm as compiled by Varotsos and
Alexopoulos. Except for Cu, the experimental values for ASm/k, indicated in table I are
obtained by subtracting the entropies of formation from the entropies of activation
Table 1. Migration entropies of various elemental metals calculated according to the theory of
Dobson et al. (1989), Wager (this work), and Varotsos and Alexopoulos (1986). The
experimental values are taken from Varotsos and Alexopoulos.
AS,,1k 3

Element

Dobson et al.t

This workt

(Varotsos and
Alexopoulos)

Experimental
(Varotsos and
Alexopoulos)

Al

5.27

2-24

2.99

2-1-4"1

Cu
Ag
Pb
Na

5-47
5-25
5-43
3.74

2-44
2-26
2.39
1.02

1-72
z-0-2-3
2.37
1.32

[-65, 2-25
::z2-3"5
: 2-5-5.9
: 1[4-3.3

Li

3"53

0-8

0-6

:0-5-2

K (low T)
W

229
6.05

-017
3-00

-0"03
1.7-2.1

z0-01
1-2-3-4

t AS,_, k, is calculated using three-quarters of the melting temperature for all elements except
Na which is calculated using 361 K.

4
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Next we must evaluate the p, and p: integrals. These two integrals are of the same
foim so that we shall focusjust on the p, integration. The limits of integration are 0 and
Pr,, where p.. represents a maximum kinetic energy, as yet to be determined, in a
direction perpendicular to the hopping direction. The p, integration becomes

{P-

xp

i

)dp, (2mkBT)

2

f X.. exp(-_

2

mkT) 2erf(..

)d=

(22)
If we require the initial trajectory of the hopping atom in the y and z directions to be
such that the hopping atom avoids bumping into the neighbouring butting atoms, this
places the following constraint on p,.,:

p,<<(2mKEm)'12 .

(23)

Also, if p' 1 /2m>Z 1'5kBT (a requirement virtually always met in practice), then
erf(a.) z I such that the p, (and also the p,) integration becomes
f

exp

(

2
mk

_,

T

2m )

.

(24)

Two points should be noted. First, the approximation that erf(,mt.)
I is
equivalent to letting , equal infinity. Second, a normal translational degree of
freedom gives a factor of two in the numerator instead of in the denominator as found in
eqn. (24); this is a consequence of having integration limits - oo, o fo the normal
translational degree case in which the particle can be travelling in either direction
whereas only one direction is possible for the case considered herein.
Finally eqns. (19), (21) and (24) may be substituted into eqn. (18), which yields
Z, =(1 /45 14 /2XkT/KE,,)J"{[(2imkBT)3/2/h3] V} exp( - KE ..
Ik 3T).

(25)

Note that the term enclosed in the curly brackets is the translational partition function
for a particle in a three-dimensional box, except for a factor of e 3l2 where e= 2-718.
Now we must find the partition function of the hopping atom in its initial state. We
assume that this is simply the partition function for a harmonic oscillator with three
degrees of freedom vibrating at the Debye frequency (Lee et al. 1973):
Zi = (exp ( - hvn/2k9T)/[ 1 - exp ( - hvolksT)]} 3.

(26)

3.4. The migrational entropy and enthalpy
Now that we have obtained the partition functions for the initial and saddle-point
configurations, the standard statistical thermodynamic relationships may be employed
to find AHm and AS, (see Appendices B and C) with the final results as follows:
AHm.= KE. +IlkBT- 3hvo{j + I/[exp(hvikBT)- I]}
5

11

AS,, = 4k, + k, In ([I /4/4 (2n}) ](kBT/KEm)
-

1 14

2

(27)

3

[(2nmek 8T) 1 /h ] Vk)

3ksf(hvD/k 9T)/[exp (hvDiku T) - I] - In [I - exp ( - hv0 i k8 T)]'.

(28)

Several important points need to be made with respect to these expressions. First.
the enthalpy AH,. of migration deduced from the statistical thermodynamic derivation
is that of the original BM proposal of Van Vechten with the addition of two correction
terms. The first correction term 'j1k 9 T arises from a JkBT contribution from the

t
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3.3. The partitionfunctions
In order to find AH, and AS, we must first deduce the partition functions for the
initial and saddle-point configurations, Zi and Z, respectively. To do this we employ
the classical partition function for the saddle-point configuration:

Z,= ' f f f f
T

exP(

- H (q

"

q qPkT PrjP))dqx dqy dqz dpxdpydp:,

(16)

JqJ

where H, is the Hamiltonian of the hopping atom at its saddle-point configuration and
the integrations are over generalized coordinates and momenta. According to the BM
assumption the migration barrier is mainly kinetic in origin so that the potential energy
in the Hamiltonian is neglected:
H,= T,+ U,- T, =(p +p' +p2)/2m,

(17)

where T, and U, are the kinetic and potential energies respectively of the hopping atom
at its saddle point and m is mass of the hopping atom. Substituting eqn. (17) into
eqn. (16) and rearranging yields
Z,=I f.f
.. d~d~dqfe

p~

(_Tp2

x
f~-I x
qexp

2p
p
2mkTdp

/;R

(')

dp .

(18)

The first triple integral is just a volume integral which represents the volume of the 'box'
that the hopping atom sees when it is at its saddle-point. When the hopping atom is at
its saddle-point, it is displaced partially into the volume of the vacancy that it will fill
when the hop is accomplished. Additionally, new volume is created behind the hopping
atom as it is displaced away from its initial equilibrium position. From these
considerations, it seems reasonable that this volume is greater than that of a single
vacancy but less than the volume of two isolated vacancies. If we denote this volume by
V, we note that

fq

fq,

fq

(19)

dq~dq, dq. = V

Now we must evaluate the momentum integrals. Assume that the atom hops in the
x direction which is collinear between the initial and final states. According to the BM
hypothesis, the atom is constrained from hopping unless it possesses a kinetic energy
greater than KE,. This minimum kinetic energy for hopping corresponds to a
minimum momentum p,,,. given as
P.m. = (2mKE.) 11 2.

(20)

Therefore the limits on the p. integration correspond to atoms with kinetic energies
greater than KEn such that the p,, integral becomes

Iexp ( f P_..

2mkT/

d

(M 2 (ksT) 3

4 KE.

/9

14

exP

k-" -

(21)

Evaluation of this integral, as indicated by the right-hand side of the above equation, is
given in Appendix A.

I
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curves in that the ordinate is total energy instead of potential energy (e.g. the difference
between the initial and final state is a potential energy difference while it is a kinetic
energy difference between the initial and activated complex state).
We can write an expression for the rate of the forward reaction specified by eqn. (7)
by noting that it is the rate at which the activated complexes break up in their final
states:
(8)

rate = d[Af]/dt = kjEAj],

where the square brackets denote concentrations and k,' ' may now be interpreted as
the average time required for an activated complex to break up. Because of the
assumption of equilibrium between the initial and activated complex states we can
define an equilibrium constant as follows:
Ki, = [A,]/[AjJ.

(9)

Solving for [Al in eqn. (9) and substituting into eqn. (8) yield
d(Af]/dt = ksfKi[Ai].

(10)

From eqn. (10), we can identify the overall first-order forward rate constant k as
k = k,1 Ki.

(11)

From ordinary thermodynamics, we can relate the equilibrium constant to the Gibbs
free energy AG. of migration as
K 1,=exp(-AG JkT).

(12)

Substituting eqn. (12) into eqn. (11) yields
k = k,1 exp ( - AG.k

s

T) = kf exp (ASh.kB) exp ( - AHn!k8 T),

(13)

where we have expressed the Gibbs free energy of migration in terms of the
corresponding enthalpy and entropy of migration. Equation (13) represents the
thermodynamic formulation of absolute-rate theory for the specific case of vacancy
nearest-neighbour hopping. The remainder of this section is devoted to the evaluation
of k,,, AHm and AS,.
3.2. The attemptfrequency
First, consider k,(. As noted before, the inverse of this quantity represents the
average time required before an activated complex breaks up, that is before the
vibration of the surrounding atoms removes the path of small potential energy between
the initial and final positions. Thus it represents the lifetime of the hopping atom in its
saddle-point configuration during the hop. A reasonable estimate of this lifetime would
be the average zone-boundary vibrational period which we estimate as the inverse of
the Debye frequency such that
k z k9OD/h.

(14)

Alternatively, we could estimate k,f as corresponding to the universal rate constant:
k,; kT/h.

(15)

Although we prefer the former estimate since it is a more accurate estimate of the
vibrational fluctuations which drive solid-state diffusion, the latter estimate could also
be employed and would yield essentially the same results.
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Therefore, according to the model of Dobson et al., the entropy of atomic migration is
given by eqns. (4)-(6) while the kinetic energy contribution to the enthalpy of migration
is given by eqn. (3), as proposed by Van Vechten.
§ 3.

STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS OF BALLISTIC HOPPING

3.1. The rate-constant equation

We adopt the approach of classical absolute rate theory (Beatty and Scamehorn
1977) and consider nearest-neighbour hopping as follows:
ki.

kw

(7)

Aj ±; A,--- Af

where A,denotes the hopping atom in its initial state prior to the hop, A, denotes the
atom at its saddle-point configuration and A(denotes the atom in its final state after the
hop. ki, and k,, are the respective fona.ird and reverse first-order rate constants for an
atom going between its initial and saddle-point configuration, while k,( is the first-order
rate constant of the saddle-point configuration decaying into its final state. Note that
we make the usual assumption of equilibrium between the initial state and its saddlepoint configuration, which is also sometimes called an 'activated complex state'.
This vacancy hopping reaction is depicted in fig. 1. Note that the initial and final
states need not occur at the same energy if the sites are not equivalent; in compounds,
nearest-neighbour hopping leads to an asymmetry between the energies of the initial
and final state because of the creation or annihilation of antisite defects concomitant
with hopping. Also note that fig. I differs notably from typical absolute-rate theory
Fig. I

~

saddlepoint

KE m

state
(s)

,

C

4-

final state

(f)
initial state

0)
nearest-neighbour spacing

(d)
Reaction coordinate
Energy profile for vacancy nearest-neighbour hopping.
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§ 2. THm BALLISTIC MODEL FOR VACANCY MIGRATION
The physical picture adopted in the BM is as follows (Van Vechten 1975). At
temperatures above the Debye temperature 0 j' the thermal vibrations of the atoms
surrounding a vacancy fluctuate with a characteristic frequency given approximately
by the Debye frequency v%=kOD/h, where k. is Boltzmann's constant and h is
Planck's constant. Periodically these thermal fluctuations conspire to provide a path
for an atom to hop into the vacancy at a cost of very little potential energy. The venue
for this path is limited by the thermal motion of the surrounding atom to a period of the
order of the zone-boundary phonon period of the host lattice, which is proportional to
the Debye period vD '. For an atom to migrate successfully it must make the hop within
the lifetime cf the favourable venue. This requires a minimum velocity of the hopping
atom to be
v=v,

(1)

where d is the distance between lattice sites. This velocity corresponds to a kinetic
energy
KE =omv2 ,

(2)

where m is the mass of the hopping atom. Thus, since the potential energy that the atom
must overcome is assumed to be quite small during this favourable venue, the kinetic
energy of migration, to a good approximation, is given by
KErn = MV 2 = n(FdvD)2,

(3)

where F is a geometric constant equal to 0-8 for b.c.c. crystals and 0.9 for f.c.c. and h.c.p.
crystals. Note that we denote this as the kinetic energy KEm of migration while it was
originally denoted as the enthalpy AHn of migration, we anticipate the inclusion of
more terms in the expression for AH,, which arise from the statistical thermodynamic
derivation.
In order to calculate the entropy of migration, the BM treatment was extended
(Dobson et al. 1989). At temperatures above the Debye temperature an atom on a
normal lattice site can be modelled as a simple harmonic oscillator vibrating at the
Debye frequency. The entropy associated with this vibrating atom can be calculated
from statistical thermodynamics (Lee, Sears and Turcotte 1973) and is given by
Sk=3{ (hvjkBT)/[exp (hvD/kBT) - 1] - In [I - exp (- hvD/kT)]},

(4)

where the factor 3 is due to the three degrees of freedom of the oscillating atom.
According to the BM, during the limited venue that the atomic migradon actually
occurs, that is when an atom moves through the saddle-point configuration, the
hopping atom is, to a good approximation, a free particle moving ballistically. Thus for
this brief period of time the vibrational modes are replaced by translational modes. We
can calculate the translational entropy using the particle-in-a-box approximation
(Lee et al. 1973):
St/k3 = In [(2nemk, T) 312/h 3] V

(5)

where e = 2.718 and Vis the volume of the box which we take to be the volume occupied
by two nearest-neighbour atoms. The entropy of migration of an atom hopping into a
vacancy is thus given by
ASm = S, - S,.

(6)
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ABSTRACT

A statistical thermodynamic derivation of the enthalpy and entropy associated
with vacancy migration by nearest-neighbour hopping ispresented. The derivation
is in accordance with the ballistic model hypothesis that the migration energy is
kinetic in origin for vacancy nearest-neighbour hopping. It isshown that the general
form of the enthalpy and entropy of migration is qualitatively similar to, but not
identical with that given previously. Except at a very high temperature or when the
Debye temperature is very large, the correction of the migration enthalpy arising
from the statistical thermodynamic derivation i- if negligible importance. The
entropy correction is,however, significant and mu:. .e employed in order to obtain
agreement with experimental values of the migrational entropy for elemental metals
known to diffuse by nearest-neighbour vacancy migration.
§ 1. INTRODUCTION
The ballistic model (BM) for vacancy migration was originally proposed (Van
Vechten 1975) as a means of estimating the enthalpy AHm of migration for vacancy
nearest-neighbour hopping. The essential postulate of the BM is that the migration
barrier may be envisaged as a kinetic energy barrier, instead of a potential energy
barrier, as is assumed in most models. The BM model assumption has recently been
employed (Dobson, Wager and Van Vechten 1989) to calculate the entropy ASm of
migration for vacancy nearest-neighbour hopping. In the spirit of the BM, ASm was
calculated as the difference between the translational entropy of the hopping atom in its
saddle-point configuration and the vibrational entropy of the hopping atom in its
equilibrium position prior to the hop. These two contributions to the migration
entropy were calculated using standard statistical thermodynamic expressions.
The present work presents a statistical thermodynamic derivation of the BM. There
are several factors which motivate this derivation. First, we wish to establish the BM on
firm theoretical grounds from a classical absolute-rate theory point of view. Second, the
statistical thermodynamic derivation leads to new insight into the physics inherent in
the BM assumptions. Third, explicit expressions for AHm and AS,. are deduced which
are then compared with those given previously. It is shown that the statistical
thermodynamic expressions are similar to, but not identical with, expressions given
previously.
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THERMODYNAMICS AND KINETICS
OF VACANCY SELF-COMPENSATION
IN WIDE BAND GAP SEMICONDUCTORS

J.F. Wager
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Center for Advanced Materials Research
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Corvallis, OR 97331-3211

ABSTRACT
Thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of anion vacancy self-compensation of p-type layers in three
compound semiconductors, GaN, ZnSe, and SiC, are considered. Thermodynamic considerations indicate
that SiC p-type layers are thermodynamically stable, whereas GaN and ZnSe p-type layers are
thermodynamically unstable, with respect to anion vacancy self-compensation. Hence, if GaN and ZnSe
compound semiconductor devices with p-type layers are to exhibit long-term stability, it is important that
kinetic barriers be established which preclude the supply of anion vacancies to the p-type layer. Kinetic
strategies for minimizing anion vacancy self-compensation include growing p-layers free of grain
boundaries and dislocations, placing the p-layers remote from surfaces, and embedding the p-layer in
heavily n-doped regions.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
There is a resurgence of interest in wide band gap semiconductors (Bhargava 1989, Kukimoto

1989). This is partially motivated by recognition of the potential of these semiconductors for applications
such as visible displays, visible/ultraviolet optical sources or detectors, and high-temperature electronic
devices. However, recognition of the technological potential of these materials is not the primary reason
for this recent increase in research activity. Rather, it is primarily driven by the emergence of new
process technologies, the utilization of non-traditional dopants, and the adoption of new doping strategies
which have led to the attainment of low-resistivity, n- and p-type doping in wide band gap semiconductors.
Until recently, it has been very difficult to obtain low-resistivity, n- and p-type layers for many
wide band gap semiconductors.

Certain semiconductors (e.g., ZnSe, ZnS, CdS, GaN) exhibit a

propensity for only low-resistivity, n-type doping whereas other semiconductors (e.g., ZnTe) tend to give

rise to exclusively low-resistivity, p-type doping.
This inability to achieve bipolar doping in many wide band gap semiconductors is attributed (Aven
and Devine 1973, Park and Shin 1977) to the low solubility (Kr6ger 1964, Neumark 1989) or the high
ionization energy of dopants, to impurity compensation (Henry, Nassau, and Shiever 1971), or to one
of several kinds of self-compensation (Mandel 1964, Neumark 1980, Van Vechten 1980, Chadi and
Chang 1989).
The first purpose of the work described herein is to explore the thermodynamics of a specific
Fermi-level-driven vacancy self-compensation mechanism for three wide band gap semiconductors, GaN,
ZnSe, and SiC. According to these estimates, p-type doping in GaN and ZnSe is thermodynamically
unstable with respect to anion vacancy self-compensation whereas p-type doping is found to be
thermodynamically stable for SiC.
Thermodynamics is not the entire story, however, since thermodynamically unstable material
systems can be rendered metastable if an appropriate kinetic barrier exists. An obvious example of such

a situation is carbon in the form of diamond which is unstable (actually, metastable) with respect to the
thermodynamically more stable graphite state; it is the existence of a large kinetic barrier which impedes
the spontaneous transformation of diamond to graphite. Thus, the second purpose of the present paper
is to explore the anion vacancy self-compensation kinetics of GaN and ZnSe in order to estimate the
potential stability of devices fabricated using these wide band gap semiconductors whose p-type doping
is unstable with respect to anion vacancy self-compensation. Our assessment of the self-compensation
kinetics suggests that it will be extremely difficult to manufacture stable GaN or ZnSe devices with lowresistivity p-type layers unless these devices are designed in a manner such that anion vacancy diffusion
to the p-type layers can be suppressed.
The Fermi-level-driven vacancy self-compensation mechanism invoked in our analysis is not
presumed to universally account for all problems associated with bipolar doping in wide band gap
semiconductors. Rather, it is believed that the compensation of certain wide band gap semiconductors
may be attributed to this mechanism. It is also believed that this mechanism may play an important role
in establishing the long-term stability of devices fabricated using certain wide band gap semiconductors.
Finally, it is hoped that the basic thermodynamic/kinetic approach utilized in this paper may provide a
conceptual framework from which to evaluate other instability mechanisms and, perhaps, to lead to the
implementation of new strategies for obtaining larger kinetic barriers, thus, resulting in improved device
stability.

2.

THERMODYNAMICS OF VACANCY SELF-COMPENSATION
The analytical formulation employed herein to account for vacancy self-compensation relies only

on knowing the enthalpy of formation, AHf, of the appropriate vacancy. al-f of an isolated, ionized
vacancy is envisaged (Van Vechten 1975a, Van Vechten 1980, Dobson and Wager 1989, Wager 1991)
as the sum of the enthalpy of formation of a neutral vacancy and an electronic contribution which is
related to the ionzation energy of the vacancy;

2

AHf(V z ) = AHf(V') + AH.(V z )

(1)

where the superscript z denotes the charge state of the vacancy and x denotes the vacancy as neutral. The
thermodynamic stability of a semiconductor with respect to vacancy self-compensation is simply assessed
by the condition
(2)

AHf(V') . 0

which establishes the critical Fermi-level position, denoted Efri t, beyond which it is more energc:ically
favorable to create new, self-compensating vacancies rather than to modulate the Fermi-level closer to
the appropriate band edge. It is most convenient to illustrate this approach with specific examples.
Consider the case of p-type, acceptor doping in GaN. A bulk energy band diagram relevant to such
a situation is indicated in Fig. 1. The nitrogen vacancy, VN, a single donor with an ionization energy
of approximately 0.05 eV (Madelung 1982) with respect to the conduction band minimum, EC, is relevant
for the p-type doping case under consideration. The 0/+ convention employed in Fig. 1 refers to the
ionization state of the level when the Fermi-level is sufficiently far above or below the ionization level.
Note that the energy separation shown in Fig. I is not drawn to scale. In Fig. 1, the valence band
maximum, Ev, is taken as the energy reference.

The band gap indicated in Fig. 1 is that of room

temperature. In our analysis the relevant temperature is that of device operation, approximated by room
temperature, and not the semiconductor growth temperature since our primary concern is with the longterm stability of compound semiconductor devices.
The expression for the enthalpy of formation of VN corresponding to Eqn. I is (Dobson and Wager
1989, Wager 1991)

,,Hf(V,)

= AHf(V)

- (Ep

-ED)

Ect"is found by setting AHgV') = 0 in Eqn. (3) to yield

E

rt=
ED - A Hf(VN)

3

.(4)

(3)

From Fig. 1, ED = 3.39 eV and according to Van Vechten's microscopic cavity model (MCM) (Van
Vechten 1975a, Van Vechten 1980), AHr{V') = 1.99 eV so that Eqn. (4) gives
E "'(GaN, p-type doping) = 1.4 eV

(5)

.

Equation (5) is the condition for the onset of self-compensation in GaN by nitrogen vacancy creation;
Eqn. (5) implies that when the acceptor doping density is large enough that the Fermi-level is less than
1.4 eV above Ev, it is energetically more favorable to create nitrogen vacancies which compensate any
additional acceptors.

Alternatively, Eqn. (5) is interpreted as the energy at which the Fermi-level is

pinned at high acceptor doping concentrations, assuming that equilibrium prevails.

It is crucially

important to realize that Eqn. (5) does not mean that EF in GaN cannot be positioned closer to Ev than
1.4 eV; rather, the message of Eqn. (5) is that if EF is less than 1.4 eV, our estimate indicates that this
situation is not thermodynamically stable with respect to VN self-compensation.

Thus, our analysis

precludes the attainment of equilibrium, low-resistivity, p-type layers in GaN because of the unfavorable
energetics of anion vacancy self-compensation.
Now consider the case of p-type, acceptor doping in ZnSe, whose energy band diagram is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

The selenium vacancy, VSe, is a double donor with ionization energies of

approximately 0.02 eV and 0.3 eV with respect to Ec (Shirakawa and Kukimoto 1980, Ito and Okada
1985). Therefore, the ZnSe equivalent of Eqn. (1) is (Dobson and Wager 1989, Wager 1991)
AH.(V'*)

E' t t is found by setting AHtV

=

+) =

AH(Vs)

(,

- ED,)

+

(E7

-

ED2).

(6)

0 which results in

Er

+E.
-&H,(L)'(7)
[D1

Using EDI = 2.68 eV, ED2 = 2.4 eV from Fig. 2 and AHf(V ) = 2.56 eV from the MCM estimate
(Van Vechten 1980) yields
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Eoit(ZflSe, p-type doping) = 1.3 eV

.

(8)

Similar to GaN, our vacancy self-compensation analysis indicates that it is not possible LU obtain lowresistivity, p-type ZnSe layers under equilibrium conditions.
Finally, consider the thermodynamics of vacancy self-compensation for cubic SiC under p-type,
acceptor doping. Figure 3 illustrates the bulk energy band diagram. The carbon vacancy, Vc , is taken
to be a simple donor (More, Ryu, Carter, Bentley, and Davis 1985, Li and Lin-Chung 1987, Talwar and
Feng 1991) with an ionization energy ED = 1.66 eV (Talwar and Feng 1991). It should be noted that
ED has also been estimated as 0.54 eV (Li and Lin-Chung 1987). Even though there is a large disparity
of these estimates of ED such that the VC donor ionization energy should be considered uncertain, our
conclusion regarding the vacancy self-compensation stability of SiC with respect to p-type doping is
independent of which estimate of ED is used.
The SiC equivalent of Eqn. (1) is

AH(Vg) = AHf(V")-

(E

-

D).

(9)

Setting AHV ) - 0 gives

ED - &Hf(Vc

E

(10)

The MCM estimate for AHt{Vl) is 2.25 eV (Van Vechten 1980) so that
E

-0.59eV.

(11)

This large, negative estimate for Ec n t implies that, in contrast to GaN and ZnSe, SiC is stable with
respect to anion vacancy self-compensation under strong p-type doping. Thus, according to the present
analysis it is possible to obtain equilibrium, low-resistivity, p-type SiC layers without being constrained
by the energetics of anion vacancy self-compensation.
In summary, thermodynamic arguments are presented which indicate GaN and ZnSe to be
thermodynamically unstable, whereas SiC is found to be stable, with respect to anion vacancy self-
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compensation under strong p-type doping. It should be noted that a similar analysis under strong n-type
doping indicates that GaN, ZnSe, and SiC are all stable with respect to cation vacancy self-compensation.

3.

KINETICS OF SELF-COMPENSATION IN GaN AND ZnSe
The conclusion of the previous analysis is that p-type doping in GaN and ZnSe is not thermodynam-

ically stable with respect to anion vacancy self-compensation. Hence, the challenge facing the fabrication
of stable GaN and ZnSe devices which employ low-resistivity, p-type layers is to devise strategies for
obtaining suitable kinetic barriers which render these layers adequately stable (i.e., stable in a kinetic
sense, not a thermodynamic sense).
Our kinetic assessment begins by assuming the existence of a low-resistivity, p-type GaN or ZnSe
layer which is incorporated into a device structure. The growth of such a p-type layer will most likely
be achieved through the use of advanced crystal growth technologies, novel dopants or doping strategies,
and the precise control of stoichiometry and impurities (Bhargava 1989, Kukimoto 1989). Although the
details of how such a layer is actually grown is of no further interest for our present purposes, it is
important to note that such a low-resistivity, p-type layer is not in thermodynamic equilibrium, according
to our previous thermodynamic analysis. Thus, anion vacancy self-compensation is a natural degradation
mechanism for such a device.
We consider three means by which anion vacancies can be supplied in order that self-compensation
occur in the p-type layer:
1.

Anion vacancies are generated spontaneously within the p-type layer if vacancynucleation sites such as surfaces, grain boundaries, or dislocations are available to
nucleate such vacancies.

2.

Anion vacancies outside the p-type layer diffuse into the p-type layer.

3.

Anion vacancies are generated within the p-type layer by Frenkel-pair generation.
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We now explore in more detail the kinetics associated with supplying anion vacancies for selfcompensation.
First, consider the case of a low-resistivity, p-type layer which is in direct contact with a surface
or which possesses a high concentration of dislocations or grain boundaries so that anion vacancies are
readily nucleated.

Our previous thermodynamic analysis suggests that anion vacancies generate

spontaneously at nucleation sites since there is no thermodynamic barrier precluding their formation.
Therefore, self-compensation of the p-type layer depends on the rate at which vacancies diffuse from
vacancy nucleation sites throughout the p-type layer. The activation energy for such a process is equal
to the enthalpy of migration, AHm' for diffusion which we estimate to be approximately 0.9 eV and
1.8 eV for anion vacancy migration in GaN and ZnSe, respectively. These AHm estimates are based on
the ballistic model for atomic migration (Van Vechten 1975b, Van Vechten 1980) assuming that anion
vacancy migration in GaN and ZnSe occurs by second-nearest-neighbor hopping (2nnh).
Consequently, we estimate the degradation activation energies to be 0.9 eV and 1.8 eV for GaN
and ZnSe devices, respectively, if degradation occurs by anion vacancy nucleation within the p-type layer.
These degradation activation energies are significantly smaller than the relevant semiconductor band gap
and it is expected that they are of an inadequate magnitude to insure the stability of such compound
semiconductor devices. Thus, the first conclusion arising from this kinetic analysis is that low-resistivity,
p-type layers should be located remote from surfaces and should be as free as possible from dislocations,
grain boundaries, or any other vacancy-nucleation sites.
The second way of accomplishing anion vacancy self-compensation is via the diffusion of anion
vacancies from device regions outside the low-resistivity, p-type layer. Suppose that our low-resistivity,
p-type layer is completely embedded within an n-type material of identical composition to the p-layer,
thus forming a homojunction. AHf of the charged vacancies depends on the position of EF. Recall that
AlHf for a GaN anion vacancy is given by
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AH,(V ) = AHf(VN)

(12)

(E, - ED)

whereas for ZnSe it is given by
AHf(V')

=Hf(V)

- (Ep - E

1

-)

(13)

From Eqns. (12) and (13) it is evident that AHf for anion vacancies increases monotonically as EF:
approaches EC until the donor is neutral. The maximum AHf occurs when EF crosses the uppermost
donor ionization level, rendering the anion vacancy neutral. According to the MCM estimates (Van
- 2.56 eV for GaN
Vechten 1980), this maximum corresponds to AHt.Vx) = 1.99 eV and AHf(V
and ZnSe, respectively. Thus, anion vacancy formation is thermodynamically more difficult in the n-type
embedding region than in the low-resistivity, p-type layer. Assuming that the n-type region is grown
relatively vacancy-free, new vacancies must be generated at vacancy-nucleation sites within the n-type
layer and subsequently diffuse through the n-type region to the low-resistivity, p-type layer to accomplish
anion vacancy self-compensation.

The activation energy, AHa, for this vacancy-generation, diffusion

process is given by

AHa

=

AHf(Vz) + AH2."

(14)

If the n-type region is heavily doped to insure that the anion vacancies are neutral, AIRa is approximately
2.9 eV and 4.3 eV for GaN and ZnSe, respectively. AHa corresponds to the activation energy of device
degradation by anion vacancy self-compensation in which anion vacancies are supplied by remote
generation and diffusion. Note that this activation is maximal for n' doping of the embedding region
and is correspondingly reduced as the embedding region doping concentration is decreased.
It is not clear whether these activation energies, 2.9 eV and 4.3 eV, are of sufficient magnitude to
guarantee the stability of GaN and ZnSe compound semiconductor devices which contain low-resistivity,
p-type layers. As a rule of thumb, we believe that AHa should be greater than the semiconductor band
gap since this amount of energy is readily available from recombination of carriers across the band gap.

a

From this point of view, ZnSe devices appear to hold more promise in terms of long-term stability than
GaN devices. In any event, two strategies emerge from this kinetic analysis:
1.

The p-type layer should be embedded within an n-type region of high doping
concentration in order to provide a large activation energy for vacancy-generation,
diffusion.

2.

The n-type embedding region should have as large dimensions as possible to impede
anion vacancy diffusion to the low-resistivity, p-type layer.

Now consider Frenkel-pair generation, the third way in which anion vacancies may be supplied for
self-compensation of the p-type layer.

Frenkel-pair generation corresponds to the creation of a self-

interstitial-vacancy pair, Ni-V n and Sei-Vs, for GaN or ZnSe, respectively. If we employ Van Vechten's
method (Van Vechten 1980) for estimating AHf of an anion self-interstitial, we obtain AHt(N* in
GaN) = 27 eV and AHf(Sel in ZnSe) = 18 eV. These estimates seem unrealistically large and certain
assumptions underlying this approach have been questioned (Morgan-Pond and Raghavan 1985).
However, ab initio pseudo-atomic orbital calculations (Jansen and Sankey 1989) also yield a large
estimate of about 12 eV for AHf of a neutral anion Frenkel-pair in ZnSe. Therefore, we conclude from
these estimates that anion Frenkel-pair generation is not likely to be an important mechanism for
supplying vacancies for the self-compensation of p-type layers in GaN and ZnSe.
In summary, because p-type doping of GaN and ZnSe is not thermodynamically stable with respect
to anion vacancy self-compensation, such p-type layers should be located remote from surfaces or other
anion vacancy nucleation sites. GaN and ZnSe device stability can also be improved if p-type layers are
embedded within n-type layers. Frenkel-pair generation is not believed to be impcrtant in determining
the stability of GaN and ZnSe devices.
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4.

CONCLUSIONS
The thermodynamics and kinetics of anion vacancy self-compensation is investigated for the

compound semiconductors GaN, ZnSe, and SiC. SiC p-type layers are found to be thermodynamically
stable with respect to anion vacancy self-compensation whereas GaN and ZnSe p-type layers are
thermodynamically unstable. Since anion vacancy self-compensation is an obvious device degradation
mechanism, the best means of insuring long-term stability is to employ stable semiconductors such as
SiC. If semiconductors which are unstable with respect to anion vacancy self-compensation are to be
utilized, certain strategies to improve device stability should be adopted.

These strategies consist of

growing the p-type semiconductor free of vacancy nucleation sites such as grain boundaries and
dislocations, placing the p-type layers far from surfaces or other vacancy nucleation sites which exist in
nearby layers, and embedding the p-type layers in heavily doped n-type layers.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1.

Bulk energy band diagram of GaN.

Figure 2.

Bulk energy band diagram of ZnSe.

Figure 3.

Bulk energy band diagram of SiC.
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